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Medical Image Understanding and Analysis 2004

This is the eighth in a series of annual scientific and technical meetings designed to provide a UK
forum for discussion and dissemination of research in medical image understanding and analysis.
This year’s meeting is organised by the Imaging Sciences Centre at Imperial College London and
the Inter-disciplinary Research Consortium (IRC) “From Medical Images and Signals to Clini-
cal Information” (MIAS). As in previous years, the meeting is supported by the British Machine
Vision Association (BMVA), the Institute of Physics and Engineering in Medicine (IPEM), and
the British Institute of Radiology (BIR).

The range and level of submission for this year’s meeting has been of high quality. In contrast to
previous years, authors were asked to submit a one-page abstract for review by the programme
committee. We received 91 submissions, and all submitted abstracts were reviewed by three
members of the programme committee. Based on their reviews and recommendations, 34 sub-
missions were accepted for oral presentation and 35 submissions were accepted for poster pre-
sentation. The authors of papers which were selected for oral or poster presentation were then
asked to submit a four-page paper which is included in these proceedings. We were particularly
pleased to see the large number of high quality papers submitted by PhD students. At this year’s
MIUA, approximately 50% of all presentations are from PhD students.

Many thanks to all who helped in organising the event. In particular we would like to thank
Michelle Ballmer, Barbara Claxton, Ann Halford and the members of the Visual Information
Processing Group for their help in organising the conference. We would also like to thank David
Risley for his excellent support of the conference management software, CAWS, which was used
to manage the paper submission and delegate registration process. Finally, we are very grateful
to the Programme Committee and, in particular, to all those who supported MIUA 2004 by sub-
mitting papers and attending the meeting. We hope that you enjoy the conference.

Daniel Rueckert
Jo Hajnal
Guang-Zhong Yang
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Modelling tissue deformations using free-form modes of vibration
Julia A Schnabela

�
, Philipp G Batchelora, Christine Tannera,

Marcel Quistb, Frans A Gerritsenb, David J Hawkesa

aImaging Sciences Division, Guy’s, King’s and St. Thomas’ Medical School, King’s College London, UK
bResearch and Advanced Development, Medical IT, Philips Medical Systems Nederland BV, NL

Abstract. In this work we propose to compute modes of vibration from finite element methods (FEM) for
free-form deformations (FFDs) in order to model biomechanical tissue motion and deformations.

1 Introduction

Since physical modes of vibration were first introduced to computer vision applications for correspondence match-
ing [1], their potential has been explored for various medical image analysis tasks, including motion tracking,
surgical navigation and shape classification. In this work, we investigate whether modes of vibration can provide
a low-dimensional and compact representation of biomechanically plausible types of deformation for their use in
in non-rigid image registration.

2 Method

Modes of vibration are computed by decoupling the FEM system equilibrium equation,
��������
	���

, into
a basis defined by the

�
-orthonormalized eigenvectors of

�������
. Here,

�
is the load vector,

�
the global

displacement vector, and
�

and
�

the global stiffness and mass matrix. This yields a set of eigenvectors �
and eigenvalues � , which describe the image-embedded object’s generalized nonlinear axes of symmetry

� � �� ����� . For constant masses, the generalized eigenproblem reduces to a standard one.

For free-form modes of vibration, the global system and mass matrices can be assembled from the local elements
defined by a regular mesh of free-form deformations (FFDs) using B-splines [2]. Material properties such as
Young’s modulus � and Poisson’s ratio � can be associated with each FFD element � , yielding local element
stiffness matrices

�������
using Gauss quadrature integration, which are assembled to the global system:

� �"! � � �#��� �%$'&)(+*-,/. �#���10)23�#��� . �#����4/56����� (1)

where
2

is the strain material matrix, and
.

is the strain displacement transformation matrix. The FFD model can
then be reparameterized into a frequency-ordered description in form of a linear combination of the modes:

798#:<;�=>8 � ?! 8+@BA ?!C @�A ?!D @�AFE 8HG1IKJ E C GMLNJ E D G1OPJQG1R � JHSUT�8MV W<T C V XYT D (2)

where
R

is a parameter vector weighting the basis of eigenvectors � , thus describing how each control point
moves within each mode. All modes corresponding to rigid-body modes, background elements, or fixed degrees of
freedom (DOFs) have zero eigenvalues, and can be excluded from the eigen solution a priori using efficient sparse
matrix methods. Additionally, less relevant high frequency modes can also be excluded. Hence, our proposed
modal reparameterization of FFDs can reduce the number of DOFs, while constraining the model to physically
motivated and plausible types of deformations.

3 Results

We have computed free-form modes of vibration on a set of Magnetic Resonance (MR) image volumes, including
MR mammography, MR liver volumes, and the brainweb1 phantom from the Montreal Neurological Institute, as
well as synthetic images. Figure 1 shows a synthetic example image with superimposed free-form deformation
modes at increasing frequencies of vibration, illustrating the effect of gross-to-fine deformation modelling.

In the following, the exemplar MR mammography reconstruction will be described. Figure 2 shows example slices
for MR mammography data of a volunteer undergoing a controlled compression in a breast biopsy coil [3], as well
as subtractions before and after non-rigid registration using the algorithm described in [2].Z

Corresponding author: julia.schnabel@kcl.ac.uk
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 1. Synthetic example image containing one square object, with a Young’s modulus of � �����������
. (a)

Relaxed state. (b)–(e) Example modes at increasing frequencies of vibration.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2. Example axial slice through MR mammography volumes of a volunteer undergoing a controlled com-
pression in a breast biopsy coil [3]. (a) Before compression. (b) After compression. (c) Subtraction (a)-(b). (d)
Subtraction after volumetric non-rigid registration.

Figure 3 shows the corresponding subtraction slices after modal reconstruction of the non-rigid deformation field,
using all available modes or only a mode subset, taking either all displacements or only displacements within the
breast tissue into account. The subsets of modes were selected from those modes with strictly positive frequencies
of vibration. While a reconstruction with all modes, using all displacements or only breast tissue displacements
(Fig. 3 (a) and (b)), captures all or a large proportion of the deformations (with an RMS error of 	�
 ��� ����

and�����������
, respectively), it is desirable to truncate the modal basis further to contain only the modes of non-zero

frequency of vibration. In this example, these modes amount to just over a quarter (1098 of 4131 modes) of the
total number of modes. However, as Fig. 3 (c) illustrates, using only the ”positive” modes for reconstruction leaves
a large residual rigid motion, which needs to be corrected for, e.g. using a closed form solution (see Fig. 3 (d)). To
further reduce the positive modal basis, only the first � positive modes can be used (Figs. 3 (e)–(h)), yielding a
decreasing reconstruction error for increasing � . In fact, for this example, using less than

�����
of the total number

of modes (or just over a third of the positive modes) (Fig. 3 (g)) yields submillimetre reconstruction accuracy.

For a further numerical analysis of the reconstruction error, Fig. 4 plots the RMS reconstruction error curves over
all modes, as well as the scaled frequencies of vibration � . Zero frequencies contribute to either rigid body motion
or background motion, which is reflected by a constant reconstruction error using only foreground deformations
(reconstructions R2, with an initial fall-off in Fig. 4 (a) for the rigid body modes). Using only positive frequency
modes allows to reconstruct only the foreground displacements, hence the lower reconstruction error when ignoring
background deformation (R4) as opposed to taking all deformations into account (R3). Using additional rigid
motion correction (Fig. 4 (b)) shows an almost equivalent error when using only positive modes (R4) compared
to all modes (R2), both based on foreground displacements only. Reconstruction � � over all deformations and
modes finally shows the complexity of the registration task, with a slowly decreasing rather than constant error for
zero-frequency modes. In a registration application, where a modal reconstruction due to lack of a gold standard
deformation field cannot be performed, these modes, if taken out of the modal basis, will have to be compensated
for by rigid body motion correction.

As two further demonstrations for free-form modes of vibration, and on-going work, Figs. 5 and 6 show vibration
modes for a slice of the MNI brainweb1 phantom, and a reformatted slice of an MR liver volume of a volunteer
at maximum exhale position. For the former, vibration modes from a high-resolution 2D FFD (

����� 
 �����
)

with three tissue components (grey and white matter, and CSF) were computed, using Young’s moduli of, � ����������! ��"���#�!���"���
, respectively, yielding 3096 modes, of which the first non-rigid modes are shown. For the liver

example, 3D modes were computed for a one tissue component model ( � �$�%�"���
). We are currently investigating

2



(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 3. Example subtraction slice of volunteer MR mammography data after volumetric modal reconstruction of
the displacements obtained from non-rigid registration (see Fig. 2 (d)). Top row: using (a) all 4131 modes, (b) like
(a) but only displacements within the breast tissue, (c) all ”positive” modes (1098 modes) and only displacements
within the breast tissue, and (d) like (c) but using additional rigid motion correction. Bottom row: like (d) but using
only the first N positive modes for (e) � � ���

, (f) � �  � , (g) � � �  ��
, and (h) � � 	�� � .

reconstructive properties by means of deformation simulations and gold standard registrations.

Discussion and Conclusions

In our initial experiments, reparameterising free-form deformations to a modal basis of vibrations has shown to
have a big potential to incorporate biomechanical tissue properties into a transformation models in an elegant
way, while providing means to constrain the searh space in a registration scenario to physically plausible types of
deformation. A further prospect of this approach is to use only a releavnt subsect of non-rigid free-form modes of
vibration in order to recover lower frequency (gross) deformations and to reduce the parameter search space even
further. We are currently investigating the effect of varying material property values, multi-resolution FFDs and
associated modes, as well as comparing the free-form modes of vibration against gold standard FEM models.
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Figure 4. Accumulative modal reconstruction error of volumetric tissue displacements obtained from non-rigid
registration, and corresponding frequency of vibration � (scaled by

��� � �
for better display purposes). (a) Error

without additional rigid motion correction. (b) Error with additional rigid motion correction. R1: all modes; R2:
all modes and only foreground displacements; R3: all modes with positive eigenvalues; R4: all modes with positive
eigenvalues and only foreground displacements.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 5. MNI brainweb1 slice and example modes of vibration. (a) Relaxed state. (b-e) First non-rigid modes.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 6. Reformatted sagittal slice through MR liver volunteer data at maximum exhale and example modes of
vibration. (a) Relaxed state. (b)–(d) Rigid body and non-rigid modes.
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A Matrix Framework for MR Motion Correction
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1 Introduction

We present a new framework to describe the effect of motion upon MR images. We establish a large matrix equa-
tion giving the corrupted image directly from the ideal object. We then show that pseudo-inversion of this system
is possible by efficient linear algebraic methods when the motion is known. We concentrate here on the issue of
the general motion correction when the motion is assumed known, but we also describe methods to find this motion.

2 Theory

Images acquired in the Fourier domain, and which have been motion corrupted are in general corrected by using
two simple facts about Fourier transforms: the Fourier transform of a translated image is the original data with a
phase shift, and the Fourier transform of a linearly transformed image is the Fourier transform of the original image,
evaluated at the inverse transformed positions, magnified by a determinant. Two problems appear when trying to
generalise to non-affine motions, or motion acquired in multiple shots. First, the Fourier data acquired at different
times, i.e., k-space positions, is not consistent, which causes problems for rotations for example. Secondly, no
general statement holds for the Fourier transform of an image corrupted by nonrigid motion, in terms of transforms
of the coordinates in the underlying space: we can’t simply find a nonrigid motion of k-space corresponding to a
nonrigid motion of image space. Here, we show how to bypass these problems. The idea is to work with what is
observed, namely the images or their Fourier transform, and not on the abstract underlying x- or k-spaces. We do
this by expressing every operation as linear operations on images � interpreted as long vectors.

2.1 Known Motions

Spatial transformation matrices. Spatial transformations induce image transformations on the images whose
domain (FOV) is transformed. In a discrete setting, the space of

�������
	���
images ������� ���������� is a linear

space of dimension
��������

in which images are arrays � . For an image � , and a transformation � �!"�$#&%' �(� � the
transformed image satisfies �*)+ �(� �,� � �.-0/ �)+&�(� �1� . The boundedness of the field of view makes these induced maps
non-invertible in general. An image whose signal stays within the field of view, however, can be reconstructed.

Fourier, subsampling, and aliasing matrices. Fourier transformations are very fast thanks to Fast Fourier Trans-
form algorithms (FFT), which perform the transformation without building explicitly a dense matrix. Nevertheless,
for theoretical discussions, and for our purpose, it is useful to introduce the matrix of the 2D Fourier transform2�35476 398

. It is a unitary matrix, whose inverse is its hermitian transpose
2;:3 4 6 3 8

. Subsampling of a vector can also be
represented by a matrix, with ones in the diagonal at the corresponding positions, zero otherwise. We call the ma-
trix corresponding to subsampling at time <>=@? . Aliasing is the consequence of subsampling in the image domain,
thus AB?;C �D2 :3 4 6 3 8 =E? 2�354F6 3G8 is the matrix which maps the image data to the aliased image data. For rectangular
field of views, and undersampling along one spatial dimension (Phase Encode PE), the computation factors along
dimensions, and the matrices have a block structure. Suppose the aliasing takes every

�IH
(
��H C �J�LK��>H ) line, with

an offset at the start of < , < �JMN��O�O�OP�1�QH,RTS (i.e., line < , <# �QH , <>#VU �>H , O�O�O ).
�.A ? �1W 3 ��X �39Y9Z ��[G\ ?P]_^9`` 4 when �ba R��>� is a multiple of

� HM
otherwise

O (1)

All the aliasing matrices have the same regular sparsity pattern, the magnitude of the nonzero components are justScK�� H
, but the nondiagonal parts (which cause the ghosts) have phases which when summed over all shots lead to

cancellations.�
Correspondence: d philipp.batchelor,derek.hill e @kcl.ac.uk
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Motion in � -space. Suppose ' ? describes the spatial transformation at time < , and = ? the sampling of k-space
at this time. The observed image � is related to the ideal object image ��� by the sequence: —Spatially transform� � to � ( � � �! ' ? � � ); —Fourier transform ( � � �! 2Q35476 3G8 ' /? � ); —Extract the lines corresponding to shot < ( � � �!= ? 2�354F6 3G8 ' /? � ); —Set these lines in � ( � � �!�� C ��� ? = ?�� 2�354F6 3G8 ' /?�� � ); —Let � be the inverse Fourier transform of� ( � �! � C � � ? 2 :3 4 6 3 8 = ? 2Q3B476 3G8 ' /? � ). We have obtained a simple matrix form for the motion corruption from the
expressions in brackets: the motion corrupted image is a superposition of aliased views of the object in different
positions, � �
	 3 Y / �� ?�� � A ? ' ?� ��� � C�� ��� O (2)

We call this matrix the ghosting matrix (hence the choice of notation, we use the Greek form to avoid confusion
with the g-factor from parallel MR). Implicitly, when the motions are known, inversion of this matrix should
recover an object’s image from its motion corrupted view, whatever the motion and time-sampling pattern in k-
space. It is, however, unlikely that the matrix will be invertible, for the reasons given above. Note that it is also
large, of size

� � � � 	 � � � �
, but, the matrix-vector multiplication by � can be implemented very efficiently with

FFT and subsampling. Nevertheless, its importance should not be underestimated, as it gives a benchmark to
compare other faster, but approximate methods. Note that we have chosen the image space version of the equation,
as it is images that are visualised. A k-space version of equation (2) would be � � � � ? = ?��_? � � � � C���� � where�_? C � 2 3 4 6 3 8 ' ? 2 :3 4 6 3 8 is the k-space representation of motion. One important remark is that we are able to express
the effect of any motion on the Fourier transform of an image, thus represent motion in � -space, but expressed on
the observed images � , not on the coordinates.

Approximate inverses. Let us consider the following algorithm , on an image � , supposed to result from motions' ? occurring during the sampling. This is an exact version of the first method mentioned in the Introduction:
Spatially transform � by - / �? � into � ? , ( � �! ' /? � � ); —Fourier transform � ? to � ?�� , ( � �! 2 3 4 6 3 8 ' /? � � ); —extract the
lines corresponding to shot < ( � �! = ? � 2 3 4 6 3 8 ' /? � � ), and set these lines in � ( � �!�� � C � � ? = ? � 2 3 4 6 3 8 ' /? � � ). Let � �
be the inverse Fourier transform of � � , an approximation to ��� . Then � �! � � � C�� / � C � � ? 2 :3B476 3G8 = ?�� 2 3 4 6 3 8 ' /? � � .
This algorithm is ’wrong’ in the sense that in general � � will be different from ��� . The reason is that the shot lines
corresponding to < were indeed transformed by a known transform, but only these lines, and this algorithm applies
the transformation to the whole image. Ideally, the correct transformation would be applied only to the correct
lines. This, however, would always assume that the other lines have been corrected, thus to correct the lines from
time < , one needs the lines corrected at every other time <�� , but to get these, one would need the lines corrected
at < , etc. In other words, the problem of the algorithm is that it is sequential, whereas the exact solution can only
be achieved simultaneously, by matrix inversion. Spatial transformations whose transform matrices commute with
aliasing matrices are then special in that they allow for a fast exact reconstruction, using for example this algorithm.
This is true for translations along aliased lines. Even for more general motions, if the displacements are small, the
matrices A ?�� and ' /? might approximately commute, in the sense that A ?�� ' /? ' /? A ?�� has small norm.

Inverses. Algorithms such as the one above are empirical. The advantage of knowing the explicit matrix � is
that the search for inversion can be made in a much more systematic way. Of course, the matrix being singular, this
statement should be relativised, but, as we already mentioned, the non-regularity is caused by the loss of portions
of the image out of the field of view. In other words, we know what the kernel of the matrix is, and it suggests that
the singularity might not be too much of a problem, as the images we are interested in have small intersection with
this kernel. Hence, instead of heuristic guesses of the inverse, mathematical constructions of quasi-inverses might
be possible. Here we use the term quasi-inverse of a matrix = to mean a matrix = / such that the error ��� R = / =����
is small, in a sense defined by the problem, in particular for ’reasonable’ � . The conjugate gradient method is the
basis of many modern methods for the solution of large linear systems, and a derived Krylov subspace algorithm
can be constructed for least-squares systems. For a regular matrix the conjugate gradient algorithm would always
converge to the unique solution (in a finite number of steps). One feature is that it uses only matrix vector product
operations, and we have a very efficient implementation of this using FFT and image transforms. Thus, such an
algorithm works even for a singular matrix, in the sense that it will converge to some solution. (In a different
context of medical imaging, this property of the conjugate gradient for singular matrices was used in [1]).
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2.2 Unknown Motions

We have now described what to do if we know the motions. Of course the remaining question is how to find
this motion. This question has already been studied in some detail, see for example ( [2–4]), but quite often the
methods are limited to specific types of motion, bulk translations, sometimes rotations ( [4]), which depend on few
parameters. The other extremes are some transformations used in nonrigid registrations which sometimes depend
on thousands of parameters. A template for motion correction will be

1. Generate a guessed motion.

2. Transform the image by this guessed motion.

3. Assess this image, and improve the guess (return to 1.)

3 Results

We first show the difference between the methods in Fig. 1, of the motion corrupted a), to the empirical in b),
and the image corrected by matrix inversion (here by explicitly building the sparse matrix). Clearly, the empirical
method does not give a correct reconstruction of the image (here corrupted in two shots, by a relatively large
rotation). We also illustrate the method on a 3D dataset, showing that dimension is not a huge limitation, here for

a) b) c)
Figure 1. Assessment of approximate algorithm for rotations: a) Original image; b) the reconstruction by the
approximate inverse, showing clearly that for large rotations, this approximate method does not give good results;
c) the solution of the linear system, by conjugate gradient.

random affine motions in four shots, and even a nonrigid motion (Fig. 2). Finally, in Fig. 3 we show an example

xy: xz: xy: xz:

yz: yz:
Figure 2. Three dimensional example of a cube, with here four ’shots’ and random affine motion at each shot. We
use here a simple cube as it allows to see more clearly the effects. Three panel views, left motion corrupted, right
corrected.

of a nonrigid motion, here the radial deformation � �!�� � ��� K � � ����� where � is the distance from the centre of the
image, � � a fixed radius, and � ? controls the deformation, here � � � �
	

� S
and �

� �
�
�E� S9O��

.
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Figure 3. Nonrigid example, which simulates a pulsation where the image deforms according to the views in the
first row, to simulate a pulsation. Left: motion corrupted, right: corrected.

4 Conclusion

We have established a formula for motion in MR which does not restrict the type of motion, or the sampling
pattern. Motion corrected images obtained using derived optimisation strategies show very promising results. The
approximate inverse corresponds to the traditional correction in k-space, but the difference between Figs. 1-b and
1-c, shows clearly that for large motions the correct matrix inversion is much better. In summary, correction of
very general type of motion becomes a realistic prospect. The motion can be known, from navigators, or markers
for example. The method we described applies directly in this case, otherwise an optimisation strategy is required,
where the matrix framework is applied at each iteration. This framework is an advance on previous work in the
complexity of the motion it can correct, and the computational efficiency of the algorithm.

In future work we will consider the whole motion correction problems, in particular the problem of finding un-
known motions. Note that the correct motion correction for known motion will clearly produce better guesses than
approximate methods, thus is likely to improve the convergence (see our earlier work in [2]).
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Building a 4D atlas of the cardiac anatomy and motion using MR
imaging
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Abstract. In this paper we describe the construction of 4D atlas of human heart using cardiac MR imaging. This
probabilistic atlas captures the cardiac anatomy and function of a healthy heart. In order to build the atlas we
have acquired tagged as well as untagged MR image sequences from 11 healthy volunteers. The untagged MR
image sequences for each subject are segmented and then mapped into a common reference coordinate system
using a novel spatio-temporal registration algorithm to produce a 4D probabilistic model of the cardiac anatomy.
In addition, the tagged MR image sequences are used to derive motion fields between the end-diastolic and the
end-systolic frames which describe myocardial contraction patterns in each subject. These motion fields are
also mapped into our spatio-temporal reference coordinate system to produce a 4D statistical model of cardiac
function.

1 Introduction

Cardiovascular diseases are the single most important cause of death in the developed world [1]. Their early di-
agnosis and treatment is crucial in order to reduce mortality and to improve patients’ quality of life. Magnetic
resonance imaging (MR) is playing an increasingly important role for the high resolution imaging of the cardio-
vascular system. The area of computational anatomy is an active research area. Most of the work in in this area
focuses on atlas based approaches. The majority of medical atlases focus primarily on the anatomy and function
of the human brain. Early attempts to construct atlases of the human brain have focused of models built from
a single subject. However, these atlases do not contain any information regarding the anatomical and functional
variability across the entire population. In order to address this problem, probabilistic atlases have been developed
which include information from a set of subjects making them more representative of the normal population [2].
Recently, Mazziotta et al. presented a 4D atlas and reference system of the brain which includes macroscopic and
microscopic information about the structure and function of the human brain in a large population across different
age ranges [3].

In recent years a large number of approaches have been developed for the volumetric-based modeling of the heart.
An excellent review of these approaches can be found in Frangi et al. [4]. While there have been a number of
attempts to build statistical shape models of the cardiac anatomy [5,6] very little attempts have been made to build
a computerized atlas which captures both the anatomical and functional variability of the heart across a group
of subjects.In this paper, we present a atlas of the cardiac anatomy and motion using MR imaging. We have
developed anatomical and functional probabilistic atlases for the left ventricle of the heart, the myocardium and
right ventricle. Furthermore, we have also developed a greylevel atlas of the cardiovascular system. The following
chapters describe the approach for building the atlas and provide illustrations of the atlas.

2 Constructing the cardiac atlas

In order to build the atlas the following steps are used:

• The untagged cardiac image sequences are segmented into left and right ventricle as well as myocardium
using an automated segmentation algorithm.
• The untagged cardiac image sequences are mapped into a common spatial and temporal coordinate system

using a 4D registration algorithm.
• The myocardial motion fields for each subject are calculated from the tagged MR images using a motion

tracking algorithm.
• The myocardial motion fields are mapped into the common spatial and temporal coordinate system using the

transformation calculated previously.
• A 4D probabilistic map for each anatomical structure is calculated. Furthermore, 4D statistical motion model

is calculated.
∗email:dp1@doc.ic.ac.uk
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2.1 Segmentation of the cardiac image sequences

The method developed by Lorenzo-Valdés et al. [7] has been used to segment the image sequences. In this method
the first frame of each image sequence is segmented manually and then the segmentation is propagated to the sub-
sequent frames using a non rigid registration algorithm. The images sequences are segmented into four anatomical
structures: the left ventricle, the myocardium, the right ventricle and the background.

2.2 Mapping the image sequences to the same spatio-temporal coordinate system

In order for the cardiac atlas to describe the average anatomy and function of the heart all image sequences have
to be mapped into the same spatio-temporal coordinate system. A spatio-temporal registration method has been
used in order to align the image sequences into the same reference system. This method is similar to one which we
have previously introduced [8]. It uses a 4D mapping which has been resolved into decoupled spatial and temporal
componentsTspatial andTtemporal respectively where

Tspatial(x, y, z) = (x′(x, y, z), y′(x, y, z), z′(x, y, z)),Ttemporal(t) = t′(t)

One consequence of this decoupling is that each temporal framet in image sequenceI will map to another temporal
frame t′ in image sequenceI ′, ensuring causality and preventing that different spatial regions in a 3D image
Ik(x, y, z) will be warped differently in the temporal domain bytemporal.

The spatial transformation used is an affine transformation with 9 degrees of freedom which account for spatial
differences caused by orientation, translation and scaling. To compensate for differences in the length of the cardiac
cycle and for differences in the length of the contraction and relaxation phases across different subjects we have
chosen a temporal transformation which consists of a global part and a local part:

Ttemporal(t′) = Tglobal
temporal(t) + Tlocal

temporal(t)

Tglobal
temporal is an affine transformation which scales the image sequences in order to match the end-systolic and

end-diastolic time points .Tlocal
temporal is modeled by a free-form deformation using a 1D B-spline. To define

a spline-based temporal free-form deformation we denote the temporal domain of the image sequence asΩt =
{(t) | 0 ≤ x < T}. Let Φ denote a set ofnt control pointsφt with a temporal spacingδt. Then, the temporal free
form deformation can be defined as a 1D cubic B-spline:

Tlocal
temporal(t) =

3∑

l=0

Bl(u)φti+l (1)

wherei = b tnt c − 1, u = t
nt
− b tnt c andBl represents the l-th basis function of the B-spline.Tlocal

temporal deforms
the temporal characteristics of each image sequence in order to follow the same motion pattern with the reference
image sequence. The optimal spatial and temporal transformation is found by maximising a voxel based similarity
measure, the normalised mutual information (NMI) [9]. The NMI of two image sequences can be calculated
directly from the joint intensity histogram of the two sequences over their spatio-temporal domain of overlap.
During the optimisation new voxel values are generated in the temporal domain using linear interpolation and
trilinear interpolation in the spatial domain. The optimisation is carried out using an iterative downhill descent
algorithm to calculate the optimal transformation.

2.3 Analysis of the myocardial motion

There are a number of different techniques to extract myocardial motion from tagged MR images. To construct
the cardiac motion atlas the myocardial motion patterns in all subjects are analysed using the method developed
by Chandrashekara et. al. [10]. In this method the deformation of the myocardium is calculated from the end-
diastolic frame to the end-systolic frame and is obtained by non-rigid registration of each frame of the tagged
MR image sequence to the end-diastolic frame. In order to map the motion fields into the common reference
coordinate system we use an approach introduced by Rao et al. [11]. In this approach, the motion fields of different
subjects are mapped into the same coordinate system using a vector field transformation technique which accounts
for differences in the size, orientation and shape of the hearts. After mapping all the motion fields to common
coordinate system the average motion as well as the principal modes of variation of the motion patterns can be
calculated.

2.4 Building the probabilistic atlas

After calculating the transformations to map each image sequence to the common spatio-temporal coordinate
system we can use these transformations to map the segmented image sequences into the same spatio-temporal
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 1. Examples of the 4D atlases of (a) probabilistic atlas of the left ventricle (b) the my-
ocardium, (c) the right ventricle, and (d) the greylevel atlas. Animations of the atlases are found at
http://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/˜dp1/Conferences/MIUA04/ATLAS/.

coordinate system. The atlas of each anatomical structure is formed by averaging the segmented image sequences
of the corresponding anatomical structure. Before producing the average image sequence, each segmented image
sequence is blurred with a Gaussian kernel. The use of blurring during the construction of the atlas is needed due
to the low out of plane resolution which results in significant partial volume effects in the segmentation. Blurring
the images with a Gaussian kernel addresses this problem by modeling this uncertainty in the tissue classification.
Furthermore, we are currently using a small population to build our atlas. This may lead to undesirably sharp
transitions in the tissue probability maps. This effect will be significantly reduced by the addition of more subjects
in the atlas.

3 Materials

In order to build the 4D atlas we have acquired tagged and untagged MR image sequences from 11 healthy vol-
unteers. All untagged MR image sequences were acquired on a Siemens Sonata 1.5 T scanner using TrueFisp
pulse sequence in form of a series of short-axis images covering the entire left ventricle from base to apex. The
short-axis images had a resolution of192 × 256 with a pixel size of1.48mm × 1.48mm and a slice thickness of
10mm which (which is the typical pixel size used in these acquisitions). Shape-based interpolation was used in
order to resample the spatial domain of the segmented image sequences and produce more detailed representations
with isotropic voxels of 1mm3 size. For all subjects, the tagged MR image sequences were acquired in the same
scanning session as the untagged images. For the tagging, short- and long-axis images were acquired to produce
true 3D motion fields. The tagged short-axis images have been acquired with the same geometry as the untagged
short-axis images. A cine breath-hold sequence with SPAMM tag pattern was used.

4 Results and discussion

Figure 1 provides examples of the probabilistic atlases in form of tissue probability maps and average greylevel
intensity image. The smaller the intensity value the less the probability of the particular pixel to belong to the par-
ticular structure (the intensity 255 corresponds to probability of 1, while the intensity 0 corresponds to probability
of 0). In figure 1 (a) and (b) we can clearly see that the papillary muscles of the myocardium are more blurred
than the rest of the image. This is due to the fact that there is large variability in the position and the size of the
papillary muscles. The registration cannot correct differences in the shape of the structure which results to high
degree of blurring.

We have also produced volume renderings of the combined tissue probability and motion maps. The volume
rendering was produced using theVisualisation Toolkitpackage (www.vtk.org). Figure 2 shows the volume
rendering of the atlases. In figure 2 (a),(d) we can see the left ventricle with the average deformation of the
myocardium from two different views, while in (b),(e) we can see the myocardium atlas from the same two different
views and, finally, in (c),(f) we can see the volume rendering of the atlas of the right ventricle. The lower the
probability of a voxel to belong to a structure the more transparent the voxel is rendered.

5 Conclusions

We have presented a 4D atlas of the heart using cardiac MR images. The atlas is created from cardiac image
sequences from 11 healthy volunteers. We have built probabilistic atlases for the left ventricle, the myocardium
and the right ventricle and also a grey-level atlas of the entire heart. These atlases represent the anatomy and
the function of a healthy heart . For future work we are planning to include more subjects in the atlas. The more
subjects the atlas has the more accurate representation of the population is. We also planning to use different spatio-
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)
Figure 2. Examples of the volume renderings: (a), (c) the left ventricle with the deformation fields viewed
from two different positions (b), (e) the myocardium viewed from the same two different positions and (c),
(f) the right ventricle viewed from the same two different positions. Animations of the atlases are found at
http://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/˜dp1/Conferences/MIUA04/ATLAS/.

temporal alignment techniques, for example 4D deformable registration techniques, during the atlas construction.
The use of a 4D deformable alignment technique will not only correct scaling, rotation and translation differences
but also a certain amount in shape differences of the subjects allowing the atlas to provide better definition for
the boundaries of each structure. In this case, the information regarding the shape variability will not be encoded
in the tissue probability maps but in the deformation fields generated by the registration. Finally, techniques for
atlas-based registration will be developed in order to allow the atlases to be used in the medical environment. The
comparison of particular subjects with the atlases can assist the clinician to identify possible abnormalities in the
subjects’ cardiac anatomy and function.
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Component Analysis  
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Abstract. The establishment of patient specific models for minimal access surgical simulation requires the 
acquisition and co-registration of 2D endoscope/laparoscope video with 3D tomographic data with matched 
physiological status. The advent of in vivo catheter tip tracking devices offers the potential for improving the 
robustness and accuracy of current registration techniques in the presence of tissue deformation. For bronchoscope 
simulation, reliable extraction of respiratory motion allows retrospective gating of the acquired tracking data so 
that video bronchoscope views can be grouped according to different respiratory phases. In practice, the motion 
data recorded is coupled with patient and respiratory motion and the decoupling of the two is not trivial. This 
paper presents a novel motion decoupling technique for simplifying 2D/3D registration under the influence of 
normal respiratory motion. Wavelet analysis has been used to identify and remove episodes due to coughing and 
extreme breathing patterns. The technique has been validated with data acquired from 8 subjects, demonstrating 
the practical value of the proposed method.  

1 Introduction 

Minimal invasive surgery is increasingly being used in routine clinical practice as it significantly reduces patient trauma and 
recovery time. The technique, however, requires a high degree of manual dexterity and hand-eye coordination. The use of 
simulation devices has been proven to be an economical and time saving tool for acquiring, as well as assessing basic surgical 
skills. With the current systems, however, the lack of visual realism and tactile feedback represents major challenges to 
minimal invasive surgery tasks. To this end, computer simulation is becoming an important tool for acquiring, as well as 
assessing, basic surgical skills.  In our previous study, we have developed a reliable 2D/3D registration technique, which 
incorporates structural matching, and inter-frame coherence for providing photorealistic rendering for bronchoscope 
simulation [1]. The method has shown great promise in establishing the camera pose during bronchoscope examination such 
that matched surface details can be extracted to augment the virtual bronchoscope views. The technique, however, assumes 
that there is no large tissue deformation between 3D tomographic data and 2D bronchoscope video. To simplify the 2D/3D 
registration process and accommodate general tissue deformation during examination, the use of catheter tip EM tracker 
provides a practical way forward. In a catheter tip tracking enabled bronchoscopy examination, a 6 DoF tracker is required to 
monitor the global position and orientation of the patient. This allows the cancellation of global motion, thus facilitating the 
localisation of the bronchoscope in relation to the CT scan volume. One of the issues involved in tracking the pose of 
bronchoscope camera is its movement due to respiratory motion. The trajectory acquired needs to be separated into different 
phases of the respiratory cycle such that the corresponding bronchoscope views can be co-registered with 3D tomographic 
data. Since during bronchoscope examination, both patient and respiratory motion affect the reading of the catheter tip, they 
need to be decoupled before further processing steps can be applied. The purpose of this paper is to provide a novel 
respiratory motion decomposition scheme to accurately monitor the respiratory cycle in the presence of large patient motion 
and filter out episodes due to coughing and extreme breath patterns.    

2 Methods  

2.1 Experimental Setup 

5DOF

6DOF

guide wire interface unit

tracking data
sent to host

generator
field6 DOF

sensor

5 DOF
sensor

coils

 

Fig 1: The basic configuration of using Aurora electromagnetic tracking systems in a clinical setting 
for removing global patient motion and recovering respiratory pattern. 

The basic system layout is shown in Fig 1 where an Aurora (Northern Digital, Ontario, Canada) EM tracking system is used. 
The system provides both 5 DoF catheter tip and 6 DoF (MagTrax Reference) EM trackers. Additional positional trackers 
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can be introduced to extract respiratory motion so that video bronchoscope views can be grouped according to different 
respiratory phases. The introduction of extra tracking devices, however, complicates the experimental procedure and may not 
be practical in clinical examinations. Due to the different frequency characteristics of the respiratory and global motion, it is 
possible to simultaneously acquire and decouple these motions by using a single sensor positioned on the chest wall. The 
decoupling of global and respiratory motion in this case, however, is not trivial as they are intertwined depending on the 
projection axes. Given the fact that the dominant cyclic variation of the signal is due to respiratory motion which has a 
constant principal direction of variation during a given time window, principal vector decomposition is used to extract the 
plane of respiratory motion over time, independent of global motion. To account for coughing and other extreme respiratory 
motions, wavelet analysis [2] was applied to detect and isolate these rapid motion episodes. In this paper, we present a new 
technique that uses principal component analysis based method to retrieve “hidden” respiratory patterns from position 
sensors in different axes and wavelet transform to filter out coughing and extreme breath patterns. 

2.2 Decoupling of Respiratory Motion 

Given that the dominant variation of the signal is due to respiratory motion and it has a constant direction during a given time 
window, then principal component analysis can be employed to decouple it. The principal vector is expected to lie on the 
same plane over time and, thus projecting the signal on this plane can isolate the signal variations due to respiration. We define 
as f the positional vector over time of the MagTrax reference sensor attached to the chest. Typically the respiratory pattern 

has a higher frequency than positional drift of the patient, a kernel box ( )tδ  is convolved to each axis of the motion sensor 

such that  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tdtftft ∗−=*f  (1) 

In discrete form, the samples over time can be represented as: 

( ) ( ) ( )twtttwttwt ∆⋅+∆+∆⋅−∆⋅− *** f....,f,f  (2) 

A matrix h  is defined for each time sample as:  
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]Ttwtttwttwtth ∆⋅+∆+∆⋅−∆⋅−= *** f....,f,f  (3) 

h  has dimension of ( ) 312 ⋅+w , where 2w has a typical length of 30 sec. Therefore, the covariance matrix is produced as: 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )TththththtM −⋅−=  (4) 
The principal vector ( )tp  is estimated from the eigen decomposition of the covariance matrix. Finally, r  is a scalar vector, 

which represents the decoupled respiratory motion. This is estimated as the projection of *f  on the principal vector.  

( ) ( ) ( )tpttr ⋅= *f  (5) 

2.3 Wavelet Analysis  

During bronchoscope examination, coughing involves major distortion to the airway. In order to identify these episodes 
wavelet analysis was used [2,3,4]. Wavelet analysis provides localised frequency analysis and has the potential to analyse 
signals that contain multiple non-stationary or transitory signal characteristics. Their main advantages are both its ability to 
perform local analysis and to preserve time information.   

Let ( )tψ  be a function in the Hilbert space ( )RL2  of measurable, square-integrable one-dimensional functions with an 

average of zero, and denote ( ) ( )jj ttj 2/2
2

ψψ −= . The wavelet transform of a function ( )tf  at the scale j2  and position 

t  is given by the convolution product: 
( ) ( )tftfW jj 22

ψ∗=  (6) 

The dyadic wavelet transform is the sequence of functions ( )( )
Zj

tfW j ∈2
, where Z  represents the set of integers. In 

multiscale edge analysis, ( )tψ  is usually chosen to be the derivative of some smoothing function and, thus, the local maxima 

of ( )tfW j2
 indicate the positions where sharp signal variations occur. In order to identify these variations we define an 

energy function e  with threshold ξ .  

( ) ( ) ξ>= ∑
<10

2
j

tfWte j  (7) 
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3 Validation 

Eight subjects were recruited for this study with their respiration monitored by an Aurora (Northern Digital, Ontario, Canada) 
6 DoF EM tracker positioned on the sternum. Their respiration was monitored for about two minutes. Global motion was 
introduced to the couch on which subjects were seated to simulate the sensor reading coupled with two types of motion. 
During the experiment the relative position of the subject and the couch was fixed and the subjects were allowed to have 
extreme respiratory movements including coughing. An additional EM tracker was placed on the base of the couch so that its 
relative movement to that of the sensor located on the subject’s chest wall provided reference readings purely due to 
respiration. This information was then used to validate the accuracy of the motion decoupling results based on the single 
sensor method. The results of this study also demonstrate that episodes related to coughing can be reliably identified and 
filtered out. The subject was asked to cough at a particular time, while slight global motion was introduced. An example is 
demonstrated in Fig 3 and has been used to validate the wavelet technique. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

   
(c) 

 

Fig 2: Example position traces sampled by the EM tracker and the extracted respiratory motion pattern. (a) x, y, z positional 
component of the data received from the EM tracker attached on the chest of one of the subjects, (b) x, y, z positional 
component of the data received from the EM tracker attached on the couch, (c) The recovered respiratory component. 

 

4 Results 

Fig 2 demonstrates typical results derived from the proposed respiratory motion decoupling technique. It illustrates the x, y, z 
positional component of the data received from the EM tracker attached on the chest of one of the subjects (a), as well as the 
x, y, z positional component of the data received from the EM tracker attached to the base of the couch, (b). Fig 2(c) 
represents the recovered respiratory component after applying the proposed technique described in section 2.1 to the data 
received from the EM tracker on the subject’s chest. In order to validate our technique the correlation between the recovered 
waveform (section 1.1) and the waveform estimated by applying principal component analysis to the vector between the two 
EM tracker tool tips has been calculated for eight subjects. Table 1 outlines the correlation accuracy of the results derived 
from the 8 subjects studied, which achieved an overall accuracy of 82.7%. This indicates the ability of the technique in 
extracting the respiratory signal in spite of the fact that it is not apparent in the initial EM tracking data due to global motion. 
Fig 3 demonstrates the wavelet analysis of the X, Y and Z positional data that have been acquired from an EM tracker 
attached on the skin of a healthy subject. The wavelet coefficients are plotted for each signal component. Fig 3(d) represents 
the energy function of the X-wavelet coefficient graph that has been defined within equation (7). The time interval where the 
patient coughs shows up clearly as a peak that corresponds to 88 sec. By using the wavelet decomposition scheme, extreme 
breathing patterns can be reliably identified. 
 

Subjects 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Correlation 0.918 0.962 0.805 0.794 0.879 0.791 0.786 0.687 
Table 1: Correlation of the waveform estimated by the suggested respiratory decoupling motion 

technique with the waveform estimated by relative position of two sensors. 
 

5 Discussion and Conclusions  

In conclusion, we have presented a novel method of decoupling respiratory motion from the signal received from an EM 
tracker attached to the chest. We used wavelet analysis to filter out episodes due to coughing and other extreme breathing 
patterns. Principal component analysis has been employed to decompose the respiratory cycle from global motion. It should 
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be noted that the basic assumption used for respiratory motion decoupling is that the global positional drift has a relatively 
low frequency in comparison to respiratory cycles. When there is sudden motion involving large acceleration, it is likely that 
rapid changes in sensor readings will be introduced, in this case, the algorithm based on principal component analysis will lead 
to detection errors. Since we have used wavelet analysis to sense rapid sensor movement, these events will also be isolated 
along with coughing and extreme respiratory motion. The results in this study indicate that the respiratory motion component 
can be reliably extracted. Even though the respiratory signal has non-zero components in all x-y-z axes and it is blended with 
global motion, they can be reliably decoupled with the proposed technique. Furthermore, episodes related to coughing can be 
detected easily and filtered out using wavelet analysis, which is appropriate for detecting localised signal variations. The 
technique developed can facilitate a 2D/3D registration regime under deformation and increase the accuracy of the registration 
process. 

 

          
 

        a) 

         
 

           b) 

        
 

           c) 
                

                                                                        d) 

Fig 3: Wavelet analysis: X, Y and Z positional data has been acquired from an EM tracker attached on the skin of a 
healthy subject in order to assess the wavelet technique of filtering sudden movements similar to those that are introduced in a 
bronchoscopy session when the patient coughs. We used Daubechies (db10) mother wavelets to analyze the signals. a-b-c 
demonstrate the three positional (x,y,z) signals and the correspondent wavelet coefficients. e) Demonstrates the energy 
function after analyzing the X-motion signal. Similar results have been acquired from analyzing either the Y or the Z 
component. 
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Image-based reduction of artefacts in radial imaging
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Abstract. Previously, we have described the method of generalised projections (MGP) to correct for phase dis-
continuities in single- and multi-shot echo-planar imaging (EPI). We investigate through computer simulations
and phantom experiments how well the method works for phase inconsistencies in radial trajectories. Two mod-
els of phase error were investigated: random isotropic shifts such as might be found in multi-echo radial EPI,
and anisotropic shifts such as might be caused by gradient delays in any radial sequence. With isotropic shifts,
we found that MGP can reduce severe artefacts, but it is limited by the fact that it is not guaranteed to converge,
and the method is not recommended for low artefact levels. The method was found to fail for anisotropic shifts.

1 Introduction

There has been renewed interest in acquiringk-space data using radial trajectories (projection reconstruction) as
an alternative to Cartesian trajectories, due to their relative insensitivity to patient motion [1] and their suitability
for fast imaging [2]. However, miscentering of radialk-space lines can cause streak artefacts that are significant
because the phase inconsistencies affect the centre ofk-space. Miscentering caused by gradient timing delays may
be corrected by adjustment of gradients after suitable measurement of the delays [3, 4]. In projection reconstruc-
tion with multi-gradient echoes (radial EPI),T ∗2 weighting and an echo number dependent constant phase term
generate streaking artefacts [5], as do differences in timing between positive and negative readouts which lead to
misalignment between echoes [6]. These effects can be corrected by measurement of anti-parallel projections, but
this requires double the number of projections for a particular resolution [5].

In this paper we examine an image-based, post-processing method of reducing artefacts caused by phase and echo
shifts terms. The aim is to correct for miscentering without the additional measurements required in other methods.
This is equivalent to finding an image-based method using data collected over180◦ only, as data acquired over the
second half ofk-space constitutes anti-parallel projections which may be used for correction. The algorithm is
based on the method of generalised projections (MGP) which is the extension of the well-known projections onto
convex sets (POCS) algorithm to non-convex sets.

2 Description of algorithm

The proposed algorithm is an extension to radial trajectories of an algorithm that we have used for ghost reduction
in Cartesian EPI [7–9]. It is also similar to MGP algorithms previously used for object motion correction [10,11].
Our algorithm differs from that for object motion correction by phase correcting in sinogram space, instead of
k-space.

The algorithm starts by reconstructing the artefacted image from the original echoesS(kr, kθ) by regridding on to
a Cartesian grid followed by a Fourier transform [12]. Next, we impose an image constraint by identifying a region
of support (ROS) around the parent image outside which any signal is known to be artefactual. The region outside
is set to zero, and the masked image is inverse Fourier transformed, and sampled along the designed trajectories to
give a set of “reference echoes”,Sref (kr, kθ). We assume the artefacts in the image are due to constant phase terms
and echo shifts which are angle dependent. By the Fourier shift theorem, this equates to zero and first-order phase
shifts in the sinogram. Constraints in sinogram space are now imposed as follows: the phase of the sinogram from
Sref (kr, kθ), up to first-order, is assumed to be more correct than that ofS(kr, kθ), and replaces it. The zero and
first-order phase corrections are obtained by linear fitting of the phase difference between reference and original
sinograms. This completes one iteration of the algorithm, which is then iterated until an endpoint. Setting the
phase as above is a nonconvex constraint [8, 10], and therefore convergence is not guaranteed [13], and iterations
may need to be terminated manually.

∗k.j.lee@sheffield.ac.uk
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3 Method

3.1 Computer simulations

To investigate the algorithm simulations were performed on a test phantom image in MATLAB. The image size
was256× 256 pixels, consisting of two asymmetrically placed, overlapping discs, one real and one complex (Fig.
1). The image was inverse Fourier transformed, giving a complexk-space with an asymmetrical peak. From this,
corruptedk-spaces are obtained by sampling over180◦ at 128 angles, alongincorrecttrajectories according to two
models, simulating the errors arising in multi-gradient echo acquisition and gradient delays respectively.

Let the errors in each view be described by a constant phase termφ and a total translation error ink-space trajectory
4k. Our first model describes errors arising from different eddy current behaviour between positive and negative
readouts in a multi-gradient echo acquisition. Here we assume that this leads to random constant phase termsφ
and radial echo shifts4k‖ (the portion of4k parallel to the readout direction) [5, 6]. Thus we ignore4k⊥, the
component of4k perpendicular to the readout direction, and the shifts are thereforeisotropic. The phase and echo
shifts applied were varied from a maximum of±0.125 radians,±0.5 time points to test the performance of the
algorithm at different artefact levels. MGP was then applied to estimate and correct forφ(θ) and4k‖(θ) directly.
The algorithm was stopped when the change in4k‖, δ(4k‖) < 0.1 time points.

The second model is known to describe miscentered trajectories due to gradient delays [3, 4]. In this gradient
delay model,4k is given by a vector sum of the separate translation errors in each physical gradient:4k =
4kxpxi +4kypy j , wherepx, py ∈ [0...1] are the relative gradient strengths. Similarly, the constant phase error is
given by the sum of separate constant errors in each gradient:φ = φxpx + φypy. The shifts can also be described
by [3]:

4k‖(θ) ∝ 4kx cos2 θ +4ky sin2 θ (1)

4k⊥(θ) ∝ sin θ cos θ (−4kx +4ky) (2)

Note that in this case of non-zero4k⊥, the shifts areanisotropic. Because our proposed algorithm only estimates
shifts in theradial direction, it can not directly correct for4k⊥. However, we use the algorithm to estimate values
of 4k‖(θ), and a least-squares fit with Eq. (1) to estimate the constants4kx and4ky. These can then be used to
calculate4k⊥(θ) using Eq. (2). Delays were simulated of4kx, ky = [−0.5 . . . 0.5] time points. Phase differences
were simulated up to a maximum ofφx, φy = +0.1. Iterations were stopped when the change in4kx, ky < 0.01
time points or after 20 iterations.

Artefact levels were measured byM , the mean absolute difference between the pixels in artefacted and original
images over the ROS.

3.2 Phantom experiment

Phantom data was acquired on a 1.5T MR scanner (Eclipse, Philips Medical Systems), using an in-house developed
multi-echo radial sequence [14]. A sequence plot is shown in Fig. 2. Note that this gives two echoes at every view.
128 views were collected over180◦ with TE1/TE2 = 3.5/5.5 ms. By using the first echoes for odd views
and second echoes for even views (taking care of time reversal), we simulate an interleaved dual-echo radial EPI
acquisition. By using only the first echoes for all views, a reference image can be created for comparison that
should be free from misalignment artefacts caused by gradient reversal. Iterations were stopped when the change
in 4k‖ < 0.1 time points.

4 Results

4.1 Computer simulations

With isotropic shifts, the algorithm always converged after≤ 2 iterations. Fig. 3 shows the mean and standard
deviation values ofM for 10 sets of randomly corruptedk-spaces before and after correction at different starting
artefact levels. We see that the algorithm can reduce the artefact level (Fig. 4) but there is a cross-over point
beyond which the algorithm degrades the image. The explanation for this lies in Fig. 5, which shows the final
estimated values of4k‖(θ) for a startingM = 0%. Although the algorithm has estimated the values to within
0.05 time points of the correct values (zero), this is sufficient error to degrade the image slightly, giving a final
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Figure 1. Magnitude image of test
object. The lower disc is real and
the upper disc complex Figure 2. Multi-echo radial pulse sequence

M = 2.4%. Unfortunately, changing the end-point criterion in an attempt to decrease the error, for example by
choosingδ(4k‖) < 0.01 instead of 0.1, makes the algorithm unstable and divergent (not shown). The reason for
this is because the algorithm does not project onto a convex set and therefore convergence is not guaranteed.

With anisotropic shifts, for data acquired over180◦, the algorithm never converged and had to be stopped after
20 iterations, the error in4k‖(θ) being always too large to estimate4kx and4ky with sufficient accuracy for
convergence. Fig. 6 shows the values ofM for anisotropically corruptedk-space before and after correction at
different starting artefact levels.

Figure 3. M vs applied artefact level for
isotropic shifts (̈ before correction¥ after
correction)

(a) M = 40.0% (b) M = 9.5%

Figure 4. Isotropically corrupted images (a) before (b) after MGP
correction

Figure 5. Estimate of4k‖ for image with startingM =
0%.

Figure 6. M vs applied artefact level for isotropic shifts
(¨ before correction¥ after correction)

4.2 Phantom experiment

The algorithm converged after 2 iterations. Figure 7 shows the reference image reconstructed from first echoes
only, the simulated dual-echo radial EPI, and the MGP corrected image respectively. There are some artefacts in
the reference image (arrow), presumably from hardware instability. The simulated radial EPI shows severe shading
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7. Real phantom (a) original test image (b) shaded artefacts from echo misalignments (c) MGP corrected.

artefacts from echo misalignment. These are removed by the MGP correction, which also restores uniformity.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

In previous work, we found that MGP is effective only if we impose constraints through somea priori model of
phase variation in order to reduce the degrees of freedom. We had hoped that in radial imaging, with its inherent
oversampling, MGP might be more robust here than with Cartesian trajectories. Our simulations have shown that
while good correction is possible where shifts are isotropic, by not having a guarantee of convergence, the algo-
rithm is limited to correcting large artefacts only. An example of this was shown by our phantom experiment. With
low artefact levels, MGP cannot reduce the error in its estimates by reducing step size, as this led to divergence.
Therefore, where artefact levels are low, the correction is not recommended. MGP correction has also been shown
to fail where the shifts are anisotropic.
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Abstract.
One of the most common problems in image analysis is the estimation and removal of noise or other artefacts
using spatial filters. Common techniques include Gaussian Filtering, Median Filtering and Anisotropic Filter-
ing. Though these techniques are quite common they must be used with great care on medical data, as it is very
easy to introduce artifact into images due to spatial smoothing. The use of such techniques is further restricted
by the absence of a ’gold standard’ data against which to test the behaviour of the filters. Following a general
discussion of the equivalence of filtering techniques to likelihood based estimation using an assumed model,
this paper describes an approach to noise filtering in multi-dimensional data using a partial volume data density
model. The resulting data sets can then be taken as a gold standard data for spatial filtering techniques which
use the information from single images. We demonstrate equivalence between the results from this analysis and
techniques for performance characterisation which do not require a ‘gold standard’.

1 Introduction

Noise filtering on any data involves the assumption of a specific image generation mechanism or image model. The
process of Gaussian smoothing can be interpreted as consistent with a likelihood estimation of the central value
within a region. This is done on the assumption that the data within this region can be described by some functional
model with the expected grey level residuals being drawn from a Gaussian noise distribution with variance inversely
proportional to the spatial Gaussian weighting term. The specific form of the assumed model is best understood
by considering a more simplistic problem first. Gaussian filtering removes high spatial frequency content from the
structure of images. A less destructive approach to noise filtering is based on the concept of anisotropic filtering,
where the data is preferentially smoothed along a direction selected in order to minimise the loss of spatial structure
in the image. One particular variant of this we call Tangential Filtering. Here, the tangential direction to the local
image slope is computed and the data is smoothed by taking the weighted average of points along this line situated
on either side of the central value. It is relatively straight forward to see that averaging of multiple values in this
way assumes that the data can locally be fitted to a 1D line and selection of the tangential direction results in the
least destructive impact on edge structure. In Gaussian filtering, we can interpret this process as an averaging of
multiple estimations of the central value for any pair of pixels with equal weight in the Gaussian kernel. The class
of functions for which this would be an appropriate model would include Cartesian polynomials (expanded as a
function of shifts (x, y)) from the central location (x0, y0), either with no even terms, or at least exact cancellation
of the magnitudes of even power coefficients. For example:

I(x− x0, y − y0) = a + bx + cy + dxy + ex2 − ey2 + ...

Though the only global function for which the model would work correctly at every image location would be an
inclined plane. When described in this way it is easy to see the over-simplicity of this model in comparison to
the structures found in real medical images. This produces the characteristic problems with Gaussian filtering
manifested by image smoothing and the loss of sharp edge structures.

As a direct contrast to spatial image filtering, which assumes specific forms of spatial correlation between grey
level values, multi-dimensional tissue segmentation algorithms rely instead upon corellations between multiple
measurements of the same physical location (voxel) using different imaging modalities. The typical approach
involves building a model not of spatial structure but of grey level density distribution. A common form of noise
removal which makes use of grey-level density distribution is the median filter, which can be considered as a
bootstrapped likelihood estimator.
∗Email: maja.pokric@man.ac.uk
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2 Method Overview

We will assess the stability of the selected filtering schemes first by using a Monte-Carlo approach. Here a small
quantity of noise is added to the input image and the relative change in output grey-level values is measured.
However, this technique is not sufficient as an evaluation, as it will not measure failure of the implicit filtering
model. By interpreting each noise filtering technique as an estimation process we suggest that it is possible to
assess the validity of the filtering method by observing the number of grey-level values which have changed by
more than 3 standard deviations of the estimated image noise, i.e. a Residual Outlier Measurement (ROM). To
estimate the image noise to set the scale of this measurement, we use a technique we call Local Noise Estimation
(LNE). This is based upon the observation that high order derivatives are heavily corrupted by image noise. On
the assumption of uniform independent noise we can use error propagation to predict the expected level of noise
on any order of spatial derivative. By measuring the width of the distribution of derivatives around the peak at
zero we can get an estimate of the original image noise by scaling with the appropriate error propagation factor.
We use second derivatives which means that the technique is also consistent with measuring the deviation from
a purely linear spatial grey-level model. Although this method will estimate the image noise well (within a few
percent) for data with spatially uncorrelated noise, we cannot use this technique to estimate noise following spatial
filtering. The Monte-Carlo assessment and the ROM measure are complementary aspects of performance, the
first giving an indication of the best case noise filter on the assumption that the filter model is adequate and the
second giving an indication of how often this model is inappropriate. Importantly, neither technique requires a
”gold standard” to test against. In order to illustrate that these techniques give a complete characterisation of the
algorithm performance we will need a surrogate ”gold standard”. We choose to use for this the Multi-Spectral
Filtering method.

The Multi-Spectral Filtering method is based on multi-spectral image analysis which takes into account the effect
of partial voluming [1, 2]. Parameters of the model are iteratively estimated by maximising the likelihood of the
data distribution using the Expectation Maximisation (EM) approach [1, 3, 4]. This involves calculating the most
likely volumetric contribution of a tissue to the voxel, using the conditional probabilities of all possible tissue
volume generation mechanisms n (either a pure or mixture of tissues) P (n|g), rather than simply calculating the
conditional probability of the tissue classes. Noise free estimates of the individual image grey-levels g ′i can be
calculated using

g′i = gi P (O|g) +
∑

t

git P (t|g) +
∑

t

∑

s

git P (ts|g)

Where git is the expected pure tissue grey level for image i, O is outlier class, t is pure tissue class, and ts is a
class for mixture of tissues t and s. This formulation implicitly reverts to the original image grey-level for outlier
data (large P (O|g)). In addition, failure to model individual voxels can be identified by checking for consistency
between the filtered image and original. In particular, any reconstructed grey-level value which differs from the
original by more than 3 standard deviation of the image noise can be said to be inconsistent with the model. If
necessary this value can then be replaced with the original value in order to preserve all significant information
present in the original image.

In order to use the results from the multi-spectral technique as gold standard there are a few issues which must
be addressed. The first is that multi-spectral filtering is expected to eliminate spatially distributed errors, such as
field inhomogeneity. Although these are expected to be small in our data (in comparison to intrinsic image noise)
they also vary between acquisitions and will bias comparisons of residual distributions. In order to eliminate the
majority of these effects we construct our pseudo-gold standard by removing a smooth estimate of local difference
between the multi-spectral reconstruction and the original image, (constructed using a 5 pixel standard deviation
(S.D.) Gaussian kernel). Secondly, the multi-spectral noise filtering process removes noise in a tissue dependant
manner (also removing genuine tissue variability which cannot be interpreted as a partial volume process), so
that residual difference distributions are not simple Gaussians. Therefore we fit all residual distributions within 3
S.D. of the estimated image noise with the sum of two Gaussians with the same mean but individual widths and
normalisations (A and B). It is the results of this fitting process which we wish to reconcile with the results from
Monte-Carlo and ROM quantification.

3 Results

Original and reconstructed images following co-registration and partial volume analysis are shown in Figure 1.
The noise level (σoriginal) in each image was estimated using the LNE technique. Tangential filtering was applied
by averaging over three pixels (one central and two either side). Gaussian filtering was for spatial filter with S.D.
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(a) Inversion Recovery (TSE) (b) Variable Echo (PD) (c) Variable Echo (T2) (d) FLAIR

(e) Filtered IRTSE (f) Filtered VE (PD) (g) Filtered VE (T2) (h) Filtered FLAIR
Figure 1. Image sequences and partial volume filtered counterparts

of 1 pixel. Median filtering was over the local neighbourhood of 9 pixels. The Monte-Carlo stability analysis
estimates of the fraction of noise remaining after filtering and the number of voxels lying beyond 3 S.D. of the
model (ROM) are given in Table 1.

LNE Median Filtering Gaussian Smoothing Tangential Smoothing Multi-Spectral
IRTSE 58.76 0.64 (1559) 0.27 (2405) 0.66 (698) 0.22 (1689)
VE(PD) 64.06 0.66 (1466) 0.26 (3127) 0.68 (530) 0.20 (1804)
VE(T2) 58.2 0.63 (1287) 0.26 (1909) 0.69 (426) 0.17 (938)
FLAIR 52.4 0.63 (1934) 0.27 (3827) 0.69 (966) 0.13 (4971)

Table 1. Monte-Carlo and ROM estimates

Following partial volume filtering the reconstructed images were corrected for low frequency spatial noise as
described in the methods section. The resulting images were then used as the basis for evaluation of spatial
filtering techniques applied to the original images (Table 2).

Original Median Filter
Mean A σ1 B σ2 Mean A σ1 B σ2

IRTSE -4.6 0.47 44.5 0.53 75.3 0.39 0.39 21.9 0.61 63.7
VE(PD) -4.9 0.54 37.5 0.46 90.6 -7.7 0.60 25.7 0.40 81.5
VE(T2) -7.0 0.34 23.9 0.66 62.9 -7.1 0.58 21.7 0.44 61.5
FLAIR 0.27 0.50 37.1 0.50 93.9 0.15 0.49 20.7 0.51 74.0

Gaussian Smoothing Tangential Smoothing
Mean A σ1 B σ2 Mean A σ1 B σ2

IRTSE 1.1 0.35 14.5 0.65 65.3 -1.1 0.46 29.3 0.54 65.4
VE(PD) 0.77 0.36 10.6 0.64 52.2 4.3 0.51 24.2 0.49 75.1
VE(T2) 1.12 0.35 8.6 0.65 43.7 4.4 0.41 17.2 0.59 49.7
FLAIR 0.79 0.38 10.6 0.62 56.2 0.2 0.43 19.7 0.57 68.1

Table 2. Quantitative Performance of Spatial Filtering

Though the fits to the double Gaussian are less stable than those from the Monte-Carlo the results confirm that for
the central narrow component the widths of the residual distribution vary by amounts consistent with the prediction.
In addition the proportion of the secondary Gaussian components and secondary peak widths give an estimate of
the number of failures. While the Gaussian filter reduces the width of both the primary and the secondary Gaussian
distribution, the proportion of data in the broader part of the distribution has also increased. The proportion of data
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in the secondary Gaussian remains the same for tangential smoothing and median filtering as for the original
image. However, there is additional broadening of the secondary distribution for the median filter, as predicted by
the ROM data. The data are in general reconcilable with ROM estimates, with the one exception being the lack
of evidence for significant outlier proportion in multi-spectral filtering of FLAIR images. We believe that this is
most likely due to flow artefact in the FLAIR images which has then been removed from the reference image by
low frequency residual subtraction.

4 Discussion and Conclusions

Multi-spectral filtering can be considered as a regression onto the lines joining pairs of pure tissue locations in
the multi-dimensional grey level space, followed by a weighting with pure tissue values according to the Bayesian
priors. Any voxels composed of pure tissues of appropriate mean values will therefore have the noise on each grey
level removed in such a way as to make the grey level value more consistent with the estimated position along
this partial volume line (Figure 2). The results of such an analysis can be also interpreted as a method of data
fusion, where data from alternative modalities are combined in order to improve the data from each. The results
demonstrate that such an approach does not produce the loss of high spatial frequency structure inherent in even
the most careful spatial filtering schemes.

(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2. Grey Level Distributions before (a) and after (b) Partial Volume Noise Filtering for IRTSE and VE(PD)
images, and before (c) and after (d) Partial Volume Noise Filtering for VE(T2) and FLAIR images.

There is a subtle but important difference between using models based upon spatial distribution and those based
upon partial volume behaviour for MR analysis. The former can only be determined from example data and there
can never be a spatial model which will be appropriate for the contents of all biological images. Grey level density
models however, have statistical characteristics which are purely determined by the acquisition process (i.e. the
underlying physics of the measurement process). We might therefore expect that if we knew enough about the
image formation process for a particular imaging protocol we may be able to construct a model which is true for
all images from a particular acquisition containing equivalent tissue types. This approach to filtering may therefore
be regarded as a gold standard for testing of spatial filtering techniques. In general multi-spectral filtering is no
more destructive to image contents than tangential smoothing or median filtering but removes more image noise
than Gaussian smoothing. We therefore suggest that such image reconstruction techniques may be a useful way of
getting the most from multiple MR acquisitions. This paper has shown how techniques generally used for tissue
segmentation can be used to provide noise filtering of multi-spectral images based upon an analysis of partial
volume structure. We also conclude that the combination of an ROM and a Monte-Carlo stability analysis are
sufficient to predict the important characteristics of a noise filtering scheme. Software and test data are available
on the web (www.tina-vision.net).
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IRU�GLVSODFHPHQW�FDOFXODWLRQ��

L1 �LV�WKH�QXPEHU�RI�REVHUYDWLRQ�SRLQWV�RI�WKH�LWK�LPDJH�SDLU�� ( )(X �LV�WKH�WKHRUHWLFDO�
GLVSODFHPHQW� YHFWRUV� IRU� D� JLYHQ� ILQLWH� HOHPHQW� PRGHO�� DQG� X) �LV� WKH� REVHUYHG� GLVSODFHPHQW� YHFWRU� IURP�
VXEVHTXHQW�LPDJHV��7KH�WHUP�

LM: �LV�WKH�ZHLJKWLQJ�IDFWRU�WKDW�FRQWUROV�WKH�FRQWULEXWLRQ�RI�REVHUYDWLRQ��L��M��WR�WKH�
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ�SUREOHP�DQG�LV�UHODWHG�WR�WKH�FRQILGHQFH�RI�GLVSODFHPHQW�HVWLPDWHV��7KH�LGHD�LV�WKDW�WKH�³WUXVWHG´�GDWD�FRQWULEXWHV�PRUH�WR�WKH�REMHFWLYH�IXQFWLRQ�WKDQ�WKH�OHVV�FRQILGHQW�HVWLPDWHG�GDWD��
7KH� LQYHUVH� SUREOHP� LV� WKHQ� UHFDVW� DV� D� QRQ�OLQHDU� RSWLPL]DWLRQ� SUREOHP�� $� PRGLILHG� /HYHQEHUJ�0DUTXDUGW�DOJRULWKP�DQG�DQ�DFWLYH�VHW�VWUDWHJ\�DUH�XVHG�WR�VROYH�WKH�QRQOLQHDU�OHDVW�VTXDUH�SUREOHPV�VXEMHFW�WR�XSSHU�DQG�ORZHU�ERXQGV�RQ�<RXQJ¶V�PRGXOXV�>��������@��7KH�QRQ�OLQHDU�RSWLPL]DWLRQ�VROXWLRQ�LV�DFKLHYHG�XVLQJ�D�)RUWUDQ�URXWLQH�'%&/6-�LQ�,06/�OLEUDULHV��7KH�XSSHU�DQG�ORZHU�ERXQGV�RQ�<RXQJ¶V�PRGXOXV�DUH�VHW�DFFRUGLQJ�WR�WKH�HODVWLF�UDQJH�RI�VSHFLPHQ�DQG�WKH�-DFRELDQ�PDWUL[�LV�FDOFXODWHG�E\�LWV�ILQLWH�GLIIHUHQFH�DSSUR[LPDWLRQ��
(��6SOLW�DQG�0HUJH�6WUDWHJ\���$�VSOLW�DQG�PHUJH�VWUDWHJ\�LV�HPSOR\HG�RYHU�WKH�LPDJH�VHTXHQFH�LQ�ZKLFK�VWUDLQ�LPDJHV�DUH�XVHG�WR�SURYLGH�D�SULRUL�NQRZOHGJH�RI�WKH�UHODWLYH�VWLIIQHVV�GLVWULEXWLRQ�RI�WKH�WLVVXH�WR�FRQVWUDLQ�WKH�LQYHUVH� SUREOHP� VROXWLRQ�� 7KH� HODVWLFLW\� UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ� SUREOHP� LV� WKHQ� VROYHG� LWHUDWLYHO\� E\� D� FRDUVH�WR�ILQH�DSSURDFK�DV� LQ� >�@��)LUVW�� WKH� VWUDLQ�GLVWULEXWLRQV�DUH�FRPSXWHG� IURP�GLIIHUHQFHV�RI� WKH�REVHUYHG�GLVSODFHPHQW�ILHOGV�RI�WKH�ZKROH�VHTXHQFH��$Q�DYHUDJHG�VWUDLQ�GLVWULEXWLRQ�LV�WKHQ�REWDLQHG��$�S\UDPLG�RI�UHJLRQV�RI�FRQVWDQW�VWUDLQ� LV� WKHQ� HVWLPDWHG� IURP� WKH� VWUDLQ� LPDJH� XVLQJ� FRDUVH�WR�ILQH� IX]]\�.�PHDQV� LPDJH� FODVVLILFDWLRQ�� 7KLV�FODVVLILFDWLRQ� ZLOO� FRQWDLQ� WUXH� UHJLRQV� DQG� IDOVHO\� FODVVLILHG� UHJLRQV� GXH� WR� VWUDLQ� DUWLIDFWV�� $VVXPLQJ� HDFK�ODEHOHG�UHJLRQ�KDV�WKH�VDPH�YDOXH�RI�<RXQJ¶V�PRGXOXV��LH�DVVXLQJ�XQLIRUP�VWUHVV���WKH�LQYHUVH�SUREOHP�LV�VROYHG�WR�JHW�WKH�HODVWLFLW\�GLVWULEXWLRQ�RI�WKH�WLVVXH��7KH�WKHRUHWLFDO�GLVSODFHPHQW�RI�WKH�HQWLUH�LPDJH�LV�WKHQ�FDOFXODWHG�E\�VROYLQJ�WKH�IRUZDUG�SUREOHP�XVLQJ�WKH�HVWLPDWHG�HODVWLFLW\�GLVWULEXWLRQ��,I�WKH�QRUPDOL]HG�GLIIHUHQFHV�RI�WKH�UHFRQVWUXFWHG�HODVWLFLW\� LQ�GLIIHUHQW�UHJLRQV�LV�VPDOO�� WKHVH�UHJLRQV�PHUJH� LQWR�RQH�UHJLRQ��,I�WKH�PHDQ�VTXDUHG�HUURU��06(��EHWZHHQ�WKH�PHDVXUHG�GLVSODFHPHQWV�DQG�WKHLU�WKHRUHWLFDO�YDOXH�LV�ELJJHU�WKDQ�D�SUH�VHW�WROHUDQFH��ZH�LQFUHDVH�WKH�FODVV�QXPEHU��LH���WKH�QXPEHU�RI�UHJLRQ���7KH�KLHUDUFKLFDO�SURFHVV�FRQWLQXHV�ZLWK�D�QHZ�VHW�RI�ODEHOHG� GDWD� IURP� WKH� S\UDPLG� ZLWK� LQFUHDVHG� FODVV� QXPEHU�� 7KH� LWHUDWLRQV� VWRS� ZKHQ� WKH� HUURU� EHWZHHQ� WKH�PHDVXUHG�DQG�FDOFXODWHG�GLVSODFHPHQWV�LV�VPDOOHU�WKDQ�D�SUH�VHW�WROHUDQFH��
��� 5HVXOWV�� 7KH� QHZ�PHWKRG�ZDV� ILUVWO\� VWXGLHG� E\� D� VLPXODWHG� VLQJOH� LQFOXVLRQ�PRGHO��8QLIRUP� SUHVVXUH�ORDGV�ZHUH�DSSOLHG�RQ�WKH�XSSHU�VXUIDFH�RI�WKH�PRGHO��$[LDO�GLVSODFHPHQWV�RQ�WKH�ORZHU�VXUIDFH�ZHUH�UHVWULFWHG�WR�]HUR��7KH�FHQWHU�SRLQW�RQ�WKH�ORZHU�VXUIDFH�ZDV�UHJDUGHG�DV�D�³VWHDG\�SRLQW´�DQG�LWV�GLVSODFHPHQW�YHFWRU�VHW�WR�]HUR��7KH�<RXQJ¶V�PRGXOXV�IRU�WKH�LQFOXVLRQ�DQG�WKH�EDFNJURXQG�LV������03D�DQG�����03D�UHVSHFWLYHO\��
7KH�UHFRQVWUXFWHG�HODVWLFLW\�GLVWULEXWLRQV�ZLWK�GLIIHUHQW�OHYHOV�RI�QRLVHV�DQG�LPDJH�SDLUV�DUH�VKRZQ�LQ�7DEOH����:H�REVHUYH�WKDW�WKH�/��HUURUV�UHGXFH�VLJQLILFDQWO\�ZLWK�DQ�LQFUHDVH�LQ�WKH�QXPEHU�RI�LPDJH�SDLUV��1RWH�DOVR�WKDW�WKH�HODVWLFLW\�GLVWULEXWLRQV�FDQ�EH�UHFRYHUHG�HYHQ�ZLWK�SRRU�615��&RPSDUHG�ZLWK�SUHYLRXV�ZRUN�>�@��LQ�ZKLFK�WKH�UHFRQVWUXFWHG�HODVWLFLW\�RI�D�VLQJOH� LQFOXVLRQ�PRGHO� LV�XQGHUHVWLPDWHG�E\�DERXW�����ZLWK����QRLVH�RQ� WKH�GLVSODFHPHQW�HVWLPDWLRQ��RXU�PHWKRG�LV�VXSHULRU��ZLWK�D�ORZHU�/��HUURU��

7DEOH�,��(ODVWLFLW\�5HFRQVWUXFWLRQ�XQGHU�'LIIHUHQW�1RLVH�/HYHO�DQG�,PDJH�3DLUV�
/��HUURUV�RI�WKH�UHFRQVWUXFWHG�<RXQJ¶V��PRGXOXV�ZLWK�GLIIHUHQW�QRLVH�OHYHOV�1XPEHU�RI��,PDJH��SDLUV� ���1RLVH� ���1RLVH� ����1RLVH� ����1RLVH�
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$�JHODWLQ�EORFN�VKDSHG�SKDQWRP�ZDV�EXLOW�IURP�JHODWLQ��6LJPD�*����������%ORRP��7\SH�$��DQG�GLVWLOOHG�ZDWHU��$� F\OLQGULFDO� LQFOXVLRQ� ZDV� FRQVWUXFWHG� �� PP� GHHS� IURP� WKH� XSSHU� VXUIDFH� DQG� LQ� WKH� ODWHUDO� FHQWHU� RI� WKH�SKDQWRP��ZLWK�D�GLDPHWHU�RI����PP��7KH�<RXQJ¶V�PRGXOXV�RI�WKH�EDFNJURXQG�PDWHULDO�VKRXOG�EH����WLPHV�WKDW�RI�WKH�LQFOXVLRQ��7DOFXP�SRZGHU�ZDV�DGGHG�WR�WKH�VXUURXQGLQJ�JHODWLQ�RI�WKH�LQFOXVLRQ�DV�VFDWWHUHUV�WR�LQFUHDVH�WKH�FRQWUDVW�EHWZHHQ�WKH�LQFOXVLRQ�DQG�LWV�EDFNJURXQG�LQ�WKH�%�VFDQ�LPDJHV��
7KH� UHODWLRQVKLS� EHWZHHQ� HVWLPDWHG� UHODWLYH� HODVWLFLW\� DQG� DSSOLHG� FRQWDFW� IRUFH� LV� VKRZQ� LQ� )LJ��� �D��� 7KH�UHODWLYH�HODVWLFLW\�LV�GHILQHG�DV�WKH�UDWLR�RI�WKH�UHFRQVWUXFWHG�<RXQJ¶V�PRGXOXV�RI�WKH�EDFNJURXQG�WR�WKDW�RI�WKH�VRIW�LQFOXVLRQ��,W�GHFUHDVHV�ZLWK�DQ�LQFUHDVH�LQ�WKH�FRQWDFW�IRUFH��7KLV�PD\�EH�GXH�WR�LQDFFXUDWH�HVWLPDWLRQ�RI�WKH�GLVSODFHPHQW� UHVXOWLQJ� IURP� WKH� VPDOO� GHIRUPDWLRQ�RI� WKH� SKDQWRP�ZLWK� D� VPDOO� FRQWDFW� IRUFH��7KH� HVWLPDWHG�
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Correction of misaligned slices in multi-slice MR cardiac  
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Abstract. One of the main challenges with Magnetic Resonance (MR) cardiac image acquisition is to ac-
count for cardiac motion due to respiration. A popular technique to reduce respiratory motion is to perform 
short axis (SA) MR multi-slice acquisitions in which a patient holds his/her breath multiple times during the 
scan. This paper explores the feasibility of using normalized mutual information based rigid slice-to-volume 
registration to correct for misalignments of slice stacks in such images due to differing breath hold positions.  

 
1 Introduction 
 
The slice-to-volume registration application that we address in this paper is the accurate and robust rigid registra-
tion of MR cardiac slice stacks obtained from a multi-slice short-axis (SA) acquisition to an image obtained from 
a 3D volume acquisition. It is not possible to acquire sufficient slices to cover the entire heart in a single breath 
hold, even by using the latest improvements in acquisition technology such as Steady State Free Precession 
(SSFP) imaging and sensitivity encoding. These acquisitions typically involve three or more different breath 
holds. Inconsistencies in the breath hold position can cause misalignment of slices relative to each other. Slice-to-
volume registration can correct this misalignment and will produce anatomically more correct images, which, for 
example, will provide more accurate ventricular function analysis. 
 
2 Purpose 
 
Medical imaging has an important role in the management of patients with heart disease. Cardiac MR is currently 
the gold standard for the assessment of ventricular function [1]. One of the main challenges with cardiac image 
acquisition is to account for cardiac motion due to respiration. If this motion is not corrected, it can lead to severe 
artifacts in the final images. Numerous techniques for motion compensation have been proposed for use with MR 
acquisitions, including respiratory gating [2] and model based methods [3,4], but poor reproducibility of the respi-
ratory cycle and the complex motion of the heart with respiration [5] means that breath holding is still the most 
reliable and widely used approach.  
 
In view of the spatial and temporal resolution needed for the standard SSFP imaging of the heart, it is only possi-
ble to acquire between 1 and 3 slices in a single breath hold. The most common and important sequence used in 
cardiac MR are short-axis SSFP stack images, which usually consists of 10-14 parallel slices. This sequence is 
used to look at global and regional ventricular function. During the acquisition of the SA stack image, the subject 
is asked to hold their breath multiple times at the same breath hold position. At each breath hold, only a propor-
tion of the image slices are acquired. The major draw back with such a method is that the quality of the multi-slice 
image volume obtained depends greatly on how consistently a subject can hold his or her breath at the same posi-
tion.  If the position of the heart in the different breath holds is very different, there will be errors introduced 
when the images are analyzed. Although fast undersampling acquisition techniques [6] have been developed to try 
to obtain the similar image resolution in a single short breath hold, they have not yet been shown to provide 
equivalent information, and are not in clinical use.  
 
Recently it has been possible to acquire three-dimensional (3D) SSFP volumes of the heart for 3-7 cardiac phases 
using a multi-chunk sequence for delineation of cardiac anatomy especially in patients with congenital heart dis-
ease. This acquisition is performed in a straight axial plane which allows us to obtain a 3D volume of the heart 
with good spatial resolution. Using these 3D volumes, we believe that retrospective slice-to-volume registration is 
capable of correcting for the misalignments caused by differing breath hold positions in the SA stack image which 
will result in a anatomically more correct image for better analysis, including wall motion and left ventricular 
volume analysis. This is the first time, to our knowledge, that slice-to-volume registration has been used on hu-
man subjects to correct for inconsistencies in the position of breath holds.  
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3 Materials  
 
We acquired 3 data sets for the experiments in this paper. The first was a high-resolution 3D SSFP MR axial 
cardiac volume (256x256 pixels, 120 slices, 1.25mmx1.25mm in-plane sampling with 1mm slice thickness, 4 
phases, acquired on a Philips Gyroscan Intera 1.5T MR system). The two other data sets were MR multi-slice SA 
images. (256x256 pixels, 12 slices, 1.25mmx1.25mm in-plane sampling with 8 mm slice thickness, 25 phases, 
acquired on a Philips Gyroscan Intera 1.5T MR system). Of the 12 slices, all pairs of consecutive slices were 
acquired at different breath holds. One of the two image volumes was motion-free, obtained by asking a coopera-
tive volunteer to hold their breath at approximately the same exhale position for each of the 6 breath holds. This 
produced 6 stacks (containing two slices per stack) that had good anatomical alignment with respect to each other. 
The other image volume was a truly misaligned image in which the individual acquisitions are misaligned by ask-
ing the volunteer to hold their breath at relatively different exhale positions for each of the 6 breath holds. This 
image is similar to the image that would be acquired of a patient who has difficulty holding their breath at the 
same position.  
 
4 Methods and experiments 
 
The accuracy and robustness of rigid slice-to-volume registration was evaluated in two sets of experiments. The 
aim for both experiments was to correct for misaligned cardiac anatomy in multi-slice SA images by registering 
stacks of two slices to a high-resolution 3D MR axial cardiac volume using normalised mutual information (NMI) 
at the end diastolic phase. The experimental procedures carried out will be described for the two sets of experi-
ments. 
 
4.1 Simulation experiment 
 
For this experiment, we simulated a misaligned SA image and tried to recover the misalignment. To do this, we 
used the motion-free MR multi-slice SA image. The stack positions in this image were used as the gold standard 
stack position. Regions within the SA image which were not of interest, such as the chest wall and spine were 
excluded using a coarse manual segmentation. We then artificially misregistered the 6 stacks from the end-
diastolic phase image by random amounts to allow us to simulate a subject holding their breath at relatively dif-
ferent positions for each breath hold. To simulate realistic misaligned breath hold positions, the results from a 
study of the motion of the heart due to respiration [5] were used to limit the misregistration applied. For each of 
the 6 stacks, 20 random misregistrations constrained by these limits were applied. The simulated misaligned slice 
stacks were then rigidly registered, using NMI, to the end-diastolic phase image of the high-resolution 3D MR 
axial cardiac volume to try to recover the applied misregistrations.  
 
By using the end-diastolic phase of the multi-slice SA image and the 3D volume image, the differences in cardiac 
anatomy due to heart deformation over the cardiac cycle could be ignored allowing us to correct for just the 
change in position of the heart due to differing breath hold positions using a rigid body transformation. 
 
4.2 Correction of truly misaligned SA images 
 
For this experiment, the 6 stacks from the end-diastolic phase of the misaligned SA image were segmented for the 
reasons explained above in section 4.1, and rigidly registered separately to the end-diastolic phase image of the 
3D volume in order to correct the misalignment of the stacks. Once the rigid body transformations were obtained 
for each end-diastolic stack, they were use to realign the corresponding misaligned stack in the other 24 phases of 
the multi-slice SA image.   
 
5 Results 
 
This section presents the evaluation of the accuracy and robustness of slice-to-volume registration for the correc-
tion of misaligned SA stacks. A study on how the analysis of the left ventricular volume is affected due to mis-
alignment of the stacks and the improvements made with correction by registration is also included.  
 
5.1 Simulation experiment 
 
Visual inspection of the motion-free multi-slice acquisition indicated that the 6 different stacks were well aligned. 
To validate the accuracy and robustness of the simulated experiment, the mean imaged patient voxel displace-
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ment [7] (MIPVD) was used to determine how well the registration recovered the 20 misregistrations for each of 
the 6 stacks. The MIPVD is the mean of the Euclidian distances of each voxel centre position transformed by the 
registration transformation, and a gold standard transformation. The 6 stack positions of the motion-free MR 
multi-slice SA image were used as a gold standard. The mean, minimum, and maximum MIPVD for each of the 6 
stacks before and after registration are shown in table 1.   
 

 MIPVD in mm 
 Before registration After registration 

Stack number Mean Minimum Maximum Mean Minimum Maximum 
1 6.99 1.83 11.45 2.21 1.68 2.41 
2 6.99 1.85 11.40 2.10 1.63 3.29 
3 7.01 1.82 11.52 1.58 1.27 2.05 
4 7.01 1.83 11.49 1.26 0.82 2.02 
5 7.03 1.81 11.59 1.11 0.88 1.46 
6 7.03 1.80 11.65 1.12 0.89 1.28 

Table 1: The mean, minimum, and maximum MIPVD before and after registration recovered the 20 artificial 
misregistrations, for each of the 6 stacks of the motion-free multi-slice SA end-diastolic image. 

The results in table 1 indicate that slice-to-volume registration is sufficiently robust and accurate within sub-voxel 
accuracy to be able to recover the expected misalignments of the slice stack position in a realistic situation.   
 
5.2 Correction of truly misaligned SA images 
 
To determine how accurately slice-to-volume registration has corrected the misalignment of the 6 stacks in the 
misaligned SA image, we visually compared the alignment of the left ventricular wall before and after registration 
to the left ventricular anatomy obtained for the motion-free SA image. Figure 1 shows a visualization of these 
segmentations for cardiac phase 14. 
 

Left ventricular anatomy 
from the motion-free SA 

image. 

Left ventricular anatomy from 
the misaligned SA image before  

Registration. 

Left ventricular anatomy from 
the misaligned SA image after 

registration. 

   

Figure 1: Visualization of the left ventricular wall from the motion-free SA image, the misaligned SA image 
before and after registration, respectively, for cardiac phase 14. The different colours/grey values represent the 6 
stacks acquired at different breath holds. 

Slice 6 of the  
motion-free SA 

image. 

Slice 6 of the 
misaligned SA 

image. 

Difference image of the  
motion-free and misaligned 

slice before registration. 

Difference image of the  
motion-free and misaligned 

slice after registration. 

    

Figure 2: Columns 1 and 2 show motion-free and misaligned short axis slices (slice 6) of the heart for cardiac 
phase 14. Column 3 shows the difference image between the motion-free and misaligned SA slice before registra-
tion, and column 4 shows the difference image between the motion-free and misaligned slice after registration. 

From figure 1, it can be seen that the wall of the left ventricle (LV) in the motion-free SA image is a good repre-
sentation of the ventricular anatomy whereas the wall of the LV of the misaligned SA image before registration 
shows significant displacement due to misregistration. The wall of the LV of the misaligned SA image after regis-
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tration depicts a smoother ventricular surface, very much like the left ventricular surface obtained from the mo-
tion-free image. To confirm how well the registration performed, slices of the motion-free SA image were com-
pared, by means of difference images, to the corresponding slice positions of the misaligned SA image before and 
after registration, for all 25 cardiac phases (see figure 2 for difference images of slice 6, phase 14).  
 
From figure 2, it can be seen that the registration has successfully corrected the stacks of the misaligned image, 
producing an anatomically more correct image within the region of the heart. To confirm this, the sum of squared 
differences (SSD) of the motion-free SA image and the misaligned SA image before and after registration was 
calculated for each of the 25 phases within the area of the heart. The SSD of the motion-free SA image and the 
misaligned SA image after registration is, on average, 43.5% less than the SSD of the motion-free SA image and 
the misaligned SA image before registration. This implies that the misaligned SA image after registration is more 
similar than the misaligned SA image before registration when compared to the motion-free SA image. 
   
5.3 Left ventricular volume analysis 
 
We assessed the accuracy of ventricular function measures calculated from the misaligned slices, and from the 
same slices after slice-to-volume registration. In both cases, we compared their result to the ventricular function 
measurements from the motion-free acquisition. On average, the misaligned volume deviates from the motion-
free volume by 3.2ml whereas the realigned volume only deviates by 1.5ml. This is further confirmation that the 
slice-to-volume registration has sufficiently recovered the misalignment due to differing breath hold positions.  
 
6 Conclusions and discussion  
 
We have shown that the accuracy of slice-to-volume registration is sufficient to use this method to realign mis-
aligned multi-slice SA cardiac stacks for improved visualization, as seen in section 5.2, and more accurate LV 
volume analysis, as shown in section 5.3. Furthermore, we have shown, with the use of a simulation experiment 
that the registration algorithm is sufficiently robust to recover typical movements expected in misaligned slice 
stack positions. Such improvements will be beneficial for diagnosis and treatment planning for historic data as 
well as for data acquired when the patient is unable to hold their breath at a consistent position.  
 
At present, the 3D SSFP volume is also acquired in multiple breath holds. It is therefore vital that the breath hold 
positions of this image are consistent. An expert cardiologist verified the 3D volume that we have used in these 
experiments to be well aligned by visual inspection. Inconsistencies in the alignment of the volume could have 
dramatic effects on the accuracy of the slice-to-volume registration algorithm. For this reason, future work will 
investigate whether similar registration accuracy and robustness can be obtained when the 3D SSFP volume is 
replaced by a 3D volume which can be acquired in a single breath hold, such as a 3D k-t BLAST volume [6].  
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Abstract. Contrast echocardiography has been proposed as an indicator of myocardial perfusion 
in a non-invasive way. Reperfusion curves can be obtained by destroying all the microbubbles 
using an ultrasound pulse with high mechanical index and acquiring images during the reperfusion 
process. Quantitative parameters describing the process can be obtained from the curves. To 
analyze the complete myocardium, we propose a method for the simultaneous segmentation and 
tracking of endocardium and epicardium in myocardial contrast echocardiography sequences. The 
model consists of two active contours, guided by optical flow estimates. The evolutions of the two 
contours are coupled geometrically using a novel scheme that imposes stability in wall thickness, 
to deal with low contrast regions in the epicardial contour. Both a closed and an open model have 
been designed, to account for the different acquisition views used routinely. The model has been 
evaluated with experimental and clinical sequences, comparing the results with manual 
segmentations carried out by an expert. 

1  Introduction 

Myocardial contrast echocardiography (MCE), due to its ability to assess microvascular integrity, has been 
shown to provide markers of successful reperfusion of acute myocardial infarction [1]. Viability of the 
myocardium is estimated by the degree of myocardial opacification following contrast injection.  A method for 
obtaining quantitative parameters of the reperfusion process consists in destroying the contrast microbubbles 
with an ultrasound pulse of high energy (high mechanical index) and acquiring images continuously during the 
reperfusion process. It is thus possible to obtain the wash-in curve showing the refilling of the region after the 
destruction of the microbubbles [2]. The segmentation and time tracking of the complete myocardium in 
sequences acquired with a real-time acquisition would allow to analyze simultaneously wall motion and 
perfusion of all myocardial segments. To achieve this task, Caiani et al. [3] have proposed a method for 
segmenting each frame separately. The endocardium is segmented interactively in every frame of the sequence 
and the epicardium is obtained by dilating the edge of the endocardium a fixed width. Garcia et al. [4] have 
evaluated a snake model combined with an active shape model to segment four-chamber views. A previous 
segmentation of a high number of images is required to train the model, with the intrinsic drawback that the 
model allows to segment only sequences acquired in a specific view. In this work we propose the use of two 
active contours related by a novel coupling scheme to simultaneously segment endocardium and epicardium. A 
motion estimation step is incorporated to track the contours between frames. 

2 Active contour model 

Each active contour is represented as a discrete set of points or snaxels {v1,v2,... vn} with vi = (xi,yi) [5], and the 
energy of the contour is defined as: 

 
1

int
0

( ( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( )) )ima constv s v s v s dsε ε ε ε= + +∫  (1) 

where εint is the internal energy, dependent on the shape of the contour, εima is the image dependent energy, and 
εconst represents the external constraints imposed by the user. 

Two coupled active contours are used in our model, to segment the endocardium and the epicardium, 
respectively. The evolutions of the two curves are coupled using geometric constraints. To segment a complete 
sequence, only an initialization of both curves in the first frame is required. The user marks several points, and 
the initial contours are interpolated from these points using a B-spline curve. An evolution of the curves is then 
carried out to adjust the curves to image gradients. In the remaining frames, segmentation is carried out in two 
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stages. To compensate inter-frame displacement a first evolution is performed, based on motion estimation. A 
second evolution is then performed on each snake using the gradient as image energy, with distance restrictions 
between snakes to correct the evolution on regions of the image with low gradient. 

To be able to deal with sequences acquired either in short axis views or in apical two-chamber and four-chamber 
views, we have designed a closed model and an open one. In the closed model the first and last points are linked 
together. In the open model, the first and last points of the curve only have one neighbour each. Definition of 
curvature and distance energies in these cases is not straightforward [5]. We set the curvature energy, εcurvature = 
0 in both ends, so the end points tend to follow their neighbours. 

2.1 Internal energy 

In our model, the internal energy is the addition of two terms. The first one is a curvature energy, based on the 
second derivative. The second term is an energy aimed at distributing snaxels uniformly along the contour. The 
external energy is based on the gradient of a diffusion-filtered version of the image. We have used a simple 
gradient based on finite differences. The energy is computed as the inverse of the gradient value. 

2.2 Distance constraints 

Some parts of the epicardium show a low gradient or no gradient at all due to blooming or other artefacts in the 
acquisition process. On these regions, an evolution of the curve based only on the gradient of the image would 
lead to incorrect results. The endocardium, on the contrary, is usually well depicted due to the high intensity of 
contrast in the cavity. We assume that the segmentation of the endocardium based only on the gradient is 
correct, and introduce a distance constraint, modeled as two coupling energies between the curves. 

To implement this coupling, we define two distance-based energies, denoted as hard distance constraint and soft 
distance constraint. The hard constraint, applied to both inner and outer curves, imposes a maximum and a 
minimum distance between both curves, similar to that proposed by Zeng [6] for segmenting the brain cortex. 
When the distance between the curves is outside the allowed distance range, the energy has a very high constant 
value. The distance was defined based on previous manual segmentations and similar constraints proposed in the 
literature. 

The soft constraint, applied only to the evolution of the outer curve, is a novel coupling scheme. It aims at 
preserving the mean distance between curves in regions with low gradients. A weighted mean distance between  
the curves is computed, weighting the distance of each snaxel by the value of the image gradient at that point: 

 
1

1 ( , )
=

= ∑
N

i k k j
k

d g d v C
N

                             (2) 

The energy of every snaxel is then computed as follows: 

 ( , )ε = −dist i j id v C d  (3) 
This distance energy is again weighted by the value of the gradient at every snaxel, so that the contribution of 
this energy is low in points with a high gradient value. 

Figure 1 shows the effect of the soft constraint based on mean distance. On the left, the result of the evolution 
without this constraint is shown. On the right, the result with the constraint is presented. As can be observed, 
sections of the curve with a high gradient are not affected, while the result is corrected in sections with gradient 
dropouts. 

2.3 Motion energy 

To take advantage of temporal information and make the segmentation more efficient, we define a motion 
energy based on inter-frame displacement estimation. As reported in [7] we tested several optical flow methods 
to track regions of interests in contrast echocardiography sequences. The best results were obtained with the 
method proposed by Lucas and Kanade [8]. 

A multiscale version of the algorithm was designed, using a four-level Gaussian pyramid to capture large 
displacements without a major increase in computational load. The displacement is first computed at the lowest 
resolution. The algorithm is then applied at higher levels, starting from the displacements obtained in the 
previous level. 
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Once we have obtained a displacement for every control point, the energy at each point of the neighbourhood is 
defined as the distance in pixels to the displaced point. Internal energies are also taken into account. The 
compete model is thus: 

 
1

int
0

( ( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( )))mot constv s v s v s dsε αε βε γε= + +∫  (4) 

where εmot represents motion energy. In all experiments, the parameters used were α = 1.0, β = 0.6 , γ= 0.8. 

  

Fig 1. Result of curve evolution without distance constraints (left) and including the constraints (right) 

 

3  Experiments and Results 

For evaluating the closed model, six short axis sequences acquired from pigs during experimental surgery were 
used, with a total of 221 images. The open model was tested on 181 images from 6 sequences, obtained in 
clinical routine from 6 different patients. Three of the sequences were two chamber views and three were four 
chamber views. Images were acquired with Contrast Pulse Sequencing (CPS), a real-time acquisition method 
with an Acuson Sequoia (Acuson-Siemens) scanner. All the images were manually segmented by an expert 
observer, and by the automatic model. To compare both segmentations, two parameters were obtained: mean 
distance between curves and Hausdorff distance (maximum distance from a point of a curve to the other curve). 
For the close model, the degree of overlap between segmented surfaces was also computed. The results are 
summarized in table 1 (closed model) and table 2 (open model). Examples of the segmentation of two frames are 
shown in figure 2. 

The proposed algorithm achieved good results both in endocardium and epicardium. Differences with manual 
segmentation results are larger in the epicardium, due to the lack of information in that part of the image. Results 
are similar to those presented by [4], but their model required a priori training by manual segmentation of a high 
number of images. 

 Degree of overlap Mean distance (mm) Hausdorff distance (mm) 

Endocardium 97.7 % ± 0.12 % 1.46 ± 0.70 2.34 ± 1.54 

Epicardium 94.5 % ± 2.11 % 1.87 ± 0.63 3.21 ± 1.97 

Table 1. Comparison between manual and automatic segmentation results for the closed model 
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 Mean distance (mm) Hausdorff distance (mm) 

Endocardium 1.33 ±  0.69 3.23 ± 2.01 

Epicardium 1.75 ± 0.82 3.91 ±  2.52 

Table 2. Comparison between manual and automatic segmentation results for the open model 
 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 2. Comparison between automatic and manual segmentations. Automatic (a) and manual segmentation 
(b) of a short axis frame. Automatic (c) and manual segmentation (d) of a four chamber view frame., 

4  Discussion and Conclusion 

We have proposed a model consisting of two coupled active contours. Our model is automatic, except for the 
definition of the myocardium by the user in the first image. The advantage with respect to previous proposals is 
that it does not require a training of the model, avoiding  the need of time-consuming expert interaction and 
making it more general, allowing to segment sequences acquired in different views. Another advantage is the 
inclusion of an optical flow stage to compensate for motion between frames, which allows for an efficient 
tracking even in sequences acquired with a low frame rate. When there is no other information (lack of image 
contrast), the method makes the assumption of uniform myocardial thickness in each frame. This may not be 
correct in some pathological cases, in which some segments may have a reduced thickness. No other a priori 
information is needed. 
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Abstract.  Tissue perfusion imaging is becoming an increasingly employed method to assess internal organ 
blood supply and flow in clinical applications. Reports on the clinical implementation of contrast 
echocardiography for perfusion imaging and quantitative measurement have increased dramatically of late, 
due to the accessibility and non-invasiveness of ultrasound. This paper describes a method that identifies 
different areas of perfusion in a contrast ultrasound perfusion study, providing regionalised maps of tissue 
perfusion. Pixels in an image sequence are automatically classified into different classes, using a Bayesian 
Factor Analysis Model set in a Markov Random Field framework; utilising both the temporal and spatial 
characteristics of the pixels for classification. The purpose of this study was to implement and evaluate this 
method in a myocardial perfusion clinical setup. Results on multiple in-vivo datasets are presented indicating 
good agreement with expert analysis and angiogram tests, showing how this method can be used to identify 
normal and abnormal perfused tissue. 

1  Introduction 

The evaluation of tissue perfusion in various parenchymatous organs is important in the diagnosis and 
determination of the severity of ischemic disease. The ability to measure internal organ blood supply and flow in-
vivo allows the assessment of tissue viability and the analysis of disease state in various organs like the heart, 
liver and kidneys.  Tissue perfusion has been traditionally analysed by nuclear medicine imaging procedures, like 
T1-SPECT, which measure cell membrane integrity, or more recently by PET-FDG, which shows metabolism 
and blood flow rates, but limitations of these techniques include low spatial resolution and the use of ionising 
radiation. 

The availability, low-cost and non-invasiveness of contrast-echocardiography have fostered an increasing interest 
in the use of this modality to provide an accurate diagnosis of tissue perfusion. Both quantitative and qualitative 
measurements of tissue perfusion can be made by injecting a contrast agent (microbubbles) intravenously and 
then imaging the changes in signal intensity as the contrast agent makes its pass through the organ. The contrast 
agents submerged in blood, increase the echo-backscatter of perfused tissues and blood pool in cavities, and are 
ideal as they remain intravascular and have a particle size similar to red blood cells [1]. This allows for better 
visualisation of blood flow information and regional perfusion. While doctors have so far relied on subjective 
visual inspection, techniques have been developed to extract information from the contrast-enhanced studies. 
These are mostly based on the ‘negative bolus indicator dilution technique’ introduced by Wei et al. [2].  After a 
high power ultrasound induced destruction of microbubbles; their replenishment is assessed during a constant 
venous infusion of a contrast agent. The replenishment (wash-in) curves, showing the refilling of microbubbles, 
are then fitted to an exponential function: y = A(1 e -�t), to extract parameters involving the mean microbubble 
velocity (�) and tissue blood volume (A). The quantification is then used to assist the physician in his/her 
interpretation of the study. Other semi-quantitative ROI approaches include depicting the parameters on a pixel-
by-pixel basis [5]; using frequency domain analysis to quantify blood flow and transit time [3]; or the use of a 
calibration method with mean pixel intensities to differentiate tissue segments into akinetic and kinetic regions 
[4]. These pixel-based techniques all suffer from ad hoc smoothing in space and time, and the loss of temporal 
information that is available by analysing the correlation between pixels.  

The purpose of this paper is to show how a statistical method can be used to identify different areas of perfusion 
in a contrast ultrasound perfusion study. Pixels in an image sequence are automatically classified into different 
classes, by analysing their distinct temporal relationships. Using a Bayesian Factor Analysis (BFA) model and 
incorporating spatial information through a Markov Random Field, different regions of tissue perfusion are 
identified (whether normal or abnormal) and the nature and structure of the tissue perfusion can be examined. 
This can aid in the recognition of tissue regions with abnormal blood flow as well as its spatial extent, as is 
shown with a few clinical examples. This BFA-MRF algorithm will be presented at the International Conference 
on Medical Image Computing and Computer Assisted Intervention (MICCAI) 2004. In this paper however the 
method have been extended to allow for better initialisation and tested on clinical datasets. The BFA-MRF 
algorithm is summarised in section 2, with the results presented and discussed in sections 3 and 4. 
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2 Methods 

2.1 Bayesian Factor Analysis using a Markov Random Field prior model 

A novel spatio-temporal technique is presented to assess tissue perfusion by automatically classifying the 
ultrasound images into different regions of perfusion. This is done in a global manner by analysing the temporal 
pattern of relationships between pixels, using a Bayesian Factor Analysis model, and incorporating spatial 
information through a Markov Random Field. Briefly, this method treats the classification as a statistical 
problem, which involves assigning to each pixel a class label taking a value from the set L = {1,2,…,l}, where 
each pixel is indexed by a two-dimensional rectangular lattice S = {1,2,…,n} and characterised by a p-variate 
vector of intensity values yi = (yi1,…, yip), Si ∈ . In this case each observation vector yi represents an intensity-
time curve for a single pixel location. The problem of classification is then to estimate the true but unknown 
labeling configuration, x*, given the observed intensity time vectors, Y' = (y1,…, yn).  In particular, the maximum 
a posteriori (MAP) estimate of x is used:  

)}.()|({maxargˆ xxYx x PPX∈=  (1) 

The right-hand side of the above equation contains two parts: P(Y | x) and P(x), which are defined as a Bayesian 
Factor Analysis likelihood distribution and a Markov Random Field prior distribution, respectively. What 
remains is the estimation of the parameters of these two distribution functions, where the BFA model is 
constructed as a generative latent variable model, 

iiii εµµ +Λ+=Λ ffy ),,|( , (2) 

for each observation vector yi (i=1,…,n), where � is the overall population mean, � is a matrix of constants 
called the factor loading matrix; fi = (fi1,…,fil), Ll ∈ , is the factor score vector for pixel i; and the �i’s are 
assumed to be mutually uncorrelated and Normally distributed N(0,�) variables. Since the parameters �, �, the 
fi’s, and � are all unobservable, a Normal likelihood distribution for each yi is assumed, and written as: 
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The probability of an MRF realisation, x, is given by the Gibbs distribution: 
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is the energy function which is a sum of clique potentials Vc(x) over all possible cliques C. Z is a normalisation 
term and � is a positive constant which controls the size of clustering 

The novelty of this particular algorithm stems from the way it interlinks the factor scores in the BFA model to the 
prior probability of the MRF model.  The factor score vector indicates how much an observation belongs to a 
particular class. It is therefore assumed that the prior probability of the factor scores matrix, F' = (f1,…, fn), 
follows the same prior probability of the classification configuration, x, and in fact that the factor score for each 
hidden factor (or class) is equivalent to the posterior probability of the class label. For every Ll ∈  and Si ∈  
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Using the prior probability and the likelihood function with respect to ix and ilf gives 
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Therefore the posterior probability values obtained through the MRF-MAP classification can directly be used as 
the factor scores. Thus, the strategy underlying this algorithm can be summarised as follows: (1) Estimate the 
labelling configuration, x̂ , using the current estimate of the parameters; (2) use it to specify the factor scores 
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matrix, F; (3) and then estimate the new values for the parameters, �, �, and �. These steps are iteratively 
repeated until suitable convergence is reached. 

2.2 Experimental Methodology 

The BFA-MRF algorithm was initiated with a tree-structure K-means (TSKM) initial segmentation and 
implemented in a multi-scale framework to improve convergence. The method was tested on clinical datasets all 
obtained during a constant venous infusion of the SonoVue® (Bracco International B-V) contrast agent. The 
ultrasound was imaged with the Power Pulse Inversion technique described in [1], and image sequences were 
ECG-triggered to keep only the end-systolic (end of T-wave) frames. Three datasets were used in the study: (1) A 
2-chamber apical view of a healthy patient; (2) the rest and stress images in a 4-chamber apical view of a patient 
with a reversible apical defect as well as (3) the 3-chamber apical view of the same patient. The datasets were all 
graded as “good” quality by a cardiologist, and each image sequence consisted of 13 gated frames. A colour-
coded classification image, (see Figure 1) along with the mean intensity-time profiles of each class was produced 
and compared with visual analysis from an expert. In the case of datasets (2) and (3) above, the results were also 
compared with analysis from an angiogram test. The parametric method described in [2] was applied to the 3-
chamber view and compared with results from the BFA-MRF algorithm.  

3 Results 

           

Figure 1. Dataset of healthy volunteer: a) Constant venous infusion of contrast agent. b) high power frame to 
destroy the microbubbles. c) and d) 1st and 5th frame after destruction (low power). e) Classification obtained 

showing 2 different types of perfusion present. 
 

                
Figure 2. Frames 1,3 and 12 of the 4-chamber stress image sequence and the classification result 

Figure 1 shows four frames taken from the dataset of the healthy volunteer depicting the replenishment of the 
contrast agents in subsequent frames. The classification map indicates that there are two perfusion classes 
present; (1) the whole myocardium operating with normal perfusion (grey) and (2) The cavity (black) which stays 
at a constant intensity level throughout the sequence. Figure 2 shows the 1st, 3rd and 12th frames of the 4 chamber 
stress image sequence, as well as the classification result. Three distinct classes were found: (1) The cavity 
(black), (2) a region of normal perfusion (white) and (3) abnormal perfusion (grey).  Normal and abnormal 
perfusion are distinguished using the mean intensity-time profiles, as can be seen in Figure 3. In the abnormal 
case it takes longer to reach its final intensity value, indicating a lower blood velocity, while the final intensity is 
also lower than in the normal case, resulting from an inferior blood volume in the abnormal myocardium 
segment. These results agreed well with the angiogram of the patient which showed a subtotal occluded branch of 
the Left anterior descending coronary artery (LAD) as seen in the apex of the classification image, and a branch 
of the Left Circumflex Coronary Artery (LCX) which had a 95% stenosis, as seen in the lateral wall of the 
classification image. In all of the cases the classification obtained from the BFA-MRF method agreed with visual 
inspection from an expert; as well as analysis using the parametric method and the angiogram tests.  

e 
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Figure 3. Mean intensity-time profiles of (a) Normal segment and (b) Abnormal segment for the 4-chamber view 
(note the different scales on the y-axis) 

4 Discussion 

This paper has shown how both the spatial and temporal characteristics of the pixels can be incorporated into a 
single statistical model for classification, which automatically identifies different types of perfusion. By plotting 
the mean intensity-time profiles of each class, showing the flow of the contrast agent through the section; 
alongside the colour-coded classification map, it was shown that the method can clearly distinguish between 
normal and abnormal perfused regions in the myocardium. In this manner regionalised maps of tissue perfusion 
are provided showing the spatial extent of each region. Other dynamic parameters, like the blood velocity and 
blood volume can also be obtained from the intensity-time profiles if necessary. The ultimate goal for contrast 
perfusion imaging is to define the area of tissue infarction and perfusion deficit, and to identify any ischemic 
tissue that can be salvaged by medical or surgical therapy. Although the BFA-MRF method has only been tested 
on a small number of cases, the preliminary results on in-vivo data are encouraging, showing agreement with 
expert analysis as well as other current methods in use. It is important to note that all of the data used in this 
paper were of “good” quality. A validation study testing the algorithm over a range of clinical datasets is 
currently underway which should provide more rigorous analysis of the clinical practicability of this method.  
Other issues to consider are alignment of the images within a sequence which should improve classification 
results. In the examples in this paper the images were ECG-triggered, but this alone does not completely remove 
misalignment errors and an extra image-registration step might be considered. 

Easy and accessible, contrast echocardiography perfusion imaging is more appealing for routine clinical 
examinations than nuclear imaging techniques. Research regarding its accuracy and clinical viability is still 
needed, but early work has shown that this technique can aid the clinician in the diagnosis and assessment of 
diseased tissues.  
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Abstract. Patients suffering from ischemic left ventricular dysfunction but with viable myocardium may 
recover contractile function after revascularisation.  The accurate identification of viable myocardium is 
important for guiding the subsequent treatment and establishing its prognosis. Late enhancement CMR with 
Gd-DTPA can depict necrotic or fibrosed areas after myocardial infarction, permitting discrimination 
between subendocardial and transmural defects [1].  This paper presents an automatic method for segmenting 
infarcted and non-infarcted regions with 3D multi-slice late gadolinium enhancement CMR. Validation of the 
method was performed on data acquired from 10 patients, showing similar delineation accuracy to that of an 
experienced observer, but having the advantage of no inter- and intra-observer variability. 

1  Introduction 

Restricted coronary blood supply can lead to left ventricular dysfunction in patients with ischemic heart disease.  
Cell death occurring within the affected myocardium can further cause irreversible injury, thus resulting in 
myocardial infarction.  Otherwise, the myocardium may remain in a viable state, from which it can recover its 
contractile function after revascularisation. For the management of ischaemic heart disease, it is important to 
accurately distinguish between viable and infarcted regions of myocardium. There is evidence that nonviable 
myocardium should not be revascularised, as this will not improve systolic function, and may pose a greater 
mortality risk than alternative therapy [2,3]. 

Late enhancement MR is a recent technique that has the potential of accurately identifying nonviable regions of 
the myocardium.  Supporting evidence from animal studies shows that the size and shape of the regions 
exhibiting hyper-enhancement correspond well to that of necrotic tissue identified in histological images [1,4].  
The ability to assess the extent of infarction in late enhancement images has been shown to have promising 
clinical applications, particularly in differentiating the underlying causes of heart failure [5] and performing 
clinical risk assessment [6]. It may also be possible to combine the assessment of late enhancement with cine 
MRI and first-pass myocardial perfusion imaging to accurately differentiate between regions of healthy 
myocardium, injured but viable myocardium and infarcted tissue, making way for further clinical applications. 

Thus far, existing studies have mainly relied on the quantification of the degree of hyper-enhancement by 
performing manual delineation. These methods can be time consuming and usually result in significant inter-
observer variability. An automatic method is therefore of great importance to obtain accurate and consistent 
quantification of late enhancement. Current research based on supervised classification such as support vector 
machines [7] has given encouraging classification results, the purpose of this paper is to provide an unsupervised 
alternative that is simple and efficient to use. Validation of the method is performed on data acquired from 10 
patients, demonstrating similar delineation accuracy to that of an experienced observer.  

2 Method 

2.1 Image Acquisition 

For this study, 10 patients suffering from ischemic heart disease with previous myocardial infarction were 
recruited with informed consent. All subjects were imaged in supine position on a Siemens Sonata 1.5T scanner 
(Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). A bolus of gadolinium-DTPA 0.1 mmol/kg (Magnevist, Schering, Berlin, 
Germany) was given intravenously. Fifteen minutes later, late enhancement images were obtained as follows. A 
standard ECG-gated FLASH-IR sequence was used with a slice thickness of 8 mm, 2mm gap. The inversion time 
between 400 and 480 ms was chosen to null non-enhancing myocardium. Imaging planes were chosen along the 
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two long axes of the heart (fourchamber and twochamber).  A stack of short axis images, typically with 7-9 
slices, was acquired spanning the ventricles from atrio-ventricular grove to the apex. 

2.2 Region Classification 

With late enhancement MR, due to the time delay after the intravenous administration of Gd-DTPA, the agent is 
washed out of the healthy myocardium and partially filtered out of the bloodstream passing through the liver.  
From the acquired images the infarcted regions may be distinguished by their delayed but sustained enhancement 
relative to the healthy myocardium.  This continued enhancement is due to the reduced rate at which blood 
diffuses to and from the necrotic or fibrosed myocardial tissue.  In order to segment the hyper-enhanced 
myocardial tissue, we make use of the intensity histogram to automatically determine an optimal threshold. The 
intensity distribution within the myocardium will exhibit two distinct clusters, one at a lower level for the viable 
myocardium and another at high intensity for the areas of infarct.  To model this, the Finite Gaussian Mixture 
Model [8] is used. 

Let us denote each component of a Gaussian mixture model as gi(x/θI) where θi represents the parameters of the 
component gi and x is the intensity value.  Let there be a total of G components in the model.  The Gaussian 
mixture density can be defined as: 
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where θI = (µi, σi), µi is the mean and σi is the standard deviation. In our study, the number of Gaussian 
components is 2, i.e., G = 2. 

Using the intensity histogram h(x) calculated from an image, the parameters c and θ of the Gaussian mixture can 
be determined by the following recurrent equations, which are derived from the EM algorithm [9]. 
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With two Gaussian distributions for the representation of intensty values in normal and infarcted regions, we can 
determine the optimal threshold level for segmentation. In our study, the optimal threshold value is the 
intersection point of the two Gaussians, which is calculated analyticaly.  In a final post-processing step, 
morphological operators [10] were introduced to eliminate isolated enhanced pixels. 

3  Results 

Validation of the proposed technique was performed on 79 short axis slices, obtained from the 10 subjects 
involved in  this study. An experienced observer provided manual classifications, with a delineation of the 
myocardial borders and two separate delineations of the enhanced regions applied to each image.  Figure 1 shows 
late enhancement images acquired from one of the patients studied, illustrating the regions of enhancement 
delineated manually by an expert and the corresponding automatically detected areas.  

  1 2 3 4 5 6 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

 Figure 1.  (a) The original acquired late enhancement images, (b) regions of automatically detected 
enhancement with the proposed technique, and (c) regions of enhancement delineated by an expert. 

To assess overall correspondence of the manual and automatic delineation methods, the area of enhancement was 
calculated for each image, both as an absolute quantity and as a percentage of the total myocardial volume.  The 
resulting measurements for the automatic method were compared to both of the manual classifications.  Similar 
comparisons were also made between the two manual classifications, allowing the degree of intra-observer 
variability to be evaluated.  These results are summarised in Table 1. To allow quantitative assessment, the 
percentage transmural hyper-enhancement is also represented in a bull’s-eye plot, showing the 3D distribution of 
the affected myocardium from base to the apex, as shown in Figure 2. In this figure, the corresponding 3D 
visualisation is also provided as a reference.  

 Manual 1 – Manual 2 Automatic – Manual 1 Automatic – Manual 2 
Area of enhancement 0.944477 0.886718 0.911682 
Percentage enhancement 0.938046 0.858825 0.904832 

Table 1. Correlation ratio between manual and automatic delineation methods 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 2.  (a) Bull’s-eye plot of the percentage transmural hyper-enhancement for the subject shown in 
Figure 1, and (b) the corresponding 3D visualisation of the affected regions superimposed on the epi- and 
endocardial surfaces.  

4  Discussion and Conclusion 

We have presented an automatic technique for the classification of late-enhancement gadolinium MR images.  
The proposed method has the advantage over other techniques in that the classification is fully automatic, and 
does not involve training data sets. Being an unsupervised classification method, the technique can be reliably 
generalised to data from different scanners with varying sequence parameters. The results obtained in this study 
indicate that the accuracy of the proposed automatic method is comparable to that of manual classification.  It is 
worth noting that for this study, no explicit contextual information is incorporated into the classification process. 
It has been observed that in general the transmural progression of the infracted regions starts from endocardial 
segments, which can be incorporated into the current segmentation framework to further enhance the 
classification accuracy. Furthermore, for apical slices, use of the transverse imaging plane involves a large partial 
volume effect, and for reliable segmentation it is best to combine both short and long axis images. Nevertheless, 
the method presented here demonstrates a simple and practical way of obtaining reliable quantification of late-
enhancement gadolinium MR.  
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Abstract. A feature space based on gradient magnitude and intensity information has previously been used to 
identify regions of pure material, Partial Volume (PV) voxels or boundary regions in 2-D images. However, 
biomedical images are often acquired with a 3-D acquisition process, for example MRI, PET and CT. This 
work therefore illustrates that a feature space based on 3-D gradient magnitude and intensity information 
improves the classification performance for 3-D imaging data over gradient magnitude methods that only use 
2-D information. Equations that model the Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of 3-D gradient 
magnitude for volumetric 3-D imaging data are also presented.  

1.  Introduction 

The Partial Volume (PV) effect is a well-known digital imaging artefact, typically associated with Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging (MRI) data [1,2]. In particular, neurological MRI data has been shown to contain a 
significant population of PV voxels [3]. A PV voxel can be described as a sample representing more than one 
tissue component due to the finite sampling resolution in the image acquisition process. Therefore image analysis 
methods that attempt to quantify a particular tissue component or material in an MRI data space should consider 
the PV effect. The performance of probabilistic classification algorithms can be improved with a feature space 
designed to separate the tissue component classes. It is often found that MRI tissue classes possess significant 
overlap in one-dimensional (1-D) intensity space. MRI data can also be acquired with multiple imaging 
sequences resulting in a higher dimensional feature space. Such multiple imaging sequences can produce better 
separation of the tissue component classes. However, these may not always be available and therefore alternative 
feature axes are necessary to provide better inter-class separation. Consequently, an easily obtained second 
feature is the gradient magnitude, which can be used to identify pixels in 2-D data with a high likelihood of 
belonging to an edge pixel (edgels) [4]. Concomitantly, non-edgels are usually modelled for the 2-D case with a 
Rayleigh PDF [5-9]: 
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Note, the Rayleigh distribution is equivalent to a chi-density for n=2 [10]. A second astute observation in [6,8], is 
that regions of higher gradient magnitude, such as regions of edgels in 2-D data (which will include PV voxels) 
can be modelled as a Rician distribution: 
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PDFs (1) and (2) were then combined in [8], with Gaussian distributions (to model pure tissue intensity classes) 
and Gaussian distributions convolved with triangles (to model PV voxels) within a Bayesian classifier 
framework. The work presented here, extends the approach taken in [8] from modelling the 2-D gradient 
magnitude PDFs to modelling 3-D gradient magnitude PDFs in order to improve the classification performance 
for data acquired in 3-Ds. 

2.  Methodology 

In common with the intensity model used in [8,11]1, pure tissue regions2 for tissue class, j, are modelled as a 
Gaussian distribution, pG(g|ij), with a mean, µj and a standard deviation σj. The intensity model for PV voxels is 

                                                           
*Electronic Mail: j.chiverton@surrey.ac.uk 
1 A similar intensity PV model was used in [2], but the intensity model in [8,11] provides a simpler method for separating individual 
classes. 
2 For neurological MRI data, pure tissue compartments usually include Grey Matter (GM), White Matter (WM) and Cerebrospinal Fluid 
(CSF). 
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then modelled as a pure tissue Gaussian convolved with a triangular distribution, whose limits are defined by the 
means of the two tissues, j and k, under consideration. The triangular distribution, with slope, Mj,k, intercept, Cj,k, 
with normalisation factor, Q, is given by: 
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The PDF arising from the Gaussian triangle convolution, pGT(g|ij,ik), is given by: 
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If the gradient magnitude is calculated using a simple 3-D gradient differential kernel, regions of pure tissue can 
be modelled by a Maxwell distribution [12], corresponding to a chi-density for n=3 [10]: 
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where σMax,j corresponds to the standard deviation of the auto-correlation function of pG(g|ij). For regions that are 
composed of voxels that belong to two single tissue classes, it can be shown that the gradient magnitude can be 
modelled with the generalised Rician PDF, for 3-D [12,13,14]: 
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where σjk and µjk correspond to the standard deviation and means of the cross correlation function of the PDFs, 
pG(g|ij) and pG(g|ik).  The gradient magnitude and intensity models can be combined into a feature vector, x = (g   
z)T, within a Bayesian framework [8], with a PV prior, εj,k, in order for an expression for the conditional PDF to 
be created: 
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The performance of the new 3-D gradient magnitude PV model was compared with a 2-D gradient magnitude 
model [8]; an intensity PV model [11]; and a finite Gaussian mixture model where each tissue compartment is 
modelled as a single Gaussian distribution. In order for the models to be assessed, synthetic two tissue 3-D PV 
data with clinically realistic parameters was generated, with a series of concentric ellipsoid shells for the 
alternating tissue compartments. The PV voxels were simulated by anisotropic low pass filtering and then sub-
sampling a high-resolution data space to create a lower-resolution data space, where one voxel in the low-
resolution data space corresponds to 128 voxels in the high-resolution data space. Qualitative assessment was 
also undertaken using data from [15]. 

3.  Discussion and Results 

The results of fitting equations (7) and (8) to simulated and real data can be seen in figure 1, which illustrate the 
validity of the derived model and synthesized PV data. Results of applying the classifiers to the synthetic PV data 
can be seen in figure 2, demonstrating apparently superior performance of the 3-D model classifier for this 
synthetic PV data set. It is worth noting that if the Gaussian or Intensity PV model classifiers are applied to a 
three-tissue class problem, then intensity information alone will not be able to correctly classify PV voxels that 
are composed of the two intensity extremal tissue classes (such as CSF and WM on MRI T1 data), as these PV 
voxels will have intensities similar to the central tissue class.  
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(i) (ii) 

Figure 1, Comparison of derived parametric models with actual data points for 3-D gradient magnitude. (i) is for the 
synthetic 3-D PV data. (ii) is for clinical NMR data. Curves and points labelled (A) are for pure tissues (eq. 7) while curves 

and points labelled (B) correspond to PV voxels (eq. 8). Both plots illustrate good fits to both equations for real and synthetic 
MRI T1 gradient magnitude data 

 

 
Figure 2, Performance comparison of four PV Bayesian classifiers applied to 3-D synthetic PV data (containing two tissues 
alternating between concentric ellipsoid shells), with parameters similar to clinical neurological MRI data parameters. Plots 
(i) and (ii) illustrate the performance of the classifiers for slices 1-31 of the symmetric synthetic PV data with 62 slices. (iii) 

is an exemplar slice through the synthetic PV sub-sampled data without noise (ground truth). (iv) is the same slice, but 
through the noisy data set. (v) is the inset of (iv). (vi) is the corresponding region but of the ground truth image in (iii). 
Images (vii) – (x) are the output of the four classifiers for the same region as shown in (v) and (vi): (vii) Gaussian finite 
mixture model; (viii) Intensity PV model; (ix) 2-D model; (x) 3-D model. Images (vi)-(x) have been scaled to 8 bits, to 
display the PV voxels. From these results, especially from (i), it appears that the 3-D model has a superior classification 

performance over the other models for this particular synthetic PV data set. 
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(i) 

 

(ii) (iii)

Figure 3, Classification results of T1 MRI data using the 3-D gradient magnitude model. (i) is an exemplar slice taken from a 
T1 MRI data scan [15]. (ii) & (iii) are the classification results for WM and GM. Skull stripping was performed using the 

technique in [16] and field inhomogeneities were ignored. 

The 3-D model Bayes classifier was then applied to an exemplar MRI T1 dataset [15], using a three-tissue model, 
to classify WM, GM and CSF PV voxels. A slice from this data set and the corresponding probability maps for 
WM and GM can be seen in figure 3. 

4. Conclusions  

This work has demonstrated the potential benefit of 3-D statistical modeling of the gradient magnitude in 
classification of data affected by the PV effect. It also appears that data created through a 3-D image acquisition 
process can be classified with improved performance using statistical models that take account of the extra 
dimension. 
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Abstract. We present a segmentation method that works for overlapping and closely packed nuclei in noisy
images that have high variation in background intensity. The method has been tested on fluorescence in-situ
hybridisation images of interphase leucocyte nuclei. Accurate segmentation is required in support of an auto-
matic procedure for assaying telomere content on a per area per nucleus basis. The method first finds a single
seed point for each nucleus that uniquely identifies that nucleus. Seed points are located by an efficient itera-
tive mode-finding algorithm based on robust nonparametric density estimation. Acting simultaneously on all
nuclei in the image, and using the seed points as origins, flexible closed contours are dilated until each nucleus
is circumscribed. Unlike previous approaches, the contour equations include a repulsive term that prevents
different contours from intersecting, thereby preserving the identity of nearby or overlapping nuclei, and the
contour is adaptively remeshed for greater efficiency. The advantages of this method from an implementation
point of view are that the computation of seed points and contours is highly efficient and robust compared with
alternative approaches. The method is illustrated using data from a clinical pilot study.

1 Introduction
Finding the boundaries of whole cells and cell nuclei – segmentation – is an essential precursor to certain types of
automated cytometry. For example, whole cells need to be segmented in order to quantify the expression of cyto-
plasmically localised proteins [1] and to characterise cell morphology. Also, in fluorescence in-situ hybridization
(FISH) [2] images, chromosome signal counts are valid only for signals contained within the nuclear boundary [3].
The boundary can be found manually, for example by drawing on the image with a mouse, but an automatic
method is preferable when many nuclei must be segmented. A number of algorithms have been developed to seg-
ment nuclei based on simple thresholding [3], the watershed algorithm [4, 5], level sets [1], and curve fitting using
a minimum error criterion [6].

The new segmentation method introduced here was motivated by the need to process leucocyte images that rou-
tinely contained nonuniform background fluorescence and several closely packed cells (see Figure 1). A pilot
application of standard methods, such as those cited above, did not yield good results because the data fail to
conform to assumptions. For example, the background illumination and nucleus brightness profile varies across
the image in such a way that watershed algorithms fail to work reliably, and the desire for automatic operation
rules out the use of a manually assisted ‘marker’ watershed algorithm [7]. Applying a sequence of pre-processing
operations to ‘correct’ the image is a possible alternative, but can lead to the introduction of additional artifacts,
and in any case is an ad hoc procedure giving no promises of general applicability. Furthermore, because our
images subtend a large area at high resolution, we wished to avoid the processing costs of level set methods that
rely on local gradient flow. We therefore recast the nucleus finding problem in terms of probabilistic robust esti-
mation, a relatively new approach which is beginning to find widespread application in computer vision and image
processing [8].

2 Image Analysis
Analysis of the FISH images is intended for a fully automatic screening system, in which no manual intervention
is necessary, and for which multiple nuclei may appear in a given image. Processing of the input RGB image treats
the blue and green channels separately (the red channel is reserved for another fluorescent probe not relevant to this
paper). The blue channel shows nuclei material fluorescence that can be used to localise the nucleus boundaries.
The green channel shows telomere fluorescence to be assayed once nucleus boundaries are found. Although
telomeres are contained within the nucleus boundary, telomere signals are not sufficiently informative to localise
nucleus boundaries, particularly when nuclei are closely packed.

2.1 Seed Finding
The first step is to locate the approximate central positions of nuclei, called seeds. Seed finding is accomplished
by a efficient iterative nonparametric clustering algorithm. In the images we process, nuclei contain local maxima
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1. (a) Image of leucocyte nuclei with telomere fluorescence. (b) The blue channel, showing DAPI-stained
nuclei fluorescence with nonuniform intensity. (c) The green channel, showing telomere fluorescence. (d) Nucleus
boundaries found by the algorithm, superimposed on the B+G channels. The 030 refers to the number of iterations.

in the blue image channel (DAPI staining), so the image is processed to find candidate seed points as follows. The
region of blue surrounding each pixel in the image is matched with a dome-shaped filter having a radius of 8 pixels.
A suprathreshold filter amplitude indicates a candidate point. A seed point is found by clustering candidate points,
as follows. The seed finding algorithm is based on the mean shift procedure, originally proposed in 1975 [9],
and largely neglected until recently [10], when there has been a revival of interest [11]. The mean shift algorithm
accomplishes the fusion of uncertain measurements arising from an unknown number of sources. It is also highly
efficient, and a robust method that tolerates the presence of outliers in the data. Given a set of n d-dimensional
observations xi for i = 1, 2, ..., n, let p(x) be the probability density function at x. It is desired to find the modes
of the density function, which in our application are associated with nuclei. Following [9], one method of finding
modes is to iteratively move each observation a small step in the direction of the density gradient until tight clusters
of observations result near the modes. Each observation can be moved by an amount proportional to the density
gradient at the observation point. Let x

t
i be the ith observation at iteration t, and set x

0
i ≡ xi. This algorithm

can be expressed as x
t+1
i = x

t
i + a∇ ln p(xt

i) where a is an appropriately chosen positive constant to guarantee
convergence. This is the d-dimensional version of the linear iteration technique for finding the roots of the equation
∇xp(x) = 0, and equivalently the modes of the mixture density p(x). Unfortunately the density p is not known,
but it can be shown [9] that the normalized gradient of the density at x can be estimated from the observations
by the sample mean shift: ∇ ln p(x) ≡ d+2

kh2

∑
xi∈Sh(x)(xi − x), where k is the number of of observations xi

in a small region Sh(x) about x. Region Sh(x) includes points xi for which |xi − x| ≤ h2. Parameter h
determines the amount of smoothing of the density, and correspondingly the elimination of modes that are too
narrow or too close to other modes. According to [9], a good choice of parameter a is h2/(d + 2), so substitution
of the above and rearranging terms yields the the mean-shift clustering algorithm x

t+1
i = 1

k

∑
x

t
j
∈S(xt

i
) x

t
j . This

algorithm moves each observation xi to the sample mean of the observations within the region S around it. As
soon as some observations lie within distance h of one another, the next iteration will move them to a common
point, their sample mean. We have improved the efficiency of the algorithm by using a reweighting scheme, in
which a weight term wi is associated with each observation. At t = 0 all wi are initialized to 1. If an iteration
moves a number of observations to a common point, all but one of the observations are removed, and remaining
observation is reweighted by adding to its weight the weights of the points with which it merged. For the next
iterations, observations are resampled from those remaining from the previous step. The algorithm terminates
when no updates can be made, in which case only isolated points remain, indicating the locations of the modes.
The weight indicates the number of observations that moved to the mode, so the weight can be used as an indicator
of mode confidence.

2.2 Contour Models
The next step is to find the boundary of each nucleus by expanding a closed deformable contour. Deformable con-
tour models [12] are a powerful technique for the extraction of boundaries from images, but most existing methods
have three well-known shortcomings: sensitivity to initialisation, inadaptibility to boundary concavities, and inter-
section of contours. These problems have led to the use of alternatives such as gradient-driven curvature flows [1],
which do not have strict initialisation requirements and which have the resolution to match complex boundaries.
However, the flow algorithms are based on numerical approximation of partial differential equations at each image
pixel, which is computationally expensive. By contrast, the approach tried here is to address the shortcomings of
contour models by (a) using a force model that is particular to the problem of finding the boundaries of nuclei, (b)
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adaptively remeshing the contour to increase resolution near the target boundary, and (c) adding a repulsive force
to the contour model to prevent the intersection of boundaries. Our contour model is a 2D version of a discrete de-
formable polyhedral model [13] in which the radii to vertices independently lengthen or shorten according to force
constraints until the boundary of the object is reached. A variety of closed contours can be expressed, including
concave ones, sufficient for outlining cell nuclei. A rough estimate of the object is quickly generated using a low
resolution model, then the desired level of detail is achieved by remeshing.

2.3 Contour Finding
Given a set of m seed points found in the image, the contour finding algorithm begins by assigning an initial contour
model Ci, i = 0 . . .m−1 to each seed point. Each model Ci contains a set of n contour points pij , j = 0 . . . n−1,
an origin oi, and a threshold θi. A contour point pij is conveniently represented as a radius of length rij from
the origin oi. The n radii of each contour model Ci are set at equal intervals of n/2π radians about the origin oi.
With each rij set to the same small constant, the initial state of each model resembles a regular n-gon centred at a
seed point. The energy functional minimised for each contour point is Etotal = Einternal + Eexternal, where elasticity

and stiffness forces are given by Einternal = welastic
dpj

dj
+ wstiff

d2
pj

dj2 with weighting parameters welastic and wstiff.
Some external forces require measurements of the blue channel of the image, as this channel is associated with the
DAPI stained nucleus body. The intensity of the blue channel at location v is notated as B[v]. In all uses of B[],
smoothed intensities are used, so B[v] actually gives the mean intensity in a small neighbourhood around v. The
external force is given by Eexternal = Egrad + Elevel + Erep and includes three measurements: Egrad the local image
derivative of the blue channel B[], Elevel the difference between the blue channel value at pj and a threshold θi

unique to the ith contour model in the image, and Erep the repulsive force. The image-related forces are calculated
with respect to the radius rj of point j: Egrad = wgrad

dB[rj ]
dr

, and Elevel = wthresh(B[rj ] − θi). Because the blue
channel has higher amplitude at the centre of the nucleus, maximising Egrad causes the contour to fall away from
the nucleus centre and relax near the nucleus boundary. To prevent situations where Egrad = 0 causes the evolution
to stick at local minima, Elevel causes the contour to seek an absolute level θi. From experience with many images,
a satisfactory threshold has been found to be θi = 0.2πB[oi], where B[oi] is the blue value at the origin of the
contour. Note that because the contour origin is updated at each iteration, this definition causes θi to be recalculated
also. The weight wthresh is given a small value so that the primary effect of Elevel is to draw the contour away from
local minima of the intensity gradient. If Elevel is set too high, the contour may seek an unsuitable level in the
presence of nearby nuclei and uneven background intensity. The repulsive force is calculated by testing whether a
contour point lies within the area bounded by one of the other contour models. Each of the m − 1 other contour
models is tested. The repulsive force is defined as Erep = wrepf(ej) where ej is the distance that the contour
point j penetrates into the area of another contour model, and f() is a nonlinear sigmoid smoothing function that
limits oscillation. When all the forces are calculated for a contour point, the sum of forces is added to the radius
defining the contour point. To preserve the integrity of the evolution, a two-pass update is performed. The first
pass calculates the forces for all contour points, and the second pass updates all the contour point locations with
the net force. When all contour point locations are updated, each contour is adaptively remeshed and its origin
re-estimated.

3 Results
The segmentation algorithm has been applied to a set of fluorescence in-situ hybridisation (FISH) images of nuclei.
The task is to distinguish between samples originating from individuals of different ages. Telomeres – the repeated
DNA sequences that cap the ends of chromosomes – contain the same G-rich DNA core repeat. Telomeres become
shorter in length as the individual ages, and depending on age, variation in repeat length of the telomeres is
estimated to be on the order of 211 to 215 basepairs of DNA. FISH images were obtained from M. Hultén and S.
Dhanjal (Univ. Warwick) who used a procedure summarised briefly as follows. Blood samples were obtained from
normal adults in the age range 20-70 years, and were prepared using standard FISH techniques for the identification
of telomeric material using a pantelomeric DNA probe (DAKO, Denmark). Slides were imaged using a Zeiss
axioplan epifluorescence microscope with 100× objective. Filters associated with the FISH probes were used,
and the images acquired using a CCD camera with SmartCapture software (Vysis, UK). Blood samples were then
subjected to a telomere depletion assay (TDA) in which enzymatic digestion of telomeric DNA is carried out using
Bal 31 enzyme (New England Biolabs, UK), followed by the FISH procedure and slide imaging as before. The
aim of the TDA is to digest telomeric material, which should result in lower telomere measurements.

By manual inspection of all the images encountered so far, it is very difficult to distinguish between those that
originate from younger subjects (expected to have longer telomeres) in relation to older subjects. To determine
whether nuclei could be discriminated numerically on the basis of telomere fluorescence, the segmentation algo-
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rithm was applied to a test set of four images: (a) 16 nuclei from the 70-year-old female subject before TDA; (b)
five other nuclei from the same subject after TDA; (c) five nuclei from the 23-year-old male subject before the
TDA was applied; (d) 13 other nuclei from the same subject after TDA. The algorithm found valid boundaries
for all nuclei. Within each boundary, a telomere response measure was calculated by dividing the total amount
of green channel intensity within the nucleus boundary by the area enclosed by the boundary. For each image, a
normal density was fitted to the means and variances of telomere response measures for each set of nuclei. These
distributions confirm expectations, as the younger samples cluster to a higher telomere content than older samples,
and the TDA decreases telomere content monotonically, although apparently not linearly.

4 Conclusions
The segmentation algorithm successfully segments overlapping and closely packed nuclei on the basis of DAPI
fluorescence only, even when nonuniform background and noisy profiles tend to defeat standard methods. The
algorithm is efficient and capable of operating without manual intervention. Contour finding is fast and reliable, but
good choice of parameters for the energy functional depends on typical sizes and shapes of objects encountered.
Although a usable set of parameters has been found for nuclei shapes encountered in the FISH images, more
experimentation is needed to determine usability for other domains.

The system has been tested on a situation where telomere response is required on a per-nucleus basis in support
of a procedure being developed for telomere content analysis. Before a clinical application can be contemplated,
it will be necessary to test the system on large numbers of nuclei, thus far not available until FISH protocols are
more widely established.
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Abstract 
 

Most attempts at automatic segmentation of liver tissue to date have relied on 2D, low-level 
segmentation techniques, such as thresholding and mathematical morphology, to obtain the basic liver 
structure. The derived boundary can then be smoothed or refined using more advanced methods. Here 
we present results that improve greatly on this previous work by using a topology adaptive active 
contour model, or snake, to accurately segment the liver outline from CT images. 

 
1  Introduction 
 
As part of the diagnosis of liver disease, a Computerised Tomography (CT) scan is taken of the patient, which 
the clinician then uses to assist in determining the presence and extent of the disease.  Frequently the clinician is 
required to hand segment the liver tissue, in order to obtain further information such as liver volume, or to 
quantify the extent of diseased tissue. As hand-segmentation is slow and time-consuming, an automatic 
segmentation tool for the liver could greatly reduce the workload for the clinician.  
 
The automatic detection of the liver from CT scans is considered one of the harder segmentation challenges in 
medical image processing. The difficulties arise due to large variations of liver geometry between patients, the 
limited contrast between the liver and the surrounding organs, and image noise [1]. Early work on liver 
segmentation by Bae et al. [2] used simple thresholding and logic functions to obtain the outline of the liver 
before smoothing the boundary using B-splines. Gao et al. [1] extended this work by using mathematical 
morphology on the thresholded image to separate the liver from other organs, before refining the obtained 
contour with a Fourier-based deformable contour model. The limitation of both of these methods is in the initial 
thresholding step  - it is very difficult accurately to set upper and lower threshold limits that isolate the liver 
effectively,  without including neighbouring tissues such as the kidneys and the spleen. As a result the initial 
starting point for the boundary refinement step is dependent on the inaccurate thresholding step. In an effort to 
counter this, Shimizu et al. [3] use the corresponding CT values from four different input images of the same 
liver (each at a different stage of contrast enhancement) to obtain the rough contour. The main limitation of this 
technique is that four complete datasets are required for effective segmentation of one liver. Clinically this 
requires four different CT scans of the same patient in succession (increasing the X-ray dose dramtically), and 
computationally it involves four times the memory and processing power that is used when analysing a single 
dataset. 
 
Recent work by Qatarneh et al. [4] introduced active contour models (or snakes) as a stand-alone liver 
segmentation tool as part of their work to construct a radiation therapy planning atlas. The limitation of this 
technique is again the initial placement of the contour, as it has to be defined so that it is close enough to the 
snake boundary so that it does not get trapped in local minima corresponding to boundaries of other tissues. In 
practice this is both time-consuming and awkward, especially if the ‘standard’ organ outline predicted by the 
atlas needs to be modified, by hand, for each slice. 
 
Therefore while snakes have been effectively used in liver segmentation as a boundary refinement tool, they are 
still heavily dependent on the problem of initial placement. Our solution to this problem is to add an inflationary 
force to the basic snake, similar to the one first proposed by Cohen [5], and expanded by McInerney and 
Terzopoulos [6] in the form of topology adaptive snakes (T-Snakes). As the snake expands from an initial seed 
point, the contour reparameterises at certain iterations so that the snake elements are completely reset and 
replaced. In our implementation, the resolution of the grid increases as the curvature of the snake increases, thus 
the snake is able to force its way into sharp corners. This paper presents preliminary results from 4 separate 3D 
patient datasets. 
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2 Methods 
 
The active contour model we have developed is a modified version of the T-Snake [6], where the internal energy 
forces act as a smoothness constraint while an inflation force is used to push the contour towards edges within 
the image. The key difference between a topology adaptive model and a conventional snake is that the set of 
snake nodes in a T-snake does not remain constant. As the contour moves under the internal and external forces, 
it is reparameterised, at regular intervals, to a grid superimposed upon the image. At each reparameterisation 
step, the previous set of nodes is removed and a new node added at each point where the contour intersects with 
the superimposed grid. This reparameterisation overcomes aliasing problems that naturally occur with 
inflationary contours, and allows the contour to ‘flow’ into the complex shape of the liver.   
 
There are two major benefits of using an inflationary snake to segment the liver. The first is that the interior of a 
healthy liver is typically more uniform than the exterior, thus there are less noisy edges that can trap nodes as 
they move outwards towards the edge of the liver. The second is that the snake can be initialised at almost any 
point within the liver, without greatly affecting the final segmentation result. The importance of the these two 
points should not be underestimated as they completely avoid the major stumbling block of previous liver 
segmentation algorithms, that of correct contour initialisation, and thus provide a faster and more robust 
segmentation. Our snake is defined in a similar way to the T-Snake [6], as a set of M nodes, indexed by 0,….,M 
– 1. Associated with these nodes are time varying positions xi(t) = [xi(t), yi(t)]. The movement of the snake is 
determined by the balance of internal forces versus external forces (generated by the image data) and inflationary 
forces [6,7] 

a�i + b�i = �i + fi       (1) 
 
�i and �i represent the elastic and bending internal forces of the snake, the strength of which are controlled by a 
and b. In our implementation the external energy function f is the standard gaussian gradient function, which is 
greater at significant edges in the image, however we pre-process the image using a Kirsch edge-detection filter 
to maximise the impact of these edges. A modification to the basic snake equations is the addition of an 
inflationary force � to push the contour towards image edges 
 

� = qF(m(xi(t))ni(t)      (2) 
 

where ni is the unit normal vector to the contour at node m, and q is the amplitude of the force. The binary 
function F(m(x, y)) is based upon image intensity data and is slightly modified from the similar T-Snake function 
[6] in that it has two threshold levels, an upper and a lower threshold. If m(x, y) is within the threshold levels, 
F(m(x, y)) = 1; otherwise it is set to -1 and the normal force is reversed. This prevents the snake from leaking 
into other organs in the abdomen at locations where the external image energy is not sufficient enough to stop 
the snake. To prevent the normal force from oscillating indefinitely between areas of intensity within/outside the 
threshold levels, as soon as a node begins oscillating the q amplitude value is lowered progressively towards 
zero.  
The reparameterisation of the snake is slightly different from that presented in [6]. The grid used for 
reparameterisation is set to a rectangular grid for simplicity, and a major modification is that the resolution of 
this grid changes depending on the curvature of the snake at each individual node. The data structure in fact 
consists of three separate grids of decreasing cell size (increasing resolution), although number of different 
resolution grids could be increased if required. Depending on the curvature of the snake (calculated simply by 
analysing the angles between the lines connecting the nodes), the contour is reparameterised on a specific grid. If 
the curvature is high, the contour is reparameterised on a smaller grid size (down to 2x2 pixels); if the contour is 
relatively flat it is reparameterised to a larger grid size (up to 8x8 pixels). The major advantage of this novel 
technique is that the resolution of the snake increases at complex and highly irregular areas of the shape to be 
segmented, thus enabling the inflating contour to push itself into sharp corners and avoid aliasing effects that 
might otherwise cause a false segmentation result. In areas where the contour is relatively straight a larger grid 
size is used for reparameterisation and less points are required to model the shape, reducing the number of 
unnecessary calculations and speeding up the performance of the snake. Accurate segmentation of the liver is 
highly dependent on the parameters used for the snake. In all there are six parameters to be set: the internal 
elasticity energy, the internal bending energy, the external (image) energy, the strength of the normal force, and 
the upper and lower thresholds. The levels of these parameters were determined empirically to obtain the best 
results and to prevent the snake from leaking into adjacent organs. We found that once the optimal levels for the 
parameters were discovered, they required little or no change for every liver slice, even for different livers (the 
exception to this being particularly noisy datasets). Segmentation of a complete liver is initiated by the user 
selecting a seed point within the liver i.e. any slice in the volume. The snake then inflates from this seed point to 
segment the liver from that particular slice. From the resulting region enclosed by the snake contour, the co-
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ordinates representing the centre of gravity are deduced and used as snake seed points for the slices above and 
below. In many scans, a lobe of the liver appears as a totally separate structure. In these cases the snake can be 
initialised on the lobe in much the same way as for the main body of the liver, and results added to the main 
segmentation. 
 
3 Results 
 
Complete scans from four different patients, giving a total of 501 separate liver slices, were used to test the 
proposed segmentation method. All the images used were 512x512 pixels and reduced 256-level greyscale. The 
accuracy of the segmentation can be measured by comparing to the hand-segmented data in two ways; by 
comparing the area enclosed by the segmented contours, and by calculating a rout-mean-square (RMS) error for 
the Euclidean distance between the automatic segmentation contour and the nearest point of the hand segmented 
contour. To compare areas, a paired t-test was used [8], and the null hypothesis in each case was “There no 
difference in the areas of the snake segmented liver and the hand segmented liver.”, and the significant 
probability level (p) was set to 0.05.  
 

Patient 
Number 

Slices T-value 
 (experimental) 

Critical 
 T-value 
(p < 0.05) 

RMS Error 
(pixels) 

1 180 0.406 ±1.973 4.82 
2 149 -0.556 ±1.976 7.57 
3 122 -1.591 ±1.990 5.83 
4 50 -1.347 ±2.009 10.22 

 
Table 1. Results of paired t-test comparing segmented areas; 

 
Table 1 shows the results of the t-tests and RMS errors. For each dataset, the t-value obtained is less than the t-
statistic presented in the data tables. This means that we cannot reject the null hypothesis at the 0.05 level of 
significance, and must therefore assume that there is no detectable change, at this level of significance, in the 
values of the snake segmented and hand segmented data. The low RMS errors are comparable with those 
expected from hand segmentation. To demonstrate the improved segmentation ability provided by increasing the 
resolution of the grid at areas of high curvature, the liver from patient number one was automatically segmented 
again, using an inflationary snake that was reparameterised to a static 8x8 pixel grid i.e. the resolution of the grid 
was not changed at areas of high curvature. Table 2 shows the results of this segmentation, compared with the 
standard results presented in table 1. 
 

Grid resolution Experimental t-value Average RMS error 
Increased at areas of high curvature 0.406 4.82 
Constant -3.747 5.23 

 
Table 2. Comparing the effect of grid resolutions on the accuracy of the segmentation. 

 
The results in table 2 show that the magnitude of the t-value result for a constant grid resolution is larger than the 
critical t-value of 1.973 (shown in table 1) and thus according to this test there is a significant difference between 
the automatically segmented and hand segmented areas. This value is much larger than the t-value of 0.405, 
obtained from the same dataset, using a flexible grid resolution for reparameterisation. However, while there is 
an increase in the average RMS error for the constant grid segmentation, it is proportionally lower than the 
increase in the difference in areas. The reason for these differences can be seen by studying the two images in 
Figure 1. Figure 1(a) shows a liver slice that has been segmented using a snake with varying grid resolution.   
Figure 1(b) shows a liver slice that has been segmented using the snake with constant grid resolution. In both of 
these images the snake was initialised within the central bulk of the liver. One immediately observed difference 
between the images is that the snake in figure 1(b) has not inflated into the lobe at the top right hand side of the 
liver. The likely reason for this is that the relatively low resolution of the grid (8 pixels) has not enabled points to 
cluster around the narrow area of tissue connecting the lobe to the main bulk of the liver (in this slice). As a 
result the inflationary force is not sufficient to overcome the internal forces of the contour and the snake does 
pass through the narrow constriction. In figure 1(a) the ability of the contour to reparameterise to a smaller grid 
size (min size 2 pixels) has enabled points to cluster around areas of high curvature, and force the snake through 
the constriction and allow it to inflate into the lobe area. Figure 1(c) shows the ability of the increased resolution 
grid to more accurately segment fine structures. 
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Figure 1: Two images showing the same liver slice segmented by different snakes. (a) is segmented using a 
varying resolution reparameterising grid, (b) is segmented using a constant grid size. c) compares the hand 
segmented area (top) against a close up of the same areas from image a) (middle) and image b) (bottom). 

 
4 Conclusion 
 
This paper presents a new method for the automatic segmentation of the liver from CT scans. It avoids the main 
problem affecting previous segmentation techniques, that of initialising the snake in an efficient manner, by 
employing an inflationary snake which reparameterises at certain iterations of the snake movement. The snake 
algorithm itself is a modified version of the T-Snake presented by McInerney and Terzopoulous [6] with the 
important added facility of increasing the resolution of the reparameterisation grid where the snake contour is 
highly curved. It has been demonstrated that this ability enables more accurate segmentation, as it enables the 
contour to extend into corners that other ‘inflationary’ snakes miss. While our preliminary segmentation results 
are very encouraging, there is still much more to be done to improve the technique. An immediate improvement 
is to enable the software to set snake parameters automatically for each liver slice – at the moment the 
parameters must be set by hand. While livers have also been segmented using orthogonal datasets (2.5D), the 
major goal of the project is to develop an active surface model in 3D, incorporating our existing modifications 
and improvements to the 2D method. This would further improve the accuracy of the segmentation of the liver, 
and form a firm basis for further work concerning abnormal livers. 
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Abstract.
As a straight forward extension of 2D Active Shape Modelling (ASM), 3D ASM is capable of detecting the
surface of the target object from true volumetric data. However, when the information in one dimension is
sparse, the pure 3D ASM tends to be less accurate. We present a hybrid 2D+3D methodology which can deal
with sparse 3D data. Based on the “locally optimal” segmentation on separate slices obtained by 2D ASM, a
“global optimal” segmentation of the 3D object embedded in the data set is achieved by applying 3D ASM.
Experimental results indicate that the developed approach shows equivalent precision on separate slices but
higher consistency for whole volumes when compared to 2D ASM, whilst the results for whole volumes are
improved when compared to the pure 3D ASM approach.

1 Introduction

Segmentation of target objects from multi-slice, i.e. 3D, data sets is of great interest. Since it is difficult to extract
the 3D object directly from the data sets, slices in these data sets tend to be segmented as separated 2D images.
In the past decade, Active Shape Models (ASM) [1], or generally so-called statistical shape models [2], have been
widely used and shown to be a very powerful tool in 2D medical image segmentation. Despite the successful cases
of applying ASM, it has the same disadvantage as other 2D segmentation approaches, i.e. they are purely 2D
segmentation techniques which process the slices in a data set separately, in most cases ignoring the correlation
between slices. The result might be 2-dimensionally optimal on every slice but not the ideal boundary for the
whole 3-dimensional object embedded in the data set.

As a significant extension of Active Shape Models (ASM), 3D ASM has been widely investigated and discussed.
Many studies build statistical models from 3D training data sets [3–7]. Most of these developments have focused
on the landmark generation and model construction, with an assumption that if an efficient model has been built
the use of such a model will be a relative easy task. This is true fordense3D data sets in which image information
in arbitrary directions can be extracted by interpolation. In practice, however, when the distance between slices
is large compared to the in-slice resolution, interpolation becomes less appropriate. In this case, the 3D shapes
needed to build the models can be constructed from the 2D contours but the image structure modelling and 3D
ASM search become difficult.

There is not much work about using of 3D ASM, or related approaches, for the segmentation of image sets. Hill et
al. presented a statistical model-based technique for building 3D deformable shape templates and use these models
to segment brain structures from 3D medical images [8]. Ruff et al. described a method to estimate the volume
of liver from sparse planar images using deformable models [9]. Although these methods are application specific,
they demonstrate the potential of 3D ASM when applied to multi-slice data sets.

2 Method

In this work, we present a new approach, based on 3D ASM, to the automatic segmentation of sparse multi-slice
data sets. A 3D Statistical Shape Model (SSM) is build from the training samples to represent the shape variation
of 3D object surfaces. The image structure is modelled using grey-level profiles, in the same way as 2D ASM. The
3D ASM search is driven by 2D ASM search on each slice based on the profile models built from 2D slices. Such
a process ensures that 2D boundaries, which are locally correct on 2D slices, can build a valid 3D shape. In the
remainder of this paper, we refer to the developed methodology as 3D ASM or 2D+3D hybrid ASM, whilst the
original 3D ASM is refered to aspure3D ASM.

∗Email: yz@cmp.uea.ac.uk
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An overview of model construction and image segmentation is given in Fig. 1. Details are provided in Secs 2.1
and 2.2.

2D Shape Models
Profile Models

PCA3D Shape 
Models

PCA

Build up
3D Shape

Build up
3D Shape

(a) Building 2D and 3D models

Build up
3D Shape

2D ASM
Search

Apply 3D
Shape Models

Slicing (if not converged)

(b) Segmentation using the 2D+3D hybrid model
Figure 1. Summary of model construction and image segmentation.

2.1 3D Shape Model Construction

Each sample in the training set for 3D statistical shape modelling is the 3D object surface in a data set. To build this
3D surface, each slice that contains the target object is manually annotated and the object boundary is represented
by a contourCi = {pij ; j ∈ [1, Nl]} for all i ∈ [1, Nc], wherepij is thejth landmark on theith contour,Nl is the
number of landmarks on each slice andNc is the number of slices in the data set. A triangulation algorithm [10]
is used to incorporate 2D contours into a 3D shape in the form of a triangle meshM = {vij} wherevij = pij are
the vertices of the mesh.

The 3D shapes are normalized using Principal Axes to ensure they occupy a common space, i.e. equivalent land-
marks on different surfaces are at corresponding locations. We use Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to find
the principal axes of a 3D shape. The point distribution of the center of gravity of each planar contour provides
the first principal axis. Subsequently, all aligned contours are projected onto the same plane orthogonal to the first
axis, to form a 2D point distribution. Of this distribution the first two mutually orthogonal principal axes form the
remaining principal axes. The new coordinates system defines the uniform space, which can be used for shape
normalization and alignment.

After the training shapes are transformed to the common space, uniform sampling is performed to generate a
landmark mesh of sizeNvert × Nhor for each training shape. The sampling frequency (or the mesh size) needs
to be high enough to match the vertex density and preserve the quality. These 3D landmarks in the uniform space
are then transformed back to the original space of the training sample. Thus a shapeu in the training set can be
treated as a3×Nvert ×Nhor dimensional vector. The training shapes need to be aligned to minimize the effects of
different pose and size. To align two 3D shapesu andu′, we try to find a linear transformationu′ = T (u) which
minimizes the distance between the two shapes. The transformation is defined as the combination of a rotationR,
a scalings and a translation(xt, yt, zt). The principal axes are used to rotate the shapes into common coordinates.
Let vx, vy andvz be the unit vectors of the principal axes of shapeu, thusV = ([vx vy vz]T )−1 defines the
rotation from original space to normalized space, so the rotation fromu to u′ is R = V · V′−1 , whereV′−1

is the rotation ofu′ from its local space to the normalized space. The rotated shapeu is then scaled so that its
volume is equal tou′. Let |u| be the volume of a 3D shapeu, the scaling factors is given bys = 3

√
|u′|/|u| .

Finally, the centre of gravity ofu andu′ are calculated, denoted(ẋ, ẏ, ż) and(ẋ′, ẏ′, ż′). The translation is given
by (xt, yt, zt) = (ẋ′−ẋ, ẏ′−ẏ, ż′−ż). The alignment of the whole training set is performed by an iterative method
which minimizes a weighted sum of squares of distances between equivalent landmarks on different shapes [1].

After applying PCA to the aligned 3D training samples, we can obtain a 3D statistical shape model. An instance
of the modelu can be generated by:

u = u + P̂sb̂s (1)
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whereu is the mean shape,̂Ps is a set of orthogonal modes of shape variation, andb̂s is a vector of shape
parameters. Varying the elements ofb̂s moves the landmarks within the distribution and generates shape instances
from the model.

2.2 Segmentation

We concentrate on the segmentation of multi-slice data sets in which the gap between adjacent slices is significantly
larger than the in-slice resolution. The lack of information between slices limits the direction and position to extract
intensity profiles. As a result, pure 3D ASM search approaches, in which grey-level values are extracted along the
profiles across each 3D landmark andnormalto the 3D surface, are not suitable for this type of data.

In the developed method, the segmentation process is performed in an iterative way, as demonstrated in Fig. 1 (b).
A complete 2D ASM search on all slices is considered as the first step in one iteration of 3D ASM search. When
a 3D shape instance is placed on the target data set, the initial 3D shape is first translated and scaled so that it is
just within the range of these slices, to make sure that all the slices that contain the target object are covered. The
intersecting contours of this instance and the data slices are used as the initial 2D shape instances for all slices.
Then 2D ASM search is performed to find the best position for each contour. A 3D shape is constructed from
these contours and then normalized using the method presented in Sec. 2.1. New landmarks are extracted from the
normalized shape and subsequently mapped back onto the 3D shape. The result is an updated 3D shape instance.
A set of parameterŝbs as defined in Eq. (1) are estimated to best match a model instance to the new found shape.
An iterative approach to parameter estimation is used [1].

3 Experiments and Results

Experiments were carried out to segment the prostate gland from sequential Magnetic Resonance Images (MRI).
The data consists of 19 prostate MRI volumes. Field of view24 × 24 cm, matrix256 × 512, slice thickness3 mm
with an inter-slice gap of0.5 mm. Hence the in-slice resolution is0.46875 × 0.46875 mm, while the inter-slice
resolution is3.5 mm. Different types of prostate abnormalities are included. All images were manually annotated
by an expert radiologist. Since the central gland is nearly oval-shaped, we choose the four intersection points of
the outline and the vertical and horizontal axes through the centroid as the key landmarks. On each of the four
outline sections, seven landmarks were evenly distributed, so contours are represented by 32 landmarks.

For 3D shape modelling, the 3D surfaces of the prostate in all data sets were constructed. Since the prostate gland
is almost symmetric, the mirror of a 3D shape in the planex = 0 can be treated as a new instance and is also used
in training. Hence in total we have 38 samples in the training set. The 3D Shape Model is built from these shapes
using PDM. Such a model is capable of representing the shape variation of the prostate gland.

⇒ ⇒ ⇒

⇒ ⇒ ⇒

⇒ ⇒ ⇒

⇒ ⇒ ⇒

Figure 2. Prostate surface reconstructed from 2D ASM results vs. result of the hybrid ASM.

The hybrid 2D+3D model was applied to detect the prostate surface from MR data sets. Leave-one-patient-out
experiments were carried out to investigate the performance of the developed approach. A comparison of segmen-
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tation results between 2D and the developed method in twelve randomly selected cases is shown in Fig. 2. On the
left of each pair of shapes is the initial 3D surface constructed from the 2D ASM results in the first iteration. The
constructed surface does not represent a valid prostate shape, though the 2D ASM results might be optimal on each
slice. On the right is the 3D shape after the last iteration. This shape shows high similarity to the left one and is a
valid prostate shape since it is generated from the training set using the 3D shape model.

We use the Root Mean-Square Distance (RMSD) to evaluate the developed approach. Using manual annotations
as the gold standard, we compare the results with 2D ASM and pure 3D ASM segmentations. To make a statistical
evaluation, the mean and standard deviation RMSD for all landmarks are calculated and presented in Table 1.
The hybrid 2D+3D ASM shows the lowest values for both the mean and standard deviation RMSD, indicating the
highest precision and robustness.

Method RMSD Mean RMSD SD
2D ASM 6.1830 3.5326

Pure 3D ASM 13.0643 5.8128
Hybrid ASM 5.4497 2.9289

Table 1. Mean and Standard Deviation (SD) RMSD.

4 Conclusions and Discussion

We have demonstrated a hybrid 2D+3D ASM-based methodology to segment object of interest from sparse multi-
slice data sets. The segmentation is driven by 2D ASM search on each slice and the valid surface is generated from
the 3D shape model by updating model parameters. The results indicate that the developed methodology shows
equivalent precision of segmentation on individual slices and performs more consistently with regard to capturing
the 3D surface of the target object when compared to 2D ASM. A comparison with pure 3D ASM results indicates
the improved performance of the developed methodology when applied to sparse volumetric data.

The method can be improved in several aspects. As discussed in other work, landmarking is a key point to improve
the compactness and simplicity of shape models. On the other hand, both 2D ASM and the developed method, as
shown in our experiments, tend to over-estimate the prostate gland. This might be caused by either the 2D ASM
during the search stage or the parameter estimation in the updating stage. The method of aligning two 3D shapes
can be evaluated and improved to minimize the error.

In spite of the improved performance, this method has its limitations. In our experiments of prostate segmentation,
the prostate on transectional slices is almost oval-shaped. This feature ensures that the method we have proposed
in Sec. 2.1 to calculate the principal axes is valid. In other cases, a more generalized alignment method should be
applied. This is one of the most important aspects in our future work.
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Abstract
In this paper we apply Hidden Markov Random Fields to tissue segmentation ofT1 parametric maps of Magnetic Resonance (MR)
breast images. The proposed algorithm incorporates an initial correction of the bias field, and automatic background removal. Max-
imum likelihood is used to provide an initial segmentation/classification. This classification allows for tissue parameter estimation,
providing an initialization of probabilistic moments that are incorporated into a Gaussian probability model for each tissue class.
The class labels follow a Gibbs distribution and the energy function is a sum of potentials taken from a multilevel logistic model for
Markov Random Fields. The segmentation is obtained via maximization of the posterior probability distribution function and the so-
lution is found by application of the Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm. After each SA iteration, the tissue parameters are updated.
The process continues iteratively until convergence. The segmentation results demonstrate anatomically plausible segmentation ofT1

parametric maps of breast MR images and we expect the method to aid real time automatic segmentation of breast tissue, particularly
in diagnosis of pathology.

1 Introduction

Segmentation of breast Magnetic Resonance (MR) images into different tissue classes, such as fat, healthy and malignant tissues is an
important task during the diagnostic process. Breast MR images have a number of features. They are statistically complex as they are
not piecewise constant and they possess a large number of classes. Moreover, MR breast images do not have high contrast between
different tissues. By carefully choosing pulse sequence parameters and gradients, it is possible to highlight different components
in the object being imaged and produce high-contrast images in order to facilitate segmentation and classification [1]. On the other
hand, ideal imaging conditions are never realized in practice. Electronic noise and the bias field (intensity inhomogeneities in the
RF field) corrupt the quality of the image and prevent accurate segmentation.

Whilst the compensation for noise induced artifacts has already been addressed duringT1 mapping [1], the limitations caused by
the bias field are overcome using the method of Styner et al. [2] that leads to automatic bias field removal. That enables reliableT1

mapping which is required for the eventualT1 map segmentation.

A wide variety of approaches have been proposed for image segmentation and they may be roughly divided into two categories:
structural and statistical. Structural methods include various edge detection algorithms that have been applied to extract boundaries
between different tissues [3]. However, such algorithms are vulnerable to artifacts and noise, and fail in breast imaging because of
the anatomical tissue complexity. Region growing [4] is another popular structural approach, in which an image is divided into small
regions, which can be considered as “seeds” that grow under certain criteria; but it is not considered robust. Statistical methods
approach segmentation/classification from a completely different perspective. Such methods label pixels according to probability
values, usually determined by the intensity distribution of the image. Thresholding methods are simple statistical methods that are
unlikely to produce reliable results for breast MR images since they are not robust under the presence of noise and have no way of
incorporating discrepancies resulting from PVEs. Depending on whether a specific functional form for the density model is assumed
or not, a statistical approach can either be parametric or non-parametric. Maximuma posterioriprobability (MAP) or maximum
likelihood (ML) are the most usually used principles for such attempts. In such methods the probability density functions (pdfs) of
the different tissue classes need to be chosen very carefully.

In contrast to conventional approaches for image segmentation, we perform tissue segmentation into a set number of classes by
applying Hidden Markov Random Field - Maximuma posteriori (HMRF-MAP) labelling to parametric maps ofT1 images. We
seek the labelling of an image that is considered to be a realization of a MRF through minimizing the risk of misclassification,
which is equivalent to maximizing the posterior probability. The minimal risk estimate is known as the MAP estimate. Under the
MRF model the MAP estimate may be found by minimizing the posterior energy function [5]. This minimization is achieved by
applying the SA algorithm. SA converges to the global minimum and has been shown to achieve that reliably even for the most
difficult minimization problems. This is the reason for its selection for the current problem, since the only alternative, the Iterated
Conditional Modes (ICM) algorithm converges to a local minimum and does not therefore guarantee a final reliable segmentation in
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such a difficult application such as the segmentation of parametricT1 maps of breast MR images. Computational power compensates
for the computational complexity of the SA and the method can be used in real time applications. The paper is organized in the
following way. Section 2 provides background on HMRFs and image segmentation, followed by formulation of the problem for
T1 parametric maps of breast MR images. Section 3 provides the complete algorithm for the proposed setup and the segmentation.
Finally, Section 4 demonstrates results from application of the method to real datasets and discusses the performance of the proposed
method as well as future research directions.

2 Segmentation using parametric and non-parametric MRFs

The objective of our work is segmentation/classification ofT1 parametric maps of MR breast images into different types of tissues.
During such a task it is important to consider pixel neighborhood information, asT1 parametric maps arise from breast MR images
that are considered to be piecewise continuous. This is achieved by modelling the tissue class distribution as a Markov Random
Field. A MRF is a collection of random variables which are defined on a finite lattice, and where each variable interacts with
some subgroup of that lattice termed its neighborhood. In modelling the interaction between data and model, certain parameters are
required. Depending upon whether these are known or not, two paradigms result. MRF is the paradigm corresponding toa priori
known statistical parameters. HMRF is the paradigm where statistical parameters are not known and need to be estimated. A HMRF
is a stochastic process generated by a MRF whose state sequence cannot be observed directly but only through a field of observations.
By imposing contextual constraints, we expect neighboring pixels to have the same class labels (in the case of piecewise constant
images) or similar intensities (in the case of piecewise continuous images). This is achieved through characterizing mutual influences
among pixels using conditional MRF distributions [5].

The procedure of estimating the unknown parameters for the HMRFs is known as model fitting. As we have introduced the idea of
segmenting an image using HMRFs we need to introduce and make the assumption of a multivariable Gaussian emission function
[5]. To fit the GHMRF at each iteration, we need an estimate of the means and covariances of the data classes. For computational
efficiency, we evaluate the means and covariances using their general statistical definition. Segmentation/classification of the image
is the result of MAP estimation of the tissue labels by application of the SA. We show that by incorporating, a parametric GHMRF ,
an initial class estimation using maximum likelihood and iterative MAP estimation using SA and mean and covariance updates, an
accurate and robust segmentation ofT1 parametric maps of MR breast images is achieved.

3 Methodology

The first step in any MR breast image segmentation consists of bias field and background pixel removal. The bias field correction
follows the scheme proposed in [2], where intensity inhomogeneities are assumed to form a continuous field in the image and are ap-
proximated by Legendre polynomials. The associated parameters are computed via the solution of a non-linear energy minimization
problem, computed from the distance of pixel values and class means. We thus remove the frequency artifact due to inhomogeneities
in the radio-frequency field. Automatic background removal is achieved by Otsu’s thresholding method. Background intensities
have a much lower value than breast intensities and the global threshold found by Otsu’s method minimizes the intra-class variance.
Automatic background removal is performed to speed up further processing of the images.

In what follows, we establish the segmentation of theT1 parametric map using GHMRFs and SA and we adopt the same notation as
in [6]. Let X be a realization of a random fieldX defined on a 2-D latticeS, whereX is the set of class labels on the underlying
image of a p-dimensional random fieldY on S. We suppose thatX is comprised of pixels which belong to one of them classes.
For the purposes of the present paper we define a set number of tissue classes. The statistical parameters representing each class are
unknown and need to be established at each iteration. Letc denote a clique andC be the set of all cliques onS. According to the
Hammersley-Clifford Theorem, the jointpdf of X is a Gibbs distribution of the form

f(X) =
1
Z

e−U(X), Z =
∑
X

e−U(X), (1)

Z being the partition function andU(X) an energy function defined by:

U(X) =
∑
c∈C

Vc(X) =
∑
s∈S

∑
j∈Ns

β(1− δ(xs − xj)), ∀s, s′ ∈ c, s 6= s′ (2)

with Vc(X) being the potential function whose argument,X, is an element of the clique.Ns denotes the neighborhood pixels ofxs

in the associated clique. The MRF we consider here is a multilevel logistic model that has a second order neighborhood system with
pairwise cliques: wherexs is the realization of the 1-D random fieldX onS. β can be interpreted as edge penalty. The observed
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imageys is obtained when the noisews is superimposed on the signalg(xs):

ys = g(xs) + ws (3)

whereg(xs) is a function that maps the underlying labelxs to its associated attributeµ
xs

andΣxs . Thewss’ are independently
distributed Gaussian random vectors with zero mean and unknown covariance matrix, which is class conditional. Therefore, the
density ofY, given the underlying true imageX = X, is

f(Y |X) =
∏
s∈S

f(y
s
|xs). (4)

Based on the observed imageY , the problem is to classify the observed random vectory
s

into one of them different classes, subject
to iteratively estimated parameters for the multivariable Gaussian distribution of the conditionalpdf at every position. Based on the
assumption that the pixel intensityys follows a Gaussian distribution with parametersθs = {µ`, σ`}, given the class labelxs = `,

p(ys|xs) = g(ys; θ`) =
1√
2πσ2

`

exp
(
− (ys − µ`)2

2σ2
`

)
. (5)

and the conditional independence assumption ofy, equation (4), the joint likelihood probability used for segmentation becomes:

f(Y |X) =
1

(2π)Np/2
· e

− 1
2

∑
s∈S

[(ys−µxs )T (Σxs )−1(ys−µxs )+ln(‖Σxs‖)]
(6)

wherey
s

andµ
xs

are p-dimensional vectors whileΣxs
is a p x p matrix andN is the total number of pixels in the image.µ

xs
,

Σxs
are the mean and covariance associated with each class. Equation (6) can be written in the formf(Y |X) = 1

Z′ e
−U(Y |X) with

likelihood energy

U(Y |X) =
∑
s∈S

U(ys|xs) =
1
2

∑
s∈S

[H(ys, xs) + ln(‖Σxs
‖)] , H(ys, xs) = (ys − µxs

)T (Σxs
)−1(ys − µxs

). (7)

Sinceln f(x|y) = −U(x|y) + C for some constantC, according to the MAP criterion the segmentation is given as:

x̂ = arg max
x∈X

f(x|y) = arg min
x∈X

(U(y|x) + U(x)) = arg min
x∈X

∑
s∈S

1
2
H(ys, xs) + ln(‖Σxs‖) +

∑
j∈Ni

β(1− δ(xs − xj))

. (8)

Segmentation/classification is the result of minimizing the solution of equation (8) iteratively. Our solution is given via the SA
algorithm that requires an initial segmentation of the image and for that purpose we apply the maximum likelihood segmentation as
the first step of the process. The SA algorithm overcomes local minima and provides the unique global minimum that corresponds
to the correct segmentation. This is achieved by using random sampling by allowing an occasional increase in the value of an the
associated function included in brackets of equation (8). In conjunction with stochastic annealing that forces samples of the posterior
distribution towards the minimal global energy configuration, local minima are avoided and convergence to the global minimum is
guaranteed [7].

Given the datay, the annealing procedure begins with an initial configurationx
(0)
S that is chosen to be the maximum likelihood

segmentation in this application, the initial configuration is assigned a very high temperatureT , so that all configuration changes can
be accepted. New configurations are drawn successively from a sampling process withT dropping down gradually until minimum
temperature is reached. By choosing carefully the decreasing sequence of temperatures, the convergence to the global minimum is

guaranteed [7]. The SA algorithm considers, instead of the joint likelihood pdf, the pdflog fT (x|y) ∼= −{U(y|x)U(x)}
1
T , and as

T → 0 sequentially, given byT (t) = kT (t−1) with T (0) = 1 andk = 0.9, the algorithm sequentially updates eachx
(k)
s into x

(k+1)
s

by minimizingU(xs|y, xS−{s}), the conditional posterior probability, with respect toxs. After the initial classification, we evaluate
the class means and covariances needed for the SA optimization method using the following equations:

µ̂l =
1
rl

∑
s∈S

ys, Σ̂l =
1
rl

∑
s∈S

(ys − µl)(ys − µl)T , xs = l (9)

wherel = 1, . . . ,m andrl is the number of points in classl. The method continues by iterating the SA algorithm followed by
parameter updating using equations (9) until the segmentation converges.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 1. (a) Original breast MR slice. (b) Breast MR slice after automatic removal of the bias field. (c) TheT1 map as an intensity
image corresponding to the breast MR slices at (b). (d) The segmentation result using 8 tissue classes after 50 iterations of the SA
algorithm.

4 Results, Discussion and Conclusion

We have applied the presented HMRF to the segmentation ofT1 parametric maps resulting from clinical MR studies of 3 patients
and we have obtained excellent segmentation results, depicted in Figure 1. As it can be seen, choosing 8 tissue classes results
in good correspondence with breast anatomy. In our examples these tissue classes are subsets of the more general categories of
fibroglandular tissue and fat. The segmentation results will be even better when the algorithm is applied toT1 maps corresponding
to contrast enhanced MR images of the breast as tissue differentiation will be superior.

This paper presents a new approach in segmentation ofT1 parametric maps of breast MR images using GHMRFs to impose con-
textual constraints on image pixels. Segmentation is the result of a MAP estimation applied on theT1 parametric map and obtained
using SA. Such a segmentation approach achieves a more physiologically plausible characterization of contextual constraints be-
tween neighboring pixels and results in a more reliable real time segmentation than conventional methods. The illustrated results,
obtained after applying the method to 3 patients, capture reliably the anatomical information contained in the original images and
demonstrate that the method works in practice. The algorithm is fast and the segmentation steps are completely automated. We
are now evaluating a version of this algorithm where the number of tissue classes is allowed to change and where the GHMRF
parameters are updated using an EM method. Our approach will be used in 2-D registration and reconstruction of the breast. In the
future, we aim to create statistical models ofT1 for healthy, malignant and fat tissues.
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Abstract. We present a robust and accurate 2-DE gel alignment algorithm which combines point matching and
local image-based refinement. The algorithm uses a novel combination of Euclidian, shape context, image and
feature based attributes to produce a point distance measure. Correspondence is determined using this measure
and is further improved using an iterative M-estimation approach, and shown to be robust in the presence of
large image distortions. Local image-based refinement is shown to improve significantly alignment accuracy.
The high accuracy and robustness of the resulting system indicates that it is a promising method for use in
practical gel alignment situations.

1 Introduction
Recently, proteomics research has become a large growth area in the bio-sciences. Often, studies involve differen-
tial analysis of large sets of 2-D Electrophoresis (2-DE) gels. 2-DE is a method of protein separation that results
in a matrix of diffuse spots which can be visualised by pre or post staining. Each of these spots is a separated
protein strain. The volume of each spot is proportional to the amount of each protein in the original sample. Fig-
ure 1 shows an example of a section from such a gel. To carry out a differential investigation, it is necessary to
determine correspondence between spots on sets of gel images. This implies that a transformation relating one gel
image to another is required. The production of 2-DE gels is inherently variable. As a result complex non-linear
deformations are often required to align comparable gels. These deformations are often difficult to identify man-
ually and time-consuming to correct. The goal of this work is to develop an image registration scheme that can
be used to bring pairs of gels into alignment. However in implementing such a scheme, it is important to retain
genuine sample differences between the gel pair.

2 Method
Our gel registration algorithm seeks to combine the global correspondence properties of point matching schemes,
with the good local refinement properties of image based registration. First protein spot centre point features are
extracted from a pair of images. These points are corresponded using a distance metric combining Euclidean
distance, the context of neighbouring spot positions and the context of the distribution of spot intensity and size.
The transformation parameters arising from this match are calculated and refined using local image correlation.
The resulting transformation is used to initialise and constrain the next point matching step. The process is iterated
until a convergence criterion is met. The stages of our algorithm are described in more detail in sections 2.1-2.4.
Throughout the process we have used Clamped-Plate Splines (CPSs) [1] to parameterise non-rigid transformations,
after extracting any affine component. CPSs are interpolating spines, similar to Thin-Plate Splines, but they use
an alternative Green’s function that yields improved boundary conditions on the unit circle and can be converted
into weighted smoothing splines in the standard manner. The whole algorithm has been implemented in a multi-
resolution framework, with the final transform from the current resolution being used to initialise the next highest.
To help avoid local minima we have varied the amount of regularisation applied during spline calculation at each
resolution. Starting with a strongly constrained smooth transform at coarse resolutions, the smoothing parameter,
0 ≥ p ≤ 1 is decreased at each resolution level, ending with a less constrained transform. In this work we varyp
linearly between 0.25 and 0.01. We now describe each stage of our algorithm in more detail.

2.1 Feature Extraction
We have used an extremely simple point feature extraction process to detect spot centres at each resolution. We
are able to do this as the rest of the algorithm has been designed to be robust to large numbers of outliers and noise
in the original point sets. To calculate a binary image feature image, we use a threshold on the Laplacian of each
image as follows:f = (∂2

x > t) ∧ (∂2
y > t), where∂2

x and∂2
y are the 2nd derivative of the Gaussian smoothed gel

image in thex andy directions respectively andt is a threshold. We have chosen to smooth with Gaussianσ = 2
pixels and threshold att = 0. The centre of gravity of each connected region in the image meeting this criterion is
taken as a point location. We have limited the number of points to a maximum by discarding all but the 400 most
intense spots, measured using image intensity information. The number of features to retain was chosen manually.
Our spline transformation model therefore has a maximum of 400 control points.

2.2 Point Matching
In previous work, we have developed a point matching strategy suitable for use when aligning gel images [2]. In
this work, we have extended the basic scheme in several ways, and we will now briefly describe the algorithm
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(a) Original (b) Small deformation (σ=0.005)(c) Medium deformation
(σ=0.025)

(d) Large deformation (σ=0.05)

Figure 1. Examples of 2-DE gel image. (b)-(d) have been synthetically deformed.
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Figure 2. Attributes for feature distance calculation.
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Figure 3. (a) Mean residualr for each algorithm (PM,PMR,SA) and original deformation (Orig) with±1 std.dev.
error bars.r plotted as a percentage of image size.x-axis shows mean deformation energyĒ. (b) Same data,
showing only first 7 measurements for PM and PMR (error bars slightly offset for display).

together with our extensions. Our point matching scheme is based on the commonly used ICP algorithm [3]. In [2]
we used the Shape Context (SC) [4] measure as an alternative distance metric to Euclidian distance. SC provides
a semi-global description of the spatial distribution of neighbouring points by counting the number of points in
radial regions, yielding histograms that can be made invariant to affine deformations (see figure 2(a)). The method
also includes an explicit treatment of outliers. Theχ2 statistic between histograms is used as a distance between
features. Careful evaluation in the presence of outlier features has shown that when deformation is expected to
be large the most appropriate distance measure is SC, and when deformation is small Euclidian (Euc) distance
yields the highest accuracy and robustness. In addition to the distance measure presented in [2], we have added
two more attributes. Following the SC histogram binning method, we have developed semi-global image intensity
and feature information descriptors. As illustrated in figures 2(b) and 2(c), rather than counting the number of
points in a specific bin, we use the average image intensity within the region to form one element of an attribute
vector. The Euclidian distance between these vectors could be calculated as a feature distance measure. However,
we know there will be important genuine differences between the intensities and patterns of spots in two gels.
This makes Euclidian intensity distance an inappropriate measure. Instead, we have the robust Least Median of
Squares (LMedS) measure to calculate the distance between vectors. Using this scheme, we produce two additional
distance measures, one associated with the original image intensities (Image Context (IC), figure 2(b)) and another
associated with the binary feature image (Feature Context (FC), figure 2(c)) calculated during feature extraction.
These measures are combined into a single distance between features using the following formula (neglecting
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normalisation):d′ = αdEuc + (1 − α)(dSC + dIC + dFC)/3, wheredIC anddFC are distances calculated
using LMedS,α is a weighting factor between the two measures. All measures are normalised over the set of
all distances to have mean 0 and standard deviation 1, which ensures equal influence for each measure. Using
a closest point method with this distance measure, correspondence can be determined between feature points.
Corresponding points are used as control points to estimate CPS parameters. Due to genuine differences in spot
pattern and our basic automatic feature extraction scheme we know that correspondences will contain errors. We
have used the iterative M-estimation paradigm to down-weight correspondences that are inconsistent with their
neighbours. M-estimation calculates weights for each data point based on their residual distance against a model.
In our case, residuals are calculated as the Euclidian distance between the predicted position of the feature given by
the regularised CPS transform and the associated corresponding point position. We have used the Huber kernel [5]
to weight the correspondences. CPS parameters are re-calculated from the weighted correspondences. The process
is iterated until convergence.

2.3 Local Image-Based Refinement
A further refinement to [2] addresses the inaccuracy of feature localisation using the centre of gravity of regions
within the binary feature image. The centre of gravity of corresponding feature areas in two different gels may not
be in the same position on the gels. For this reason, we optimise the position of each point in one image w.r.t. the
location of corresponding point in the other. A simple gradient descent process minimises the cross-correlation
between local image patches centred at the location of each corresponding pair of points, by adjusting the location
of a point in one of the images. The new feature locations are used in subsequent feature matching iterations.

2.4 Convergence Criterion
The criterion chosen to determine algorithm convergence is difficult to define. At present we simply use the mean
weighted Euclidian distance between corresponding features (determined in 2.2). If the difference between this
value at successive iterations is less than10−6 then the algorithm is said to have converged.

3 Evaluation
We have evaluated our point matching algorithm, both with and without local image refinement, in comparison
with the softassign approach described in [6]. As subsequent analysis of 2-DE gels requires the comparison of
corresponding protein spots, the effectiveness of gel matching algorithms should be measured in terms of the
accuracy of alignment of protein spots. To perform this evaluation we require a large set of gel image pairs with
annotated spot positions and known correspondence. Ideally, matching difficulty for each pair should be known
and should represent the true range found in real data. Data meeting these requirements is not available and, due
to the complexity of the images, would be extremely time consuming to produce. Instead, we have used DIGE
gel pairs with known spot locations and introduced varying amounts of synthetic deformation to form our test data
set. DIGE gels [7] are produced using protein mixtures that are pre-stained with different fluorescent dyes. The
dyes are chosen to fluoresce under different frequencies of UV light. After staining, up to three samples can be
mixed together and run on a single gel. Corresponding proteins from different samples will migrate to exactly
the same place on the gel and be coincident in gel images. To retrieve images from the separate samples, the gel
is illuminated with the excitation frequency for each of the dyes, allowing pairs of images to be produced with
perfect correspondence but showing genuine sample differences. In this evaluation, we have used 5 pairs of DIGE
gel images, each with∼650 annotated spot positions. Using these images, we created a large evaluation data
set by introducing varying amounts of synthetic deformation to one of the images of each pair. The amount of
deformation has been controlled as follows: 10 control points are sampled from a uniform random distribution. 10
random offsets are sampled from a Gaussian with knownσ. A smooth Gaussian RBF transformation (p = 0.05) is
calculated using the control points and offsets and used to transform a gel image and its spot positions. Increasing
the value ofσ increases the amount of deformation. An estimate of the deformation energyE can be calculated
from the parameters of the RBF (E =

∑
diag (~a′A~a)). Figure 1 shows examples of images deformed using

different values ofσ. In our evaluation,σ has been varied linearly in 10 steps between0.005 → 0.05 (E :
0.0061 → 1.2). By observation, the top end of this range greatly exceeds the maximum amount of deformation
required to align corresponding gels in practice. At each value ofσ, we have created 5 randomly deformed images
from each DIGE pair. This gives a total of5 × 5 × 10 = 250 gel alignments, each with∼650 spots. After
gel alignment, the recovered transformation is used to transform the spot locations to their estimated position in
the un-deformed gel. We have measured the residual Euclidian distance between the transformed spots and their
ground-truth position (r). Residualr is reported as a proportion of the maximum dimension of the associated gel
image. In this way,r = 0.01 represents an error of 1% of image size.

4 Results and Discussion
Figure 3(a) shows mean and standard deviation ofr after alignment for each algorithm: Point Matching with
Refinement (PMR), Point Matching (PM) and SoftAssign (SA). The results are plotted against mean deformation
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Ē ≈ 0.01 0.08 0.25 1.02
PM 0.15 0.015 0.26 11.29

PMR 0.02 0.013 0.21 10.28
SA 64.93 71.33 84.1 93.77

Ē ≈ 0.01 0.08 0.25 1.02
PM 0 0.01 0.04 8.19

PMR 0 0.01 0.07 7.72
SA 15.62 30.94 48.54 79.35

(a) r > 1% image size (b)r > 2% image size

Table 1. Percentage of residuals greater than 1% and 2% of image size.

energy (̄E) over replicates at each value ofσ. A residual value ofr = 0 indicates a perfect recovery of the alignment
of a protein spot. Results for the set of 5 images have been combined and as such each data point represents∼16250
point residuals. Also shown in figure 3(a) are values for un-aligned point residuals (Orig) showing the amount of
deformation in the original data in terms of point residual. The data for PM and PMR are almost coincident
on the scale of figure 3(a). Figure 3(b) shows the same data, this time including only the first 7 groups for PM
and PMR. Large error bars on groups8 → 10 prevent easy visual comparison of group means, and so have not
been displayed on this figure. Each algorithm produces reduced residuals compared to the original deformations.
However, Both PM and PMR are significantly more accurate than SA. SA is a state-of-the-art general purpose
global point matching scheme. In this case, our carefully designed task-specific multi-resolution local refinement
scheme performs significantly better. The SA scheme in [6] would have to be significantly redesigned in a multi-
resolution framework to obtain similar accuracy as our PM or PMR algorithms. Figure 3(b) shows that PMR,
which uses local image refinement, produces consistently lower residuals than PM. The reduction in residual mean
is significant at the 0.01 level for all groups, except whenσ = 0.045(Ē ≈ 0.75). The mean residual achieved
by both methods is almost constant up to a bending energy ofĒ ≈ 0.25, showing robustness to deformations up
to this magnitude. We have observed that this is a realistic upper level for the amount of deformation required to
align most 2-DE gel pairs, however further work is required to validate this. PM and PMR give a residual value
of r ≈ 10−3 for the Ē ≈ 0.25 group, which corresponds to a mean protein spot location residual of 1 pixel in
a 1000 × 1000 pixel image. For a gel registration system to be of use in practice, alignment must be accurate
across the entire gel. If groups of misaligned spots are present manual validation and correction of results would
be required. This is a time-consuming and subjective process which should be avoided. We have evaluated the
numbers of large point residuals by counting the number of residuals greater than a threshold. Tables 1(a) and (b)
show the percentage of residuals larger than 1% and 2% of image size for a selection of values ofĒ. For users to
have high confidence in a gel alignment system, very few large residuals must be produced. Using 1% of image size
(10 pixels in a1000× 1000 pixel image) as a threshold, both PM and PMR produce fewer than 45 large residuals
out of∼ 16500 measurements. Using the 2% threshold both produce less than 10 large residuals. In contrast, SA
results in∼ 780 and∼ 1400 respectively. The small numbers of large residuals produced demonstrates that either
PM or PMR may be suitable for use for automatic gel alignment.

5 Summary
We have presented a robust and accurate point matching based 2-DE gel alignment algorithm. The algorithm uses
a novel combination of Euclidian, shape context, image and feature based attributes to produce a point distance
measure capable of determining good correspondence between protein spot point sets. This correspondence is fur-
ther improved using an iterative M-estimation approach. Adding a local refinement step based on image intensities
has been shown to improve significantly alignment accuracy. Our algorithms have been shown to out-perform the
softassign approach described in [6]. The high accuracy of the system together with the small number of large spot
alignment errors indicates that this system shows promise for use in practical gel alignment situations.
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1  Introduction 

Whole brain voxel-based morphometry and statistical pattern recognition methods have been used to classify and 
describe anatomical structures of MR images.  Most of these methods are based on statistical learning techniques 
applied to either segmented images or a number of features pre-selected from specific image decomposition 
approaches.  Although such pre-processing strategies have overcome the difficulty of dealing with the inherent 
high dimensionality of 3D brain image data, most of these approaches rely on optimisation techniques that are 
time consuming and do not provide a simple way of mapping the classification results back into the original 
image domain for further interpretation. 

In this paper, we use the general multivariate statistical methodology (PCA+LDA) to identify the most 
discriminating hyper-plane separating two populations.  We introduce some novel techniques to overcome the 
well-known instability of the LDA within-class scatter matrix and increase the computational efficiency of the 
approach.  Our goal is to analyse all the data simultaneously rather than feature by feature.  The result is an 
efficient and practical method for separating two populations and visually analysing their differences. 

2  Methodology 

Before we can analyse the MR images we need to map all images into a common atlas coordinate system. This 
pre-processing step is essential because the construction of the multivariate statistical model relies on anatomical 
correspondences when comparing patterns across subjects.  We have randomly chosen the image of one subject 
as reference or atlas.  In order to map the anatomy of each subject into the anatomy of the atlas we have first 
applied an affine registration [1] followed by non-rigid registration based on free-form deformations [2]. Both 
algorithms are based on the maximisation of normalised mutual information as a voxel-based similarity measure. 

2.1  PCA 

After registration, the Principal Components Analysis (PCA) technique is performed.  PCA is a feature extraction 
procedure concerned with explaining the covariance structure of a set of variables through a small number of 
linear combinations of these variables.  It is a common statistical technique that has been used in several image 
recognition problems, especially for dimensionality reduction. 

Although there is always the question of how many principal components to retain in order to reduce the 
dimensionality of the original training sample, Yang and Yang [3] have proved recently that the number of 
principal components to retain for a best LDA classification performance should be equal to the rank m  of the 
total covariance matrix S  composed of all the training patterns and given by 
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where jix ,  is the n-dimensional pattern j  from class iπ , N  is the total number of samples, and x  is the grand 
mean vector given by 
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The m  principal components can then replace the initial n  features and the original data set, consisting of N  
measurements on n  variables, is reduced to a data set consisting of N  measurements on m  principal 
components.  For this representation to make sense in statistical classification problems we are making the 
assumption that the distributions of each class or group are separated by their corresponding mean differences. 

2.2  LDA 

The primary purpose of Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is to separate samples of distinct groups by 
maximising their between-class separability while minimising their within-class variability.  Let the between-
class scatter matrix bS  be defined as 
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and the within-class scatter matrix wS  be defined as 
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where jix ,  is the m-dimensional pattern j  from class iπ , iN  is the number of training patterns from class iπ , 
g  is the total number of classes or groups, and x  is the grand mean vector defined in equation (2).  The vector 

ix  and matrix iS  are respectively the unbiased sample mean and sample covariance matrix of class iπ . 

The main objective of LDA is to find a projection matrix ldaP  that maximises the ratio of the determinant of the 
between-class scatter matrix to the determinant of the within-class scatter matrix (Fisher’s criterion), that is 
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It is a proven result [4] that if wS  is a non-singular matrix then the Fisher’s criterion is maximised when the 
projection matrix ldaP  is composed of the eigenvectors of bw SS 1−  with at most )1( −g  nonzero corresponding 
eigenvalues.  This is the standard LDA procedure. 

However, the performance of the standard LDA can be seriously degraded if there are only a limited number of 
total training observations N  compared to the dimension of the feature space m .  Since the within-class scatter 
matrix wS  is a function of )( gN −  or less linearly independent vectors, its rank is )( gN −  or less.  Therefore in 
the problem under investigation where the number of training patterns is comparable to the number of features, 

wS  might be singular or mathematically unstable and the standard LDA cannot be used to perform the task of the 
classification stage. 

2.3  MLDA 

In order to avoid both the singularity and instability critical issues of the within-class scatter matrix wS  when 
LDA is used in such limited sample and high dimensional problem, we have proposed a maximum uncertainty 
LDA-based approach (MLDA) to overcome the instability of the wS  matrix [5].  It is based on the maximum 
entropy covariance selection method developed to improve quadratic classification performance on limited 
sample size problems [6]. 

The proposed method considers the issue of stabilising the wS  estimate with a multiple of the identity matrix by 
selecting the largest dispersions regarding the wS  average eigenvalue.  The following selection algorithm 
expands only the smaller and consequently less reliable eigenvalues of within-class scatter matrix wS : 

i. Find the Φ  eigenvectors and Λ  eigenvalues of pS , where ][ gNSS wp −= ; 
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ii. Calculate the pS  average eigenvalue λ  using  
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iii. Form a new matrix of eigenvalues based on the following largest dispersion values 

)],max(),...,,max(),,[max( 21
* λλλλλλ mdiag=Λ ;  

iv. Form the modified within-class scatter matrix 

))(()( *** gNgNSS T
pw −ΦΦΛ=−= .  

The maximum uncertainty LDA is constructed by replacing wS  with *
wS  in the standard Fisher’s criterion 

formula described in equation (5).  It is a straightforward method that overcomes both the singularity and 
instability of the within-class scatter matrix wS  when LDA is used in limited sample and high dimensional 
problems. 

3  Experiments 

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach, we have used a neonatal MR brain data set that contains 67 
preterm infants at term equivalent age (mean 29.7, range 24-34 weeks post-menstrual age), and 12 term born 
controls (mean 39.3, range 36-42 weeks post-menstrual age).  Ethical permission for this study was granted by 
the Hammersmith Hospital Research Ethics Committee and informed parental consent was obtained for each 
infant.  Infants were sedated for the examination but did not require mechanical ventilation at the time of MR 
imaging.  Pulse oximetry, electrocardiographic and televisual monitoring were used throughout the examination 
which was attended by a paediatrician.  A 1.5 T Eclipse MR System (Philips Medical Systems, Cleveland, Ohio) 
was used to acquire high resolution T1 weighted images (TR=30ms, TE=4.5ms, flip angle = 30o).  In addition to 
conventional T1 and T2 weighted image acquisition, volume datasets were acquired in contiguous sagittal slices 
(in-plane matrix size 256 x 256, FOV = 25cm) with a voxel size of 1.0 x 1.0 x 1.6 mm3. 

We have performed two main tasks: classification and visual analysis.  First a training matrix composed of N  
zero mean n-dimensional image vectors is used as input to compute the PCA transformation matrix.  The 
columns of this n x m transformation matrix are eigenvectors, in eigenvalues descending order.  The N  zero 
mean image vectors are projected on the principal components and reduced to m-dimensional vectors 
representing the most expressive features of each one of the pre-processed n-dimensional image vector.  
Afterwards, this N x m data matrix is used as input to calculate the MLDA discriminant eigenvector.  The most 
discriminant feature of each one of the m-dimensional vectors is obtained by multiplying the N x m most 
expressive features matrix by the MLDA linear discriminant eigenvector.  An analogous procedure, but in reverse 
order, has been used to convert any point on the most discriminant space back to its corresponding n-dimensional 
image vector. More specifically, first we multiply that particular point by the transpose of the linear discriminant 
vector previously computed, then we multiply its m most expressive features by the transpose of the principal 
components matrix, and finally we add the average image calculated in the training stage to the n-dimensional 
image vector. 

4  Results 

Figure 1 presents the leave-one-out recognition rate (rr) of the two-stage linear classifier using the affine and non-
rigid registration algorithms as pre-processing techniques.  As expected, the classification results obtained by the 
non-rigid registration algorithms are higher than the one obtained by an affine transformation, achieving a 
maximum recognition rate of 97.47% with a control point spacing of 5mm. 
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Figure 2 highlights the statistical differences between the preterm infants (shown on the top) at term equivalent 
age and the control group (bottom) mapped back (without the mean) into the image domain.  We can see clearly 
differences in the ventricular system, the posterior limb of the internal capsule, the corpus callosum area, and the 
inter-hemispheric fissure. 

Figure 1.  Classification results. Figure 2.  Visual statistical differences. 

5  Conclusion 

This paper describes the idea of using PCA plus the maximum uncertainty LDA-based approach to classify and 
analyse MR brain images.  The methodology proposed has been performed directly on the MR intensity images 
rather than on segmented versions of the images.  Our results indicate that the use of non-rigid registration in the 
pre-processing step and the two-stage linear classifier make clear the statistical differences between the control 
and preterm neonatal samples, showing a classification accuracy of 97.47% using the leave-one-out method. 

Although the experiments carried out were based on a specific preterm infants database, we believe that such 
multivariate statistical strategy for targeting limited sample and high dimensional problems provides a suitable 
framework for characterising and analysing the high complexity of MR images in general. 
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Computing Covariances for “Mutual Information” Coregistration

P. A. Bromiley
�
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Abstract. Mutual information (MI) has become a popular similarity measure in multi-modality medical image
registration since it was first applied to the problem in 1995. This paper describes a method for calculating the
covariance matrix for MI coregistration. We derive an expression for the covariance matrix by identifying MI
as a biased log-likelihood measure. The validity of this result is then demonstrated through comparison with the
results of Monte-Carlo simulations of the coregistration of T1-weighted to T2-weighted synthetic MRI scans of
the brain. We conclude with some observations on the theoretical basis of MI as a log-likelihood.

1 Introduction

The use of MI as a similarity measure for multi-modality coregistration was first proposed in 1995 [1], and it
has since become the most popular information-theoretic approach to this problem. Research into coregistration
has generally focused on the definition of similarity metrics or on the representation of the transformation model.
There is however a growing recognition that characterisation of the accuracy of coregistration is essential if further
quantitative processing of the images is to be performed using the resultant transformation model. For example,
Crum et. al. [2] state that “...the veracity of studies that rely on non-rigid registration should be keenly questioned
when the error distribution is unknown and the results are unsupported by other contextual information”. We
present an analytical expression for the covariance matrix of the parameters of MI coregistration, based on the
identification of the measure as a biased log-likelihood. This is only the first step towards a full characterisation
of the error for the general coregistration problem: for example, it takes no account of the difference between
image similarity and biological correspondence. It does however provide a lower bound on the error, which may
be achievable for certain coregistration problems and definitions of correspondence.

Mutual information
�������	��


measures the Kullback-Leibler divergence [3] between the joint probability distribu-
tion � �������
 of two images or image volumes
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i.e. the divergence of the joint distribution from the case of complete independence of the images, where the sum is
performed over a joint intensity histogram of the image pair. Therefore, maximisation of this measure with respect
to a set of coregistration parameters will optimise the image alignment. Following [4], we can split the sum into
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where C represents a sum over voxels rather than histogram bins, and

>
represents a probability summed over an

entire pair of images or volumes. At this point we can make the arbitrary definition that
�

is the target (fixed) image
and

�
the source image i.e. the image altered by the transformation model. If we ensure that the data sampled from

the target image does not change by keeping the overlap with the source image constant1, / ���.
 will be a constant,
indicating that MI is then a monotonic function of the log-probability of image
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given image
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E-mail: paul.bromiley@talk21.com
1Excluding an appropriately sized border around the target image will ensure that all of the remaining data overlaps the source image

throughout the optimisation.
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The covariances for a maximum-likelihood (ML) method are bounded by the minimum variance bound (MVB) [5]

RTS:UV�W9X Y �Z6\[A] $&%('_^[A`ba�[A`<c
ddddd VKe

where the ` represent parameters of some model,
^

represents the likelihood function, and `gf represents the
parameters at the maximum of

^
. This bound becomes exact if the log-likelihood is quadratic i.e. the likelihood

function is Gaussian. Proceeding with the Gaussian assumption, we can write
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j i
is the normalisation of the Gaussian,

� i
are the data and

� {
the corresponding model predictions, and~ i

is the standard deviation of the data. Note that any constant normalisation of the Gaussian (
j i

) disappears
upon differentiation. In simple ML techniques e.g. linear least-squares fitting, the normalisation of

^
will indeed

be constant. However, the MI measure is a “bootstrapped” likelihood, constructed from the joint histogram rather
than from some explicit model and so the usual normalisation (to the area under the distribution) may no longer be
constant: for example, simply altering the histogram bin size will alter the normalisation. Fortunately, a solution is
available in the form of the � ] metric. If we normalise to the peak of the distribution,

j i
becomes 1 and disappears

upon taking logs. Maximisation of the log-likelihood is then directly equivalent2 to minimisation of the � ]$�%g'_^4�*�(iy6 ��� i 6�� { 
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Whilst this is explicitly true for a Gaussian

^
, we would suggest that this statistic has higher utility regardless of

the form of the underlying distribution as it provides appropriate normalisation. Furthermore, the � ] can be written
in terms of a sum over individual data terms: the so-called � of the � ]
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The expression for the MVB can also be rewritten in this form, through comparison with the previous result for a
Gaussian likelihood function
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The Gaussian assumption need only hold over a sufficient range around the maximum to allow the calculation of
the derivatives, and since in coregistration the likelihood distribution is composed of tens of thousands of individual
data terms (voxels) we can expect, due to the Central Limit Theorem, that this assumption will hold.

The equivalent � ] term in the MI measure can be identified using the log-likelihood from Eq. 1D�EGF >?���A@���
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The first term on the RHS is the � ] metric, normalised to the distribution peak � �� ���B� ����
 as required. The
second is a bias term dependent on the non-uniform normalisation of the likelihood distribution. This expression
elucidates the behaviour of the MI measure: it is a ML measure biased with a term that maximises the “peakiness”
of the distributions in the joint histogram, in order to maximise the correlation between equivalent structures in
the images. If we assume that the bias term varies slowly compared to the � ] term, which is reasonable since it
depends on the marginal distribution, then Eq. 2 can be used. Applying the chain rule to expand the derivative of� ; (the � for each data term i.e. voxel) w.r.t. the model parameters in terms of the likelihood for each voxel
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and the voxel values themselves,
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2The �¡  used here refers to the general definition, as used in statistical tests for assessing the adequacy of fitting results for a number of
degrees of freedom, not the specific computational forms used for comparing histograms or tables.
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2 Method

The covariance estimation technique was tested on the rigid coregistration of T2 to T1 weighted simulated MR
image volumes of a normal brain, obtained from Brainweb [6]. Each volume consisted of 55 slices of 217 by
195 voxels, with Gaussian noise added at 1% of the dynamic range. MI coregistration was implemented within
the TINA software package (www.tina-vision.net), using simplex minimisation, allowing the coregistration to
optimise the rotation (as Euler angles), translation and scaling of the images. The source images were rotated by¢(£

prior to coregistration in order to suppress interpolation artefacts3, following the suggestion by [7]. However,
the coregistrations were started from the correct alignment.

Monte-Carlo simulations were run by adding Gaussian noise to the source image at levels of 0.25 to 2.5 times the
original image noise, in ten steps of ¤ � }(¢(~ : covariances were calculated from 1000 coregistrations performed at
each noise level. Then Eq. 3 was applied at each noise level, taking the median of 100 estimates of the covariances,
over a range around the maximum that represented a change of around ¤ � ¢.¥ in the � ] , in order to stabilise the
calculation against the effects of interpolation artefacts, local minima etc. Finally, the estimated and practical
(Monte-Carlo) covariances were compared. The covariance matrices were prepared from a set of +§¦ M vectors of
parameters, and so had only

M
degrees of freedom despite containing

M ] parameters. It is therefore sufficient to
compare only the

M
diagonal parameters, the variances, or their square-roots, the standard deviations.

3 Results

Fig. 1. shows the dependence of the standard deviations of the transformation model parameters on added noise.
The Monte-Carlo results scale linearly with the addition of noise as expected, and linear least-squares fits to the
data are shown. Some outliers are present at high noise levels due to bimodality in the Monte-Carlo results: the
added noise sufficiently destabilised the coregistration that a local maximum close to the global maximum began
to contribute. Therefore, these points were omitted from the fitting process. The estimates from the analytical
expression are also shown together with linear fits. The estimated covariances of the translation parameters are
identical to the Monte-Carlo results to within the noise on the data. The estimates for the rotational parameters
show some divergence, and are also notably noisier, due to the non-linear nature of rotational transformations.
The estimates for the scaling parameters show the greatest divergence at the higher noise levels. This is due
to an effective underestimate of the covariance through the Monte-Carlo experiments. The scaling parameters
are more susceptible to interpolation artefacts than the other parameters, leading to oscillations in the similarity
metric around the global maximum. The Monte-Carlo results tend to fall into the local optima generated by these
oscillations, leading to underestimation of the covariances, whereas the estimated covariance was stabilised against
this effect by taking the median value over 100 points around the global maximum. The sources of the differences
between the Monte-Carlo and estimated covariances were identified by plotting the likelihood function around its
maximum. Overall, all of the estimated covariances either match the Monte-Carlo results closely, or converge at
low noise levels, and are always within a factor of two.

4 Conclusion

This paper has provided a derivation of an analytical expression for the covariances of the parameters of MI
coregistration. The result had been confirmed through comparison with Monte-Carlo simulations. The estimated
variances match the Monte-Carlo results, both confirming the validity of the covariance estimation technique and
justifying the assumption that the MI bias term is negligible in this case.

The covariance estimate presented here has a number of practical uses. Equivalence between estimated and Monte-
Carlo variances can be used to demonstrate numerical stability in the implementation of a coregistration algorithm.
Error propagation can be used to calculate spatial errors on voxel locations from the covariance matrix of the
transformation model. Finally, the technique is equally valid for non-rigid coregistration, where the coregistration
errors will vary spatially and so must be quantified if any further statistical analysis of the data is to be performed.

The derivation also illustrates some features of MI in general. Most important is the relationship between MI and
log-likelihood. The consistency between the estimated covariances and the practical coregistration performance
confirms that this interpretation is valid. We maintain that this is the true theoretical basis of the method, rather

3Such artefacts occur due to sudden changes in the number of voxels from the two image volumes that overlap exactly, and so are added to
the joint histogram without interpolation. Interpolation smooths the data, so this results in a sudden change in the MI measure.
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(a) Translation in x (b) Translation in y (c) Translation in z

(d) Rotation about x (e) Rotation about y (f) Rotation about z

(g) Scaling in x (h) Scaling in y (i) Scaling in z

Figure 1. The standard deviations of the coregistration parameters for the synthetic data. The lines show linear
least-squares fits to the data, omitting the outliers from the Monte-Carlo experiments due to evidence of bimodality
around the maximum (see main text).

than its relationship to concepts of entropy. The likelihood interpretation may also provide new perspectives on
mutual information and associated similarity measures, suggesting alternatives based on quantitative statistics. For
instance, normalised MI measures [7] are currently used for coregistration problems with varying sample sizes. The
approach adopted here suggests using a � ] metric i.e. an appropriately normalised log-likelihood, accommodating
the variation in sample size as a change in the number of degrees of freedom. Ultimately, this could lead to a
coregistration algorithm implemented in expectation-maximisation form.
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Abstract. The aim of non-rigid registration as applied to a set of images is to find a ‘meaningful’ dense spatial
correspondence across the set. There are many methods available for finding such a correspondence given a
pair of images, but viewing the groupwise case as repeated successive pairwise is rather naı̈ve – the principled
non-rigid registration ofgroupsof images requires a fully groupwise objective function. Statistical analysis of
the spatial and pixel-value deformations across the set (as defined by the found correspondence), means that
these deformations have to be defined with respect to a common spatial and pixel value reference.
We show how the optimal groupwise correspondence can be defined using the Minimum Description Length
(MDL) principle, where the definition of the spatial and pixel-value reference is also part of the optimisation.
We demonstrate the use of such an objective function for the non-rigid registration of a set of 2D T1-weighted
images of the human brain. As regards constructing the optimal reference image, we show that even in the case
when substantial portions of the images are missing, the algorithm not only converges to the correct solution,
but also allows meaningful integration of image data across the training set, allowing the original image to be
reconstructed as the reference image.

1 Introduction

The aim of a non-rigid registration algorithm, as applied to a set of medical images, is to find a ‘meaningful’ dense
correspondence across the whole set of images. There are many methods ofpairwiseregistration available (for a
review, see [16]), and such registration methods are obviously sufficient for applications such as comparison to an
atlas [2]. However, in any application where the statistical analysis of the resulting deformation fields is required –
such as the modelling of biological variability, or of assisting in disease diagnosis across the population – perform-
ing repeated pairwise registrations over the set of images is, at best, naı̈ve. To facilitate useful statistical analysis,
the registration of the group of images needs to be considered as a single problem, so that the parameters of the
warps on all of the images lie in a common manifold. We have previously [7] considered a method of non-rigid
registration that ensures that there is a common set of knotpoints that define the warps across all of the images. In
this paper, we extend that work by considering a groupwise objective function for non-rigid registration.
There is an important distinction to be made betweenintra -subject as opposed tointer -subject registration. In
intra-subject registration there is often some actual physical process determining the observed deformation (e.g.,
tissue deformation due to patient position, the needle insertion or organ motion). Alternatively, the deformation
may be viewed as the result of some long-term biological process (e.g., natural growth, tumour growth, or atrophy,
as in dementia). The most suitable choice of registration algorithm is hence one that closely models the underlying
process, leading to physically-based registration algorithms (e.g., [4, 5]), or physically-based models (e.g., [9])
that can be used to evaluate the results of non-rigid registration algorithms. However, in inter-subject registration
there is no longer a direct underlying physical or biological process that generates the observed data. We therefore
contend that, in the absence of expert anatomical knowledge (i.e., for the case of purelyautomaticregistration), the
meaning of correspondences should be derived purely from the available data (i.e., the set of images). Further, any
statistical inferences that we make about the data should not depend on hypothetical data-generating processes; an
assumption that underlies parameter estimation techniques such as maximum likelihood. The Minimum Descrip-
tion Length (MDL) [8] and Minimum Message Length (MML) [15] principles are closely related approaches [1]
to model-selection and statistical inference that satisfy these restrictions.
The MDL principle has previously been shown to give excellent results when applied to the correspondence prob-
lem in shape modelling [3]. However, naı̈ve attempts at extending the methods described there to images have not
been successful [11]. This paper describes the application of the ideas developed in [13,14].

2 The MDL Principle applied to Groupwise Registration: A Brief Overview
We give here a brief overview of the MDL principle as applied to image registration; for further details, see [13,14].
The key idea is to consider transmitting the full set of quantized images to a receiver, where this image set has been
encoded using some type of model. For the case of non-rigid registration, this transmission can be taken to consist
of the following parts:

∗Joint first authors. Contact:carole.twining@man.ac.uk, S.R.Marsland@massey.ac.nz
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• The reference example or template– this defines the common spatial and pixel-value reference for the set.
• A set of spatial and pixel/voxel value deformations. These can be separated into:

– A explicitly modelled part– model parameters and the data as represented by the model.
– Any residual deformations.

The model can be either an explicit parametric statistical model (such as a multivariate Gaussian), or the empirical
distribution of the actual data (that is, the histogram of the data values). In either case, the receiver reconstructs
the reference image, and then applies the specified spatial and pixel-value deformations to this reference, so as to
reconstructexactlyeach image in the training set.
The total transmission/description lengthL can then be written as a sum of corresponding terms thus:

L = Lreference + (Lparams:model + Ldata:model) + Lresidual. (1)
2.1 Computing Description Lengths

The actual description lengths for the transmission of one parameter or one piece of data are computed using the
fundamental result of Shannon [10] – if there are a set of possible, discrete events{i} with associated model
probabilities{pi}, then the optimum code length required to transmit the occurrence of eventi is given by:

Li = − ln pi nats, (2)
where thenat is the analogous unit to thebit, but using a base ofe rather than base 2, so thate bits≡ 1 nat. So,
for the case of a statistical model, the probability is that given by the model.
The other case we consider is where we wish to transmit an unbounded, quantized data value, or an integer. The
two are equivalent, as a quantized data value can always be reduced to an integer. The approximate description
lengths are as follows:

Unsigned Integer:n ∈ Z+, LZ+(n) ≈ 1
e

+ ln(n) nats, Signed Integer:n ∈ Z, LZ(n) ≈ 2
e

+ ln(n) nats. (3)

We can hence compute the description length for transmitting a quantized, pixellated grayscale imageI with NI

pixels according to the image histogram of that image. Suppose that the pixel-values{I(A) : A = 1, . . . NI}
are integers in the range[1 : N ], and that there areNm pixels in the image with the valuem, with occupied
bins situated at positions{mα}. Using this image histogram as the model, this gives the associated probability
p(m) = Nm/NI . The transmission then consists of the positions of the occupied bins (assuming a flat distribution
over the allowed range), the occupation of each bin, and then finally the ordered set of actual pixel values in the
image, encoded using the histogram as model. The description length is hence:

Lhistogram = −
∑
α

ln
(mα

N

)
+

∑
α

LZ+(Nmα)−
NI∑

A=1

ln p(I(A)), (4)

which is a form of image encoding that we will use later on.

2.2 A Simple MDL Algorithm for Image Registration

We here describe a simple MDL algorithm for image registration.

Figure 1. Spatial transformations between
reference and image frames.

This algorithm has the advantage that it can bootstrap itself from
the assumption of the identity transform between image frames, and
hence can be used to initialize other more complicated algorithms.
We take a set of training imagesI1, . . . Ins , and a reference image
Iref, where for each training image we have the spatial transformation
ti between the reference and image planes, as shown in Figure 1. A
set of such transformations{ti} is sufficient to define a consistent
dense correspondence across the set of images, and in this formu-
lation, these transformations are the only free parameters of the en-
coding. For a given set of transformations, the reference image is
taken as the average of the set of training images, pulled-back into
the frame of the reference. We also transmit the discrepancy images
given by calculating the discrepancies between each training image and the reference image pushed-forward into
the frame of each training image. The description length for transmitting the set of transformations{tI}, the ref-
erence image, and the set of discrepancy images is then computed, and used as the objective function for defining
the optimal set of such transformations. See [13] for further details.
3 Experiments

3.1 Non-Rigid Registration

As an example, we take as our training set a set ofns = 5 2D axial T1 MR slices of human brains, which have
already been affinely aligned. The images are 8-bit grayscale images of sizeNI = 100 × 100. We take as our
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Figure 2. Top: The training set.Bottom: The fixed knotpoint positions in the reference frame, and the mean of
the aligned images after 0, 2, 6 and 10 iterations, with the transmission length per pixel shown.

Figure 3. Top Row: The set of training images. Bottom Row: The reference image as the registration progresses,
with the value of the objective function (the total description length for the set in nats).

parameterised set of transformations the biharmonic Clamped-Plate splines (CPS) [12]. The CPS interpolates the
motion of a set of knotpoints, hence the parameters of a transformationti are the initial and final positions of those
knotpoints. The bounding ball for these splines was taken to be the circumcircle of the images. The reference
image and discrepancy images are all encoded using the histogram encoding given earlier (4) withN = 256 for
the reference, andN = 512 for the discrepancy images. Following [6], we first generate a set ofnk = 10 equi-
angularly spaced knotpoints around the skull for each image, these being averaged to give the reference image
knotpoint positions that remain fixed, and provide us with our spatial reference. For the purposes of illustration,
the image knotpoint positions were initialised to the reference knotpoint positions, so that the transformation
starts at the identity. Optimising the set of transformations{ti} then corresponds to optimising the set of knotpoint
positions on each image. It can be seen in Figure 2 that, as the optimisation proceeds, the reference image sharpens.
We see that the structures in the vicinity of the knotpoints are aligned, giving a clear distinction in the reference
image between skull, CSF, and the brain surface. The brain structures far from the knotpoints (i.e., the ventricles
and sulci) are only approximately aligned, as we would expect. Note also that the final reference does not have the
same skull shape as any of the originals. In these results we have only shown the first stage in the registration – as
in [6], the registration would be refined by adding more knotpoints, and then re-optimising.

3.2 Optimising the Reference Image

We could have used one of the training examples itself

Figure 4.

as the reference image – however it is well known that
changing the choice of reference can greatly change
the final results when it comes to atlas construction.
Bhatia et al. [2] perform groupwise registration to a
varying spatial reference, yet use a fixed example from
the training set as the intensity reference. The problem
with such a fixed choice of intensity reference is illus-
trated in the following example. We take a seed image
of a brain slice, and generate a training set of transformed versions of this seed image by translating and re-
sampling. We then obscure part of the brain in each training example, as is shown in Figure 3. It is obvious that
using any of these training examples as the intensity reference (e.g., as in [2]) will give poor results, since none of
the training examples contain all of the structures present in the seed image. However, as can be seen from the Fig-
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ure, aligning to the continually-updated mean produces good results, with all the examples being brought into the
correct relative alignment. Note, however, that the MDL formulation is not limited just to the choice of the mean
of the aligned images as the intensity reference – the values of the reference image are a part of the model, and so
could theoretically be optimised over. This is illustrated in Figure 4, where we take the set of transformations given
in the previous Figure, but rather than computing the mean, we instead compute the median of the aligned training
examples. As can be seen, this not only gives a much smaller description length, but also a reference image that is
closer to the seed image.

4 Discussion & Conclusions

We have considered the problem of simultaneously registering entire sets of images, as is necessary for the statis-
tical analysis of image warps to assist in disease diagnosis. In this paper, we have demonstrated that an objective
function based on the Minimum Description Length (MDL) principle can be used for this groupwise registra-
tion. While here we have demonstrated results using only T1-weighted MRI images, we have shown in previous
work [14] that all of the common objective functions used for image registration can be described as modelling
choices within the MDL framework, so that the extension to multi-modal images involves merely a change of
modelling choice. Similarly, the extension to non-scalar valued images (such as DT-MRI) is also possible, and is
currently under investigation.
In the experiments presented in this paper, the reference image was chosen to be the mean or median average
image of the aligned training set. We could also have refined this reference image using the MDL objective func-
tion, which may have further improved the results – this will be investigated in future work. The experiments that
we have presented clearly demonstrate the power of the method: even when different regions of the images are
masked off, the algorithm still converges to the correct answer, since there is sufficient information in the entire set
of images. This is only possible because the reference image for both spatial and intensity information is a function
of all of the images in the group. This paper has demonstrated a successful proof-of-concept for the groupwise
objective function that we propose. Demonstrating the method on multi-modal images, and in 3D, does not provide
any theoretical difficulties, and will be followed-up in the future.

Acknowledgements.Our thanks to A. Fitzgibbon for suggesting the missing data experiment. This research was
supported by the MIAS IRC project, EPSRC grant number GR/N14248/01.
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Probabilistic Shape Analysis
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Abstract. A shape is modelled as an average planar shape and analysed in terms of a score defined in the model.

While most conventional methods of shape analysis have focused on shapes characterised by clear landmarks,

in this paper the proposed model is for shapes having few or no clear landmarks. Building on our previous

work for generating an average shape, the proposed model additionally provides a concept of a score by which

shapes are transformed into numeric variables. This offers a simple and universal method of analysis. It also

employs an approximation by basis using Berthilsson’s algorithm, which shows a good quality in aligning. The

model is applied to an example and its result is compared using a noble score defined in terms of the model to

an average generated with a uniform distribution.

1 Introduction

A number of methods in shape modelling have been proposed over the last two decades. Kendall [7] grouped

shapes with an equivalence relation and defined shape on a differential manifold, a sphere with a Procrustean

metric on it. Bookstein’s triangular shape [2] is modelled on a sphere via the complex plane, but with a different

metric from Kendall’s. Pennec et al [9] modelled a shape as a combination of a feature (such as a point or curve)

and a transformation. Both the feature set and transformation set constitute differential manifolds.

Deformable models defined by an energy minimisation mechanism [6] [3] have been an active area of medical

imaging and shape analysis research. Bookstein’s [3] decomposition of deformation, by affine and non-affine

transformations, accelerated research of related topics. A displacement between two sets of landmarks is expressed

using the fundamental solution of a biharmonic equation. He adopts bending energy, a bit differently from [6] and

formulates a warp function. The whole warp of the displacement is visualised as a thin-plate spline. This method

has been widely applied in many areas.

Cootes et al’s model for an average shape [4], a Point Distribution Model is efficient and easy to apply and

test. In particular, shape variations are described by an eigenstructure in a comprehensive manner. Their model

called the Active Shape Model is one of the most commonly adapted methods. However, the intrinsic linearity of

the model sometimes results in an average shape that deviates from a population where samples have few clear

landmarks.

Sparr [10] models shapes, such as polyhedrons, with an equivalence relation in a projective space. A shape

is represented by an annihilator-like concept called Affine Shape; it is an orthogonal complement of a span of

bases. Berthilsson and Åström [1] extend Sparr’s idea to a shape represented by a continuous curve as a member

of the Hilbert space L2[0, 1], the set of square integrable functions on the interval [0,1], and suggest an algorithm

for generating bases for the Hilbert space. Combining the ideas of Affine Shape for an infinite dimensional linear

space [1] and Active Shapes [4], Ericsson and Åström propose an Affine Invariant Active Shape and show a model

generated with their algorithm turns out to be more efficient than a method using Minimum Description Length

[5].

Conventional methods of shape analysis mostly characterise a model in terms of landmarks, usually a small

number of landmarks and so correspondence among landmarks is of great importance in their models [7], [2],

[4]. The manual landmarking process for these methods is tedious and the automated processes currently being

developed often has limited accuracy. This paper proposes a method of generating an average of shapes and a

definition of a score characterising shape as numeric variables for an analysis of the average. The model provides

a way for shape analysis of medical objects having few or no clear landmarks and consisting of dense point-sets. It

uses the definition of an average shape suggested previously in [8] where a planar shape is regarded as a continuous

function and shapes represented by closed curves are modelled on the Wiener measure space. This paper deals

with shapes represented by open curves and adds a concept of a score to our previous work. The model for open

curves includes parameterisation whilst the previous work [8] does not. For an alignment at the initial stage of

modelling, shapes are approximated by a finite number of bases of the Hilbert space L2[0, 1]. The bases of the

Hilbert space are generated principally with the algorithm for Affine Shape in [1].

The background used in the model and modelling shape represented by open curves are introduced in section

2. The resulting average shape of an example generated from the method and an analysis by its scores are presented

in section 3. Section 4 presents a discussion of the proposed method and conclusions of the work.

∗jgkim@robots.ox.ac.uk.
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2 Background and modelling

Before outlining the contribution of this paper, two core ideas used in modelling are introduced: generating an

average shape in [8] and a definition of a score to globally characterise shape as a numerical variable.

2.1 Average curve defined on the Wiener measure space

In the authors’ previous work [8], a set of planar shapes, represented by closed curves, is considered as a set

of continuous functions defined on a bounded interval. The set is regarded as a subset of the Wiener measure

space C0[a, b], the set of all continuous functions defined on the interval [a, b] that vanish at a, and an average

function of a given set is constructed via the Wiener measure (a probability distribution). Measure theory provides

a generalisation of the concepts of size to arbitrary sets and provides the basic framework for probability theory.

This subsection is mainly a summary of the work of [8].

Let us assume we are given a set of m curves (point-sets) representing data, {x1, . . . , xm}, where xi ∈ C0[a, b]
for i = 1, . . . , m. Define a function on the set of m curves by Xt(x) := x(t) for t ∈ (a, b]. It is known that

the function Xt is measurable on the Wiener space and follows a Gaussian distribution, N(0, t) [11]. Let T =
{t1, . . . , tn} be a linearly ordered subset of (a, b] and (Xt1 , . . . , Xtn

) be a random vector (a vecotr of measurable

functions) consisting of them. The setting of a random vector is a difference from [8]. The Wiener integral of the

function Xtj
for an average is defined by cylinder sets. A cylinder set at each point tj ∈ (a, b] is defined with

boundaries. The boundaries, αj and βj , of cylinder sets are determined by the set {x1(tj), . . . , x
m(tj)} as the

range of deformation, say, min and max of the set. Hence, the deformation over all x’s at tj is quantified by αj

and βj . The cylinder sets are formulated by the sets Ij = {x ∈ C0[a, b] : αj < x(tj) ≤ βj} for every tj ∈ T and

depicted in Fig. 1(a). Then the average value X̄tj
of the measurable function Xtj

is evaluated for each tj with the

Wiener integral over the cylinder set Ij and is converted to the Riemann integral in equation (1) [8]:

X̄tj
=

βj∫

αj

1√
2π(tj−t0)

u e
−u2

2(tj−a) du

βj∫

αj

1√
2π(tj−t0)

e
−u2

2(tj−a) du

. (1)

The value X̄tj
is mapped for each tj . The vector composed of these values is called an average curve of the set

of m curves. Notate the vector X̄ = (X̄t1 , . . . , X̄tn
). This average curve X̄ always exists within the range of

deformation presented in the sample set. In [8], the bounded interval [0, 2π] is taken for an application to a set of

closed curves and the average curve created with the Wiener measure explains deformation better than the average

with uniform distribution.

2.2 Score characterising to a numeric variable

Let X̄ be the average curve of the given sample of curves {x1, . . . , xm} created by the method described in

subsection 2.1. Let us define a quasi-variance of curves in the sample from the average by

σ2 :=

∑m

i=1 ‖xi − X̄‖2

m− 1
, (2)

where, ‖ · ‖ is L2-norm. The formula (2) is chosen on the ground that a variance is usually described by an average

distance between numeric variables in a sample and their mean. With the average curve X̄ and the quasi-variance

σ2 in the formula (2), let us define a quasi-score of x in a sample by

z :=
‖x− X̄‖

σ
, (3)

where σ is the positive square root of σ2. The idea of formula (3) is motivated by the fact that normal distributions

can be transformed to standard normal distributions by the formula z = x−µ
σ

, where numerical variables µ and

σ are a mean and a standard deviation of the original normal distribution, respectively. Then a shape (continuous

function x) is summarised by a score-like single quantity z. The sample of continuous curves {x1, . . . , xm} are

transformed to m numeric variables {z1, . . . , zm}. Hence, the transformation simplifies global information of

members of a sample set. The bigger the quasi-score of a shape, the more global the deformation present in the

shape. These concepts can be used for cross-analysis between models employing non-numeric variables and/or

employing different distributions.
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2.3 Modelling

Let us assume that a planar shape is represented by an open continuous curve. Initially each of its coordinates

is arc length parameterised and is represented by a pair of real-valued continuous functions (x(·), y(·)), where

x, y : [0, 1] → R. Let S be the set of those continuous functions x and y. An estimation of a 4-D basis of the

Hilbert space L2[0, 1] is generated principally following the algorithm suggested in [1], where reparameterisation

is employed to minimise the L2-norm of an annihilator of the basis. All functions in S are approximated by the

basis: x ≈
∑4

k=1 < bk, x > bk, where bk is a member of the basis and < ·, · > is the inner product in the Hilbert

space L2[0, 1]. Then they are affine transformed and notated by A, a sample set to be modelled. The members of

the set of approximated-by-bases and then affine-transformed-curves,A, are again notated by (x(·), y(·)).

Once curves have been approximated by the basis and affine aligned, an average curve of A is fundamentally

defined in a similar way to [8]; the set C0[0, 1] is a subset of the Hilbert space L2[0, 1]. Let us assume that A
consists of m curves (point-sets), say {(x1, y1), . . . , (xm, ym)}. Two sets of measurable functions Xt(x) = x(t)
and Yt(x) = y(t) for t ∈ (0, 1] are used and their averages are defined as in subsection 2.1. Let T = {t1, . . . , tn}
be the parameter set, a linearly ordered subset of (0,1]. With the linearly ordered set T , x and y-coordinates are

modelled with two random vectors (Xt1 , . . . , Xtn
) and (Yt1 , . . . , Ytn

), respectively. Then the average value X̄tj
of

each component of the random vector (Xt1 , . . . , Xtn
) is evaluated by using equation (1). The average (as a vector)

obtained for x-coordinate is (X̄t1 , . . . , X̄tn
). In the same manner, the average (Ȳt1 , . . . , Ȳtn

) for y-coordinate is

obtained. The set of pairs {(X̄tj
, Ȳtj

) : j = 1, . . . , n} defines an average curve of the set A.

A number of methods in shape analysis use a point distribution, mostly a uniform distribution which may well

explain small deformations. These are relevant for models with a small number of clear landmarks. However, the

distribution does not explain shape variation well where large deformation occurs [8] and may produce an average

deviated from populations for a model having few or no clear landmarks [4]. The approach in this paper uses a

point distribution of a sample set but differs from conventional methods in that it accommodates a distribution of a

continuum simultaneously.

The quasi-score of the sample is evaluated by zi = ‖(xi, yi) − (X̄, Ȳ )‖/σ, where σ2 =
∑m

i=1 ‖(xi, yi) −
(X̄, Ȳ )‖2/(m−1) as in formulas (3) and (2), respectively. Hence, the non-numeric variable (xi, yi) is transformed

to a numeric variable zi and the transformation simplifies global information of members of the sample set. The

average can be analysed by measuring the spreadness of the numeric variables {z i}. It also can provide a way for

further analysis of the sample.

3 Application

The model is applied to data consisting of 32 femurs1. The femurs data have various lengths from 89 to 217 (their

average length is 131.6875) and are initially parameterised with 130 equally spaced arc length to be as dense as

data. The femurs are approximated by the 4-D basis for the Hilbert space as described in subsection 2.3. The mean

of relative errors of 32 curves caused by approximation is 0.002592; the relative error is evaluated with the formula

‖(X̄, Ȳ ) − (xj , yj)‖/‖(X̄, Ȳ )‖. The approximated curves are affine transformed and the transformed curves are

depicted in fig 1(b); affine transformed arc length parameterised curves without approximation are presented in Fig

2(a) for comparison. The curves approximated by bases show far better quality in affine alignment.

The affine transformed curves are modelled with a random vector (Xt1 , . . . , Xtn
) for their x-coordinate, where

Xtj
is defined in subsection 2.1. Then the average of each component of the vector (X̄t1 , . . . , X̄tn

) is evaluated

with equation (1). The graph of the x-coordinate, cylinder sets and average overlaid on them are illustrated in fig

1(a). In parallel, a random vector (Yt1 , . . . , Ytn
) is defined for y-coordinate and its average (Ȳt1 , . . . , Ȳtn

) of each

component of the vector is evaluated. Then, the set of pairs {(X̄tj
, Ȳtj

) : j = 1, .., n} represents the average curve

of the aligned 32 curves. Fig 1(b) shows the average curve overlaid on the affine transformed curves. To compare

with an average evaluated with uniform distribution (a conventional way of generating an average of shapes), the

concept of a quasi-score defined in formula (3) is used. The quasi-scores of curves with the Wiener measure are

depicted in Fig 2(b) and compared to that with the uniform distribution. As supposed from the plot, the variance

of the quasi-scores of the Wiener measure is smaller (0.1029) than that of a uniform distribution (0.3114). As a

global analysis, the average with the Wiener measure shows a better representative of the sample than a uniform

distribution because the smaller variance of quasi-scores implies the sample is less spread from the average. The

1Authors thank Dr. H.H. Thodberg at DTU for kindly providing the femur data.
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gap between quasi-scores evaluated with the two distributions tends to be bigger for an example of dissimilar

shapes. This is because the average with the Wiener measure better explains deformation than that with a uniform

distribution.
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Figure 1. (a) Cylinder sets (depicted by vertical bars) for x-coordinate of the curves in figure (b) and average values

overlaid at each t. (b) Average curve with the Wiener measure (plotted with ×) overlaid on curves approximated

by a basis; average with uniform distribution plotted with •.
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Figure 2. (a) Affine transformed femurs, only arc length parameterised. (b) Quasi-scores of curves on Fig 1(b).

4 Discussion

We have presented a method for generating an average shape represented by open curves and defining a score

characterising a shape as a numeric variable. A set of curves are modelled on the Wiener measure space which

is defined in terms of Gaussians on a function space. The model explains large deformations which a method

employing a uniform distribution usually fail to explain. The proposed definition of a score provides a simple

way of analysing shapes in terms of numeric variables. It plays a role of measuring spreadness of a sample with

numeric variables in a universal way.
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A Generative Statistical Model of Mammographic Appearance
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1 Introduction

We present a generative parametric statistical model of the appearance of entire digital x-ray mammograms.
Computer-aided detection (CADe) in mammography has traditionally been treated as a pattern recognition task,
where an attempt is made to emulate radiologists’ interpretation strategies. We propose instead that CADe be per-
formed via novelty (outlier) detection [1]. Not only are there far more pathology-free than abnormal mammograms
from which to learn, but novelty detection would detectall abnormal features, rather than specific classes. This
requires a model of normal mammographic appearance that allows novel (unlikely) model instances to be identi-
fied, suggesting that a statistical model is appropriate. Our model addresses many of the problems associated with
modelling the appearance of entire mammograms for novelty detection, but this paper does not focus on using the
model in the novelty detection scenario. We propose a method for novelty detection, and offer a discussion of the
work, in section 5.

2 Background

Mammograms vary considerably due to differences between women and inconsistencies in the image acquisition
process. Women’s breasts vary not only in size and shape, but also in their composition. The proportion of
glandular to fatty tissue—the density—is variable, with post-menopausal women usually having almost entirely
fatty breasts. The number and configuration of ducts varies between women, and the imaging process may capture
these in varying degree. Due to the manual placement of the breast in the x-ray equipment, features such as
the nipple or pectoral muscle may be absent or only partially visible. A successful model of mammographic
appearance must cope with all these sources of variability.

Mammographic appearance has been modelled using physics-based models [2], where the image acquisition pro-
cess is simulated by computer. However, the synthetic images are not particularly realistic and the approach cannot
be used to perform image analysis. Pixel values can be used directly: a parametric model of appearance variation in
small image patches is presented in [3], which can be used in both generative and analytical modes, but the explicit
assumption of spatial ergodicity does not allow the appearance of the entire breast to be modelled. In [4], wavelet
coefficients, computed from small mammographic patches, are statistically modelled using a tree-structured vari-
ant of a hidden Markov model. The approach can be used in both generative and analytical modes. Again, the
assumption of ergodicity limits the usefulness of the method. Also, due to the structure of the model, the synthetic
images have an obvious grid structure. The Active Appearance Model (AAM) [5] is a statistical approach to mod-
elling shape and shape-free appearance. The approach has been applied successfully to a range of computer vision
and computer graphics problems. The detailed structure of mammograms is important, but so variable that the
AAM approach cannot be applied directly. The approach we have developed combines ideas from the AAM and
models of local texture to make the task of modelling mammographic appearance more tractable.

3 Method

We decompose the problem of modelling mammograms by combining an AAM-like model with a spatially ergodic
wavelet-based texture model, allowing us to bypass the ‘curse of dimensionality’. After outlining a series of pre-
processing steps, we present the three components of our model, and show how they can be combined to generate
synthetic mammograms.

We assume a training set of mammograms,B, with non-breast regions removed, and normalised such that all
breasts ‘face’ right. As in an AAM, a statistical shape model (SSM) is used to cope with size and shape variation.
A set ofN 2-D landmark points is required to define the breast borders. These landmarks must correspond across
the training set. In the SSM, landmarks are often manually placed and chosen to correspond to intuitive image
features (e.g. the corners of the mouth when modelling faces). As mammograms lack reliable features, we seek
to automate annotation. A naı̈ve approach is to use landmarks placed at regular intervals on the breast borders,
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starting at a reliable location (e.g. the right-most point on the breast boundary—the approximate location of the
nipple). Such landmarks serve as a good first approximation of corresponding points, but the model they produce
is not sufficiently specific to be useful. We use a method proposed by Davieset al. [6] to improve correspondences
across the set of training shapes, yielding an SSM that sucessfully limits illegal shape variation. The resulting
Principal Components model has the form:

s = s̄ + Psbs (1)

wheres is a shape parameterised bybs, s̄ is the mean shape, andPs is a matrix whose columns are a set of
eigenvectors of the shape data covariance matrix, sufficient for the model to retain a given proportion of the
total variance of the original data. The mean shapes̄ provides a natural canonical reference shape. We warp each
segmented breast inB to the canonical shape, yielding a further set,N , of segmented breasts in a shape-normalised
space.

3.1 Modelling the Shape-normalised Appearance

3.1.1 Steerable Pyramid Decomposition

We would like to be able treat the appearance of each mammogram as a point in an appearance space. Although
the number of pixels in a mammogram is very large, if there was significant redundancy in the shape-normalised
appearance we might still be able to populate the appearance space sufficiently for density estimation to be suc-
cessful. Unfortunately, this is not the case. To overcome this problem, we use a hierarchical decomposition called
the Steerable Pyramid [7]. Images are decomposed in terms of multiple scales and orientations using directional
derivative basis functions which range in size and orientation. This allows the coarse and fine structure of the
images to be treated separately.

Figure 1. Block diagram for the Steerable Pyramid decomposition. Ana-
lysis is shown on the left and synthesis is shown on the right. The dark
circle indicates the recursive computation of the shaded region.

Figure 2. The coefficients in the top
three levels of a Steerable Pyramid
decomposition of a mammogram.

The left-hand side of figure 1 shows the decomposition process (computed using recursive application of oriented
bandpass filters to sub-sampled low-pass filtered images) and the right-hand side shows the inverse process of
reconstruction. We can think of the decomposition as having a pyramidal structure with discrete levels that corres-
pond to scale, and range from coarse to fine. Each level has a number of oriented sub-bands. Although there are
more coefficients in the pyramid than pixels in the original image, the hierarchical structure of the pyramid allows
us to decompose our modelling problem further. We can consider the top part of the pyramid (the coarse levels)
separately from the bottom part of the pyramid (the fine levels). Figure 2 shows the top three pyramid levels for a
mammogram. FromN we form the set of pyramidsP.

3.1.2 Approximating Appearance Model

For each pyramid inP, we concatenate the coefficients for the top few pyramid levels into a vectora, which
describes the approximate appearance of the shape-normalised mammogram. We again perform Principal Com-
ponents Analysis (PCA)1, yielding a model similar to Equation 1:

a = ā + Paba. (2)
1Initially, the coefficients in each pyramid level are effectively measured on different scales. In this work we often need to use covariance

matrices to model the distribution of such data, either for its own sake, or to perform PCA. These techniques work best when we use a common
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We then model the distribution of the approximating parameters using a multivariate Gaussian, parameterised by a
mean vectorma and covariance matrixΣa:

p(ba) ∼ N(ma,Σa). (3)

To produce a synthetic approximate mammogram (in the normalised shape space), we sample aba from our model
of p(ba), project back to the natural space via equation 2—to yield the correspondinga (synthetic coefficients for
the top few pyramid levels)—and then reconstruct the pyramid.

3.1.3 Local Textural Detail Model

To model the coefficients in the lower levels—that desribe the fine detail—we assume spatial ergodicity. This
makes the problem tractable and is reasonable because we might expect local detail to depend only on tissue
type, which is modelled implicitly by the approximating model. Aparent vector, bt, which describes local image
behaviour, is the set of coefficients on a path through each pyramid level at locations corresponding to a particular
pixel in the original image. We seek to model the distribution of parent vectors,p(bt), such that coefficients in the
detailing levels can be sampled conditionally upon coefficients in the approximating levels. Multivariate Gaussian,
or mixture of multivariate Gaussian, representations are ideal for this purpose as there is a closed-form solution for
the conditional Gaussian. We use a single multivariate Guassian for computational expediency:

p(bt) ∼ N(mt,Σt). (4)

To compute the conditional, we partition the mean vector and covariance matrix of the Gaussian as:

mt =
[

m1

m2

]
, Σt =

[
Σ11Σ12

Σ21Σ22

]
(5)

wherem1 corresponds to the unknown dimensions andm2 corresponds to the known dimensions (the coefficients
of the approximating levels); the partitions of the covariance matrix are denoted similarly. Ifx is the known part
of a particular parent vector, the conditioned mean vector and covariance matrix are computed by:

m′ = m1 + Σ12Σ
−1
22 (x−m2), Σ ′ = Σ11 − Σ12Σ

−1
22 Σ21. (6)

To fully populate a pyramid, given coefficients in the approximating part, the conditional is computed and sampled
for each parent vector in the pyramid. The fully-populated pyramid can then be reconstructed into the correspond-
ing image in the shape normalised space.

3.2 Joint Shape and Approximate Appearance Model

To complete synthesis we need to be able to warp a synthetic image in the shape-free space to a plausible shape. We
need to take into consideration that there may be a relationship between the appearance of a mammogram and its
size and shape, for example fatty breasts tend to be large and glandular breasts tend to be small. We model the joint
distribution of shape and approximating appearance parameters and condition this model on the approximating
parameters to yield a model of plausible shapes for the generated mammogram. Because the number of training
examples is likely to be small compared to the dimensionality of this joint space, we use a single multivariate
Gaussian:

p(bs,ba) = p(bj) ∼ N(mj ,Σj). (7)

Given parametersba describing an approximate mammogram, we can now computep(bs|ba) using equation 6
and sample a plausible shape from it.

4 Evaluation and Results

A model was trained with 36 normal mammograms, using 100 boundary landmark points, 7 pyramid levels and
5 orientations. The top three levels were used in the approximating model. The detail model was trained with
100,000 uniformly-sampled parent vectors. It took 24 hours to build the model and 2.5 hours to synthesise a
mammogram on a 2.8GHz Intel Xeon processor with 2GB of RAM. Figure 4 shows a real mammogram and three

scale for all dimensions. To achieve this we normalise the data in each dimension either toz-scores, or to a common scale using robust
estimation, depending upon the characteristics of the data. For expositional simplicity, the conversion to and from these standard scales is
implied in the remainder of the text.
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synthetic mammograms generated using the model. Note that our method allows us to produce full-resolution
synthetic mammograms. We presented a set of 13 real and 13 synthetic full resolution mammograms to an expert
mammography radiologist and a digital mammography computer vision researcher. They gave positive feedback,
but could identify the synthetic mammograms by their lack of vasculature, lymph nodes and calcifications. These
structures exist at the boundary of the approximating and detailing models, and are not captured by our model.

Figure 3. A real mammogram is shown on the left and
three synthetic mammograms are shown to its right.

We generated a set of 7 synthetic and 7 real mam-
mograms at200× 140 pixel resolution. We selected
real mammograms that lacked strong vascular clues.
The synthetic images contained information from
both the approximating and detailing models. We re-
cruited five computer vision researchers (though not
mammography experts) for a forced choice experi-
ment. After studying a training set of 6 real mam-
mograms, the participants were asked to identify
the real mammogram from each of the 49 possible
pairings of real and synthetic mammograms. None
of the subjects believed that they had been able to
identify the real mammograms.

χ2 analysis showed that two participants did no better than random (one at the 95% level and one at the lenient
99.9% level). The other three participants differed significantly from random, but consistently mistook the syn-
thetic mammograms for the real ones. Between them, the participants correctly identified 75 real mammograms out
of 245 (31%). If we allow consistent misclassification to count as correct identification of the real mammograms,
the participants collectively identified 191 real mammograms out of 245 (78%). Although the low resolution syn-
thetic images are not always indistinguishable from real mammograms, they are sufficiently convincing to make
discrimination difficult. The fact that several subjects consistently mistook the synthetic mammograms for the
real ones implies that the differences were very subtle. Although further improvement is required, the results are
extremely promising.

5 Discussion

We have developed a generative statistical model of the appearance of entire mammograms. The model combines
ideas from the AAM and wavelet-based ergodic texture models to bypass the ‘curse of dimensionality’. The model
can be used to produce synthetic mammograms, which potentially has pedagogic application. Although our model
has only been used for image synthesis so far, it has been constructed to be extended to perform CADe via novelty
detection. For example, we could easily look at the likelihood of a local collection of parent vectors under our
model of normal appearance. Our synthetic mammograms were evaluated by an expert radiologist and 6 computer
vision researchers. Although the model cannot yet capture certain structures found in mammograms, results from
psychophysical evaluations of synthetic images generated using our model suggest that the method has significant
promise.
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Abstract. In applications for automatic tumour detection using DCE-MR-Images it is often a problem to
distinguish the dynamic enhancement of tumour tissue, i.e. the relevant information, from other enhancing
tissues. In this work we propose the use of a wavelet-filtering approach to characterise different enhancement
behaviour.

1 Introduction

Dynamic contrast enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-MRI) is currently being investigated for the early
detection of breast cancer. The advantage of administering a paramagnetic contrast medium (Gd-DTPA) is twofold.
Firstly, suspicious tissue often enhances and thereby yields an improved image contrast. Secondly, classification
of lesions assumes a fast uptake of the contrast agent followed by a washout to indicates malignancy, while a slow
uptake characterises benign lesions [1]. In the UK Breast Screening Study, premenopausal women at high genetic
risk of developing breast cancer, are being evaluated using a dynamical imaging and analysis protocol [2]. In
an experimental trial high-sensitivity 3D MR examination are performed. Two images are acquired prior to (pre-
contrast) and four or five images are acquired after contrast agent injection (post-contrast), each with an acquisition
time of 90 secs.
In this work we propose to investigate the feasibility of automatic tumour detection by ROC analysis utilising
subtraction images in a similar way to the radiological approach in the clinical work. In general, sensitivity is
affected by additional contrast enhancement within normal breast parenchyma or within the heart. In our approach
we increase the sensitivity for high specificity by applying a wavelet filtering method.

2 Methods

2.1 Wavelet-Analysis

Wavelet analysis, including multiresolution analysis, enables to assess the scale-dependent information in sig-
nals and images [3]. In this mathematical theory a signalf is decomposed using theDiscrete (Dyadic) Wavelet
Transforminto a basis of shifted and dilated versions of a basic wavelet ormother waveletψ [4]

f(x) =
∑
(j,k)

dj,kψj,k(x) , with ψj,k(x) = 2j/2ψ(2jx− k) . (1)

Here the indexj indicates the dilation orscaling stepwhile k refers to translation or shifting. The wavelet coeffi-
cientsdj,k are given by the scalar productdj,k = 〈f(x), ψj,k(x)〉 or dj,k = 〈f(x), ψ̃j,k(x)〉 in case ofbiorthog-
onal waveletswith the dual wavelet̃ψ [4]. An efficient calculation of these coefficients is accomplished by the
Fast Wavelet Transform(FWT), an algorithm allowing the coefficients to be calculated in a stepwise manner. To
perform a FWT a scaling functionφ(x) is required such [4]

φ(x) =
√

2
∑
k

h(k)φ(2x− k) and ψ(x) =
√

2
∑
k

g(k)φ(2x− k) . (2)

The coefficientsh(k) andg(k) are termedFilter coefficientsand determine the wavelet. On the first scale the signal
is decomposed into itsdetailsand the remaining signal, i.e. theapproximation, reflecting the particular scale. The
details are described by the wavelet coefficients of this scale while the approximation is represented by scaling
coefficients corresponding to the scaling function. The procedure can be iterated by a further decomposition
of the approximation into details and approximation of the next coarser scale. A decomposition tree for three
decomposition steps is shown in figure 1.
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2.2 Wavelet-Filtering

In this work a discrete wavelet decomposition for T1-weighted DCE-MR 3D-Images (Volumes) comprising 18
different datasets (patients) is performed. A pre-contrast image together with five (dataset A) or four (dataset B)
consecutive post-contrast images are provided to the decomposition scheme. Afterwards a filter in the space of the
wavelet coefficients is applied. The filtering method developed detects those time series of coefficients, which are
assumed to characterise the tumour [1].
The change in the ratio of signal intensities (SI) between fast enhancing tumour tissue and surrounding tissue with
time produces characteristic coefficients on consecutive scales which are included in our filter approach. However,
it is observed that the enhancement located in the region of the heart can produce similar characteristics, making
a clear separation difficult. Therefore only time series of coefficients, that follow a well-described behaviour
predicted for tumour tissue, are retained. This enables tumour enhancement to be distinguished from irregular
enhancement of the heart.

2.3 Receiver Operator Characteristic analysis

Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) analysis is a useful technique to visualise and measure the performance
of classifiers. In our approach subtraction images are computed from the pre-contrast and the first post-contrast
volume in the dynamic sequence and are compared to an expert label (a binary mask). All voxels above a specific
threshold are classified positively (i.e. as a tumour voxel) and all others negatively. Comparison with the expert
label allows the correctly classified voxels (true negative (tn) and true positive (tp)) and the incorrectly classified
voxels, i.e. the false negatives (fn) and false positive (fp) voxels, to be calculated for each threshold value. In the
ROC graph the true positive rate (sensitivity) (tp rate= tp

tp+fn ) is plotted against the false positive rate (fp rate=
fp

fp+tn ). The false positive rate is related to the term specificity by specificity= tn
fp+tn = 1− fp rate [5].

2.4 Machine Learning Approach

We used aFisher Linear Discriminant Analysis(FLDA) [6] to examine the value of our approach as a preprocessing
step. Discrimination utilising the FLDA is based on the idea of finding a linear combinationw of the features
x = (x(1), . . . , x(nt)) that maximises the ratio between thebetween-class scatterand thewithin-class scatter
described by the corresponding matricesSb andSw, respectively. Regarding the binary case, an analytical solution
is available which maximises theRayleigh coefficient

J(w) =
wTSbw
wTSww

using w = S−1
w (m1 −m2) (3)

with class specific mean vectorsmi. The algorithm has no further hyperparameters and is computational inexpen-
sive even for huge data sets. The binary classification for an examplexj is obtained bỹyj = sgn[〈w ·xj〉+ b] with
a properly chosen bias valueb.

2.5 Analysis protocol

After the filtering procedure is completed subtraction images are reconstructed. These filtered subtraction images
are compared with the original subtraction images on the basis of ROC analysis.
Two types of filtering methods are distinguished. In the first method (Filter 1) all scales contribute to the filter-
ing procedure whereas in the second method (Filter 2) the filtering is restricted to the first four scales. The latter
approach is motivated by the observation that a coefficient describing coarse scale phenomena may contain infor-
mation of different enhancing structures in the image, making an efficient filtering process difficult.
Three different types of mother wavelets are employed to investigate possible dependencies. These comprise the
Cohen-Daubechies-Feauveau(CDF)(2,2)-wavelet, theHaar-waveletand theDaubechies(4)-wavelet(DB4, some-
times also called DB2). Finally, we tested the filtering method as a preprocessing step for machine learning
classification algorithms, examined by performing ROC analysis after classification as shown in figure 2.
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Figure 1. Decomposition tree for three decomposition
steps, the length of the bars indicates the number of coef-
ficients

Figure 2. Complete analysis protocol

3 Results

3.1 ROC-Analysis with subtraction images

For dataset A and dataset B the results for both types of filters are compared to the results obtained from the raw
data. Tables 1 and 2 show the measured areas under the ROC-Curves (AUC) for high specificity parameters (0.95
- 1) with respect to the different filtering methods. The ROC-Curves are calculated according to the explanations
provided in 2.3 and the corresponding AUC values have been normalised to the specific area.

dataset A malignant cases benign cases
case 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
raw data 0.82 0.67 0.57 0.81 0.72 0.00 0.79 0.56
filtered data (Filt. 1) 0.84 0.80 0.70 0.86 0.69 0.01 0.77 0.55
filtered data (Filt. 2) 0.91 0.81 0.58 0.87 0.16 0.00 0.86 0.54

Table 1. Normalised AUC values (dataset A) for specificity≥ 0.95, values shown bold have increased after filtering

dataset B malignant cases benign cases
case 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
raw data 0.45 0.60 0.65 0.57 0.35 0.30 0.83 0.65 0.33 0.26
filtered data (Filt. 1) 0.30 0.73 0.52 0.51 0.37 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.38 0.19
filtered data (Filt. 2) 0.41 0.60 0.71 0.53 0.27 0.31 0.61 0.74 0.17 0.12

Table 2. Normalised AUC values (dataset B) for specificity≥ 0.95, values shown bold have increased after filtering

When applying the CDF(2,2)-wavelet the sensitivity increases considerably for high specificity with respect to the
majority of the malignant cases. Case 5, which does not benefit from the different filtering approach, is the image
of a patient having an implant with an adjacent tumour. Case 9 also not benefitting of our approach is an image
sequence suffering from strong movement of the patient - a problem which cannot be handled by this algorithm.
Figure 3 a) and b) shows as an example the ROC-Curves for the 4th case and the amount of coefficients retained
on different scales.
The dataset B have been acquired by using a slightly different imaging protocol, providing only four post-contrast
images or in other words, less information. Therefore this dataset produces results with reduced quality as com-
pared to dataset A. This corresponds with the observation, that the amount of coefficients retained for dataset B is
remarkably higher than in the cases of dataset A. The best performance for malignant cases has been achieved by
applying the first filtering method. Obviously several cases benefit from a less strict filtering (Filter 2).
In contrast to the CDF(2,2)-wavelet the other mother wavelets show to be not capable for this application. In figure
3 c) the AUC values corresponding to different mother wavelets for the 4th case are shown. While the Haar- and
the DB4-wavelet lead to poor results, i.e. an decrease in sensitivity, the CDF(2,2)-wavelet, also known as 5/3-
Filter, has been shown to be quite capable for these kind of filtering applications. This wavelet is also used in the
JPEG2000 compression technique [7].
The proposed filtering method does not succeed when applied to weakly enhancing benign lesions. This is ex-
pected, since it is constructed to detect and differentiate strong enhancement. The benign cases 7 and 16 bene-
fitting from our approach are strong enhancing fibroadenomas. In table 3 the results of the FLDA classification
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mother AUC≥ 0.95
wavelet Filt. 1 Filt. 2
Haar 0.76 0.81
Daub(4) 0.77 0.78
CDF(2,2) 0.86 0.87

Figure 3. 4th case, a) ROC-Curve for original and filtered image (CDF(2,2)), b) retained coefficients after filtering
(CDF(2,2)), c) AUC values for specificity≥0.95 and three different mother wavelets

approach applied to the original data and the filtered data by using Filter 1 are shown. Training with both datasets
would require the image sequence of dataset A to be restricted to the pre-contrast and only four-contrast images.
Therefore only dataset A is included in the FLDA approach. For the training all datasets are used except the one
classified in the next step. This procedure is iterated permuting the classified dataset (leave-one-out approach).
The results are similar to the subtraction images i.e. the benign cases do not benefit from filtering as opposed to
the malignant cases. One exception is case 3, which does not show the expected increase of the AUC value.

dataset A malignant cases benign cases
case 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
raw data 0.67 0.59 0.64 0.81 0.55 0.57 0.00 0.69
filtered data (Filt. 1) 0.73 0.68 0.63 0.82 0.60 0.37 0.00 0.54

Table 3. Results of FLDA classification - normalised AUC values for specificity≥ 0.95 (dataset A), values shown
bold have increased after filtering

4 Summary and Discussion

Our results clearly demonstrate that automatic tumour detection and classification algorithms can benefit from ap-
plying multiscale filtering algorithms. The described wavelet-filter-algorithm has clear potential for distinguishing
the different types of enhancement. More work is needed to investigate the behaviour of the contrast agent on the
coarser scales.
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Abstract. The usage of dynamic contrast enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-MRI) for breast cancer
examination is currently undergoing intensive research. The data set of each patient is composed of a sequence
of three-dimensional images. The Three Time-Point (3TP) method is a well-known model-based technique for
visualising the signal dynamics with customised colours. We propose a new approach based on unsupervised
machine learning which makes use of the recently proposed Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) algorithm. The
first results are in agreement with those obtained by 3TP with the advantage that no model is required.

1 Introduction

The usage of dynamic contrast enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-MRI) on female breast cancer diagno-
sis is currently undergoing intensive research. During the examination, the patient is imaged before the injection
of a contrast agent and repeatedly thereafter, thereby monitoring the uptake of the contrast agent in the tumour
tissue over time. These uptake curves provide valuable information about the vascularity of the tissue and may
help to distinguish between benign and malignant lesions [1]. For the purpose of analysing DCE-MRI data, the
Three Time-Point (3TP) method is an established, model-based visualisation technique [2]. Here the washin and
washout phases are evaluated by analysing the changes of the signal intensity values at three selected time-points,
one pre-contrast (t0) and two post-contrast (t1, t2), along the uptake curve of each pixel. The washout is estimated
from the values of the two post-contrast intensities [I(t1), I(t2)] according to one of the three patterns coded by
colour hues: (1) slow washout with I(t1) < I(t2) coded blue, indicating benign behaviour; (2) moderate washout
with I(t1) = I(t2) coded green, suspicious case; (3) fast washout with I(t1) > I(t2) coded red, indicating
malignant behaviour. The washin is estimated from the first two time-points by [I(t1) − I(t0)]/(t1 − t0) and its
magnitude is coded by colour intensity [3]. By a model-based calibration map, hue and colour intensity of each
pixel are then related to two pathophysiological features: microvascular permeability (K), which is equal to the
microcapillary surface area times permeability, and the extracellular volume fraction (υe), which determines the
volume fraction accessible to the contrast agent. The three time-points must be judiciously selected in order to
provide sufficient coverage for the temporal characteristics observed [3].
Here we propose a novel and non model-based approach to the visualisation of breast DCE-MRI data based on
unsupervised learning by the Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) algorithm, and we compare our technique with the
3TP method. The recently proposed LLE algorithm allows to perform dimensional reduction of nonlinear mani-
folds [4]. In LLE, each data point is approximated by a linear combination of its n-nearest neighbours. These
are usually chosen according to the Euclidean distance metric in the data space. The entire data structure is then
mapped into a low-dimensional space and, at the same time, the linear combinations are preserved to the greatest
possible extent. We apply LLE to a 6D data set comprising the MR measurements of 12 breast tumours, six benign
and six malignant cases. We reduce the data to three dimensions and the coordinates of the data points in the
embedding are encoded within the RGB colour scheme to yield a colour image of each tumour, thereby visualising
the dynamics of the contrast agent within the tissue by means of customised colours. The absence of a model
in our method is compensated by processing 12 tumours data at once by LLE. In this way, one obtains a low-
dimensional coordinate system where the data points of a single tumour are localised with respect to the contrast
characteristics of the other tumours; such coordinates, in other words, are mapped by learning from the entire data
set. In fact, LLE projects multi-dimensional data into a lower-dimensional embedding by preserving the original
global structure, i. e. points presenting similarities in the data space lay close to each other in the embedding
space. Therefore, time-series having similar behaviour are mapped close to each other in the embedding space,
and consequently the respective voxels will have a similar hue.

2 Materials and methods

The data of each patient comprises six three-dimensional images of the full breast taken within an interval of 110 s.
The first frame was acquired before the bolus injection of a contrast agent, thereafter followed by the remaining five
measurements. The imaging process was performed with a 1,5 T system (Magneton Vision, Siemens, Erlangen,
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Germany) equipped with a dedicated surface coil to enable simultaneous imaging of both breasts. First, transversal
images were acquired with a STIR (short tau inversion recovery) sequence (TR= 5600 ms, TE= 60 ms, FA= 90◦,
TI= 150 ms, matrix size of 256 × 256 pixels, slice thickness 4mm), then a dynamic T1 weighted gradient echo
sequence (3D FLASH) was performed (TR= 12 ms, TE= 5 ms, FA= 25◦) in transversal slice orientation with
a matrix size of 256 × 256 pixels and an effective slice thickness of 4 mm. The data set is composed of 12
tumours, six benign and six malignant. The projection in a three-dimensional embedding was performed using
LLE with parameters n = 25 and ∆ = 0.0278. For such values, the LLE output is quite stable, as shown in [5].
The 3D coordinates were then encoded within the RGB colour space. A 2D reduction of the data space was
also performed in order to illustrate more clearly the relationship between the 3TP and LLE colour mapping (see
Fig. 1). Concerning the 3TP method, the three time-points used were the ones of the pre-contrast, first and last
post-contrast image, and they were chosen according to [3].

2.1 The LLE algorithm

The LLE algorithm is based on three steps involving standard methods of linear algebra. Its input consists of N
D-dimensional vectors X. In the first step, one identifies n neighbours for each data point Xi. Different criteria
for the selection of the neighbours can be adopted; the simplest possibility is to choose the n-nearest neighbours
according to the Euclidean distance. By minimizing the following error function (step 2)

Ψ(W ) =
∑

i

|Xi −
∑

j

WijXj |
2 (1)

subject to the constraints
∑

j Wij = 1 and Wij = 0 if Xi and Xj are not neighbours, one obtains the linear
coefficients that reconstruct each data point from its neighbours. With the above constraints, the quadratic problem
can be simplified to a linear system and the weights can be computed in closed form. If the number of neighbours
is greater than the input dimension (n > D), the solution turns out to be not unique and the linear system must be
conditioned with a small term ∆, as described in [4]. The last step of the algorithm consists in mapping each data
point Xi into a low dimensional vector Yi, such that the following embedding error function results minimised:

Φ(Y ) =
∑

i

|Yi −
∑

j

WijYj |
2 (2)

under the condition 1

N

∑N

i=1
YiY

T
i = I . The weights are kept fixed in order to preserve the local neighbourhood

of each data point. The most straightforward method for computing the d-dimensional coordinates, where d < D,
is to find the bottom d + 1 eigenvectors of the sparse matrix

M = (I −W )T (I −W ). (3)

These eigenvectors are associated with the d+1 smallest eigenvalues of M. The bottom eigenvector, whose eigen-
value is closest to zero, is the unit vector with all equal components and is discarded.

3 Results and discussion

The correlation between the 3TP and LLE colour mapping is shown in Fig. 1. In (a), the 2D LLE embedding is
plotted with colours given by the 3TP method. We can observe that most of the time-series are mapped by LLE
in agreement with the 3TP analysis. In fact, three different clusters given by red, green and blue can be easily
detected, suggesting that there exists a relation between the LLE coordinates and the 3TP colour. Consequently,
the LLE coordinates reflect pathophysiological features of the tissue. Points with slow washout are localised in
the upper part of Fig. 1(a), while points having faster washout are progressively mapped into the lower region.
The marker of each point specifies whether it belong to a benign or a malignant lesion. One can see that all points
belonging to benign tumours are clustered by LLE only in the upper part of the figure. In the lower region there are
some malignant points with colour blue, i.e. according to the 3TP method, they are labelled as benign. Conversely,
the LLE algorithm maps them in the malignant part. By showing the correspondent contrast characteristics, we
observe that such points are characterised by an anomalous washout phase. The plots show evidence of a clear
washout behaviour, followed however by a signal increase. This was caused by a slight movement of the patient
during the MRI acquisition and has not been noticed before. In this case, 3TP fails to interpret these time-series
characteristics, confirming a limitation of the method that has already been mentioned in [6]; in contrast, LLE is
able to detect such abnormalities by virtue of processing the entire data structure.
In Fig. 1(b) we show the 2D LLE coordinates with the corresponding colours given by the 3D LLE embedding.
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Figure 1. (a) 2D Embedding coordinates from the LLE algorithm. Colours correspond to those obtained by the
3TP method considering the respective time-series in the initial data space. Star-shaped points belong to benign
lesions; plus-shaped points belong to malignant lesions. Most of the benign points are localised in the upper part,
in agreement with the 3TP analysis (encoded by the blue colour according to 3TP). The majority of the points with
moderate washout (suspicious behaviour) are approximately in the central region of the mapping (encoded by the
green colour according to 3TP). Most of the points showing fast washout (malignant behaviour) are localised in
the lower part of the picture (encoded by the red colour according to 3TP). Some points classified as benign by
3TP are instead mapped close to data points belonging to malignant lesions using LLE . The respective contrast
characteristics are also shown and we can note an untypical washout phase due to patient motion. (b) 2D LLE
embedding with colours determined by the coordinates of the 3D LLE embedding. The marker of each point gives
information about the colour that such point has with respect the 3TP method.

The marker of each point reflects the colour scheme if we would have applied the 3TP method: star-shaped points
are blue in 3TP; x-shaped points are green and plus-shaped ones correspond to red points in 3TP. In LLE, points
characterised by slow washout (blue points in 3TP) are encoded as green, green-yellow. The green points in the
3TP method are encoded by LLE as dark-green, orange. Most of the points with a fast washout (red colour in 3TP)
are then mapped with red and blue hues. In particular, in LLE the blue points are those presenting an anomalous
washout phase as described above. The images of the 12 lesions obtained by 3TP and LLE are shown in Fig.
2 (malignant cases) and Fig. 3 (benign cases). Both methods generally show qualitative agreement, and results
demonstrate that benign tumours are largely homogeneous, while the malignant ones are more heterogeneous, in
agreement with the experience of radiologists [7]. In addition, a strong correlation between the variance of the
colours for both methods is observed. We also point out that the images of the first, fifth and sixth malignant
lesion, and of the first three benign cases are particularly consistent. By observing the images of the fourth and
sixth benign cases in Fig. 3, we note that some voxels are mapped as malignant by 3TP (red hue). The respective
images obtained by LLE are in contrast more homogeneous, thereby showing higher specificity. This is particularly
valuable, since the DCE-MRI technique is known to present high sensitivity, but a wide range of specificities, with
values varying from 30% to 100% [8].

4 Conclusions and Future Work

We presented a novel approach to the visualisation of breast tumours in MR imaging based on unsupervised
learning by making use of Locally Linear Embedding (LLE), an algorithm for dimensional data reduction able to
unfold nonlinear manifolds. At first, we reduced the 6D data space comprising the MR measurements of 12 breast
lesions (six benign and six malignant) to a 3D embedding. We then encoded the new coordinates within the RGB
colour space to yield a parametric image of each tumour, with colours reflecting pathophysiology characteristics
of the tissue. To test the effectiveness of our approach, we compared it with the well-established Three Time-Point
(3TP) technique for tumour visualisation. Our analysis showed sufficient agreement between both methods. In
addition, our technique resulted to be more robust with respect to the issue of patient motion during the MRI
acquisition. The principal advantages of our method as compared to 3TP are that (1) it processes the entire data
and (2) it is model free. Its main shortcoming is that the correlation between hue and tissue pathophysiology is
not constant, but depends on the data set provided. Indeed, using other tumour data, the LLE projection could
have different coordinates values, and consequently the correlation between characteristics of the tissue and hues
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Figure 2. Malignant lesions
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could result different from what is written above. In the case of a new data set, it is therefore necessary to refind a
correlation between dynamics of the contrast characteristics and colour by using a colour map in the same manner
as shown in Fig. 1. In future work, a pixel-by-pixel comparison between the LLE and 3TP method will be
addressed. Moreover, it may be interesting to apply our technique to tumours in other organs for which a model
describing the kinetics of the contrast agent in the tissue does not exist.
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Abstract. When Raynaud’s phenomenon - episodic colour change of the fingers, usually in response to cold
exposure - occurs secondary to the connective tissue disease systemic sclerosis (SSc), characteristic microvas-
cular changes occur. Changes in certain features (capillary width, tortuosity, derangement and density) can be
observed and measured from microscope images of nailfold capillaries. We have developed methods to enhance
the images, to measure the above features, and to classify them into three categories: normal control, primary
(idiopathic) Raynaud’s phenomenon, and SSc. We show that the results can help to analyze the predictability
of each feature change and the categorization of the Raynaud’s phenomenon into primary or secondary.

1 Introduction

Nailfold capillaroscopy, which involves taking still or video photomicrography of the capillaries in the nailbed,
has long been recognized as a convenient way to investigate Raynaud’s phenomenon. When this occurs in patients
with an underlying connective tissue disease such as systemic sclerosis (SSc), it can be associated with structural
microvascular change. However, it is believed that in patients with primary (idiopathic) Raynaud’s phenomenon,
structural microvascular change does not occur and the phenomenon is purely vasospastic [1]. It is important to
differentiate between patients with PRP and SSc because only in patients with SSc or other forms of secondary
Raynaud’s does the condition progress to irreversible tissue ischaemia. Almost all patients with SSc experience
severe Raynaud’s phenomenon, and this is the presenting feature in approximately 70% [2] of the cases. Our aim
was to measure the severity of any microvascular change from capillaroscopic images, and categorise and analyse
images in different subgroups of patients with Raynaud’s phenomenon using quantitative measurements.

This study is based on mosaic images, which are a combination of several microscopic images showing a panoramic
image of the capillaries in the nailfold, with a manual marking on the apex of each capillary [3,4]. Based around
the manual markings, we extract a ‘region of interest’ (ROI) for both the whole image and each individual capillary
in order to focus only on capillary loops. The ROI for the whole image lies between two parallel polynomial curves
above and below a “line of best fit” among the manual markings. The original images have dark capillaries on a
lighter background, and we invert the images for greater ease of interpretation. The rest of the work is based on
these converted ROIs, examples of which are shown in figure 1.

a) b)
Figure 1. ROI for a) Mosaic image; b) Individual Capillaries.

Changes in features, – width, tortuosity, derangement and density – are used as indicators for diagnosis. Some
researchers measure the capillary dimensions (widths and lengths) and capillary density quantitatively by hand,
though this is quite tedious and the measurements are subjective because different people will choose different
capillary sites for measurements. Thus, there is a high demand for automatic measurements to assist in clinical
analysis. We try to use artificial classifiers to classify the subjects into normal, PRP and SSc based on these
measurements.

In the study used in this paper, 119 capillaroscopy images were available for image analysis, of which 48 were
control subjects, 20 were PRP subjects and 51 were SSc subjects. The allocation of each subject to a disease
category is based on various clinical diagnostic methods including observing their capillaroscopy images. This
study was carried out in three stages: image enhancement, feature extraction and classification, which are described
below.
∗Email:kaiyan.feng@stud.man.ac.uk
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2 Methods

In a previous paper we described a system to enhance the visibility of the capillaries and to estimate an orientation
at each pixel [5]. Basically, we use rotating directional openings (openings using a linear structuring element over
a range of angles) to enhance linear structures while removing the variation of the background, and the angle at
which the linear opening generating the greatest value occurs is estimated as the orientation of that pixel; then
we use an orientation filter to enhance those pixels whose orientations are closer to vertical, because the pixels on
a capillary tend to have a vertical direction; finally, we estimate the probability of each pixel falling on a linear
structure and use that probability to further enhance the images [5].

2.1 Feature Measurement

Width, tortuosity, derangement and density are measured using the final enhanced imagesffinal. Though the
giant capillaries are poorly enhanced inffinal because they don’t usually appear to be linear, the advantages still
outweigh the disadvantages. This was partly demonstrated in our previous paper [5].

In [5], we showed how to measure the capillary width and tortuosity from ROIs for mosaic imagesROIm.
Width is measured using pseudo-granulometry adopted from granulometry. Granulometry, developed by Matheron
[6], is commonly applied to measure the size of small structures by employing solid structuring elements such
as disks. The pseudo-granulometry used in this study uses annuli instead as they appear to be more robust to
noise. Tortuosity is measured as the entropy of the intensity-weighted orientation histogram, which is defined as
S(ROI, θ) =

∑
d(x)=θ

ROI(x) (0 ≤ θ ≤ π), whered(x) is the orientation of a pixelx in theROI. Similarly, we

can also measure the width and tortuosity for each capillary based on ROIs for individual capillariesROIc. The
contrast of an individual capillaryΓc is measured as the difference between the maximum average intensity and the
minimum average intensity in the series of openings in the pseudo-granulometry. The average width and tortuosity

then can be measured asW =
n∑

i=1

(Γc(i) ·Wc(i))/
n∑

i=1

Γc(i) andT =
n∑

i=1

(Γc(i) · Tc(i))/
n∑

i=1

Γc(i) respectively. We

also measured the STD of the widthsσW weighted byΓc.

Derangement indicates how much the axes of capillaries vary from each other. We first calculate the orientation of
each capillary, then the derangement is calculated as the standard deviation of these orientations weighted by their
contrasts. The orientation of each capillary can be calculated from its intensity-weighted orientation histogram

S(ROIc, θ) which is first decomposed intox andy coordinates assum(Sx(ROIc)) =
π∑

θ=1

S(ROIc, θ)× cos(θ)

andsum(Sy(ROIc)) =
π∑

θ=1

S(ROIc, θ) × sin(θ). Then the dominant direction of capillaryc can be measured

asθc = {θ′c if θ′c ≥ 0 otherwiseθ′c + π}, whereθ′c = arctan[sum(Sy(ROIc))/sum(Sx(ROIc))], such that0 ≤
θc ≤ π/2. The mean orientation of capillariesc(i)(i = 1, ..., n) is measured asθc =

n∑
i=1

(Γc(i) ·θc(i))/
n∑

i=1

Γc(i). So

the derangement of the capillaries can be calculated as the standard deviation of the capillaries’ dominant directions

weighted by their contrasts asD =

√
(1/

n∑
i=1

Γc(i)) ·
n∑

i=1

[Γc(i) · (θc(i) − θc)]2.

The average distance between capillaries can be taken as the capillary density. We first extracted the skeletons
of the capillaries and worked out the density from the distances between those skeleton points. Non-maximal
suppression (NMS), originally developed by Rosenfeld [7], was used to extract the backbone of capillaries. With
the NMS algorithm, each pixel is compared with its two immediate neighbors lying perpendicular to its direction,
and it is selected if its magnitude is greater than or equal to that of its two neighbors.ffinal was first smoothed
by a Gaussian lowpass filter to remove high frequency noise and to enhance the capillary ridges, then the NMS
algorithm was applied to the filtered image, and finally the image was processed using a thinning algorithm to ex-
tract the capillaries’ skeleton. The distance between any two immediately neighboring skeleton points lying along
the second polynomial curves, which run parallel to the curve defining the ROI, is called run-lengthl. Because
two neighboring points can be taken from the same capillary, giving a shorter run-length than for those taken from
different capillaries, longer run-lengths should be given more weight for density measurement. Therefore, if the
histogram of all run-lengths between any two neighboring skeleton points is denoted ash(l), density is calculated

asN =
n∑

l=1

h(l) · d2 which is the second moment ofh(l).
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2.2 Classification

We have chosen linear SVMs (support vector machine) [8] as the basic classifiers because they have good gen-
eralization (the ability to classify new data correctly). But an SVM classifier is a binary classifier (it can only
separate two classes), a set of SVM classifiers need to be combined together to solve a multi-class problem. Two
common strategies to generate pairs of classes are one-vs-others classes: control vs PRP+SSc(CvsO), PRP vs
control+SSc(PvsO), and SSc vs control+PRP(SvsO); and all-pairs classes: control vs PRP(CvsP ), control vs
SSc(CvsS), and PRP vs SSc(PvsS). The pair of classesPvsO are excluded because PRP data lie between con-
trol and SSc data which can not be separated by a linear SVM, leaving only 5 pairs of classes available to be
used.

For each pair of classes, SVMs were established by selecting subsets of{W,σW , θc, T , D,N} as its input features.
Each SVM was evaluated by 4-fold cross-validation, i.e. the data were divided into 4 folds randomly 10 times,
each time every 3 folds of data were trained by SVM and the remaining fold of data were tested to evaluate the
SVM performance. Because an SVM is a binary classifier, the test data were evaluated using an ROC (Receiver
operating characteristic) curve [9]. Each hyperplaneh parallel to the separating hyperplane obtained by training
the SVM will generate a true positiveTPh and a false positiveFPh from the test data, corresponding to a point
(FPh, TPh) on the ROC curve. The area under an ROC curveAz was used to assess the accuracy of the classifier.
So for each feature subset,10×4 ROC curves and theirAz, the meanAz and the standard errorσAz were obtained
by training and evaluating the SVMs. The feature subset which generated the highest valueAz was used to separate
the associated pair of classes. Finally, given a training data set, SVMs used the optimized feature subsets to train
the five pairs of classes, generating a separating hyperplane. In order to achieve minimum classification error,
we chose a hyperplaneh (parallel to the separating hyperplane given by SVM), which would letTPh − FPh =
arcmax(TP − FP ), as the hyperplane to separate new data. We denote these classifiers asf1, f2, ..., f5 for the
five pairs of classesCvsO, SvsO, CvsP , CvsS andPvsS respectively.

Classifiersf1, f2, ..., f5 were combined using a loss-based decoding method [10] to build a multi-class classifier
F . First a prediction coding matrixM ∈ {−1, 1}3×5, which is used to specify the relationship between the
SVMs and the categories, was constructed with the three categories as its rows and the five SVMs as its columns.
An element inM was allocated a value of 1 (-1) if the category in the row was used as a positive (negative)
category to train the SVM in the column and 0 if the SVM was not used for the category’s classification. A given
data pointx = {W, T ,D, N} was classified usingf1, f2, ..., f5 respectively, generating a classification result
f(x) = {f1(x), f2(x), ..., f5(x)}which was used to calculate its distance with each row vector inM . The distance

betweenrth row vectorM(r) andf(x) was calculated asdis(M(r), f(x)) =
5∑

b=1

L(M(r, b) · fb(x) · Az(fb)),

whereL(z) = {0 if z > 1 otherwise(1− z)} is a loss function. Data pointx belongs torth class if the associated
distance is shortest among the three classes. The performance of the multi-class classifier was evaluated by 4-fold
cross-validation. The use of cross-validation was similar to that in evaluating the SVMs, except that instead of an
ROC curve the test data was used to obtain a correct classification rateCr and its standard error.

3 Results and Discussion

Let Az(pc, fs) and Cr(pc, fs) be theAz and Cr obtained by evaluating classifier SVM using 4-folds cross-
validation to classify a pair of classespc with a feature subsetfs. Az andCr obtained by using best single feature
or best combined features for SVMs are shown in table 1. The confusion matrix of the results of the multi-class
classifierF is shown in table 2. Besides automatic measurements, we also used manual measurements: manual
mean widthMW (described in paper [5]) and manual densityMN (the average distance between the capillary
apex markings) for classification. We will compare some of the results to those of the automatic method.

Table 1 shows that for a single feature: 1. mean width and density are the most useful features for classification,
2. mean width is better than width STD for classification, which may indicate that all capillaries in the nailfold
are affected during vasospastic attacks, 3. mean width and tortuosity are better in separating control and PRP,
which may mean that they are the first signs of Raynaud’s phenomenon, 4. density is the best feature to separate
SSc from either PRP or control, which may indicate that loss of capillaries is the worst symptom for Raynaud’s
phenomenon in capilloroscopy, 5. automatic width is more effective in separating control and PRP than the manual
width (Az(CvsP, W ) = 0.7442 > Az(CvsP, MW ) = 0.6925), 6. automatic density is more effective in
separating control and PRP than manual density (0.7204 > 0, 5971), but less effective in separating PRP and
SSc (0.7885 < 0.9790), which may well be because they measure density differently; for combined features: 1.
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Notations CvsO, SvsO, CvsP,CvsS, PvsS:G1, G2, G3, G4, G5; W :1, σW :2, θc:3, T :4,
D:5, N :6

Best Single Feature for SVM to ObtainAz andCr

pc, fs G1, {6} G2, {6} G3, {1} G4, {6} G5, {6}
Az 0.8377±0.0101 0.8559±0.0101 0.7442±0.0188 0.8839±0.0097 0.7885±0.0159
pc, fs G1, {1} G2, {6} G3, {4} G4, {6} G5, {6}
Cr(%) 73.19± 1.04 78.82± 0.84 76.47± 1.30 80.00± 1.08 72.12± 1.39
Best Combined Features for SVM to ObtainAz andCr

pc, fs G1, {1, 3, 6} G2, {1, 5, 6} G3, {1, 3, 6} G4, {1, 6} G5, {2, 4, 5, 6}
Az 0.9142±0.0058 0.9232±0.0051 0.7704±0.0197 0.9549±0.0055 0.8494±0.0084
pc, fs G1, {1, 2, 4, 6} G2, {1, 5, 6} G3, {1, 5} G4, {2, 4, 6} G5, {1, 5, 6}
Cr(%) 84.29± 0.88 86.55± 0.84 79.26± 1.41 88.18± 1.05 77.32± 1.50

Table 1. The Best Classification Results Obtained from SVMs.

Control (%) PRP (%) SSc (%)
Control 72.080± 2.360 23.330± 2.176 4.583± 0.941
PRP 31.000± 3.199 46.500± 2.809 22.500± 2.395
SSc 3.910± 0.738 14.540± 1.630 81.550± 1.785

Table 2. The Confusion Matrix of the Multi-class ClassifierF .

Besides width and density which are apparently the most useful features for combination, derangement is quite
a good complement, 2. width and tortuosity don’t usually appear together in a combination, which may indicate
that they change together as the disease progresses, 3. manual measurements alone are very good at separating
SSc from the others, but they are less effective than the automatic measurements in separating control from PRP,
4. though some features correlate significantly with each other, but the feature combination still improves the
classification.

Table 2 shows that 1. control and SSc can be separated from each other quite well, which confirms that SSc is
associated with structural microvascular change, 2. PRP is very hard to separate from control, which indicates that
many of the PRP subjects are benign, 3. PRP lies between control and SSc, but tends to lean more towards the
control group, 4. ‘control’ may not be an ideal control group, we suggest that besides vasospastic attacks, some
other criteria such as the extremities’ resistance to cold should be used to define an ideal control group.

In summary, we have described a method for automatically classifying patients into normal and two separate
disease groups on the basis of their nailfold images. The results are clinically useful, given the difficulty of the
task for clinicians, and a range of classification results can be obtained using different combinations of the binary
classifiers.
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Abstract A growing number of neuroimaging studies rely on increasingly sophisticated non-rigid registration 
schemes. Validation of non-rigid registration, particularly with relation to specific neuroanatomy remains an 
unsolved problem. In this paper, densely labelled magnetic resonance brain images from 8 subjects are used 
to assess three non-rigid registration algorithms (affine (FLIRT), free-form deformation (B-Spline) and fluid). 
Ninteen meta-labels are constructed from the original label set chosen to sample a range of scales and locales 
in the brain. Each subject is registered to all other subjects to prevent reference bias. Each registration 
algorithm is assessed for its ability to bring the labels into correspondence over all subjects. A simple label 
overlap measure is used to assess the correspondence. Results show that for this data and these algorithms, 
registration using free-form deformations performed best on average. All algorithms varied significantly in 
their ability to align different structures however which may have implications for contemporary 
neuroimaging studies. Overlaps of label pairs were correlated to varying degrees which should be accounted 
for in future evaluation studies.  

 

1 Introduction 

Validation and performance assessment of non-rigid registration in medical applications remains difficult 
because of the lack of a ground truth in many cases. Often non-rigid registration is applied to achieve a specific 
goal such as to bring homologous structures into alignment; the criterion for success is whether the edges of such 
structures are aligned as often there is little internal structure visible in imaging on which to base an assessment. 
The most common example of this is in inter-subject brain registration for atlas construction and population-
based morphometry studies. In these cases an appropriate validation is one based on structural labels that allow 
the degree of correspondence pre- and post-registration to be determined using label overlap measures. In this 
paper we apply an evaluation framework of this kind to three registration algorithms that have all been used in 
brain registration and identify structures that fail to be well registered by any algorithm. It is important to 
understand that this evaluation does not test whether any algorithm achieves good point-to-point correspondence 
but tests whether identifiable anatomical features are brought into the same volume of space by registration; 
(indeed for inter-subject brain registration it is doubtful that a point-to-point correspondence exists and unlikely 
that it could be established from MR registration alone if it did exist [1]). This evaluation allows algorithms to be 
compared purely on the basis of their ability to accomplish the task. It also allows an evaluation on the basis of 
which brain structures or tissue classes are consistently well registered or poorly registered; this may have 
implications for large neuroimaging studies where inferences about structure and morphology within and across 
populations are made on the basis of non-rigid registration results.   

2 Methods 

2.1 Brain Labels 

Eight labelled MR brain images were obtained from the Centre for Morphometric Analysis at MGH (Boston). 
Each voxel has associated binary labels that denote a particular structure or tissue class; there are 84 sub-cortical 
labels and 48 cortical labels. These brain images and the sub-cortical labels are available from the Internet Brain 
Segmentation Repository (http://www.cma.mgh.harvard.edu/ibsr/) for use by the research community; image 
numbers 1-5, 7, 9, and 10 of the cohort were used in this work. The original labels were selectively grouped to 
produce a smaller set ranging in scale from the entire brain and the primary lobes down to structures such as the 
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hippocampus and the thalamus (see Table 1 for the full list of labels). The chosen groupings are arbitrary and can 
be defined to suit any specific application. We refer to the set of grouped labels as the test labels. 

Major Structures Major Lobes Other Structures Sub-Cortical  
All (32) Frontal (14) Lat. Ventricle (2) Thalamus (2) 

Brain (25) Occipital (8) Cerebellum (4) Caudate (2) 
Cortex (6) Parietal (7) Brain Stem (3) Putamen (2) 

White Matter (2) Temporal (16) Sub-Cortex (10) Pallidum (2) 
CSF (7)   Hippocampus (2) 

   Amygdala (2) 

Table 1. The four groups of test labels used in the evaluation. The number of original anatomical labels used to create each 
test label is shown in brackets. All structures except for the Major Lobes are constructed with data publically available for 

research purposes from the Internet Brain Segmentation Respository. 

2.2 Registration Algorithms 

Three non-rigid registration algorithms were evaluated: (a) an affine registration algorithm (FLIRT,  part of the 
FSL image analysis toolkit (www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl)) [2], [3] (b) a free-form deformation algorithm based on B-
Splines [4], [5] and (c) a viscous fluid algorithm [6] implemented following [7]. 
 
FLIRT:  (FMRIB’s Linear Registration Tool) FLIRT is highly robust to the initial image alignment by use of a 
customised global optimisation method that runs over multiple scales (8, 4, 2 and 1mm); a large search space in 
rotation and scale is used at the 8mm scale and many smaller perturbations on the best three candidate solutions 
applied at 4mm resolution. Contributions from near the edge of the overlapping field of view are de-weighted in 
order to produce a smoothly changing cost function. The correlation ratio is used to drive the registration. 
 
B-SPLINE: Non-rigid registration based on free-form deformations (FFDs) and B-Splines is widely used in 
many registration applications including those involving inter-subject brain registration. The basic idea of FFDs 
is to deform an object by manipulating an underlying mesh of control points. The optimal control point locations 
are found by minimising a two-part cost function; one term is a voxel-based similarity measure, (in this case 
normalised mutual information), and the other term constrains the transformation to be smooth. The control-point 
spacing was set at 2.5mm for this study. 
 
FLUID: The fluid methods use a mathematical model of a compressible viscous fluid for the transformation 
between images. They can be less robust than other methods without good initialization but can accommodate 
large deformations without folding of the displacement field. Here the fluid algorithm was initialised from a 
locally derived affine registration of each subject into a standard anatomical space. Unlike the other two 
algorithms the fluid registration was run at single resolution. A multi-resolution fluid algorithm will be evaluated 
in the future. The intensity cross correlation was used to drive the registration. 
 
2.3 Overlap Measures 

There is considerable literature on the subject of assessing overlap between two labels, S and T, much of it 
applied to the assessment of segmentation algorithms (e.g. [8]). In this work we use a conservative measure, P, 
the ratio of the number, N(), of overlapping voxels, to the total number of voxels in the labelled structures. 

( )
( )TSN

TSN
P

∪
∩=   

(1) 

2.4 Evaluation Framework 

Each of the eight test subjects was registered to the other seven subjects using each of the three algorithms giving 
56 inter-subject registrations for each algorithm. The registrations were run independently by the researchers 
most familiar with their operation using their standard parameter choices. Each test label on each subject was 
transformed onto every other subject using the results of each registration algorithm and trilinear interpolation 
thresholded at 50% to produce transformed binary labels. The test-label overlap, P, was computed in all cases and 
this data was analysed to produce a mean and standard deviation fractional overlap for each test-label for each 
registration algorithm. The overlaps were also computed for all pairs of unregistered scans. 
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3 Results 

The FLIRT registrations took approximately 5 minutes each to run on a contemporary desktop Linux PC. Both 
the B-Spline and fluid registrations were run in a distributed fashion on a Linux condor cluster (one CPU per 
registration) and typically took between 2 and 10 hours per registration. The results are summarised in Fig. 1. The 
B-Spline method performed best overall. The “all” “brain” and “cerebellum” labels scored the highest mean 
overlaps over all algorithms. The largest range in mean overlaps between techniques could be seen in the “csf” 
[0.35, 0.73], “lv” [0.37, 0.78] and “cortex” [0.48, 0.73] labels.  Some structures remained poorly registered by all 
techniques e.g. “amydala” [0.35, 0.47] and “hippocampus” [0.41, 0.53]. In all cases all registration algorithms 
improved the mean label overlap except for FLIRT applied to the pallidum and amygdala. We might expect that 
the potential accuracy of matching increases with the degrees of freedom available to the algorithms but that the 
potential for mis-registration also increases. What we found in this study is that the B-Spline method consistently 
performed well and was only outperformed by the fluid method for two structures (the pallidum and amygdala) 
where all methods struggled to improve the overlap. Conversely the B-Spline method proved superior to the other 
methods for registering the larger tissue compartments (cortex, white, csf and lateral ventricle). There are some 
caveats associated with these results. The most obvious is that the sample-size of subject data is relatively small 
but another important factor is that the images were rotationally realigned as part of the labelling process, and had 
already been interpolated prior to our analysis.  
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Fig. 1. The mean and standard deviation of the overlap measure for each structure registered by each registration algorithm. 
INITIAL refers to the original images, which had been rotationally realigned as part of the labelling process. 

4 Discussion 

We have assessed the ability of three registration algorithms to align a variety of brain structures between eight 
subjects and found overlaps ranging from ~0.3 (lateral ventricle) to ~0.9 (brain).  The results enable us to 
distinguish the performance of the algorithms over different parts of the brain. Notable is that the B-Spline 
algorithm matches CSF and lateral ventricle particularly well, no algorithms match the major lobes better than 
~0.7 and that there is less difference between the algorithms ability to match the sub-cortical structures than a 
consideration of the degrees of freedom of the transformation model used in each case might suggest. We would 
normally expect the largest increase in overlap to be achieved by the affine registration compared with no 
registration however due to the realignment of the images prior to labelling the observed increases are relatively 
small. The fact that each algorithm used a different image similarity measure may impact on the results but also 
reflects the current lack of consensus and deep understanding of the operation of such measures. 

The most relevant recent work on registration evaluation is [9] where six registration algorithms were 
compared using a variety of measures including tissue overlap, correlation of differential characteristics and 
sulcal shape characteristics. They found that algorithms with higher degrees of freedom did not perform 
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proportionately better at matching cortical sulci and that inter-subject cortical variability remains a severe 
challenge for voxel-based non-rigid algorithms. These findings are consistent with our experience. Previously, 
Grachev et al [10] suggested using 128 carefully defined and manually placed landmarks per hemisphere to 
evaluate inter-subject registration accuracy. Maudgill et al [11] identified 24 homologous cortical surface 
landmarks that could either be used for registration assessment or to drive registration. Landmarks can provide a 
mm error estimate but are not easily related to anatomically important structures. In the future, hybrid 
assessments based on landmark and regional assessment may prove useful. 

 The overlap measure we use in this paper is well known but does not account explicitly for inconsistency in 
the labelling process nor does it indicate the nature of the error in non-perfect overlaps. Crum et al [1] suggest 
the use of a tolerance parameter with overlap measures so that, for instance with the tolerance set to 1 voxel, the 
boundaries of two labels are regarded as completely overlapping if they are at most one voxel away from each 
other. A deeper consideration of overlap measures and the incorporation of labelling error is an urgent priority. 
When evaluating overall performance with a set of labels there may be correlation between labels most obviously 
because they share a common boundary (e.g. amygdala and hippocampus) or because one is a subset of the other 
(e.g. grey-matter and brain). We computed correlation of overlaps between pairs of labels and found that the 
correlations exist and are not ranked the same for each algorithm. For instance the correlations between lateral 
ventricle overlaps and caudate overlaps for FLIRT, B-Spline and fluid were 0.39, 0.70 and –0.13 respectively but 
for putamen and sub-cortex were 0.84, 0.71 and 0.69 respectively. This reflects interactions between the 
transformation models employed by each algorithm and the scales of image structure driving the registration. 

We plan to extend this study by including more registration algorithms and more labelled subjects in the 
evaluation and more interestingly to build a more robust framework for assessing performance using collections 
of labels.  Future work will focus on a more detailed technical comparison of algorithms but this initial work has 
provided a benchmark for future performance in two ways. First, other registration techniques can be easily 
tested within the same framework for an operational comparison. Second, we can recognise that these algorithms 
are subject to many parameter choices that we have ignored in this study. We can optimise the parameter choice 
for each algorithm with respect to this well-defined task; this optimisation process may ultimately lead to new 
methods tuned to register structures of particular scale and intensity characteristics. 
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1 Introduction

It is commonly accepted that the symptoms of schizophrenia have their origins in disordered brain chemistry,
diffuse cortical abnormalities and that the condition is also associated with certain morphological brain changes
(e.g. [1], [2], [3]). The methodological base of neuroimaging research of schizophrenia includes conventional
volumetric measurements (e.g. [4]), comparison of the differences in relaxation times between the two groups
(e.g. [5], [1]), measuring MR signal hyperintensities (e.g. [6]), voxel-based studies that help to identify struc-
tural changes in the brains of schizophrenics [3], detection of structural differences between the brains using 3D
volumetric texture analysis [7], as well as some special methods (e.g. [8]).

It is possible that interesting brain tissue variations between groups of subjects may be observed if differences in
higher order statistics are examined. The higher order statistics are often considered in two different contexts of
image analysis. First, to denote thespatial statistics of image change [9], [10]. Consideration of the image spatial
domain is particularly relevant to such image patterns as 2Dand 3D textures (e.g. [11], [7]). We are not interested
here in texture in this commonly understood sense of the word, i.e. in spatial patterns. Instead, we are interested
in regions which look rather random and their only difference is the underlying probability density function from
which the observed values are drawn. More specifically, we are interested in detecting boundaries between regions
the histograms of which differ in their third order statistics only. These boundaries are of particular interest because
it is known that the human vision system can only see the boundaries between regions that differ in their first or
second order statistics. Thus, in this paper we identify boundaries between brain regions which differ in third
(skewness) but not in the first (mean) and second (variance) order statistics and compare the extent of such regions
in schizophrenic patients and normal controls.

2 Materials and Methods

The MRI-T2 and MRI-PD data used refer to 40 subjects (21 schizophrenic patients and 19 normal controls). All
subjects were scanned with a 1.5-T GE Signa (GE medical systems Milwaukee) at the Maudsley Hospital, London.
Proton density and MRI-T2 weighted images were acquired with a dual-echo fast spin-echo sequence (TR=4000
ms, TE=20.85 ms). Contiguous interleaved images were calculated with 3-mm slice thickness and 0.856�0.856
mm in-plane pixel size in the axial plane parallel to the intercommissural line. The two groups were matched for
age and social class as defined by the occupation of the head ofthe household at the time of birth. (Mean age
for controls 31.5, with a standard deviation of 5.9. Mean agefor patients 33.7 with a standard deviation of 6.9.
Social class 1-3, controls 18/21 and patients 16/19.) The mean premorbid IQs for both groups were estimated by
the National Adult Reading Test with the normal controls having slightly higher IQ. (Mean IQ of schizophrenics
101.5 with a standard deviation 11.3 and mean IQ for normal controls 107.4 with a standard deviation 9.6.) The
schizophrenics had an average of 13.1 years of education, while the normal controls had an average of 14.3 years
of education. All patients had been taking typical antipsychotic medication for more than 10 years. All subjects
were righthanded male. The dual-echo sequence used for image acquisition is that commonly used as part of
neurological examinations at the Maudsley Hospital, London, UK. In all cases the images were preprocessed so
that only the brain parenchyma was extracted for further analysis [12].

The method is based on the mapping of invisible boundaries using a spherical sliding window (Fig. 1). At every
position the window was divided into two halves along the�, � and� axes. Inside each half of the window the first,
second, and third moments of the data were computed. The values produced in the window halves were compared
and the differences along the three axes were treated as components of gradient vectors of the statistical moments.
If the magnitude of mean and variance gradients at a window position were zero within a certain tolerance, the
skewness magnitude was added to all voxels of the map situated within the window. Thus the map accumulated
the skewness gradient magnitude of voxelsthat had zero mean and variance gradients. The sum of these skewness
gradient values were used as a feature characterising a brain and the null hypothesis that “this feature is the same for
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schizophrenics and normal controls” was tested. The inter-group differences of the maps were assessed statistically
using linear multi-variate techniques commonly accepted in neuroscience.

3 Results

Synthetic images. Results of detecting invisible boundaries of synthetic 3Dsphere and cube images that differ from
background by skewness parameter only are shown in Fig. 2. The mapping technique used in this simulated data
study was as described in the previous section. The only exception was that gradients of the mean and variance
values were zero by definition and the mapping condition given on the right side of Fig. 1 was not examined.

Real images. For the real data the skewness gradient maps were computed for both groups and both image modal-
ities with window diameter varying from� � � to � � �� voxels. No significant inter-group differences were
found using MRI-PD data while in MRI-T2 scans the percentageof mapped brain volume was significantly lower
in patients (47.5 versus 55.4 in the control group,� � ����, 	 
 ������, for � � ��). Examples of resultant
skewness gradient maps superimposed onto original MRI-T2 images are shown in Fig. 3. Statistical significance
plots for mapped brain volume are provided in Fig. 4. The differences between the schizophrenic and control
groups were significant for all tested window diameters (thelowest significance was 48.9 versus 55.6,� � ���,
	 � ����� for sliding window diameter� � ��). Furthermore, the inter-group differences remain significant when
the computed gradient is assigned to the central voxel of thewindow only, as opposed to all the voxels of the
window (2.85% versus 3.73% in controls,� � ����, 	 
 ������, � � ��) as well as when the average skewness
gradient is computed over all voxels with non-zero skewnessgradient (but zero mean and variance gradients) (1.66
versus 1.69 in controls,� � ���, 	 
 ������, � � ��). However, when repeated for brain cerebral hemispheres
separately, these measurements did not reveal any significant asymmetries.

In our earlier study [7] we reported structural differencesbetween the brains of schizophrenic patients and controls
detected on the same image data using 3D texture analysis methods. A comparison of these structural features
with skewness gradient maps considered in the present studysuggests that the new features introduced here are of
a different nature than the other ones: structural differences [7] were localised in grey matter, close to the cortical
surface while regions mapped here are predominantly in the white matter. A further investigation is necessary
before firm conclusions can be drawn.
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Figure 1. Mapping boundaries between brain regions which differ in the third (skewness) but not in the first (mean)
and second (variance) order statistics.

Figure 2. Mapping skewness gradient magnitude of synthetic sphere (top row) and cube (bottom row) images with
different diameters of sliding window (�=11 and�=15). Image size: 200�200�200 voxels. Sphere and cube size:
101 voxes, centered. Intensity parameters: Pearson-III distribution with mean�=100, variance�=400, skewness
�=1.0 for background and�=2.0 for sphere and cube. For each image the axial slice 101 isshown.
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Figure 3. Examples of colour-coded skewness gradient magnitude mapsfor three schizophrenic patients (top row)
and three controls (bottom row) superimposed onto originalMRI-T2 images.

Figure 4. Statistical plots illustrating significant differences inmapped brain volume between the groups of
schizophrenic patients and controls.
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Simulation of Realistic Abnormal SPECT Brain Perfusion 
Images; Method and Applications 
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A method is presented that allows the fast simulation of abnormal distributions of cerebral perfusion through 
the synthesis of realistic stereotactic hypoperfusion lesions inside of a known normal brain.  Abnormalities 
were first defined in standard space, as voxels with percentage perfusion reduction in known anatomical 
positions.  The abnormality was spatially transformed to the subject space, and convolved with a measured 
point spread function (PSF), and then introduced into the normal image.  The method is applied to a group of 
normal subjects to generate two sets of data.  One is used to determine the sensitivity threshold of SPM99 
analysis in our clinical setting, and another was prepared for audit of HMPAO SPECT analysis techniques, 
by simulating pathological presentation of disease.  We present the initial findings of the applications. 

1. Introduction 

Single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) perfusion imaging of the brain is a useful tool in the 
diagnosis of dementia.  There are currently several widely accepted semi-quantitative analysis techniques 
described in the literature that are useful in aiding in the interpretation of SPECT images.   These methods offer 
an increase in the level of sensitivity and specificity over that of viewing alone.  Validation of the techniques is 
usually based upon cross-reference with clinical observations and psychiatric tests, and lacks the inclusion of 
known ground truth.  Basic validation has been performed on statistical parametric mapping (SPM) using 
simulated data sets [1], however the method used for the generation of validation data did not produce very 
realistic images.  The use of simulated images allows analysis to proceed with the ground truth being known, 
giving a method of indexing the accuracy and precision of the analysis method.  Full system simulation can be 
achieved through the use of Monte-Carlo codes.  These methods offer simulation of all aspects of the imaging 
system on a photon by photon basis, but are limited by very long run times to simulate a useful number of 
detected events. 

Another method of simulating gamma camera images is to make assumptions based on measured data, and 
incorporate this information into the simulation.  One such method uses a measured or modelled point spread 
function (PSF) and proceeds to model the detected distribution of events from a single point source of activity, 
eliminating the need to simulate each photon.  The image is then formed by the combination of PSF’s for a 
given activity distribution.  This method has been successfully implemented using different PSF models [2, 3, 
4].  These methods can be extended to simulate abnormalities.  We present a fast method for the simulation of 
realistic abnormalities in acquired normal data, incorporating an experimentally measured 3D PSF and existing 
normal reconstructed hexamethylpropyleneamine oxime (HMPAO) SPECT brain scans.  The study reported 
here produces realistic lesions representing actual disease progression, using the Talairach atlas to synthesize the 
anatomical position of the abnormalities.  Inter subject variability is achieved through the use of acquired normal 
subject images.  Other methods have been described for the simulation of abnormal lesions for the validation of 
the performance of analysis, and various approaches have been used to simulate abnormal images [1, 5, 6].  

2. Methods 

2.1 Imaging, Processing and Analysis 

Subjects were chosen retrospectively from the department database of carefully screened normal healthy 
controls, demonstrating no confounding problems.  Subjects were injected, scanned and processed using the 
standard clinical procedure.  The data is then reconstructed using filtered back projection (FBP) and extraneous 
facial activity is removed by interactive masking.  A leave one out analysis was performed using SPM99 
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(Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK) to ensure the analysis method was not 
introducing false positives into the normal subjects, and consequently all subjects over 80 years of age were 
omitted from the data set. 

SPM99 was used for image analysis as follows.  Images were spatially normalised to the SPM SPECT template 
using a 12 parameter affine transformation and a 12 step iterative non-linear deformation (4 x 5 x 4 basis 
functions, bi-linear interpolation).  The images were then smoothed with a 16mm FWHM 3D Gaussian kernel, 
resulting in matrix size of 91x109x91 voxels with an isotropic voxel size of 2mm.  The count level was 
normalised to the average maximum counts on both sides of the cerebellum.  Analysis was then performed by 
comparing a single individual subject to a group of control subjects on a voxel by voxel basis using a two-
sample t-test (p < 0.001 uncorrected).  Clusters were considered abnormal at p<0.05 (corrected). 

A 200mm diameter, cylindrical water filled phantom was used to contain the point source of activity for 
measurement of the PSF.  A 2.3MBq point source measuring approximately 1mm3 was placed at the centre of 
the phantom.  The phantom was imaged at a distance of 15cm from the centre of rotation.  The data is then 

processed using the same method as described above, and the measured PSF is scaled such that . ∫ =1PSF

2.2 Simulation 

VOI’s were extracted for each of the regions defined by the Talairach Daemon (Research Imaging Centre, 
University of Texas, USA), which is a stereotactic brain atlas based upon the space defined by Talairach and 
Tournoux [7].  The daemon splits the Talairach atlas into 5 levels consisting of cerebral organisation, associated 
lobe, associated gyrus/sulcus, the type of matter and the Brodmann area.  Each region was extracted into 
individual left and right-sided regions, which can be used to precisely position abnormalities in standard space, 
such that they can be used in the simulation system.  The regions were then transformed into the standard space 
defined by the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI), as used by SPM, using a transformation supplied by 
Matthew Brett [8]. 

Spatial registration is then performed on the image using SPM99 with a 12 parameter affine transformation and 
the resulting transformation is stored for future use.  The VOI’s to be simulated are selected and combined 
and/or masked with other VOI’s to produce a pattern of abnormality with the intensity at each voxel 
representing the percentage perfusion reduction in that voxel.  The stored transformation matrix for the image is 
reversed and applied to the standardised abnormality to transform it to the original subject space.  Abnormalities 
can also be defined directly as discrete voxels or clusters of voxels in predefined geometric shapes, which are 
positioned interactively on the reconstructed subject image.  The abnormality map is then convolved with the 
measured PSF to generate a simulated abnormality distribution.  This image is inverted and multiplied by (as 
opposed to subtracted from) the normal image.  This process preserves features of the original image, such as the 
natural image noise, at a relative level.  The result is a simulated abnormal image with a known abnormality 
distribution.  Equation 1 illustrates this concept mathematically for the generation of the simulated image Isim. 

( )( )PSFabsubsim IIII ⊗−×= 1  

Where Isub is the subject image, Iab is the image representing the abnormality contribution in subject space 
(relative to 1) and IPSF is the measured and normalised point spread function. 

2.3 SPM Sensitivity Assessment 

This experiment was designed to ascertain the size and intensity detection threshold of SPM99 in the clinical 
setting.  21 subjects were selected retrospectively from the full normal database.  From the group, a single 
control subject was used as a test subject and the remaining controls constitute the normal database for 
comparison using SPM.  Four symmetrically paired abnormalities were stereotactically defined in the grey 
matter of the four major brain lobes in the reconstructed data.  The abnormalities were initially defined in grey 
matter only, and the region size was increased by region growing and constraining the growth of the regions 
depending on the immediate neighbourhood of the voxels.  Intensity was varied from 0% to 100% in 25% steps.  
Each abnormality was simulated, incorporated into the subject image and analysed.  Table 1 gives a description 
of the abnormalities along with the stereotactic coordinates and the size of the abnormality.  SPM analysis was 
performed using the standard protocol, and an abnormality was considered detected if significant regional 
hypoperfusion was evident. 
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Region FR FL TR TL PR PL OR OL 
Origin 60 45 18 75 45 19 49 59 33 83 64 34 58 68 16 74 70 16 59 80 57 73 81 38 

152 158 146 159 149 151 144 145 
255 255 254 260 244 251 241 258 
340 358 359 344 347 348 353 348 

Size of 
region 
in 
voxels 467 460 447 456 459 451 449 456 

 Table 1.  Description of abnormalities used in SPM99 sensitivity measurement, showing the origin of the 
region and the actual abnormality size in voxels.

 F = frontal lobe, T = temporal lobe, P = parietal lobe, O = occipital lobe.  L= left, R = right side
 

2.4 HMPAO Brain SPECT Audit Data 

The purpose of this experiment was to generate a set of abnormal subject images that could be used in the audit 
of cross centre analysis methods, facilitating a method of testing the efficacy of the methods.  29 normal subject 
images were available for this study.  The studies were divided into two groups representing a normal database 
(group 1, n=19) and a group of subjects to be used for abnormality simulation to represent the unknown 
population (group 2, n=10).  Age and sex variance was minimised within and across the two groups. 

The abnormal group is subdivided to represent the four major dementia diseases, including Alzheimer’s 
dementia (AD, n=2), vascular dementia (multiple infarct dementia (MID), n=2), fronto-temporal dementia (FTD, 
n=2), dementia with Lewy Bodies (DLB, n=2), and 2 unaltered subjects.  The severity of the condition was 
randomised across the abnormal group.  The data was simulated and assessed locally, with the help of a nuclear 
medicine consultant, using SPM to iteratively reach a realistic representation of the true disease.  The data set 
can be split into 3 different types of abnormal image; 2 images representing control subjects with no 
abnormality, 6 images representing common dementia types and 2 MID images with varying sizes and weights 
of abnormality that offer a method of assessing the sensitivity of the analysis method under study.  In subsequent 
sensitivity and specificity measurement, the MID patients are not included in the analysis results.  

3. Results 

Table 2 shows the number of significant detected abnormalities (non significant in brackets) against the size of 
the abnormality and the percentage reduction applied. 

 150 Vx (5.8ml) 250 Vx (9.7ml) 350 Vx (13.5ml) 450 Vx (17.4ml) 
25% 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
50% 0 (0) 0 (3) 0 (4) 1 (5) 
75% 0 (2) 0 (5) 4 (8) 6 (8) 

100% 0 (5) 4 (8) 8 (8) 8 (8) 
 Table 2.  SPM99 - Number of significant and non-significant detected abnormalities for varying size 

and intensity.  Abnormality sizes are given in voxels and ml. 

The variation of sensitivity of abnormality detection with volume and intensity of perfusion deficit was 
determined.  SPM analysis required a reduction of 50% for subsequent detection of significant abnormalities 
over the range of size studied, and similarly a minimum abnormality size of 9.7cc to detect any levels of 
significantly reduced perfusion.  100% sensitivity was only achieved for abnormalities larger than 13.5cc with a 
complete reduction in perfusion.  Sensitivity was considerably higher for the temporal and occipital lobe 
abnormalities compared to the frontal and parietal lobes.  No meaningful difference was witnessed between the 
two hemispheres of the brain. 

The full audit data set has been analysed blindly using SPM99 by an experienced nuclear medicine physicist 
using our routine clinical protocol.  The detection sensitivity and specificity for the introduced abnormalities 
were observed as 95% and 88% respectively for our clinical implementation of SPM99. 

4. Discussion 

This simulation method using measured PSF data and existing patient images offers fast simulation that cannot 
be achieved using more analytical approaches.  The incorporation of the abnormality into the image through 
multiplication results in the preservation of the noise in the image at a relative level, removing the need to adapt 
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the abnormality to take this into account.  The inclusion of a stereotactic atlas and image registration allows for 
the precise anatomical positioning of abnormalities, allowing the simulation of realistic disease presentation.  
Furthermore, as the images are based on real subjects, anatomical and physiological variation is already included 
in the images. Data generated using the simulation method could be used in the optimisation of different analysis 
methods for individual sites. 

There are currently several limitation of this simulation system.  This method produces reconstructed data and as 
such is not applicable to production of planar projection data such as would be required in the study of 
reconstruction methods.  This may also require that other centres protocols would need to be adjusted to take 
this into account when performing quantitative analysis.  The PSF used in this simulation is taken from an 
average distance inside a water filled phantom, intended to represent the PSF for the average voxel.  Distance 
dependent factors affecting the PSF such as scatter and attenuation should be taken into account to provide a 
more realistic model of the PSF.  While the effects of noise were minimised through the use of large activities 
for the PSF measurement, these effects cannot be totally removed, which adds uncertainty to the result.  This 
could be minimised through the use of three-dimensional mathematical modelling of the PSF incorporating these 
parameters.  Affine registration is used to transform the abnormality into the subject space, but does not take into 
account individual physiological differences, and errors may be evident in the positioning of the abnormalities.  
However, these errors would be generally small compared to the FWHM of the PSF, and are as such negligible. 

The SPM99 sensitivity measurement allowed the diagnostic accuracy of the method to be assessed in our 
clinical implementation (table 2).  By varying the size, intensity and position of the abnormalities, the threshold 
level could be obtained for each independent region.  The method demonstrates the usefulness of the simulation 
system in generating data that can be used to assess analysis software.  A set of data has been generated that will 
be used in the audit of cross centre analysis methods, and it is intended that this data will be used in a 99mTc 
HMPAO brain SPECT pilot audit study.  Initial analysis indicates that all of the simulated images represent their 
intended presentation, and the results show variation in the detection of the introduced abnormalities. 

5. Conclusion 

We have presented a fast and realistic method of abnormality simulation in normal subjects, incorporating 
anatomical and physiological variation.  The method offers the ability to generate stereotactic abnormalities of 
arbitrary or anatomical composition, allowing the pathology of disease to be simulated.  The method has been 
implemented to test the sensitivity of our analysis methods, and highlights problems associated with it.   

The method described is useful for the generation of data sets allowing for the optimisation of processing and 
analysis parameters, such that optimum sensitivity and specificity could be achieved for the method of choice 
through the interactive adjustment of these parameters. 
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Abstract This paper presents an algorithm for classifying different tissue types in MR brain images in both normal and 
abnormal cases. Initially, an adaptive greedy contour model has been developed to separate the intracranial volume (ICV) 
from the scalp and skull. Next, to counteract the blurring of tissue boundaries due to the partial volume effect, an algorithm 
for fuzzy segmentation is presented which uses integrated fuzzy spatial affinity with statistical distributions of image 
intensities for each one of the three tissues – white matter (WM), grey matter (GM) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) 
respectively. Experimental results of brain tissue classification on 3D real and simulated MR data are provided. 

1  Introduction 

In human brain imaging and diagnosis, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) has become an important 
tool, providing good soft tissue contrast, its non-invasive nature is also an advantage. Extraction of the 3-D 
(three-dimensional) structure of soft-tissues is one of the active areas of research in computer-aided analysis 
and diagnosis. The classification of MR images of the brain, that is, assigning each voxel to a specific tissue 
type has received a considerable amount of attention. The soft tissue contrast enables complex and subtle brain 
structures to be clearly visualised. However, a unique correspondence of grey level ranges to different tissue 
types does not exist. It is difficult to detect anatomical structures due to unpredictable regions of interests 
(ROIs) in the presence of noise, finite spatial resolution and partial volume effects. The process of labelling 
voxels as members of different non-overlapping regions, whose union is the entire image, is called image 
segmentation [1]. In this paper, algorithms for three-dimensional segmentation of anatomical objects from MR 
brain images are presented. 

Approaches to segmentation may be classified into different categories: edge-based detection represents 
the boundaries of objects where signal changes occur [2] while region-based methods [3,4] grow connected 
regions, which are homogeneous according to some measure of gray level or texture. Automatic thresholding 
and morphological operations have been used in many segmentation techniques [5,6]. Each of these groups 
may be further divided into subgroups: hard and fuzzy – depending on whether the defined voxels are 
described with a binary value of 1 or 0 (known as hard) or the amount of tissue belonging to the given tissue 
class of the voxel (known as fuzzy) [7-9]. However, a major disadvantage of the use of fuzzy techniques alone 
is that they do not incorporate information about spatial relationships. The limited spatial resolution of MR 
imaging and the complex shape of the tissue interfaces in the brain imply that a large portion of voxels are 
affected by partial volume (PV) voxels, i.e., voxels that contain a mixture of two or more tissue types, and not a 
single tissue.  

In this paper, a deformable contour model has been used that is a modified version of the greedy algorithm 
[12] to delineate the ICV from the skull and scalp. After delineating the brain, we have used spatial affinity 
based relative fuzzy classification to label the regions of white matter, grey matter and CSF. In our experiment, 
we used T1-weighted MR brain images and experimental results of brain tissue classification on real and  
simulated brainweb 3D – MR data [14] are provided.  

2 Methods 

2.1 Deformable Contour Model 

Active Contour Models (ACM) were first introduced by Kass et al [13] to deform a contour to extract a 
feature of interest within an image. This algorithm provides a promising framework for boundary detection 
through the solution of energy minimization using variational calculus. The energy function is an integral sum 
of different weighted energy constraints. Williams et al [12] modified the ACM with the greedy algorithm to 
make it more stable and flexible. The original contour model was attracted to contours with large image 
gradients and in the greedy algorithm, the location that gives the smallest energy value is chosen. In this study, 
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a deformable model has been developed based on the modified version of the ACM [12] to delineate the 
volumetric brain structures.   

The model requires a set of control points (CPs) to start with which roughly delineate the volume of 
interest on several slices. In this case, object boundaries do not need to be marked precisely and also it is not 
necessary to do this on every slice. These CPs are then regenerated by using cubic spline interpolation to 
produce the same number of evenly spaced CPs that are smooth in the first derivative and continuous in the 
second derivative, both within an interval and at its boundaries. These CPs are then sorted so that they are 
roughly adjacent to each other in the third dimension. Splines are then generated between each set of 
connecting CPs in the third dimension to generate a full set of CPs, i.e., one for each slice.  

After generating the full set of CPs, the ACM is then used to adjust their position and shape to find the 
best nearby contour by optimizing the spline energies of the model. Each possible configuration of the contour 
is associated with the total energy dependent on the elasticity and rigidity of the spline. Among the energies, 
internal spline forces impose a smoothness constraint on the contour to control continuity, stretching and 
bending of a contour. In this case of elastic energy, the approximation of evenly spaced contour points has been 
maintained by calculating the average distance between all points for contours in the xy plane and in the z 
direction respectively, which guides the overall performance of the model. The external energy is a weighted 
combination of two terms: one attracts the model to edges and the other constrains the model to surround a 
homogeneous region. In our method, we move the CPs  to the desired regions by normalizing the energy values 
for internal and external energies. Dependent on the direction of normal vector and the curvature of each 
connecting line between the CPs , we calculate the maximum gradient of internal energy (continuity and 
bending energy) dI  as well as for the external energies, dE  in the given search space s and the subscript d 

means the gradient. We also calculate the difference of energies, ksI and ksE with the minimum energy of each 
of these CPs respectively in the given s , where k  is the number of neighbourhood points. Next, all the CPs 
are reparameterised by normalizing ksI and ksE  with the maximum gradient dI and dE  in ks  space. New 

CPs are then constructed using the energy minimization to give the best fit to the structure of interest. 

The three-dimensional deformable model is composed of a set of control points that are connected both in 
a two-dimensional plane and between slices.  ( ) ( ) ( ){ }iyixivxy ,=  and ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }iziyixivxyz ,,=  represent a section 

of contour in the xy  plane and connected contours with components in xyz , where yx, and z  are the spatial 
coordinates and i  is the length along the contour. The total energy can be represented by:  

( )[ ] ( )[ ][ ]
( )[ ] ( )[ ] ( )[ ]
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where, intE represents the internal spline energy, extE  represents the energy from image features. α  and β  are 
the weighting parameters to control the internal energy and the image energy, respectively. Figure 1(a) shows 
the results of applying the algorithm on simulated brainweb 3D-MR data [14]. 

2.2 Relative Fuzzy Classification with Spatial Affinity 

The main aim in this study is to compensate for the blurring effect of tissue boundaries due to the partial 
volume effect. To overcome this effect, the statistical distributions of the image intensities of each tissue type 

,, gmwm pp and csfp  have been integrated with the fuzzy spatial affinity of each tissue element to classify the 

WM, GM and CSF. Classification assigns voxels/regions in an image into one or more specified classes and 
voxels can be a hard (binary) or fuzzy process. In the hard binary case, the voxels are assigned to classes with a 
value of 1 or 0, whereas in fuzzy classification, the process assigns the membership values for each tissue type 
in each voxel. Therefore, the membership values e.g. ,, gmwm µµ and csfµ  indicate the amount of tissue present 

in the voxel or the probability that that voxel belongs to the given tissue class. Alone the fuzzy process can not 
incorporate information about the spatial context making it sensitive to noise. In order to minimise this 
problem we calculate the connectedness between each group of tissues in the spatial domain. 
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The fuzzy classification process is designed to minimize the overall objective function F  with respect to 
the membership functions ikµ  and the centroids kv , 
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where, ix  is the observation at voxel ci,  is the number of clusters or classes, n  is the image domain and the 
parameter m determines the amount of fuzziness of the resulting classification. The membership values of a 
voxel i to each class k are [ ]1,0∈ikµ and � =
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The spatial affinity between voxels has been taken into consideration in the classification process. Here, 
connectedness takes into account the adjacency of the voxels and the similarity of their intensity values. This 
affinity is then used to assign the strength of connectedness between the voxels and the tissue classes by using 
the strength of connectedness between the successive points in the connecting path. The final strength of 
connectivity within the same tissue class is the maximum strength along the path of minimum distance. The 
fuzzy affinity in a membership image is a function of (i) the fuzzy adjacency between the voxels, (ii) the 
homogeneity of the voxel intensities along the connecting path, (iii) the closeness of the voxel intensities and of 
the intensity-based features (mean and standard deviation) to some expected intensity and feature values for the 
tissue class and (iv) the relative location of the voxels. In general, the implementation of fuzzy connectedness 
for ( ) ( ) ( )( ),,,,,,),(:, dcdfcfdchdcCdc fc αµµ =∈  where dc,  are the image locations of the two voxels, 

( )dc,αµ  is an adjacency function based on the distance of the two voxels, and ( )cf and ( )df are the intensity 
of voxels c  and d , respectively. Fuzzy connectedness is a fuzzy relationship in C , where ( )dcfc ,µ  is the 

strength of the strongest path between c  and d , which has the smallest affinity along the path. In Udupa [10, 
11], a hard binary relationship is used in C  based on the fuzzy connectedness: 

( ) ( ) [ ]1,0,,1, ∈≥= θµµ dcifdc fcfc , otherwise 0 , and αµ  was chosen to a hard adjacency relation. In our study, 

a modification was used in the fuzzy connectedness algorithm to take into account spatial affinity relationship 
along with the fuzzy membership values. In this study, we have used an affinity relationship based on 

gmwm µµ , , and csfµ , the adjacency of the tissue elements, and the intensities without any extra weighting 

parameter. With this modification, we are able to assign the undefined voxels to a tissue class based upon their 
spatial affinity. Figure 1(b), and (c) show the classification result of WM, and GM respectively of simulated 
brainweb data [14] obtained from this fuzzy process. 

Results and Conclusion 

This paper presents a new method for the segmentation of 3-D MR brain images. The proposed deformable 
contour model demonstrated here can successfully delineate the ICV from the scalp and skull. In this paper, a 
spatial affinity based relative fuzzy classification algorithm has been applied in the real and simulated 3-D 
brain images and the result on a healthy clinical data set is presented in Figure 2. Figure 3, shows the results of 
the proposed algorithm on the brainweb data, with Figure 4 showing the corresponding slices from the gold 
standard data for comparison. A comparison of tissue volumes is provided in Table 1. In comparison with 
previous published results, this new segmentation technique performs satisfactorily with regard to tissue 
classification of WM, GM, and CSF. This algorithm has been developed to identify and classify multiple 
sclerosis and tumour tissue and initial indications are that this classification technique can identify multiple 
sclerosis lesions. 
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1(a) ICV 1(b) WM 1(c) GM  3a WM 3(b) GM 3(c) CSF 

Figure 1. Segmentation of simulated brainweb data.  Figure 3. Fuzzy labelling of brain tissues. 

   

 

   
2(a) ICV 2(b) WM 2(c ) GM  4(a) WM 4(b) GM 4(c) CSF 

Figure 2. Result on a healthy clinical data set.  Figure 4. Labelling obtained from gold standard 
data 

   

 WM  
(voxels) 

GM 
(voxels) 

Brain 
(voxels) 

CSF 
(voxels) 

ICV = 
Brain + CSF  

Simulated tissue volumes: 
(BrainWeb) 674777 902912 1577689 371945 1949634 

Segmentation results on  
simulated data 694944 890611 1585555 384750 1970305 

Error (%) 2.9% 1.4% 0.5% 3.4% 1.06% 
Published Error results 3% [15]  4% [16]  4% [17] 
Table 1: A comparison between the developed method and the simulated brain web data is presented for 

volume calculation of WM, GM, CSF and ICV with previous published result. 
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The effect of follicle volume measurement on clinical decisions
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1 Introduction

Currently, the growth of ovarian follicles under stimulation for fertility treatment is monitored using 2D ultrasound.
The follicle size is recorded as the mean of two approximately orthogonal diameters across the follicle, in the plane
in which the follicle appears largest. Human Chorionic Gondaotropin (hCG) is administered to the patient 36
hours prior to oocyte recovery, at a time when the oocytes are considered to be mature. The decision as to when to
administer hCG is based solely on the mean diameter measurement, subject to blood estradiol levels being within
acceptable limits.

In [1] we presented a semi-automatic method for the measurement of follicle volumes from freehand 3D ultra-
sound. This paper presents a study of the accuracy of the volume measurements, together with a study of the effect
that using this volume measurement would have on management of the hCG decision.

2 Method

2.1 Accuracy of 3D measurement

In [1] we presented a semi-automatic method for the measurement of follicle volumes from freehand 3D ultra-
sound. This method uses a level set based region growing algorithm to segment manually identified follicles in
3D, whilst simultaneously interpolating the surface where data is absent. To assess the accuracy of this 3D volume
measurement, volumes measurements from the reconstruction system were compared to aspirated follicle volumes
as follows; The ovaries from 9 patients undergoing IVF treatment were scanned prior to oocyte recovery. The
entire ovary was scanned for the 3D scan and all follicles were reconstructed. To aid identification of each fol-
licle at the time of aspiration the clinician who would perform the follicle aspiration observed the 3D scan and
labelled diagrams were drawn for each scan by the scanning clinician. Still images of the significant follicles were
also printed and labelled. Although ideally all follicles would be measured in each ovary, if an ovary contained
more than about 6 follicles, identification of follicles at aspiration is very difficult. Therefore only the follicles for
which the aspirating clinician could be confident of a correct identification had volumes measured and recorded.
Aspirated volumes were recorded to the nearest 0.5ml. The current clinical measure of follicle size recorded is the
mean diameter. This assumes that the follicle is spherical and therefore that the diameter is representative of the
follicle volume. To test this assumption, mean diameter measurements were also made at the time of the 3D scan.
The volumes of the follicles were estimated from the clinical diameter measurements using a spherical model, for
comparison to the aspirated volume.

2.2 Effect of volume on clinical decision

For a new system to be adopted for use in a clinical context it is necessary to show that quality of treatment
management is at least equivalent to that of the current system in use. For fertility treatment management the
quality of treatment management must be assessed for the decision as to when to administer hCG.

After a period of about 1 week of monitored hormonal stimulation of the ovaries, the follicles are nearing maturity.
At this stage the decision as to when to aspirate the follicles must be made. The hormone hCG must be administered
36 hours before aspiration, to complete the maturation. Currently the decision of when to administer hCG and
aspirate the follicles is made largely on an assessment of the number of mature follicles. A follicle is considered
mature if it is greater than 18mm in mean diameter, and is considered post-mature if greater than 25mm. The hCG
decision must be generally consistent between systems, if the reconstruction system is to be used for treatment
management. It must be shown that the same decision is made whether based on volume measurement or based on
mean diameter. In cases of a difference of decision, it is necessary that the volume measurement provides a better
tool for treatment management.

∗gooding@robots.ox.ac.uk
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Figure 1. This figure shows the volume estimated from 3D reconstruction plotted against the clinicians diameter
measurement. The board relationship established aids the clinician in understanding the new volume measurement
in terms of the familiar diameter measurement. 2.14ml is equivalent to 18mm and 4.77ml is equivalent to 25mm.

To investigate whether the use of volume instead of diameter affects this decision, a simulation of this decision
was used. Both diameter and volume measurements from 16 patients were collected. These measurements were
presented to a clinician independently and in a random order. The clinician was asked to make a decision as to
whether the follicles were mature and if the patient was ready for the hCG injection. The clinician was given
access to the general relationship between volume and diameter to assist them in understanding the volume mea-
surements. The measurements from all 16 patients were included randomly twice, to evaluate if the clinician’s
decision was consistent. The 32 diameter and 32 volume sets were coded so that the clinician was not aware of the
correspondence between diameter data sets and volume data sets, or between repeated measurements. However
since the clinician was not accustomed to making an hCG decision based on volume, it was necessary to establish
a parametric relationship between mean diameter and volume. This relationship was found as described in [2],
by measuring the volume and diameter of 191 follicles and fitting a curve through the data as the model of the
realtionship. The clinician was allowed to refer to this relationship, as presented in figure 1, when presented with
the volume data, such that an equivalent diameter could be found.

3 Results

3.1 Accuracy of 3D measurement

The data acquired consisted of 21 follicles for which aspirated volume, reconstructed volume, and diameter mea-
surements were available. The low number of follicles in this part of the study is a result of the difficulty in
identifying follicles at aspiration once the first follicle has been aspirated. This problem was also identified in [3],
where only the largest follicle was measured in each of 25 patients.

Use of the Bland-Altman plot [4], shown in figure 2, illustrates that the estimated volume underestimates the
aspirated volume by about 25%. The reasons for the underestimate have not been identified, and it is noted that
the clinical measurement also underestimates the aspirated volume by about 25%. However, our main concern is
with the reproducibility compared to the clinical measurement, since a measurement with a proportional error can
still be used as an effective measure, but a measurement with high variance cannot.

Qualitatively it can be seen that the measurement made by the 3D system has a lower spread than the clinical data.
Quantitatively, the variance of each data set from a linear fit to the data was 1.13ml2 and 0.43ml2 for the clinical
and automated data sets respectively. For an F-test to be used to determine if the difference in variance between
these sets is significant, it is necessary that the sets follow a Normal distribution. A chi-squared test was performed
to check for normality. None of the data sets were rejected from being considered Normal. The F-test shows that
the 3D reconstruction system has a significantly different variance to both the clinical measurements (p=0.966).
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Figure 2. This graph shows the Bland-Altman plot for the reconstruction volume measurements and clinical
volume estimates. Both the reconstruction method and clinical measurement have similar bias. The reconstruction
method has a lower variance that the clinical measurement.

This variance is much lower than that of the clinical measurement, and therefore the 3D reconstruction system can
be considered to be out-performing the current clinical measurement method.

3.2 Effect of volume on clinical decision

Generally the hCG decision made by the clinician was consistent for both presentations of each set of patient data,
whether based on diameter and volume. For both diameters and volumes measurements there was only one patient
(6.25%) for whom the decision of the clinician was different on the second occasion. However, this discrepancy
occurred with a different patient for each measurement method. This is not unexpected since borderline cases will
exist independent of the measurement method used. This experiment does show that the decision made by the
clinician is highly repeatable.

For two patients (12.5%) the decision of the clinician differed when using volume measurements rather than diam-
eter measurements. For these patients it is necessary to examine the reason for the discrepancy. In both cases the
volume measurements were larger than would be expected given the diameter measurements, leading the clinician
to decide on the basis of volume that hCG should be administered, whereas on the basis of diameter hCG would be
postponed. Figure 3 shows the 3D reconstruction for an ovary from one of these patients, together with the plane
in which the diameter was measured manually. The foreground follicle corresponds to the follicle for which the
diameter measurements are shown. In the reconstruction is can be seen that the plane of measurement was perpen-
dicular to the major axis of the follicle and as such the diameter measurement can be considered to be in error. In a
protocol where the aim is to find the plane of maximum diameter it is expected that any error in finding this plane
will lead to underestimation of the follicle size, leading to the hCG injection being incorrectly postponed.

4 Conclusion

It has be shown that the automated volumetric follicle reconstruction method presented in [1] has significantly
lower variance than the state-of-the-art 2D clinical measurement. It should be expected that the diameter measure-
ment would have higher variation because the diameter measurement cannot account for the shape of the follicles
as they deviate from the spherical model. Despite this variation, there existed a large degree of agreement between
hCG decision based on diameter measurement and those based on volume measurement. In those cases where
there was a difference in the decision made, it is apparent that the volume measurement is of assistance, because
the true size of the follicle is known. Therefore use of this measure may lead to better management of the treat-
ment. However there still exists borderline decision cases even when using volume measurement. This should be
expected because the decision is still fairly subjectively based on the size of the follicle and the expected oocyte
yield. Use of expert systems [5] may be of benefit in such a well specified decision environment. Although it was
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Figure 3. This figure shows the plane in which the clinician made the diameter measurement, together with the 3D
reconstruction of the follicles within the ovary. This plane was perpendicular to the major axis of the follicle show
with measurements. The equivalent follicle can be seen in the foreground on the reconstruction. In such cases the
diameter measurement can be seen to be in error.

possible for the clinician to base decisions on volume measurements, there was a need to have the relationship
with diameter available to help the clinician understand how to interpret the volume measurement. This need will
persist to some degree when/if volume measurements are adopted clinically.

Further work should consider the effect on treatment outcome of management based on follicular volume. Vari-
ability of decision between clinicians should also be considered.
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Abstract. Tumour glucose metabolism can be quantified in vivo using 18F-fluoro-deoxy-glucose positron 

emission tomography (FDG PET) and Patlak graphical analysis, using image-derived input functions for the 

tumour and blood. However, the accuracy of uptake measures obtained by this method is undermined by 

effects arising from the limited spatial sampling of PET imaging devices. This paper describes the 

development and clinical validation of techniques to minimise and correct for these effects: optimised ROI 

analysis, concentration recovery correction and blood activity-time curve (BATC) normalisation.   

1   Introduction 

Positron emission tomography is a functional imaging technique, a sophistication of the radioisotope imaging 

techniques used in conventional nuclear medicine, which maps the biodistribution of a radiopharmaceutical 

incorporating a positron emitting isotope through coincident detection of the gamma photons produced when the 

emitted positrons annihilate with electrons within tissue. Coincident detection of annihilation photon pairs affords 

PET superior imaging performance compared to conventional techniques, together with the ability to quantify 

tracer concentration in vivo. Measures of radiopharmaceutical concentration are typically derived from PET 

images using region of interest (ROI) analysis. Uptake is most commonly expressed in terms of the radioactivity 

concentration at a fixed time post-injection, normalised to appropriate factors such as injected radioactivity and 

patient mass. ROI analysis can also be applied to a dynamic series of PET images to obtain blood and tissue 

activity-time curves which can act as input functions for kinetic models, enabling quantification of uptake in 

terms of the biological parameters associated with the uptake mechanism.  This image-based approach avoids the 

risks associated with rapid arterial sampling, the traditional method of obtaining the BATC.  

The majority of PET studies use the radiopharmaceutical 18F-fluoro-deoxy-glucose (FDG) to detect and 

characterise tumours by means of their elevated glucose metabolism. In addition, pre- and post-therapy scans can 

be used to identify residual disease and assess response to treatment. The change in FDG uptake measures 

between pre- and post-therapy scans could be used to classify response [1] using a system analogous to that 

currently employed in anatomical imaging [2]. 

As PET imaging devices are limited by finite spatial sampling and statistical noise, the radioactivity distribution 

seen in the PET image is not an exact representation of the true distribution within the imaged object.  For a PET 

scanner operating as a 2D slice imaging device, the effect of finite spatial sampling can be described in terms of 

recovery loss and spillover in the transaxial plane, and the partial volume effect in the axial direction. Recovery 

loss and spillover arise from the convolution of the true radioactivity distribution with the scanner response 

function, recovery loss being the reduction in the contribution from radioactivity in the lesion to a ROI-based 

concentration measurement and spillover being the contribution from radioactivity in surrounding tissues. The 

partial volume effect arises from signal averaging within the volume represented by the ROI pixels. For FDG-

avid tumours, this is most pronounced for the first and last PET image slices in which the tumour appears, as 

these correspond to volumes partially occupied by normal tissue containing a much lower 
18
F concentration.  

The impact of limited spatial sampling on measures of tumour concentration measures can be reduced by careful 

ROI analysis, but there remains a discrepancy between measured and true concentration for smaller structures. If 

uncorrected, this discrepancy would lead to inaccurate measures of radioactivity concentration, which could in 

turn undermine the accuracy of response assessment via FDG PET. The aim of this work was to improve the 

quantitative accuracy of FDG uptake measures acquired by Patlak graphical analysis, using tumour activity-time 

curves (TATCs) obtained by optimised ROI analysis and concentration recovery correction and BATCs 

normalised to the venous 
18
F concentration. 
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2  Methods 

2.1 Imaging and blood sampling protocol 

Five patients with stage IIIB or IV primary non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) underwent dynamic PET 

imaging, initiated to coincide with intravenous administration of 200MBq 18FDG. The dynamic imaging protocol 

consisted of 18 frames, those at the start of the series being shorter in order to adequately characterise the BATC 

peak [3]. A transmission scan was performed prior to administration, to confirm correct positioning and facilitate 

attenuation correction. 3 ml venous blood samples were taken from the arm contralateral to the injection site at 

approximately 45, 55 and 65 minutes after administration. For the second patient, the sampling line became 

blocked and samples were withdrawn from the injection site, after first withdrawing and discarding 10ml of 

blood [4]. 

Each frame was reconstructed by filtered back-projection (FBP) using a Hanning filter with a cut-off frequency 

of 0.156 mm-1 (67% Nyquist), and measured attenuation correction (MAC). In addition, the frame in which 

radioactivity concentration peaked within the aorta was reconstructed using ordered subsets expectation 

maximisation (OSEM) with 28 subsets, 2 iterations and a 3 mm
-1
 Gaussian post-filter, with segmented attenuation 

correction (SAC). The radioactivity concentrations in the venous blood samples were determined using an 

automatic sample counter calibrated for 
18
F, and decay-corrected to the time of administration. 

2.2 TATC definition 

Tumour ROIs were defined on the 18
th
 frame, acquired from 60 to 75 minutes post-injection. Four different ROI 

analyses were used: conventional, focussed, and optimised ROI analysis with and without recovery loss. 

Conventional and focussed analyses reflect the methods most commonly used to obtain radioactivity 

concentration measures. Conventional analysis defines radioactivity concentration as the mean of the average 

concentrations within each of a series of ROIs drawn by eye around the outer edge of the lesion on each of the 

transaxial slices in which the lesion was visible. Focussed analysis was also carried out for cavitated lesions, by 

applying conventional analysis to the most FDG-avid focus within the lesion. Conventional and focused ROIs 

were copied onto all preceding frames to produce TATCconc and TATCfoc, respectively. 
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Figure 1. Variation of RC with FWHM for                          Figure 2. Concentration recovery correction process 

  optimised ROI analysis. 

Optimised ROI analysis defines radioactivity concentration as the mean of the average concentrations within each 

of a series of circular ROIs of diameter equal to the clinical spatial resolution (8.4 mm for 
18
F), centred semi-

automatically over the peak activity within the lesion on all but the first and last transaxial slices in which the 

lesion was visible. In a previous comparison of several ROI analyses, this was found to minimise the discrepancy 

between measured and true radioactivity concentration [5]. This discrepancy is quantified using the recovery 

coefficient (RC), defined as the measured radioactivity concentration divided by the true radioactivity 

concentration, in the absence of surrounding activity. Figure 1 shows the variation of RC with the full width at 

half-maximum (FWHM) of the lesion activity profile, which formed the basis of the concentration recovery 

correction process shown in Figure 2. Phantom studies have shown that this process produces corrected 
18
F 

radioactivity concentrations within 10% of the true concentration for lesion diameters greater than 14.3mm and 

lesion to surrounding radioactivity ratios less than 3.4:1 [5]. Optimised ROI analysis was applied to the tumour 

images from frames 12 to 18, both with and without concentration recovery correction, to produce TATCopt and 

RC = 0.606[log10(FWHM-8.476)] 
+[1-exp(0.004·FWHM)]+0.288 
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TATCoptcorr respectively. Contrast in earlier frames was inadequate for accurate central placement of ROI and 

accurate determination of FWHM. 

2.3 BATC definition and normalisation 

The blood ROIs were defined over the aorta, as BATCs obtained from this vessel have been shown to most 

closely resemble the arterial radioactivity-time curve [6]. Conventional ROI analysis was applied to those image 

slices where the aorta appeared perpendicular to the transaxial plane [7], from the OSEM-reconstructed frame in 

which radioactivity concentration peaked within this structure. These were then copied to all preceding frames to 

create BATC. 

The BATC was matched to the venous radioactivity concentration by subtracting the mean difference between 

the BATC and the venous sample concentrations at 45, 55 and 65 minutes post-injection from all BATC data-

points, creating BATCnorm. Where actual blood sample times deviated from the scheduled sample times, the 

venous radioactivity at the schedule times was deduced by linearly interpolating between, or extrapolating from, 

the existing data. This method is based on the work of Hoekstra and colleagues [8]. 

2.5 Kinetic analysis 

Kinetic analysis was performed using the Patlak graphical method [9], adapted to account for the discrete nature 

of PET data. In this model, TATC and BATC data are related by Equation 1:  

( ) ( )
di
VnNTKnNC +⋅=                                               (1) 

where  ( )
( )nC

nC
nNC

P

T=)(  = normalised counts   

Ki = rate constant for unidirectional, steady state trapping of 
18
FDG into the tumour, min

-1
 

[ ]
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)()(
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ntnC
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n

P∑ ∆⋅
=   = normalised time  

Vd = volume of distribution for unmetabolised FDG (approximate), unitless 

CT = FDG concentration in tumour, kBq⋅ml
-1 

CP = FDG concentration in blood, kBq⋅ml
-1 

 n = Dynamic frame number 

 ∆t = Dynamic frame duration, minutes 

Plots of NC against NT were obtained for each of the four TATCs with BATC, and TATCoptcorr with BATCnorm. 

Values of Ki were obtained from a least-squares fit to the linear phase of the curve, corresponding to frames 12 to 

18, and the correlation between NC and NT quantified using Pearson’s coefficient (r).The significance of 

changes in Ki with different input functions was assessed at the p = 0.05 level using analysis of covariance and 

Fisher’s (F) test. 

2 Results 
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Figure 3. Patlak plots for patient 1, for Figure 4. Variation in Ki with BATC+TATC combination for all  

various TATC+BATC combinations.             five patients. Error bars denote the standard error in Ki 
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Good fits were obtained to the linear phase of all plots (r ≥ 0.98). The differences between Ki for 

TATCconv+BATC and TATCfoc+BATC were statistically significant from those for TATCoptcorr+BATC in all 

cases. For patients 3 and 5, the difference in Ki was also significant between plots for TATCopt+BATC and 

TATCoptcorr+BATC. The differences between Ki for TATCoptcorr+BATC and TATCoptcorr+BATCnorm were 

statistically significant in all cases. 

4 Discussion 

The imaging methodology was well-tolerated by patients with advanced NSCLC. Optimal ROI analysis, 

concentration recovery correction and BATC normalisation were successfully applied and generated highly-

correlated Patlak plots from which the kinetic parameter Ki was obtained. Figures 3 and 4 show a progressive 

increase in Ki from conventional to focussed, then focussed to optimised ROI analysis can be attributed to the 

ROI becoming smaller, and encompassing a more homogeneous population of pixel values which are more 

representative of the true radioactivity concentration in tumour. An additional increase in Ki is observed with 

recovery loss correction for 4 of the 5 patients, although this is only statistically significant for 2 patients. Ki 

increased still further with BATC normalisation. Neither concentration recovery correction nor BATC 

normalisation degraded the quality of the linear fit.  

5 Conclusion 

This method is clinically practicable and successfully corrects for the effects of limited spatial sampling, 

preventing underestimation of Ki and potentially improving the accuracy of response assessments using this index 

of FDG uptake. 
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Abstract.  Screening programmes using retinal photography for the detection of diabetic eye disease are 
being introduced in the UK.  The large number of images involved has encouraged a number of groups to 
develop software to detect the earliest signs of disease.  However, for such analysis to be effective one must 
first ensure that image quality meets two standards: that the image has sufficient clarity, and that the correct 
region of the retina has been photographed.  This paper describes a solution to the latter problem based on the 
detection of known features, including the fovea and optic disc, in the retinal images.  Constraints on the 
location and extent of the detected features have been devised that allow the image field of view to be 
verified.  Results are presented for 1067 images from the Grampian diabetic retinal screening programme. 

1. Introduction 

Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is the major cause of blindness among the working-age population in the UK.  In the 
majority of cases, the blindness is preventable if it is detected early enough.  However, in its early stages the 
disease is entirely asymptomatic, which has necessitated the development of nationwide screening programmes 
for diabetic eye disease.  As screening programmes require the examination of large numbers of images, software 
to automatically detect whether disease is present has been developed by a number of groups [1,2].  For this 
analysis to be effective, one must first ensure that image quality meets certain standards.  The first is that the 
image clarity must be adequate to view relevant lesions if they are present [3].  The second is that the photograph 
should include the correct region of the retina, approximately centred on the fovea.  No work has previously been 
published which describes automatic assessment of this second important aspect of image quality.   

This paper describes a fully automated technique that assesses the adequacy of FOV of images in a DR screening 
programme.  The approach is based on the accurate location of the essential features in the retinal image.  
Metrics are defined using the relative locations and sizes of these features which must satisfy certain conditions 
for the image to be accepted as having an adequate FOV. 

2. Methodology 

2.1. Source and type of images 

The images for the study are taken from patients attending the Grampian Diabetes Retinal Screening Programme.  
A 45° single field disc/macula photograph was taken of each eye.  Images are acquired using a Canon D30 digital 
camera attached to either a Canon CR5-45NM or a Canon CR6-45NM fundus camera.  Image size is 2160 by 
1440 pixels with the fundus occupying a cropped disc inside a region of 1600 by 1440 pixels.  The training set 
for the development of automated methods contained 395 images.  The test set contained 1067 images, 
representing one month’s images.  

The adequacy of the image FOV was graded by a clinical research fellow using the criteria listed in Table 1, with 
examples shown in Figure 1.  All grading was performed on a 22” monitor (Iiyama VM Pro 514) displaying the 
green plane of the colour image, which has the greatest feature contrast.  The locations of the fovea and optic disc 
(OD) and which eye (left or right) were also recorded for comparison with the automated results. 

Criterion Classification Requirement for adequate FOV 

Optic disc complete  True / false True 

Macula complete  True / false True 

Temporal arcades complete  True / false True 

Small pupil artefact present  True / false False 

Table 1.  Grading data recorded by the clinical research fellow. 
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(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) 

    
(v) (vi) (vii) (viii) 

Figure 1.  Examples of retinal images: (i) adequate FOV, right eye, (ii) adequate FOV, left eye.  The remaining 
images have inadequate FOV: (iii) OD incomplete, (iv) superior arcade incomplete, (v) macula incomplete, (vi) 

inferior arcade absent, (vii) & (viii) small pupil artefact present, red and green image planes. 

3. Automated feature detection methods 

3.1. Vessel detection 

The cropped circular region occupied by the fundus image can be selected by intensity thresholding followed by 
morphological operations to clean the result.  The image intensity is then scaled so that the maximum intensity is 
255.  The first stage of vessel detection is to create image g in which a pixel is given a positive value if an edge 
filter gives a positive response on one side and a negative response on the other, at a distance from the pixel of 
the order of half the expected vessel width.  More precisely this can be written:  

g(x,y) = min( e(x1,y1), –e(x2,y2) ) 

where e is the response of the edge filter, (x1,y1) = (x,y) + (u,v), (x2,y2) = (x,y) – (u,v) and (u,v) is a vector whose 
length is of the order of half the expected vessel width in a direction perpendicular to the vessel axis, (Figure 
2(i)).  Next morphological erosion with a linear structuring element perpendicular to the edge filter is applied.  
The entire vessel detection is applied at 18 orientations and the maximum, denoted G, is taken of the 18 results.  

A constant threshold applied to G is not suitable due to variability between and across images.  Instead, a range 
of thresholds coupled with basic shape analysis has proved more effective.  A sequence of four thresholds is 
generated from the histogram of G and applied to create four binary images.  Each of the binary images is dilated 
to remove isolated empty pixels, skeletonised, and has spurs removed.  The skeleton is broken at junctions to 
create two-ended segments.  The straightness of each segment is calculated by taking the ratio of the Euclidean 
distance between its endpoints and its arc length.  Segments with length less than 90 pixels and straightness 
greater than 1.4 are rejected.  Segments which pass these size and straightness criteria from any of the four binary 
images are combined.  An example segmentation result is shown in Figure 2(ii): the vector (u,v) was deliberately 
chosen to ensure that the widest vessels are detected since the goal is to detect the temporal arcades. 

3.2. Temporal arcade detection 

The temporal arcades are the main veins and arteries that originate from the OD and extend in the direction of the 
temples: they have a roughly elliptic form with one apex on the OD, and are roughly symmetrical about the 
fovea.  Since only approximate locations are required at this stage, the vessel image can be sub-sampled at 1:32 
ratio by summing pixels in 32×32 blocks, to increase processing speed.  The elliptical shape is detected using a 
Hough transform repeated for a set of 90 left- and right-hand semi-ellipses at various inclinations, aspect ratios 
and sizes, (Figure 2(ii)).  The maximum response in Hough space gives the semi-ellipse location, inclination, 
size, aspect ratio and whether it is right- or left-handed.  The set of pixels that contributed to this point in Hough 
space are taken to represent the main temporal arcades.  Their lengths are calculated by finding the pixels which 
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contributed to the maximum point in Hough space.  These pixels are divided into two sets using a line drawn 
through the OD and fovea  (locations determined as below).  These sets of pixels are skeletonised and then the 
arc length of each is calculated to give an estimate of the length of the superior and the inferior temporal arcades. 

   
(i) (ii) (iii) 

Figure 2.  (i) Linear and morphological filters for vessel detection (ii) Results of vessel segmentation (pink), 
Hough transform applied to major vessels (black semi-ellipse) and approximate localisation of OD and fovea 
(yellow).  (iii) Accurate localisation of OD and fovea (image contains laser photocoagulation treatment scars). 

3.3. Optic disc and fovea location 

A region, ROD, reliably containing the OD, is a region of height 520 by width 440 pixels centred on the point of 
the semi-ellipse with vertical tangent, (Figure 2(ii)).  The OD location is then determined more accurately using a 
Hough transform searching for the expected circular shape of the OD applied to edges in the red and green planes 
of the image.  The maximum point in Hough space within ROD is taken as the centre of the OD, (Figure 2(iii)). 

A region RFOVEA, found to reliably contain the fovea, is a circle of diameter 400 pixels centred on a point which 
lies on a line through the centre of the OD and the centre of the semi-ellipse at a distance of 585 pixels from the 
OD, (Figure 2(ii)).  The fovea location is determined more accurately by band-pass filtering the image, detecting 
minima and calculating the correlation coefficient with a fovea model at each minimum.  The minimum with 
highest correlation coefficient within RFOVEA is taken as the fovea location, (Figure 2(iii)).  If all minima are 
external to RFOVEA then the centre of RFOVEA is used as the fovea location. 

3.4. Small pupil artefact (SPA) detection 

A SPA, (Figure 1(vii,viii)), is caused when the “SP” (small pupil) feature of the fundus camera is used.  The SPA 
appears as the outer rim of the image having zero or very low contrast, either very dark or coloured green.  After 
suitable pre-processing to reduce the influence of smaller scale features such as vessels, gradient detection is 
performed to find image regions where the intensity gradient is approximately radial and above a given threshold.  
This region is then skeletonised, short branches are removed, and sections are removed whose direction is not 
tangential to a circle centred on the image.  If the remaining skeleton pixels form at least 52% (determined using 
the training set images) of a circle centred on the image then a SPA is assumed to be present. 

3.5. FOV evaluation 

Metrics were defined based on the locations of the fovea, OD and image edge, defined as the edge of the 
background or the edge of the SPA if present, as shown in Figure 3. 

Symbol Description Requirement  

D1 Distance from centre of OD to edge of image.  >0.5DD 

D2 Distance of fovea from edge of image.  >2DD  

θ Angle of line joining centre of OD to fovea.  >–5.7°,  <24.7° 
ASUP Length of superior arcade.  >2DD 

AINF Length of inferior arcade.  >2DD 

D3 Diameter of visible fundus.  ≥1400 pixels 
    

Figure 3.  Metrics used in the determination of adequate FOV.  DD is the mean OD diameter (246 pixels). 
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4. Results 

The results for the accuracies of feature detection are shown in Table 2.  Accuracy of right/left (R/L) eye 
determination is presented as the percentage of images in which the correct result was obtained according to the 
clinical grader: all errors were images with no OD visible.  Accuracy of location of fovea and OD are presented 
as the percentage of images in which the automatically determined location and the manually determined location 
are separated by less than the given distance, where DD=mean OD diameter (246 pixels): results are limited to 
images in which the clinical grader deemed these features to be visible.  Arcades incomplete and SPA present are 
presented as sensitivities and specificities for these conditions being detected by the automated system.  The 
clinical grader deemed that a SPA was present in 21 images of the training set and in 53 of the test set.  Results 
for the determination of adequate FOV are given in Table 3.  The clinical grader deemed that 27 images of the 
training set and 50 images of the test set had an inadequate FOV. 

R/L eye OD location Fovea location Arcades incomplete SPA present 
Data set 

Accuracy 
Accuracy 
(<0.5DD) 

Accuracy 
(<0.25DD) 

Accuracy 
(<1DD) 

Accuracy 
(<0.5DD) 

Sensitivity Specificity Sensitivity Specificity 

Training 98.7% 97.4% 95.4% 99.7% 94.7% 61.5% 97.6% 100% 100% 

Test 98.3% 98.0% 97.2% 98.7% 95.7% 63.6% 98.6% 100% 99.4% 

Table 2.  Feature detection performance.  

Data set Sensitivity  Specificity 

Training 88.9% (CI: 71.9% – 96.2%) 95.1% (CI: 92.4% – 96.9%) 

Test 92.0% (CI: 81.2% – 96.8%) 92.8% (CI: 91.1% – 94.2%) 

Table 3.  Sensitivity and specificity for detection of inadequate FOV.   

5. Conclusions 

In the context of an automated image grading system in a DR screening programme, image quality assessment is 
important so that images of insufficient quality for automated DR grading are passed to manual graders.  This 
study has shown that it is possible to automatically detect images whose FOV is inadequate to a sensitivity of 
92.0% and specificity of 92.8%.   

Of the 4 images incorrectly classified as adequate FOV by the automated system, 3 were of inadequate clarity for 
DR grading and so would be picked up by an automated system for assessing image clarity.  It is intended that the 
work described here be combined with automatic assessment of image clarity, to enable a full assessment of the 
gradability of the image for retinopathy.  This will be covered in a future publication.  
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Abstract.
In patients with Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia (BPH), disease progression can be quantified by measuring the
ratio of the volume of prostate’s peripheral zone (PZ) to the volume of the remaining central gland CG. Here we
report on progress toward automating this measurement by developing a method of automatically segmenting
MR images of prostates into PZ and CG using a combination of grey-level tissue classification and 3D shape
modelling. A rationale for this approach is presented based on an anlysis of the process of manual segmentation,
and its potential limitations are explored for a data set of 22 patients.

1 Introduction

Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia (BPH) is a non cancerous enlargement of the prostate affecting 70% of men between
the ages of 61 and 70, rising to 80% for men over 80 [1]. This enlargement can cause constriction of the urethra
which runs though the center of the prostate leading to difficulties in passing urine, and can cause the prostate to
impinge on the bladder leading to an increased need to urinate. In 20-30% of men aged 80 treatment is required
and this can take two forms: surgery to increase the width of the urethra, or drugs to shrink the prostate and/or
reduce the smooth muscle tone [2].

Figure 1 shows a typical MR axial slice through the middle of a prostate. Anatomically the prostate is usually
divided into several zones, but in an MR image only two regions can be distinguished: the Central Gland (CG),
and the Peripheral Zone (PZ) [3]. BPH mostly occurs in the CG region, causing it to expand and compress the PZ
region, and this effect becomes more pronounced as the disease progresses - thus the degree of BPH and hence
treatment effectiveness, can be quantified by measuring the ratio of PZ to CG tissue [1,4]. Manual segmentation of
the two regions from MR slices is extremely time consuming and the goal of this project is to develop an automatic
method of CG/PZ segmentation.

2 The data set

The data collected for this project was acquired using a 1.5T Philips Gyroscan ACS MR scanner (software version
NT5.3, Power Track 600, synergy body coil). So far we have concentrated on T2 weighted fat suppressed images
as these give good CG/PZ contrast and good separation of the prostate from its surrounding tissue. There are 22
patients and for each there are 50 axial slices with a thickness of 2mm and a resolution of 256x256.

Central
Gland

Peripheral
Zone

Colon

Blood
Vessels

Figure 1. An axial MR slice of a
prostate.
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Figure 2. A sagittal MR slice of a
prostate.

Central
Gland

Peripheral
Zone

Urethra

Figure 3. A coronal MR slice of the
prostate.

Figures 1 to 3 show an example of how the prostate appears in the MR images when sliced in the axial, sagittal,
and coronal directions. In T2 weighted images the CG is generally darker than the PZ, and in these images the two
can be relatively easily distinguished.
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3 Manual segmentation

Manual segmentation of the CG and PZ is usually performed on the axial slices and from the resulting stack of
contours a 3D surface can be constructed and hence the CG and PZ volumes can be obtained. Like any manual
segmentation this is a tedious and time consuming process and is vulnerable to subjectivity and inaccuracy, however
there are also problems peculiar to this data concerning the anatomy of the prostate and the nature of BPH.

3.1 Anatomy

Figure 1 shows an axial slice from the mid-section of the prostate - the view

Central
Gland

Seminal
Vesicles ?

Colon

Blood
Vessels

Figure 4. An axial MR slice of a
prostate near the top.

typically published. Here the CG and PZ can be fairly easily distinguished
and manual segmentation is reasonably straightforward. Figure 4 shows an
axial slice from the same patient but closer to the top of the prostate - in
this region the view tends to be complicated by a number of factors: (1) The
edges of the prostate are less distinct as the slice is no longer perpendicular
to the prostate wall. (2) The bladder is visible and is of similar intensity
to the prostate making it difficult to distinguish the two. (3) The seminal
vesicles arise from the PZ region and are indistiguishable from the PZ in
terms of grey-level alone.

The most troublesome of these structures are the seminal vesicles as there

Urethra

Prostate

Sphincter

Figure 5. An axial MR slice of a
prostate near the bottom.

is no visible boundary between these and the PZ. A difference in texture
can be observed in slices further into the seminal vesicles, but in the slices
where they first arise from the PZ they are almost impossible to distinguish.
This means that the segmenter has to make a decision on where the bound-
ary between PZ and seminal vesicles is based on careful study of the three
orthogonal views, and a knowledge of what the prostate should look like -
i.e. that it does not have lobes sticking out of it near the top. This is of
course vulnerable to considerable subjectivity.

Figure 5 shows another axial slice again from the same patient but toward
the bottom of the prostate. The main problem here is that there is a sphincter
surrounding the urethra sitting in a recess in the bottom of the prostate (see figure 3) and this can be confused with
the CG. Reference to the coronal projection can usually resolve this. A further complication here is that the very tip
of the prostate usually splits into two separate lobes and can be confused with other structures below the prostate
of similar intensity - once again reference to the other orthogonal projections can help here.

3.2 CG/PZ border ambiguity

As BPH progresses large bright nodules can develop in the CG region giving it a heterogenous appearance and at
the same time the pressure exerted on the PZ region can cause it to darken as water is squeezed out of the tissue.
This makes the border between the two regions less distinct and in some places non-existent - this is illustrated in
figure 6.

Figure 6. An axial MR slice of a
prostate.

Figure 7. Manual segmentation of
figure 6 based only on the assump-
tion that PZ is brighter than CG.

Figure 8. The clinically correct
manual segmentation of figure 6.
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Figure 7 shows the results of segmenting the slice in figure 6 using only the assumption that CG is darker than PZ.
Figure 8 shows the same slice but segmented correctly - here the user is using clinical knowledge that the dark
regions of PZ are still PZ and that bits of PZ cannot end up within the CG. Thus part of the manual boundary is
based on a visible edge between light and dark pixels, and part is based purely on a mental interpolation with no
underlying evidence in the image data to support it.

We conclude from this that segmentation is in fact a two stage process: The first stage is to make a coarse clas-
sification based on grey level alone and the second is to impose a smooth spatial constraint based on the user’s
knowledge of what a prostate ought to look like. It is this two-stage interpretation of the segmentation process that
we are attempting to formalise in an automatic segmentation method.

4 Automatic segmentation

Our approach is to use grey level pixel classification to mimic the initial coarse segmentation described in section
3.2 and then use a 3D point distribution model to apply a spatial constraint.

4.1 Pixel classification

Figure 9. An axial MR slice of a
prostate.
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Figure 10. The grey-level his-
togram of figure 9.

Figure 11. The result of applying
grey-level tissue classification using
a three gaussian model to figure 9.

Figure 9 shows a T2FS axial image cropped around the prostate, and figure 10 shows the grey level histogram for
figure 9 in which three distinct peaks can be seen corresponding to surrounding non-prostate tissue which we can
now consider as background ‘B’, central gland ‘CG’, and peripheral zone ‘PZ’. It is a reasonable assumption in
an MR image that a pure tissue will produce a mean signal intensity with gaussian distributed noise, and so if we
assume that there are only three pure tissues in this image we would anticipate an overall grey level distribution
that is a sum of three gaussians.

Figure 11 shows the result of fitting a three gaussian model to the histogram in figure 10 using simplex, and then
using the resulting fit to classsify each pixel in the image as either PZ, CG, or B [5, 6]. In this case it works
very well as this example has a relatively homogenous PZ and CG and the two are easily distinguished. In a less
homogeneous case like the one in figure 6 the bright BPH nodules in the CG will be wrongly classified as PZ and
the dark compressed regions in the PZ will be wrongly classified as CG, and so a further smooth spatial constraint
is required.

4.2 Shape modelling

For each annotated example of the prostate we have a set of points and from these we can create a 3D point
distribution model (PDM) [7]. For this to work effectively the points on each example shape must correspond
anatomically and this is usually achieved by using the same number of points when marking up each example and
ensuring that the points correspond. However, this is very difficult to do on 3D surfaces and so here we employ a
method of automatic correspondence optimisation [8]. In this method the set of surfaces are initially parameterised
with a set of equally spaced points spread over the surface. The position of these points are then adjusted until the
most compact PDM is achieved - compactness in this case being measured by the ‘minimum description length’
of the model.
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The 3D PDM gives us a method of generating new examples of prostate surfaces using a number of parameters to
control shape that is greatly reduced from the number of points involved. This malleable surface then needs to be
fitted to the tissue classified data and to do this we need an objective function which measures how well an example
shape fits the data. An intuitive approach is to maximmise the number of pixels within each surface to which they
have been classified, in other words count the number of pixels classified as CG within the inner surface of the
model, the number of PZ pixels between the inner and outer surfaces of the model, and the number of background
pixels outside both model surfaces.

5 Preliminary results and discussion

Before attempting to fit the model to the data it is possible to test the theoretical limit of

Figure 12. The mean
shape of the double
surface 3D PDM of
the prostate.

its performance by quantifying its ability to represent each of the shapes in the training set
in a leave-one-out test: For each example in the training set a 3D PDM is built from the
other examples and the nearest plausible shape to the current example is generated from
the model. By repeating this for all examples in the data set and measuring the difference
between the real shape and the model generated shape we can quantify the performance
of the model. We used the CZ/PZ ratio error as our benchmark as it is what we intend to
measure using this method.

Most of the examples (19/22) are within 10% (µ = 7%, σ = 7%) of the marked-up
shape, but there are a some examples poorly explained by the model giving an error as
large as 30%. This limitation appears to be caused by the model being unable to account
for extreme variations in the relationship beteween the CG and PZ surfaces. When the
two surfaces are modelled separately the error falls to a mean of 2.12% (σ = 1.74%) with
a maximum of 8%. This suggests that there are too few examples to adequately model
both the variation in shape of the two surfaces and their relationship to each other. Modelling the two surfaces
individually offers the greatest potential accuracy for this data set, but may reduce the specificity in the model.

Initial experiments in shape fitting using simplex show promise as the objective function landscape in shape space
is fairly smooth. However the tendency of simplex to become trapped in local minima requires the search strategy
to be specified carefully to achieve optimal results. The introduction of a stochastic element to the search strategy
has proven particularly significant and so the use of genetic algorithms will be investigated in the next phase of
this project.
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Abstract 
The optic nerve head is that region of the retina where nerve fibres and blood vessels pass through the sclera. It 
is sensitive to changes associated with glaucoma that can occur without other symptoms. Diabetes can also be 
the cause of changes in the appearance of the retina. The changes from the normal appearance can be diagnostic 
of the diseases, tracking of the changes in sequential images can be used to assess treatment or the progress of 
the illness. We are concerned with developing automated techniques of generating quantitative descriptions of 
the retina that might be used in diagnosis and treatment. 
Normal and abnormal images were collected from a range of sources, to simulate the mass screening process. 
Although full colour images were collected, only the green channel was processed as it had the greatest contrast. 
Blood vessels were removed using morphological techniques. The boundary of the optic disk was estimated 
using a simple edge detector and the circular Hough transform. Heuristic methods were defined to identify true 
and false positives. Although we do not expect the optic disk to be circular, this technique identifies it with 
sufficient accuracy to identify its approximate centre, which is used as the origin of 24 uniformly distributed 
radial vectors. The images were resampled along these vectors. The resulting image was filtered using the Lee 
filter and thresholded. In one or other of these images, normal subjects had a region of maximum grey value that 
extended the full width of the image (at the centre of the optic disk) but did not extend the full height. 
Using a chi-squared test, the separation of normal and abnormal images using this test was found to be highly 
significant (p < 0.05, n = 60). 
 
1 Introduction 
The optic nerve head is that area of the retina where nerve fibres and blood vessels pass through the sclera. It is 
sensitive to changes in intraocular pressure associated with glaucoma that may occur asymptomatically and 
which can be diagnostic and that must be tracked to monitor the progress of treatment. Likewise, there are 
changes in the appearance of the retinal surface that are associated with diabetic retinopathy that are also 
diagnostic and should also be tracked to allow the progress of the disease and treatment to be assessed. 
Currently, a clinician, or clinicians, performs the diagnosis and uniform standards cannot be guaranteed. 
Likewise, a clinician or clinicians perform the tracking at repeat examinations and the repeatability of the 
assessments cannot be guaranteed. We are seeking methods of quantifying the optic disk objectively: firstly to 
identify groups of patients who have abnormal ocular appearances and should be further investigated; and 
secondly to track changes in the appearance of the retina. 
In this paper we shall provide a brief overview of previous attempts at quantifying the optic nerve head, we shall 
describe the data capture process that simulates a mass screening process, we shall describe the algorithms used 
to analyse the images and present sample results. 
 
2 Review 
One of the symptoms of glaucoma is an increase in pressure within the eye as a result of blockage of the flow of 
aqueous humour, a watery fluid produced by the ciliary body. The increase in pressure damages the optic nerve 
that carries information from the retina to the brain. In most cases the damage occurs asymptomatically, i.e. 
before the patient notices any changes to his or her vision. The damage is irreversible; treatment can only reduce 
or prevent further damage. Visually, the damage is observed as a change in the relative areas of the optic disk 
and the cup within the disk, figure 1. 
Diabetes mellitus is a disorder of carbohydrate metabolism characterised by dysfunctional production of insulin, 
and thereby elevated blood sugar levels. This leads to problems with different organs such as the eyes, kidneys, 
heart and cardiovascular system and nerves. Diabetes mellitus has two side effects on the blood vessels: leaking 
and clogging that can lead to degradation of the retina (retinopathy). This is observed as the proliferation of new 
vasculature and clotting, figure 2. Retinopathy is one of the main causes of blindness in the working age 
population [1]. 
 

                                                        
* Currently: Department of Computation, UMIST, PO Box 88, Manchester, M60 1QD. To become School of 
Informatics, Manchester University, on October 1st 2004. 
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Figure 1. Normal and glaucomatous optic disks. 

 

  
Figure 2. Retina in diabetes mellitus. 

 
To characterise the optic disk (and retina) the optic disk and retinal vasculature must be identified. The disk has 
previously been identified using the maximum variance as an indication for the location of the disk [2]; template 
matching followed by principle component analysis (PCA) [3]; by measuring the strength of vessels and the 
attributes of the bright areas of the image [4] or by identifying the origin of the vessel tree [5]. Colour 
morphology and dynamic contours (snake) in different colour spaces [6, 7] and wavelet segmentation [8] have 
been used. Edge detection followed by curve fitting has also been used [9, 10, 10]. 
 
3 Materials 
The tools to be developed will be used in multiple clinics that are unlikely to have the same image capture 
devices. To simulate this, our data was gathered from a range of sources. Diabetic retinopathy images were 
obtained at the Department of Optometry at UMIST, using a Topcon NW6S Non-Mydriatic Retinal Camera. 
These images were saved as 24-bit true colour JPEG files. Images were taken with a field view of 45 degrees. 
Glaucoma images were collected from Manchester Royal Eye Hospital; these images were also in the JPEG 
format. Normal images and a second set of diabetic retinopathy images were downloaded from the STARE 
(STructured Analysis of the Retina) website [11].  
All images were converted to a similar size, as close as possible to 512 by 512 pixels: given the constraints of 
scaling by an integral factor and retaining the images’  aspect ratios. Pixels were represented as 24 bit values. The 
scaled images were stored in the JPEG format using the best quality settings i.e. near lossless.  
Although approximately 90 images were gathered, 16 normal, 31 glaucoma and 13 diabetic retinopathy images 
were suitable for processing. Of the other 30, some were blurred and others did not contain the whole optic disk. 
Although full colour images were captured, only the green channel was processed as it was found to have the 
greatest contrast for these studies. 
 
4 Methods 
The green band of the images was processed as it was found that these images had the greatest contrast between 
the optic disk and the retinal tissue. Firstly, the blood vessels in the image were suppressed by morphological 
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methods (closing). We then defined 24 radial vectors using the approximate centre of the optic disk as the origin. 
The image was resampled along these vectors to form a representation that was subsequently processed. 
 
4.1 Optic disk location and image resampling 
An approximate location of the centre of the optic disk is required. The image was firstly enhanced using the 
Sobel operator, and then thresholded using the local mean and variance to compute the threshold value. The 
remaining points were input to a circular Hough Transform, the largest circle was found consistently to 
correspond to the optic disk, figure 3. The origin of the circle was used for the resampling vectors. 
 

 

 

Colour image after deleting vessels Edge points detected by Sobel filter 
 

 
 

Circular Hough Transform space OD by applying CHT on edge points 
Figure 3. Location of the optic disk using the Circular Hough Transform. 

 
Twenty four uniformly distributed vectors were defined, starting at the optic disk centre. The image was 
resampled at regular intervals along these using nearest neighbour interpolation.  
 
4.2 Processing resampled images 
The resampled images were processed using the Lee filter [12] which suppresses small scale variations whilst 
retaining significant features. An 11 by 11 pixel kernel was used. 
It was found that in many images of normal retinas (set A), the cup region was transformed into a region of 
maximum intensity spanning the width of the image, but not extending the image’s height. This image was also 
thresholded, at a value of mean + 0.5*standard deviation. It was found that a set of normal images (set B) also 
had a region of maximum intensity spanning the width of the image, but not extending the image’s height. The 
union of the two sets includes virtually all of the normal images. 
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5 Results 
Sixty images, including 15 normal and 45 abnormals were processed as described above. If the resultant images 
were members of set A or set B they were classified as normals. The results are summarised in the contingency 
table, table 1. 
 

  Hypothesis 
  Normal Abnormal 

Positive 9 6 
Result 

Negative 7 38 
Table 1. Contingency table. 

 
A chi-squared test gave a significant result (p < 0.05), indicating that the test is able to separate normal from 
abnormal (glaucoma or diabetic retinopathy) images. A success rate of 65% was obtained, with sensitivity and 
specificity rates of 60% and 84% respectively. 
 
6 Conclusions 
In this study we set out to develop methods of separating normal from abnormal images (cases of glaucoma or 
diabetic retinopathy). These would be used in a screening clinic to identify at-risk patients. 
Images were collected from various sources to mimic the data collected at a range of sites. Methods were 
developed to separate the normal from the abnormal images; this was done with reasonable success. Whilst the 
modest success could be attributed to the insensitivity of our analysis, it can also be attributed to the nature of the 
diagnosis: we are labelling images as being abnormal or not, without recognising that there is a spectrum of 
appearances. 
The tests indicate that the optic disc’s appearance is more uniform in the normals and becomes progressively less 
so as the diseases progress. 
Future work is directed in two directions: accumulating further data and developing more robust and accurate 
methods of processing this highly variable data. 
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KCCA for fMRI Analysis
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Abstract. We use Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis (KCCA) to infer brain activity in functional MRI by
learning a semantic representation of fMRI brain scans and their associated activity signal. The semantic space
provides a common representation and enables a comparison between the fMRI and the activity signal. We
compare the approach against Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) by localising “activity” on a simulated
null data set. Finally we present an approach to reconstructan activity signal from a testing-set fMRI scans
(both simulated and real), a method which allows us to validate our initial analysis.

1 Introduction

Understanding the functional processes of the brain is still a new and difficult task. Functional Magnetic Reso-
nance Imaging (fMRI) is a relatively new tool with the purpose of mapping the sensor, motor and cognitive tasks
to specific regions in the brain. The underlying mechanics ofthis technique is in the regulation of the blood flow as
an excess of oxygen is supplied to active neurones causing anincrease in oxygenated blood surrounding the tissue
of the active brain region. This effected is referred to as BOLD (Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent) signal.

We present a Kernel CCA (KCCA) approach to measure the activeregions of the brain using fMRI scans and their
activity signal. Friman et. al [1] have shown that CCA can gives us the ability to introduce several time-courses
as the BOLD response has been shown to vary both between people and brain regions. In previous work [2] we
have shown that applying kernel methods [3] can increase theperformance of CCA. Finally we show that due to
the properties of KCCA [4] we are able to use this approach to reconstruct the activity signal from an “unknown”
testing-set fMRI scans a process that allows us to validatedour prior analysis.

The paper is divided as follows, Section 2 gives a brief introduction the method used and the baseline compar-
ison. Section 3 describes the experiments taken place and Section 4 brings forward final discussion.

2 Method

Proposed by H. Hotelling in 1936 [5], Canonical correlationanalysis seeks a pair of linear transformations one for
each of the sets of variables such that when the set of variables are transformed the corresponding co-ordinates are
maximally correlated [6]. Let

ρ = max
wx,wy

w′
xCxywy

√

w′
xCxxwxw

′
yCyywy

(1)

the maximum canonical correlation is the maximum ofρ with respect towx andwy. We represent the two time-
courses as a linear combination of pixel time-course

x(t)wx = x1(t)wxm
+ . . . + xm(t)wxm

and any chosen time sequence to represent the fMRI modal

y(t)wy = y1(t)wym
+ . . . + ym(t)wym

.

CCA may not extract useful descriptors of the data because ofits linearity. Kernel CCA offers an alternative
solution by first projecting the data into a higher dimensional feature space (wheren < N )

φ : x = (x1, . . .xn) 7→ φ(x) = (φ1(x), . . . , φN (x))

before performing CCA in the new feature space, essentiallymoving from the primal to the dual representation
approach.

∗Correspondence author (Hardoon) at drh@ecs.soton.ac.uk.
†The work was done while Ola Friman was at Linkoping University, Sweden
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Definition 1. 〈·, ·〉 denotes the Euclidean inner product of the vectorsx,y and is equal tox′y. Where we useA′

to denote the transpose of a vector or matrixA.

Kernels are methods of implicitly mapping data into a higherdimensional feature space, a method known as the
“kernel trick”. A kernel is a functionK, such that for allx, z ∈ X

K(x, z) = 〈φ(x), φ(z)〉 (2)

whereφ is a mapping fromX to a feature spaceF . The weights can be written as a linear combination of the
training examples, let

wx = φ(x)α. (3)

Hence we obtain from CCA (for details [4,6]) the dual representation

ρ = max
α,β

α′KxKyβ
√

α′K2
xαβ′K2

yβ
. (4)

As KCCA requires two views we provideKx as a kernel from the fMRI brain scan andKy as a kernel from the
chosen time-sequence. In [6] we observe that with full rank kernel matrices maximal correlation can be obtained,
suggesting that learning is trivial. To force non-trivial learning we introduce a control on the flexibility of the
projection mappings by penalising the norms of the associated weights (detailed description of CCA and KCCA
can be found in [4]), we obtain

ρ = maxα,β

α′KxKyβ
√

(α′K2
xα + κα′Kxα)(β′K2

yβ + κβ′Kyβ)
. (5)

3 Experiments

3.1 Activity Localisation

We compare KCCA to the baseline CCA as presented in [1, 7, 8, for brevity we refer the reader to the papers for
details on the CCA method]. The regularisation parameterκ from equation (5) is computed a priori as described
in [2,6]. In the following experiment we use the correlationvalues computed by CCA though in KCCA we prefer
to compute the weights associated to the pixels, as this can give us more information on the activity of each pixel,
this step can also be done with CCA although we do not compute it as this approach is not as intuitive as with
KCCA.

As it is impossible to tell which method is better when real data is used, we experiment with controlled simu-
lated data. We embed square-wave “activity” in a nulldata set (no brain activity). The paradigm of the applied
activity is 10 images rest,10 images activity and so forth. Resulting with200 time points. As we know the acti-
vation period we use for our time sequence a square-wave representation of activity (1) and rest (−1) over the200
time-course. We use a linear kernel for both the fMRI data andthe square-wave “activity”.

In figure 1 the found true-positive and false-positive pixels using CCA are plotted we are able to observe that
although there is a decline in the number of false-positive pixels located, the number of false-positive outnumbers
the number of true-positive pixels. At a threshold of0.74 we are able to observe in figure 1(right plot) that the
rate of false-positive drop below that of the true-positivebut not in a significant measure. In figure 2 the found
true-positive and false positive pixels using KCCA are plotted. As expected the number of false-positive pixels
start at a much higher rate then that found with CCA as with KCCA we take into account all the pixels in the image.
Although this worse start we are able to observe a sharp drop in the number of false positive pixels accompanied
with a stedy and slower drop in the number of true-positive pixels. We also find that the number of true-positive
pixels located surpasses the number of false-positive, with a relatively low threshold. This suggests that KCCA is
able to extract a better ratio of true to false positive pixels.

3.2 Statistical Reconstruction

In the following section we present an approach of statistically reconstructing a signal from the fMRI scans. This
reconstruction approach will allow us to determine the validity of our prior analysis for if we have learnt the
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Figure 1. Left: CCA Found True/False-Positives. Right: Same Plot, Zoomed-In.
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Figure 2. Left: KCCA Found True/False-Positives. Right: Same Plot, Zoomed-In.

appropriate function we will be able to reconstruct it. LetX be the fMRI training examples andXt the fMRI
testing examples,Y be the training activity time sequence andYt the testing activity signal we want to reconstruct.
Let

gwx,wy
= ‖Xwx − Y wy‖

2 (6)

wheregwx,wy
≈ 0 as we want the featureXwx from one view of the data to be identical to the featureY wy

obtained from the second view of the data, this will be true onthe training data if there is a high correlation
between the two views. Therefor we can rewrite equation (6) as

‖Xwx − Y wy‖
2 ≈ 0 (7)

Xwx ≈ Y wy (8)

We divide the fMRI data into a training and testing set. On thetraining data we compute the KCCA coefficients
α, β. Let Kxt

= 〈Xt, X〉 be the fMRI testing kernel andKyt
= 〈Yt, Y 〉 be the time sequence testing kernel. [4]

have shown that this equivalence can be held true also for thetesting data using efficient regularisation. Hence we
justify the usage of equation (8) and equation (3) to define

Xtwx ≈ Ytwy

Kxt
α ≈ Y ′

t Y β.

As we are interested in finding the testing-set unknown activity time sequence we can rearrange the equation to

Yt ≈ (Kxt
α · (Y β)−1)′. (9)

As we are no longer interested in the weight vector but in the reconstruction of the signal, we are not confined to
the usage of inner product kernels, in the following experiment we compare the success rate between the linear
kernel as used, to the Gaussian kernel (defined in equation (10))

K(xi, xj) = exp
−‖xi − xj‖

2

σ2
(10)
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usingσ as the minimum distance between the different labelled images.
We test our approach using the square-wave time sequence of1 representing activity and−1 representing rest for
both the simulated and real data experiments. The real data is comprised of mental calculation, the adding of two
numbers, and right hand index finger flexing. For the simulated data and mental calculation we use the first160
scans for training and the remaining20 for testing, while with the finger flexing we use the first180 for training
and the remaining20 for testing. We randomise the examples prior to the trainingand testing separation. Once we
obtain the reconstructedYt we threshold it byT = 0, i.e. LetŶ be the thresholded reconstructed signal

Ŷ =

{

1 if Yt ≥ 0
0 otherwise

Table 1 shows the average overall results of successfully reconstructing the activity time sequence for the testing
fMRI data over100 repeats using both a linear & Gaussian kernels. We are able tosee that the linear kernel per-
forms better then the Gaussian. It is important to stat at this stage the difference between CCA and kernel CCA
(KCCA) with a linear kernel. The former uses a larger number of features than in CCA, which are computed
implicitly in the kernel.

Table 1. Success rate in reconstructing the test activity time sequence
Data-Set Linear Gaussian

Simulated data 97.4% 95.8%
Finger flexing 75.25% 69.25%

Mental calculation 48.6% 41.55%

We provide an initial experiment in attempt to learn the mental process prier to the finger flexing by setting the
square-wave sequence such that the three images before the actual finger flexing were considered as active and
all the remaining images were considered as inactive. We have trained as before using a linear kernel and at-
tempted to reconstruct this new square-wave sequence over an average of100 random repeats. We find that we can
successfully reconstruct the signal with an success average of83.3%.

4 Discussion

For future work we would like to try more elaborate time basisfunctions and to experiment on different data types
(emotional, mental and other motor data) and tailored kernels for better extracting the activity/signal. A further
interesting avenue would be to observe the performance of applying our KCCA approach to other techniques of
brain analysis and also to more complex tasks. We also speculate that KCCA would be able to handle a multiple
task fMRI scenario.
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Abstract. We present an enhanced block matching approach to improve displacement accuracy in ultrasound
sequences using a combination of matching measures. The first measure uses the normalised cross correlation
for regions of strong signal and the second measure CD2, specifically for regions of speckle determined by the
speckle signal to noise ratio. We also show displacement field results for simulated speckle and in vitro data.

1 Introduction

With modern ultrasound machines providing realtime sequence digitisation, motion estimation research in this area
for noise filtering, tracking and registration has increased. In this paper we investigate a novel practical alternative
to elastography using speckle tracking to infer tissue motion. Our contribution includes applying two speckle
pattern similarity measures, adapting to regions of varying signal and noise within a multiresolution framework
with displacement processing. We focus on synthetic and in vitro interframe and trajectory displacement accuracy.

Scatter occurs when small imperfections (scatterers) cause seemingly random reflections and refractions of the
sound wave. Scatterers account for a decrease in image quality, causing blurring and decreased intensity at
impedance boundaries, while within the medium they create speckle. The statistics of the signal depends on the
density of scatterers, with a large number of randomly located scatterers following a Rayleigh distribution (fully
developed speckle). These conditions are seldom met, resulting in different statistical speckle models being used.

Using B-mode images 2D tissue motion can be measured by tracking the movement of the speckle produced by
the back scattering of the ultrasound itself. To date, the most popular approaches to speckle tracking use 2D
region-based matching that assumes the optical flow is constant over a defined region, for example [1], favouring
normalised cross correlation (NCC) compared to other matching criteria, and optical flow to estimate tissue motion.
Cohen and Dinstein [2] and Boukerroui et al. [3] use an alternative speckle matching measure (CD 2), that assumes
the speckle patterns in ultrasound images can be represented by a multiplicative Rayleigh distributed noise.

In our recent work [4] accurate interframe displacements and motion trajectories of individually tracked blocks
were reported, using hierarchical blocks and a multiple scale NCC similarity measure. Focusing on musculoskele-
tal ultrasound, in deeper body regions a general reduction in correlation as a result of increased speckle noise was
observed, affecting the correlation measure. Here, by combining two matching measures, we aim to maintain ac-
curacy in strong signal regions using the first measure NCC, with low correlation and a low speckle signal to noise
ratio (SNR) indicating necessary re-tracking using the second measure CD 2.

In this work, we favour displacement estimation with displacement post-processing, rather than speckle filter pre-
processing and then displacement estimation. Although much research has been aimed at removing speckle to
enhance ultrasound image understanding, many schemes produce increasingly homogeneous regions. This is due
to features that are the same scale as the speckle being eliminated [5] impeding local motion estimation. Filter
performance tends to be measured by quantifying edges and boundaries, with speckle preservation and fluctuation
reduction measured using the co-occurrence matrix and localised mean and standard deviation (speckle SNR). In
our situation all echo information is maintained, justifying a region-based motion estimation approach that has
some inherent robustness to speckle incoherence and machine noise for speckle tracking.

Although substantial research exists using low frequencies at 3 − 7 MHz (abdominal [2], cardiac and breast [3]),
we focus on higher frequencies 8−16 MHz for musculoskeletal diagnosis, capturing higher resolution images at a
reduced penetration depth. This is due to attenuation where the signal is reduced by approximately 1 dB/cm/MHz
[6]. We used three different probes (with bandwidths 5 − 10, 8 − 16 and 10 − 22 MHz), to capture “perfect”
conditions of an in vitro tendon section in a still water bath with clamped probe, and normal conditions of an in vivo
freehand scanning of muscle. Sequences captured with perfect conditions were temporally stable resulting in high

∗Corresponding Author: revell@cs.bris.ac.uk {http://www.cs.bris.ac.uk/home/revell}.
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tracking accuracy using a single NCC tracking scheme. Sequences captured with normal conditions highlighted a
reduction in correlation in areas of speckle, tending to occur in the lower regions, Fig. 1.

In the next section we concisely describe our datasets of simulated ultrasound speckle and in vitro tendons. Section
3 explains the combined matching measure approach, also defining displacement post-processing and interframe
error measurement. Section 4 demonstrates and discusses sample interframe and trajectory results.

2 Ultrasound Datasets

Figure 1. Achilles tendon with en-
larged images of tendon and speckle.

To evaluate the advantages of the proposed method we generated spa-
tially uniform and temporally stable speckle textures simulating an echo-
graphic speckle sequence [7], illustrated in Figs. 2(a)-2(b). The point
spread function (PSF) H (x, y) is assumed to be a Gabor function and
the scattering function T (x, y) a normally distributed random field that
represents the population of scatterers being imaged. Convolving with
the PSF yields the resulting RF echo data I (x, y) = H (x, y)⊗T (x, y),
with envelope detection producing the desired image of echo magni-
tude. Speckle density is varied generating sequences of high (100%)
and low (20%) speckle and varying speckle (containing half of each of
these). To measure robustness against speckle reduced temporal coher-
ence, we corrupt I (x, y) with multiplicative Rayleigh distributed noise

Î (x, y) = ηmI (x, y) where ηm ∼ R (I) = I
σ2 exp−(I2/2σ2) with a

non-zero mean specified by the single distribution parameter σ.

Several in vitro sequences were captured using an equine tendon that was pulled 3, 6 and 10 mm at known rates
and loads whilst continuously scanning using an 8 − 16 MHz clamped probe, Fig. 2(c). All sequences consist
of 30 frames (the default acquisition length) captured at ≈ 10 Hz and quantised into 8 bits. All cycles included a
positive and negative pull, similar to in vivo extension to flexion motions.
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(a) Speckle density (100%).
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(b) Speckle density (20%). (c) Longitudinal tendon section.

Figure 2. Sample images of (a) high (100%), (b) low (20%) density speckle and (c) an in vitro frame.

Typically, all ultrasound sequences will contain varying amounts of speckle and regions of underlying signal in
different quantities. Therefore, we first analyse in vitro tendon sequences to demonstrate the good tracking results
from using the NCC measure. Second, we analyse simulated speckle sequences to demonstrate the improvement
of our proposed method where the speckle density varies across an image. Further information, including in vivo
experiments using data as shown in Fig. 1, is available online*.

3 Proposed Method

The first measure NCC, applied in [4], assumes an increased SNR from high frequencies and sparse scatterers as
shown in the tendon region in Fig. 1. Although we have found the correlation typically high, as described above,
speckle noise reduces matching, highlighting the necessity of a suitable second measure. It must also be stated
that other causes of correlation reduction are a lack of signal (probe de-coupling or curvilinear tendons), or signal
saturation (incorrect gain controls or bone), or minimal features, causing problems for any similarity measure.

To combat reduced NCC accuracy in regions of increased speckle noise, we propose the use of a secondary measure
instead of the NCC, namely the CD2 measure, introduced by Cohen and Dinstein [2]. Recently, Boukerroui et
al. [3] showed that in regions of fully developed speckle CD 2 is a more precise measure than for example, NCC
or mean square error (MSE). CD2 assumes (to be matched) blocks x and y from frames f t and ft+1 are corrupted
by independent multiplicative Raleigh distributed noise, representing uniform dense speckle. Log-compression
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transforms the multiplicative noise to additive, denoted Ĩ ′ = ln(I ′) and Ĩ = ln(I). Following [3], we maximise
the CD2 objective function, where i and j are block and pixel indexes in M ×N blocks, defined as:

CD2 =
MN∑
j=1

{(Ĩ ′i,j − Ĩi,j)− ln(exp(2(Ĩ ′i,j − Ĩi,j)) + 1)} (1)

We use the two measures with multiple block scales, applying the NCC as the primary matching measure due
to its high accuracy in low speckle density regions. However, we require an appropriate means of determining
the amount of local speckle present. For this we use the SNR given by the ratio of the mean I µ to the standard
deviation Iσ of those pixels contained within a local region I , defined as λ = Iµ

Iσ
. In an area of uniform dense

speckle, Wagner et al. [8] have determined an expected SNR value of λ = 1.91. We verified this value with in
vivo data using multiple scaled regions of a uniform area, located at the focal zone of the ultrasound beam, and
computed the mean SNR. Results showed that the mean SNR converged at λ ≈ 2, hence we use a tolerance,
empirically derived at 25%, to ensure a reasonable speckle sensitivity for in vivo images where speckle is seldom
uniform. Only regions of M × N , where M ,N ≥ 16 were able to determine reliably that a region contained
uniform speckle. Therefore, we propose to use and apply either the NCC or the CD 2 measures, determined by the
SNR, where λ = 1.91, which implies the speckle density present in a region:

measure =
{

NCC if SNR > 1.25λ
CD2 otherwise

(2)

The SNR increases with a low amount of speckle (reaching infinity for specular reflection), justifying the NCC
measure. However, SNR decreases for high amounts of speckle, indicating that the same block should be re-tracked
using the secondary CD2 measure. This is evaluated using the associated reference and candidate blocks in a full
search with the same extents as the primary NCC measure for the larger scales. The speckle SNR is used as an
indicator of speckle content (rather than correlation), as typically featureless regions of uniform speckle produce
high correlation coefficients with surrounding speckle. Unfortunately the SNR is also sensitive to other image
components, for example, feature boundaries resulting in a low local SNR, therefore we also check to ensure the
NCC peak correlation coefficient cmax is low. This approach of alternating specific speckle and signal similarity
measures using SNR allows the proposed method to adapt to image content.

Once the combined matching method is applied we perform displacement post-processing. Spurious velocity
vectors are inevitable from any tracking process and are not always obvious. Potential causes are from noise
or artifacts where multiple block scales have insufficient encapsulated features. Using a coherence based post-
processing algorithm, adaptive weighted vector median filter (WVMF) [9], vector displacements are smoothed if
inconsistent with their dominant neighbours whilst preserving motion boundaries. Given n displacements inside a
sliding window, the WVMF output is a median displacement vector dm that minimises the cumulative weighted
p-norm distance between an individual di and neighbouring dj displacements. A displacement is substituted with
dm if the cumulative weighted p-norm distance between dm and di is significant, expressed as:

n∑
i=1

wi‖dm − di‖p ≤
n∑

i=1

wi‖dj − di‖p j = 1, 2, . . . , n (3)

For combined measures our weighting uses the mean of both the NCC and CD 2 measures, definedw = 0.5[cmax+
(1 − ‖CD2‖)], ranging between 0 and 1. This technique can be iterative and lends itself to both interframe and
trajectory smoothing with low computation.

To quantify displacement accuracy the error between the correct groundtruth displacement d t,c = (uc, vc) and the
estimated displacement dt,e = (ue, ve) is measured by the angular error [10] combining errors in magnitude and
direction into a single value:

ψ = cos−1(d̆c · d̆e) (4)

where ψ is the angle between the correct spatiotemporal vector d̆c = (uc,vc,1)T√
u2

c+v2
c+1

and, the estimated spatiotemporal

vector d̆e = (ue,ve,1)T√
u2

e+v2
e+1

. Further, displacement fields are used for displaced frame differencing, quantifying the

root mean square (RMS) error between a backward reconstructed frame and the actual next frame.

4 Displacement Results and Discussion

Trajectories, which quantify continuous temporal displacements in sequences, were estimated for an in vitro region
of tendon. The absolute errors (AE) between the groundtruth and mean estimated trajectories are summarised in
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Table 1. The maximum AE was noticeable near the end of each pull cycle, due to the clamped tendon not returning
to its original resting state. The mean AE remained low using NCC and combined measures. The NCC consistently
produced high correlations > 91%, producing significantly more accurate displacements compared to the single
CD2 and MSE measures. As mentioned later, due to the lack of speckle, using combined measures proved to be
only as good as the single NCC measure. Typically, for in vivo data the speckle SNR instigates the usage of the
NCC in minimal speckled (tendon) regions and the alternative CD2 measure in dense speckle areas.

Pull MSE NCC CD2 NCC/CD2 Combined
mm Max Mean STD Dev Max Mean STD Dev Max Mean STD Dev Max Mean STD Dev
a3 4.79 3.60 3.53 2.16 2.69 1.21 5.57 3.88 2.23 2.16 2.71 1.22
a6 8.97 3.78 4.46 2.62 2.45 1.39 5.32 4.58 2.13 2.63 2.44 1.37
a10 25.74 10.35 7.96 5.54 7.79 3.12 19.30 9.00 4.11 5.55 7.79 3.12

Table 1. Summary of trajectory absolute error for in vitro tendon data for 3 pulls.

aSettings: WVMF iterations = 2 and multiple block scales where M × N = {64, 32, 16, 8}.

Sample results in Table 2 quantify a comparative analysis between our proposed NCC/CD 2 combined approach
and CD2, NCC, MSE measures. The key improvement from our combined approach is observed in sequences
with regions of varying speckle density (from multiple objects for example tendon and tissue), whereby using
the appropriate measure allows for local signal variation; this is important for in vivo analysis. For regions of
homogeneous speckle (high or low), the best accuracy is only as good as the appropriate single measure.

Speckle Pattern High Density Speckle (100%) Low Density Speckle (20%) Varying Density Speckle
Measures Mean◦ STD Dev◦ RMS Mean◦ STD Dev◦ RMS Mean◦ STD Dev◦ RMS
bNCC/CD2 Combined 7.13 6.46 9.22 13.78 15.85 6.56 9.62 10.62 7.48
bCD2 7.13 6.47 9.22 15.95 16.63 7.55 11.46 13.91 9.33
bNCC 7.39 6.60 9.23 13.72 15.83 6.56 11.66 13.42 8.10
bMSE 7.58 7.45 13.27 23.74 24.55 14.20 13.48 18.05 10.15

Table 2. Interframe velocity angular error and displaced frame difference RMS error.

bSettings: Affine deformation (4 pel) sequences without noise using WVMF iterations = 0 and a block scale where M × N = {16}.

Consequently, in Table 3 we show further results specifically for varying density speckle. These results illustrate
a marked improvement compared to using a single measure. For frame pairs with applied noise, the NCC mea-
sure produced increasing errors, resulting from a reduction in correlation ranging between 96.84% − 99.99% to
72.75% − 78.15% between best (no applied noise) and worst σ = 0.8 cases. WVMF noticeably improved all
results from just 2 iterations using an 8 neighbourhood region, maintaining a relatively low velocity angular error,
for example 7.06 with and 9.62 without. Similar results were obtained from testing over 100 frame pairs.

Speckle Pattern Uncorrupted ηm ∼ σ = 0.4 ηm ∼ σ = 0.8
Measures Mean◦ STD Dev◦ Mean◦ STD Dev◦ Mean◦ STD Dev◦
cNCC/CD2 Combined 7.06 6.09 7.41 7.02 11.10 12.44
cCD2 7.54 6.92 9.94 10.34 12.84 15.09
cNCC 7.64 6.09 8.53 9.12 12.10 13.25
cMSE 7.30 7.49 20.18 18.81 21.28 20.09

Table 3. Interframe velocity angular error for 3 cases of noise corrupted frames of varying density speckle.

cSettings: Affine deformation (4 pel) sequences with varying noise using WVMF iterations = 2 and a block scale where M ×N = {16}.

We have demonstrated that using a combination of speckle pattern similarity measures improved interframe and
trajectory performance, validating our approach on synthetic speckle and in vitro datasets. The real improvement in
displacement accuracy is obvious from analysing frames that contain subregions ranging from dense speckle with
noise characteristics that are purely multiplicative Rayleigh, to sparse stable speckle, to minimal speckle mixed
with a strong underlying signal, all features typically found in in vivo data.
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Comparison of Segmentation Methods for Cytometric Assay
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Abstract. In this paper we compare two segmentation techniques, a parameter-free variant of the watershed
algorithm and a new robust method based on adaptive contours. To test them, we use a set of fluorescence
in-situ hybridisation images of leucocyte nuclei: these images were obtained in realistic conditions of mass
screening, and do not meet the prerequisites of usual segmentation methods. We present the two methods and
describe them step by step. We then compare the results of the segmentation of the test images, showing over a
hundred nuclei, and detail the incorrect segmentations. The contour-based method outperforms the watershed
as regards correct segmentations and over-segmentations, but performs more under-segmentations. We analyse
the origins of the incorrect segmentations from the two methods, and discuss possible improvements.

1 Introduction

We are interested in segmenting images of human leucocyte nuclei, obtained by fluorescence-in-situ hybridisation
(FISH). On such images, nuclei are visible in the blue channel as bright circles on a darker background, while
specifically marked parts of the chromosomes – such as telomeres – appear as bright dots in the green or red
channels. A typical image is shown on Figure 1. Counting the number of dots inside each nucleus or measuring
their intensities is a key step in identifying certain genetic diseases, or in differentiating nuclei from different
individuals: thus, it is crucial to locate the nuclei boundaries accurately. This prerequisite operation is called
segmentation: it can be done manually with a drawing tool, semi-automatically by clicking on nuclei to be bounded,
or automatically, possibly requiring the tuning of parameters. In this paper we focus on the segmentation task, and
consider only the blue channel of images, as grey-scale images.

Of all the segmentation techniques that have been developed,

Figure 1. FISH image showing leucocyte nuclei:
the bright dots within the nuclei are the telomeres.

many are tailored for a specific type of cell under specific
imaging conditions, as in [1, 2]. However, our images do not
meet the requirements of most of these techniques, as they
were obtained from a prototype of a mass screening system:
in particular the backgrounds are far from uniform, and nu-
clei tend to gather in small clusters. Manual segmentation
is a trivial task, but is too time-consuming for mass screen-
ing. Thus, we investigated two popular methods with a few
variants that have been used for a wide variety of cells: one
is based on the watershed transform, the other uses contours.
General reviews of these methods can be found in [3] and [4]
respectively. In this paper we describe the methods briefly,
then present the results we obtained on a set of FISH images;
finally we discuss their inherent limitations and some possible
enhancements.

2 Segmentation methods

2.1 Watershed-based segmentation

The watershed transform is a method used to segment a grey-scale image into zones of influence of local minima.
Intuitively, one can think of a grey-scale image as a landscape, with dark regions at low altitude and bright regions
at high altitude. Supposing that every single depression in this landscape is pierced at the bottom, and that water
starts rising from below, then gradually basins will appear and fill up, until eventually every valley and mountain
is immersed. The idea is to mark the lines where the basins actually merged during the flooding: these lines
will divide the landscape into regions called ‘catchment basins’. The resulting segmented landscape is called the
watershed transform of the image: it shows the boundaries of the regions of interest. Proper definitions of the
watershed transform, the watershed algorithms and their implementations are presented in details in [3].

∗Corresponding author. E-mail: crestif@brookes.ac.uk
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By definition, the transform will create one catchment basin for every local grey minimum: that generally results
in an extreme over-segmentation of the image. Thus, the key point of any watershed algorithm is to use some
preprocessing to ensure that one and only one local minimum is to be found within each region of interest – and
that none will be found outside. In our case, every catchment basin should correspond to a nucleus: in other words,
the preprocessing needs to locate one local minimum within each nucleus.
Preprocessing usually involves basic image morphological operations, such as thresholding, opening, closing, etc.
We implemented the watershed segmentation as described in [5]. It presents a variety of preprocessing steps,
illustrated on two different types of nuclei, namely bone marrow (BM) and peripheral blood (PB) nuclei. The very
first steps of the segmentation, namely the image acquisition and the shading correction, are specific to the type of
imaging hardware used, which is why we do not detail them here. The remaining parts of the preprocessing consist
in a thresholding followed by an image transformation, specific to each type of nucleus.
Thresholding turns a grey image into black and white. A wide range of thresholding techniques is available [6].
The one used in [5] is the isodata algorithm: the threshold value is found iteratively, in such a way that it divides
the histogram into two regions, whose two mean values are equidistant to the threshold. Its main strength is that it
is automatically computed for each image. Besides this thresholding, a method is mentioned to isolate internuclei
background: h-domes are extracted from the original image, so that with a carefully chosen parameter h, the
internuclei background appears as the biggest bright parts of the extraction. These can be isolated with a standard
top-hat transform, and added as background to the thresholded image. The h-dome extraction is detailed in [7].
The final part of the preprocessing depends on the type of nucleus under observation. As PB nuclei appear almost
round, even when packed in clusters, the thresholded image from the previous step will show a juxtaposition of
white circles on a dark background. The distance transform is applied on this image: each white pixel is turned
into a grey pixel, whose brightness is proportional to the distance of the nearest black pixel. The result is a grey
picture, where the central regions of the circles appear brighter, and their borders gradually merge with the black
background. As for BM nuclei, such a distribution of grey levels within the nuclei is observed in the original
image: the brightness decreases smoothly from the centre of a nucleus to its border. Enhancing the thresholded
image with the original grey values is thus enough for this step.
This preprocessing removes most of the unwanted local minima (ideally all of them); the remaining minima can
then be marked as starting points – ‘pierced’ – for the flooding process. One way to locate them is to use h-dome
extractions, with a different value of h for each type of nucleus: h-domes merge minima that are very close to each
other, thus reducing over-segmentation. Then the watershed transform is performed. The core watershed algorithm
in use is the one described in [8]; a more detailed version can be found in [3].

2.2 Contour-based segmentation

The second segmentation method we implemented is based on contours. A review of active contour-based seg-
mentation of medical images can be found in [4]. All the details of the algorithm we used are presented in [9]. In
short, it is a two-step algorithm, consisting in localising the nuclei and then their boundaries. During the first step,
a single point is found within each nucleus, using a variant of the mean-shift algorithm [10]. In the second step,
contours are grown iteratively from these seed points, until they fit the nuclei boundaries. Contours are deformable
and remeshable polygons, whose expansions and contractions are controlled by an energy function, computed at
every vertex and every iteration. Internal energy controls the general shape of the polygon regardless of the image,
while external energy drives the vertices individually towards the boundaries of the nuclei. In addition, a repulsive
energy ensures that two contours will not grow into each other: this is needed when segmenting images containing
clusters of nuclei. Overall, the seed finding and contour fitting make use of a dozen parameters. They have to be
tuned manually on test images.

3 Results

To test the two methods, we used a set of 23 FISH images of human leucocyte nuclei, showing a total of 111
nuclei. Each image contained from one to sixteen nuclei, either isolated (48 nuclei) or packed together in clusters
(63 nuclei).

We implemented the watershed algorithm with the two preprocessing steps described above. However, using the
original values for the watershed transform failed on every image that we tested, resulting in an over-segmentation
of the nuclei. This was to be expected, since none of them displayed uniform radial intensity variation, unlike PB
nuclei. Table 1 shows the results of the segmentation after the distance transform preprocessing.

As explained above, the watershed transform will create as many segmented regions as there are local minima in
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number of nuclei correctly over-
analysed segmented segmented fused ignored

isolated nuclei 48 44 (92%) 4 ( 8%) 0 (0%) 0 ( 0%)
nuclei in clusters 63 42 (67%) 6 (10%) 4 (6%) 11 (17%)
all cases 111 86 (77%) 10 ( 9%) 4 (4%) 11 (10%)

Table 1. Watershed segmentation results

the first place. Thus, the final segmentation results depend only on the relevance of the threshold values found by
the isodata algorithm, and on the minima created by the distance transform and located by h-domes. The nuclei
ignored had a grey intensity lower than the threshold. Over-segmentation happens when two or more minima were
located within one nucleus, and fusion happens when no local minimum was located within a nucleus in a cluster.

To test the contour-based segmentation, we set up the parameters manually on a subset of images: these parameters
were then kept for the analysis of the whole set of test images. The results of the contour-based segmentation are
listed in Table 2.

number of nuclei correctly over-
analysed segmented segmented fused ignored

isolated nuclei 48 45 (94%) 2 (4%) 0 ( 0%) 1 (2%)
nuclei in clusters 63 48 (76%) 3 (5%) 12 (19%) 0 (0%)
all cases 111 93 (84%) 5 (4%) 12 (11%) 1 (1%)

Table 2. Contour segmentation results

It is to be noted that all the incorrect segmentations result from the first step, the seed finding. Over-segmentation
occurs when two or more seeds are found within one nucleus; fusion of clustered nuclei happens when the algo-
rithm finds fewer seeds in a cluster than there are nuclei. Finally, a nucleus is ignored when no seed is found inside
it. Once the seeds are found, the contour-fitting step adjusts the boundaries of the nuclei, but does not modify the
segmentation results in one way or another.

4 Discussion

We identified two intrinsic problems with this version of the watershed when applied to our set of images. First,
even though the distance transform can create a single minimum within an isolated nucleus or a nucleus in a not-
closely packed cluster, it fails when nuclei are closely packed, resulting in an under-segmentation of the cluster.
Also, it is based on the assumption that nuclei are round, and thus tend to over-segment irregular shapes – mistaken
for clusters. Over-segmentation can be corrected with tailored post-processing, such as hierarchical or multiscale
watershed [11,12]: using the landscape metaphor, the idea is to measure the minimum height that a point in a local
minimum has to climb before reaching a lower local minimum. If that height is smaller than a certain threshold,
then the original minima can be thought of as shallow, and its attraction basin can be considered as an artifact –
as opposed to a nucleus – and merged with its lower neighbour. This method is computationally intensive, and
requires the tuning of one parameter: the threshold value differentiating shallow minima from deep ones. There is
little that can be done concerning the under-segmentation of clusters though.
The second problem comes from the thresholding itself. Some images showing a cluster of a dozen nuclei have
a non-uniform background that cannot be smoothed easily. In one image, the general intensity in the top part is
much higher than in the bottom part, and as a result some parts of the background are brighter than some parts
of nuclei. In another image, the background near the nuclei is very dark, while the background further away is
brighter, even brighter than some nuclei. In these cases, any threshold will either cut off some of the nuclei, or
merge others with the background. Alternative methods to the isodata algorithm provide a threshold surface, such
as [13], thus allowing variations of the threshold value across the image. However, they also require the tuning of
parameters, thus loosing the automation provided by the isodata algorithm.
Overall, the main disadvantage of the watershed segmentation is that it removes most of the information contained
in the original image. In particular, the slight intra-cluster variations of intensities are crucial for a human eye to
segment a cluster properly, but are erased by the thresholding. The following steps, such as the dome extraction or
the distance transform, tend to recreate an artificial basic version of the original image, but are bound to be specific
to every type of nucleus, and not easy to automate.
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Conversely, the contour-based method uses the original image at all time. Judging from our experiments in pa-
rameter tuning, it appears that only one parameter is critical: the range of attraction of candidate points in the
mean-shift-based seed-finding step [9], which corresponds directly to the typical size of a nucleus on the current
image. In the tests reported here, that parameter was fixed, although the sizes of nuclei varied from one image to
another, by up to two-fold. This explains the high number of fusions reported in Table 2. Some methods have been
developed to automate the tuning of that parameter [14]. Combined with quality control methods, as in [15], they
appear as a promising improvement towards automatic segmentation. Basically, the stability of the segmentation is
tested against the parameter to control: the whole range of values is used, and all the corresponding segmentation
results are compared. When these results are consistent over a range of values, they are considered as reliable;
otherwise the image is marked as requiring further care – such as manual segmentation. This has to be done for
each parameter separately. Thus, it seems to be restricted to segmentation methods with few parameters. Besides,
it requires a preliminary study to prove the link between the stability of segmentation results and their reliability.

5 Conclusion

In our experiment, the contour-based method outperforms the watershed algorithm, yet both methods could be
improved with some post-processing of the results. However, the consequences of these improvements are different
for each method. Introducing parameters to perform non-uniform thresholding or multi-scale watershed removes
the main strength of the watershed algorithm; whereas testing the stability of the contour-based segmentation is a
further step to improve the quality control of the overall method.
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Abstract. In this paper we develop a spatio-temporal registration algorithm for cardiac MR image sequences.
The algorithm has the ability to correct any spatial misalignment between the images caused by global differ-
ences in the acquisition of the image sequences and by local shape differences. In addition it has the ability
to correct temporal misalignment caused by differences in the length of the cardiac cycles and by differences
in the dynamic properties of the hearts. The algorithm uses a 4D deformable transformation model which is
separated into spatial and temporal components. The registration method was qualitatively evaluated by visual
inspection and by measuring the overlap and surface distance of anatomical regions. The results demonstrate
that a significant improvement in the alignment of the image sequences is achieved by the use of the deformable
transformation model.

1 Introduction

Cardiovascular diseases are a very important cause of death in the developed world. Their early diagnosis and
treatment is crucial in order to reduce mortality and to improve patients’ quality of life. Magnetic resonance
imaging (MR) is playing an increasingly important role for the high resolution imaging of the cardiovascular
system. The recent advantages in the development of cardiac imaging modalities have led to an increased need
for cardiac registration methods. In general, cardiac image registration is a very complex problem due to the
complicated non-rigid motion of the heart and the thorax as well as the low resolution with which cardiac images
are usually acquired. In the recent years cardiac image registration has emerged as an important tool for a large
number of applications. It has a fundamental role in the construction of anatomical atlases of the heart [1], analysis
of the myocardial motion [2] and in fusion of information from a number of different modalities such as CT,
MR, PET, and SPECT [3, 4]. In addition, cardiac image registration is crucial for the comparison of images of
the same subject, e.g. before and after pharmacological treatment or surgical intervention. Furthermore, inter-
subject alignment of cardiac image sequences to the same coordinate space (anatomical reference) enables direct
comparisons between the cardiac anatomy and function of different subjects to be made.

While a large number of registration techniques exist for cardiac images, most of these techniques focus on 3D
images ignoring any temporal misalignment between the two image sequences. In this paper we extend a 4D
cardiac MR image registration method based on voxel similarity measures which has been recently presented
[1,5,6]. This method will not only bring a number of sequences of cardiac images acquired from different subjects
or the same subject (for example short and long axis cardiac image sequences) into the same spatial coordinate
frame but also into the same temporal coordinate frame. The aim of this contribution is to improve the accuracy
of the cardiac MR image sequence registration algorithm by using a spatio-temporal free-form deformation model
based on B-Splines. The algorithm has the ability to correct any spatial misalignment between the images caused
by global differences in the acquisition of the image sequences and by local shape differences. In addition it has the
ability to correct temporal misalignment caused by differences in the length of the cardiac cycles and by differences
in the dynamic properties of the hearts.

2 Spatio-Temporal Registration

Since the heart is undergoing a spatially and temporally varying degree motion during the cardiac cycle, 4D cardiac
image registration algorithms are required when registering two cardiac MR image sequences. Spatial alignment
of corresponding frames of the image sequences (e.g. the second frame of one image sequence with the second
frame of the other) is not enough since these frames may not correspond to the same position in the cardiac cycle
of the hearts. This is due to differences in the acquisition parameters, differences in the length of cardiac cycles and
differences in the dynamic properties of the hearts. Spatio-temporal alignment will enable comparison between
corresponding anatomical positions and corresponding positions in the cardiac cycle of the hearts.
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A 4D cardiac image sequence can be represented as sequence ofn 3D imagesIk(x, y, z) with a fixed field of
view ΩI and an acquisition timetk with tk < tk+1, in the temporal direction. The resulting image sequence can
be viewed as 4D imageI(x, y, z, t) defined on the spatio-temporal domainΩI × [t1, tn]. The goal of 4D image
registration described in this paper is to relate each point of one image sequence to its corresponding point of the
reference image sequence:

T(x, y, z, t) = (x′(x, y, z), y′(x, y, z), z′(x, y, z), t′(t)) (1)

and can be of a subvoxel displacement in the spatial domain and of a sub-frame displacement in the temporal
domain. The 4D mapping can be resolved into decoupled spatial and temporal componentsTspatial andTtemporal

respectively where

Tspatial(x, y, z) = (x′(x, y, z), y′(x, y, z), z′(x, y, z)),Ttemporal(t) = t′(t)

One consequence of this decoupling is that each temporal framet in image sequenceI will map to another temporal
framet′ in image sequenceI ′, ensuring causality and preventing different regions in a 3D imageIt(x, y, z) from
being warped differently in the temporal direction byTtemporal.

2.1 Spatial Alignment

The aim of the spatial part of the transformation is to relate each spatial point of a particular image of one image
sequence to a point in another particular frame of the reference image sequence. The transformationTspatial

consists of a global transformation and a local transformation:

Tspatial(x, y, z) = Tglobal
spatial(x, y, z) + Tlocal

spatial(x, y, z) (2)

The global transformation is an affine with 12 degrees of freedom transformation addressing differences in the
size, orientation and alignment of the hearts while the local part addresses differences in the shape of the hearts.
A free-form deformation (FFD) model based on B-splines is used in order to describe the differences in the local
shape of the hearts. To define a spline-based FFD we denote the spatial domain of the image volume asΩI =
{(x, y, z) | 0 ≤ x < X, 0 ≤ y < Y, 0 ≤ z < Z}. Let Φ denote anx × ny × nz mesh of control pointsφi,j,k with
uniform spacingδ. Then, the FFD can be written as the 3D tensor product of the familiar 1D cubic B-splines [7]:

Tlocal
spatial(x, y, z) =

3∑

l=0

3∑
m=0

3∑
n=0

Bl(u)Bm(v)Bn(w)φi+l,j+m,k+n (3)

One advantage of B-Splines is that they are locally controlled which makes them computationally efficient even
for a large number of control points.

2.2 Temporal Alignment

The temporal part of the transformation consists of a temporal global part,Tglobal
temporal, and a temporal local part,

Tlocal
temporal:

Ttemporal(t) = Tglobal
temporal(t

′) + Tlocal
temporal(t

′)

Tglobal
temporal is an affine transformation which corrects for differences in the length of the cardiac cycles and dif-

ferences in the acquisition parameters.Tlocal
temporal is modeled by a free-form deformation using a 1D B-spline

and corrects for temporal misalignment caused by different cardiac dynamic properties (differences in the length
of contraction and relaxation phases, different motion patterns, etc). To define a spline-based temporal free-form
deformation we denote the temporal domain of the image sequence asΩt = {(t) | 0 ≤ x < T}. Let Φ denote a
set ofnt control pointsφt with a temporal spacingδt. Then, the temporal free-form deformation can be defined as
a 1D cubic B-spline:

Tlocal
temporal(t) =

3∑

l=0

Bl(u)φti+l (4)

wherei = b tnt c − 1, u = t
nt
− b tnt c andBl represents the l-th basis function of the B-spline.

Tlocal
temporal deforms the temporal characteristics of each image sequence in order to follow the same motion pattern

with the reference image sequence. The combined 4D transformation model (equation 1) is the spatio-temporal
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free-form deformation (STFFD). The optimal transformation is found by maximising a voxel based similarity
measure, the Normalised Mutual Information (NMI), calculated directly from the the joint intensity histogram of
the two sequences over the spatio-temporal domain of overlap. In the first part of the optimization procedure NMI
is optimized as a function ofTglobal

spatial andTglobal
temporal using an iterative downhill descent algorithm. In the second

part, NMI is optimized as a a function ofTlocal
spatial andTlocal

temporal using a simple iterative gradient descent method.

3 Results and Discussion

To evaluate the spatio-temporal deformable registration algorithm we have acquired fifteen cardiac MR image
sequences from healthy volunteers using a Siemens Sonata 1.5 T scanner and TrueFisp pulse sequence. For the
reference subject 32 different time frames were acquired (cardiac cycle of length 950msec). Each 3D image of the
sequence had a resolution of256 × 192 × 46 with a pixel size of0.97mm × 0.97mm and a slice thickness of
3mm. Fourteen 4D cardiac MR images were registered to the reference subject. An initial estimate of the global
spatial transformation was provided due to the large variety in the position and orientation of the hearts. Since all
the image sequences contained almost entire cardiac cycles, the global temporal transformation was calculated in
order to compensate the differences in length of the cardiac cycles of the subjects (by matching the first and the
last frames of the image sequences). The spacing of the control points of the local transformation were 10mm in
the spatial domain and 90msec in the temporal domain.

Figure 1 provides an example of the spatio-temporal free-form registration. The images in the top row (a-c) are
the short axis, the long axis and the temporal views of a frame in the middle of the image sequence after the
optimization of the global transformations (affine spatio-temporal registration). The lines in the images represent
the contours of the reference image sequence. The images in the bottom row of figure 1 are the same images
after spatio-temporal free-form registration. The quality of the registration in the spatial domain was measured by
calculating the volume overlap for the left and right ventricles as well as for the myocardium. The volume overlap
for an objectO is defined as:

∆(T, S) =
2× |T ⋂

S|
|T |+ |S| × 100% (5)

HereT denotes the voxels in the reference (target) image part of objectO andS denotes the voxels in the other
image part of objectO. We have also calculated the mean surface distance of the above anatomical regions after
the affine and the deformable 4D registration. In order to calculate the overlap of the anatomical structures and the
surface distance we used segmented images. Table 1 shows the mean volume overlap and the mean surface distance
(in mm) for each anatomical region after spatio-temporal affine registration, after 3D non-rigid registration of the
first frames (by matching the first and the last time frames of the image sequences) and after the spatio-temporal
deformable registration.

Volume Overlap Surface Distance in mm
Affine Deformable Deformable Affine Deformable Deformable

Anatomical region 4D 3D 4D 4D 3D 4D
Left ventricle 76.15% 80.95% 85.76% 4.16 3.56 2.96
Right ventricle 77.39% 83.87% 84.86% 4.95 4.27 3.60
Myocardium 70.39% 71.64% 73.86% 4.77 3.87 4.16

Table 1. The mean volume overlap and surface distance after the affine 4D registration,after the deformable 3D
and after spatio-temporal deformable registration.

4 Conclusions and Further Work

We have presented an extension to our earlier spatio-temporal registration method [5, 6]. In this contribution we
extended the registration method by introducing a spatio-temporal deformable transformation model. The proposed
registration approach corrects temporal misalignment caused by different acquisition parameters, different length
of cardiac cycles and different dynamic properties of the hearts. The approach also corrects spatial misalignment
caused by global differences in the acquisition of the image sequences and local shape differences. There is a
large range of applications for this spatio-temporal registration method. We are planning to use it for building
a probabilistic atlas of the cardiac anatomy and function similar to the one we have recently presented [1]. The
method was evaluated using fifteen image sequences from healthy volunteers. The results indicate a significant
improvement in the temporal and spatial registration of the image sequences with the use of the spatio-temporal
deformable transformation model.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)
Figure 1. Results of the 4D cardiac MR registration algorithm. (a-c) shows the short axis, the long axis and
the temporal views after the affine alignment, (d-f) shows the corresponding short axis, long axis and tem-
poral views after the spatio-temporal free-form registration. Animations of the registrations can be found at
http://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/˜dp1/Conferences/MIUA04/REGISTRATION/
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Image-basedidentification of hibernating myocardium
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Abstract. Delayedenhancementimagingis a recentlydescribedtechniquethatenablesfor the first time, the
direct observation of areasof myocardiumthat have scarredfollowing infarction. When this information is
combined with informationaboutmyocardialcontraction,areasthat areneitherdead,nor contractingcanbe
identified. Suchareaswill resumecontractionfollowing revascularisation(hibernatingmyocardium). The
identificationof suchareasis consequentlyof greatinterestto clinicians.Thispaperdescribeshow registration
canbeusedto aligntheimagesprior to theidentificationof areasthatwill benefitfrom revascularisation.Patient
datais usedto demonstrateimagealignmentandimage-derivedinformationcombination. This is thenmapped
ontopatient-specific2D and3D representationsof theheart.

1 Intr oduction
It hasrecently beenobservedthatgadolinium-basedcontrastagentshave substantiallydifferentuptake character-
isticsin regions of scarredmyocardiumasopposedto in living areas[1]. Whereasthesecontrastagents washinto
andoutof thevascularsystemof livingmyocardiumin afew heartbeats,in areasof scarring, deadcardiomyocytes
arereplacedby amatrixof collagenousfibres—scarredmyocardium—into whichcontrastagentaccumulates15-
20 minutes post-injection. Calleddelayedenhancementimaging, this technique enables for the first time, the
directnon-invasive observationof scarredmyocardium. Wheninformationaboutareasof scarredmyocardiumis
combinedwith knowledgeof localmyocardialcontractionor perfusion,areasof myocardiumthatareneitherdead
nor contracting—hibernating myocardium— canbe distinguished. Hibernatingmyocardium hasthe potential
to resumecontractingif revascularised[2]. Its locationis thusof considerable importanceto cliniciansplanning
revascularisation.

Currently, to identify areasof myocardial scar, clinicians useeitherPositronEmissionTomography (PET), or
SinglePhoton EmissionComputed Tomography(SPECT).Scarsizemeasurementsusingdelayedenhancement
imaginghavebeenshown to correlatecloselywith thosemeasuredusingPET[3]. In additionMR hasbeenshown
to systematicallydetectsmallsub-endocardial infarctsthatwerenot identifiedusingSPECT[4]. Thehighervoxel
resolutionandnon-ionising natureof MR make it well suitedfor the identificationof hibernatingmyocardium.
An emergent technology that is competingwith delayedenhancementis contrastenhancedechocardiography. It
remainsto beseenwhich techniqueemergesastheclinical method of choice.

The identification of hibernatingmyocardium from MR imagescanbeperformedin two ways. Thefirst entails
finding areasthat demonstrateboth perfusiondefectsin first-passperfusion images,andan absenceof scarin
delayedenhancementimages. Recently, Breeuweret al. investigatedaligning suchimages[5]. The second
approachinvolvesfinding areasof myocardiumthat exhibit reducedcontraction in cine anatomical images,and
arenot scarredin thedelayedenhancementimage.To identify suchregions theimagesneedto bealigned,this is
normally performedmentallyby theobserver. Differencesin thepositionof theheartdueto inter-image motion
andinconsistentbreath-holdpositionsconfoundthisalreadydifficult task.Thispaperwill investigatethealignment
of cineanatomical imageswith delayedenhancementimages,beforeidentifying areasof hibernatingmyocardium.

2 Data
Shortaxis ECG triggeredsteadystatefree precessionimageswith SENSEfactor2 wereobtained in 2 patients
undergoing cardiacMRI for the investigation of coronaryarterydisease.Eight contiguousslices,taken in up to
threebreath-holds,wereimagedwith: slicethickness8- 10mm,fieldof view 350� 344- 390� 390mm,acquisition
matrix192� 192with 120%phaseencodedirectionsampling,reconstructedto 256� 256giving aresolutionof 1.8
mm � 1.8 mm–2 � 2 mm, with 20 phasesin thecardiaccycle, flip angle50- 55

�
, TE 1.56- 1.68msandTR 3.11-

3.37ms. A 0.4 mmol/kg bodyweight bolusof gadolinium DPTA wasthenadministeredintravenously. Fifteen
minutespost-injection,asingleenddiastolicimagewasacquired.TheimageswereacquiredonaPhilipsGyroscan
Intera1.5T with mastergradients,usinga 5 elementcardiacsynergy coil andvectorECG.

3 Methods
Beforeinformationabout contraction andscarringcanbecombined,misalignment of theheartbetweenthecine
anatomical anddelayedenhancementimages,dueto inter-scanmotionandbreath-hold inconsistencies,mustbe
compensatedfor. Both thedelayedenhancement andcineanatomical imagesareacquired usingECGgating, the
delayedenhancementimageshouldconsequentlybeat thesamepoint in thecardiaccycleastheenddiastoliccine�
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anatomical image. A rigid registration shouldhencesuffice to align theheart,however, rigid registration of the
entireimagewill only recover differencesin bodily positionandnot thoseattributable to inconsistentdiaphragm
position.Theregistration of aRegionOf Interest(ROI) in thedelayedenhancementimage—definedby manually
segmenting theepicardial surface— overcomesthis problem. Theenddiastoliccineanatomicalimagewasthus
rigidly registeredto theROI of thedelayedenhancementimage.Normalisedmutual information[6] waschosen
asthesimilarity measurebecauseof its ability to align areasthat includecontrastin oneimagebut not theother.
Thetransformationproducedby theregistrationmaywell resultin somedegreeof through-planemotion. Because
of themassive voxel anisotropy inherent in theseimages,a smooth3D contour musthencebecreatedprior to its
transformation.Shape-basedinterpolation[7] of binaryvolumesproducedby segmentationof anatomical enddi-
astolicepicardial andendocardialsurfacesprovidesapproximatelyisotropicvoxels.Gaussianblurring ( ��� � mm)
of theinterpolatedbinaryvolumefollowed by Marching Cubes[8], thenextracteda smooth3D surface.Figure1
shows sectionsthrough thesecontours overlaidon thedelayedenhancementimagebothprior to registrationand
following registration andtransformation.To enablethelaterassessmentof wall thickening,endsystolicepicardial
andendocardial segmentationswerealsopreparedasdescribed aboveandtransformedby thesametransformation.
The endsystolicimageshouldbe correctlyalignedwith the enddiastolicimagebecauseit is acquired with the
samebreath-holds, thereis thusnoneedfor alignment of theenddiastolicimages to theendsystoliccineimages.

Patient1 Patient2

Figure1. Manuallycreatedenddiastolicanatomicalcontoursoverlaid ontothedelayedenhancementimagesprior
to registration(top row), andfollowing registration(bottom row).

A bullseye plot is a seriesof contiguousconcentric rings, segmentsof eachring arecolour coded according to
the parametercalculatedfor corresponding segments of myocardium. Eachof the concentric rings in the plot
represents informationoriginating from a particularslice, the slice nearest the apex representingthe innermost
ring, and the outermost ring information from the slice nearestthe base. The in-plane angular locationof the
informationdeterminestheangular locationat which it is positionedin thebullseye plot. In this case,parameters
for eachsegment of the bullseye plot weremeasuredin-slice at equi-spacedangular locationsaboutthe in-slice
centroid of thedelayedenhancementendocardialsurface.

Areasof scarwereidentifiedmanuallyandthepercentage transmurality of thescarplottedona bullseye—Fig.2,
secondcolumn. Thepercentagewall thickening (ametricroutinelyemployed in echocardiography) wascalculated
from thetransformedenddiastolicandendsystoliccontours,andmappedontobullseyes—Fig.2, secondcolumn.
Becausethe contours have beenalignedprior to beingmappedonto the bullseye plots, for the purposesof data
combination,it will besufficient to combine theinformationassociatedwith thesegments of thebullseyeplots.

To combine the information from thetwo bullseye plots,a function of thewall thickening �
	�� andtransmurality
���� needsto bedefined.This function shouldbemaximum in areasof low thickening andlow scarring, indicating
the likely locationof hibernating myocardium —candidate areasfor revascularisation. The function shouldin
additionbe minimum in areasof maximal thickening andalso in areasof maximal transmurality —areas,the
revascularisationof which,will notbenefitthepatient.Onesuchcandidacy function canbedescribed by ����� ���
	���� ��� �� . This functionwasusedto combine thewall thickening andtransmurality informationonbullseyeplots
for eachpatient—Fig.2, third column. It shouldbenotedthatalthough this function hasthedesiredfeatures as
describedabove, its behaviour away from thesepoints is a somewhatarbitraryestimationof thebenefit associated
with the revascularisationof suchareas.The true revascularisationcandidacy function, canonly be determined
experimentallyby theassessmentof bothpre-andpost-revascularisationimages.
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Figure 2. Bullseye plots showing; transmurality first column), wall thickening(second column), andcandidate
areasfor revascularisation(third column), for patients1 and2 (topandbottomrows). Dotsindicatethelocationof
theconjunctionof theleft andright ventricles.

Figure3. Theunwrappingof thebullseyeplot into a rectangular image.

Although the bullseye plot permits two-dimensionalobservation of the locationof three-dimensional data,it is
somewhat abstract.An easierto interpret representationwould be if the combined informationwerevisualised
on a 3D representationof the myocardium. To thusrepresentthe combined wall thickening and transmurality
information,a coordinatesystemthatcanbeusedto translatebetweenthebullseye plot andthesurfacemustbe
defined. Segments in the bullseye plot canbe easily identifiedusinga polar representation,on the surfacethis
correspondsto a �
������� coordinatesystem—asopposedto an �
������� systemonthebullseyeplot. Thelocationof the
centroid of any of the3D surface’s facetson thebullseye canbeidentifiedfrom its z-position andits thetavalue
calculatedwith respectto its in-slicecentroid. This is a continuouscoordinatesystemandtheresultinglocation
in thebullseye plot mayconsequently beat a non-integerposition.To enableinterpolation of intermediatevalues
from thebullseyeplot, it wasunwrapped(seeFig.3). Cubicb-spline interpolation—wrappedaround at theimage
edgesto account for radialcontinuity— thenenabledsmooth� � interpolation of thebullseye plot. Examplesof
thebullseye plots for transmurality, wall thickening andthecombinedfunction areshown mappedontoprepared
segmentationsof thedelayedenhancementepicardialsurface in Fig.4.

4 Results
Thecontour overlaysin Fig.1 clearlydemonstratethatfor patients1 and2, theregistrationhasalignedthehearts
very well. For patient3 however, thereis a substantialregistration error. It would seemthat the registration
algorithm hasalignedtheenhanced region with theblood pool in thecineanatomical image.

Figure2 shows bullseye plots of transmurality, wall thickening andcandidateareasfor revascularisationfor all
threepatients. It canbe seenthat patient1 hasa sizableamount of scar tissuein the basaland mid anterior
segments of the heart,a correspondingareaof reducedthickeningcanbe seenin the wall thickeningplot. The
combined plot doesnot indicateany substantialareaswith high revascularisationcandidacy, although a small
region maybeseenin thebasalseptalareas.This is nicely illustratedin Fig.4, wherefor thefirst two positions,
onecanclearlyseethereducedwall thickening in areasof scar. Patient2 hastwo smallareasof scarin thebasal
anteriorsegments,thewall thickeningbullseye plot shows reducedthickening in this areaandalsoin the septal
segments. Whencombined,it canbeseenthatthereis a largecandidate areafor revascularisationin thebasaland
mid septalsegments.This is alsoseenin Fig.4.
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Figure 4. Mappingsof transmurality (top row), wall thickening (middlerow) andcandidateareasfor revascular-
isation(bottomrow) for patients 1 (left) and2 (right). Spheres indicatethelocationof theconjunctionof the left
andright ventricles. Colourscalesarethesameasemployedin figure2.

5 Discussionand Conclusion
This paper hasaddressedthe task of automaticallycombining information from cine anatomical and delayed
enhancementimagesand, to the author’s knowledge, is the first paperto attemptthis. Rigid registration using
normalisedmutual informationof a region of interestwasshown be to sufficient to compensatefor both inter-
scanpatientmovementandinconsistentbreath-hold positions. Following registration,the locationof manually
identifiedareasof scarringwas thencombined with manuallydetermined wall thickening information usinga
combinationfunction. Although at thisstagethecombinationfunction is ratherarbitrary, it enablescandidateareas
for revascularisationto behighlightedfor thefirst time. Theresultsof theinformationcombinationwereshown on
both2D bullseye representationsof theheart,andon 3D representationsof themyocardialsurface.Futurework
requiredto make this technique clinically employable would betheempiricalidentification of a revascularisation
candidacy function, this will require a substantialsetof bothpre-andpost-revascularisationimages.Following
this, thetechniquecouldbevalidatedby comparisonwith resultsderivedfrom PET—thecurrent goldstandard.
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1 Introduction 

The creation of realistic computational fluid dynamic (CFD) models from medical images has been the subject 
of much research [1]. However, if simulations are to be performed on a routine basis in a clinical setting, the 
user interaction required to create the CFD model must be reduced by automating the mesh generation process 
as far as possible, and this is the subject of this paper. Furthermore, high performance computing required for 
transient CFD simulation must be accessible, possibly using Grid technology [2]. We describe a technique for 
rapidly generating patient-specific meshes, and the potential to validate these using flow and invasive pressure 
measurements made during catheterisation under MR guidance. 

2 Automatic mesh generation 

Typically, the stages in generating a CFD mesh – segmentation, profile extraction, surface generation, and 
meshing - are performed for every new CFD model that is created, often with significant user intervention. We 
propose a novel technique for creating patient-specific models, in which the time consuming step of creating a 
CFD mesh for a given arterial topology need only be performed once for a ‘reference patient’. This mesh is then 
morphed to any individual by image registration [3] of the reference CT or MR scan data to the patient scan. 

2.1 Creation of Mesh for Reference Patient 

An idealised representation of the real geometry is defined in terms of geometric primitives, such as cylinders, 
and then meshed. From the mesh, a pseudo-binary image is created by identifying which points on a regular 3D 
grid lie inside the mesh surface (intensity 1), and which lie outside (intensity 0). The scan data for the reference 
patient is then segmented using any appropriate technique to produce a second binary image. Because this 
process need only be performed once, we performed the segmentation manually. The two binary images were 
blurred using a Gaussian filter with a FWHM of 4 voxels, and then registered to obtain a mapping from the 
idealised geometry to the real geometry. By applying the registration mapping to the idealised mesh, we obtain a 
mesh for the reference patient. This process is illustrated in Figure 1. This technique generates an appropriate 
distribution of mesh density and the inlets and outlets can be automatically identified by reference to the original 
geometric primitives.  

2.2 Creation of Patient-Specific Meshes 

Subsequent scans (of the same patient at different times, or different patients) can be registered directly (at 
image level) to the original reference scan, and the mapping thus obtained applied to the reference mesh to 
obtain a scan-specific mesh. Processes such as wall movement or dilation in a dynamic scan sequence are 
obtained naturally and directly from the registration mapping.  The segmentation of each image except for the 
reference one is performed effectively and automatically by non-linear image registration. 

                                                           
 * Corresponding author: Room I100, Royal Hallamshire Hospital, Glossop Road, Sheffield, S10 2JF, UK 
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Figure 1. Steps involved in generating the reference mesh 

 

3 Example Application 

We have applied the technique to the thoracic aorta of a patient with congenital narrowing of the aorta 
(coarctation), who underwent dynamic MR imaging, flow imaging, and invasive pressure measurements in the 
integrated MR and x-ray (XMR) catheterisation lab at Guy’s Hospital. The thoracic aorta is a good exemplar 
blood vessel because it is a complex shape and has significant motion, and is large enough that the lumen can be 
reliably imaged using MRI. The ability to generate patient-specific (rather than generic) models is particularly 
important here because of the high variability in anatomy in patients with congenital heart disease. Invasive 
investigation in patients with mild coarctation is not normally justified. Therefore management of these patients 
would be improved if changes in pressure and velocity distribution in the aorta with exercise could be predicted 
by MR-based CFD and structural simulation alone. 

A dynamic series of seven MR scans was acquired using three-dimensional steady-state free precession volume 
scanning (TR = 3.2ms, TE = 1.6ms, multi-breath hold, multi-phase technique, with a reconstructed voxel size of 
1.25mm × 1.25mm × 1mm). The first scan in the dynamic sequence is treated as the ‘reference’ image, and 
scans at subsequent time points are registered to this one. Figure 2 shows the meshing technique applied to the 
dynamic sequence from this patient. 
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(a) red: reference at 54ms, yellow: 264ms (b) red: reference at 54ms, yellow: 474ms 

Figure 2. Comparisons of reference model (red) with model for a later time point (yellow). 
Times after ECG trigger are given. 

 

4 Computational Fluid Dynamics Modelling 

Geometrical information obtained from the morphed mesh may in itself be important – for example it may be 
used to determine the amount of aortic narrowing in patients with coarctation. However, the mesh can also be 
used in CFD simulations to determine the pattern of blood flow in the arterial segment. In this case, the inlet 
flow to the aorta model was specified using data from a flow-sensitive Fast-Field MR Echo sequence acquired in 
the same session as the anatomical scan. The outlets of the model were coupled to compartmental models that 
represent the downstream circulatory system. For the compartmental models, we used a digital implementation 
of sections of the model proposed by Westerhof et. al. [4], which is an electronic analogue of the human 
systemic arterial tree. It consists of 121 arterial segments, with each segment consisting of a number of linear 
passive electrical components. CFD simulation of the 3D aorta model is performed using CFX (ANSYS Inc.). 
Because of the time-varying nature of blood flow, a transient solution, typically with timesteps of 0.01s or 
lower, must be performed, and this is very computationally demanding. If blood flow simulations are to be 
performed routinely in a clinical setting as part of patient management, then high performance computing must 
be made more accessible. This could be achieved through the use of Grid technology, and the combination of 
CFX coupled to compartment systems has implemented on the GEMSS testbed Grid [2]. 

For the current model, converged solutions have been obtained for three-quarters of the period of systole – 
divergence at the end of the deceleration phase is under investigation. Figure 3 shows the reference mesh 
coupled to the compartment models and solution streamlines at peak systolic flow. The solution of the 
compartment models allows the pressure and flow at downstream locations in the circulatory system to be 
determined. Also, the compartment models provide better boundary conditions for the 3D model – if the 
compartments are replaced by simple zero-pressure boundaries, then the flow for the three arteries leaving the 
aortic arch is too high. 

In the future we intend to develop these models to allow the time-varying wall motion to be imposed on the CFX 
model, or, alternatively, be determined by coupling the wall boundary to a structural finite element model 
representing the elastic properties of the vessel wall, as described by Hose et. al.[5]. 
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(a) 3D mesh coupled to downstream 
compartments 

(b) Solution at peak systolic flow 

Figure 3. Computational Fluid Dynamics Simulation 
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Abstract. The high prevalence and mortality of lung cancer has encouraged studies in the early detection of
lung cancer. Driven by the need for a better understanding of the anatomical functionality and normality of
the lung using CT data, we highlight our findings related to application areas like lung segmentation, density
estimation and segmentation of anatomical features of the lung such as the airway tree structure.

1 Introduction

Accurate segmentation of the lungs into physiological structures such as the intra-thoracic airway tree and the
pulmonary structure is a crucial part of lung automated diagnosis system. As part of modelling the normality and
functionality of the lungs, in this paper we concentrate on lung segmentation, density estimation and lung airway
tree segmentation. The next sections describe application areas such as the effect of patient orientation on lung
density and the task of airway tree segmentation.

2 Effect of Patient Orientation on Lung Density Estimation

Lung CT data can be obtained with the patient in the prone or supine position. To quantify the effect patient
orientation (prone or supine) has on lung density, the left and right lungs were segmented with respect to the
background in the CT lung images. To avoid inter- and intra-observer variation, an automatic approach was
developed which incorporates a number of distinct steps.

The standard lung window (center and width respectively−500 and1500 Hu) was used as the basis of the seg-
mentation process (see Fig. 1a). The image was subsequently thresholded using simple histogram based peak
separation. The next stage of the segmentation process involved a morphological closing. The structuring element
was a3× 3 square. The main aim of this step was to remove noise aspects and small anatomical structures. After
the closing operation connected components were labelled. The two largest regions were selected as being the two
lung areas (see Fig. 1b).

(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 1. Automated Lung Segmentation: (a) example CT slice, (b) segmented left and right lung areas, (c)
masked left lung, and (d) masked right lung.

The case of joint lungs, where the anterior and the central junctions of the CT slices had weak contrast making it
difficult to separate the left and right lungs was handled using iterative erosion until two major lung regions were
obtained. The two lung regions where subsequently dilated, restricted by the original segmentation, to obtain the
original lung area [1].

The output of the segmentation stage is the left and right lung masks. The correlation between manual and au-
tomatic segmentation can be found in Fig. 2. The masks in combination with the original DICOM data result in
left and right lung regions (see Fig. 1c,d). It can be seen that the left and right lung regions contain dense vessels
and airways which appear as areas of white blobs and dark patches surrounded by white vessel walls. These do
not form a part of the lung tissue needed for the density estimation and were removed by thresholding at a level of
-100Hu. The mean pixel value of each lung region was calculated and was taken as an estimate of lung density.

∗Email: harbir.singh@uea.ac.uk, michael.crawford@nnuh.nhs.uk, john.curtin@nnuh.nhs.uk, rrz@aber.ac.uk
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To evaluate the effect of patient orientation, each lung area was divided into three portions, namely anterior, central
and posterior where each portion was one third the height of the lung. The densities of the regions were calculated
and correlated to identify any pattern of density variation which could be attributed to the orientation. We also
compared the supine and prone densities of the full right and left lungs.
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Figure 2. Lung segmentation: manual versus automatic.

2.1 Results and Discussion

The data comprised supine and prone inspiration and expiration CT scans of fifteen patients obtained from the
Norfolk and Norwich University Hospital. Scans were obtained in the supine position at 1 cm intervals during
inspiration and at 3 levels during expiration, and in the prone position at 3 cm intervals during inspiration and at
3 levels during expiration. From each patient twelve scans were obtained; three supine inspiration, three supine
expiration, three prone inspiration and three prone expiration. Each set of the scans was acquired at the upper,
middle and lower portions of the chest region. The inspiration/expiration and prone/supine levels were matched as
best as possible. All image values in this paper are represented in Hounsfield units (Hu).

An overview of the results can be found in Fig. 3. For both the left and right lung a low correlation coefficient
(respectively 0.631 and 0.619) was obtained. In both cases the supine density estimate tends to be lower when
compared to the prone density estimate. These initial results indicate that patient orientation does matter when
considering density estimation. However, at the same time it should be noted that the resulting correlation between
prone and supine estimates might be high enough from a clinical point of view (this needs further investigation).
It is expected that the non-uniform deformation of the lung lobes when comparing the supine and prone position
of the patient needs to be taken into account.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3. Automatic density estimation (a) left lung, supine versus prone and (b) right lung, supine versus prone.

The non-uniform deformation aspects are further emphasized in Tab. 1. This table summarizes the correlation
between the anterior, central and posterior regions of the lungs for supine and prone inspiration/expiration. As
expected, there is a larger variation for the inspiration comparison, where it is expected that the non-linear defor-
mation is more pronounced. A simple explanation for the lack of correlation with respect to the orientation of the
patient could be the mismatch between slices from the supine and prone positions. The prone inspiration data con-
sisted of slices at 3 cm intervals. For the supine inspiration data the slice distance was 1 cm. From these inspiration
slices three were manually selected to match three expiration slices. There is no certainty that the prone and supine
slices contain identical anatomical information. A more robust approach would be based on estimating a three
dimensional density distribution from the inspiration data and match the supine and prone data and subsequently
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match the three expiration slices to these three dimensional density distributions.

Table 1. Regional correlation coefficients. S: supine, I: inspiration, P: prone, and E: expiration
Scans Correlation Coefficient

Anterior Central Posterior
SI-PI 0.519 0.605 0.637

SE-PE 0.592 0.595 0.610

3 Airway Tree Segmentation

Providing a non-invasive tool for 3D reconstruction of anatomical structures such as the bronchial tree from 2D
and 3D data is a challenging task for computer vision in medical imaging [2]. The airway tree is a pipe structure
starting from the end of the trachea and branching like a tree into the lungs. Often intensity inhomogeneity and
partial volume effects make it difficult to identify small and finer details at the lower end of the tree. Once the
airway tree has been extracted, quantitative analysis can be performed to evaluate tree structure and function which
is important for examining physiologic and pathological conditions such as stenosis and tumors. In this section we
present and discuss the results obtained using a gain-based 3D region growing approach for segmenting the airway
tree. For a detailed discussion on the methodology we refer to [3].

3.1 Results and Discussion

Using volumetric HRCT lung data comprising 125 transversal scans, 256x256 in dimension, Fig. 4 shows the
processing results using 2D slices representing the top, middle and lower section of the bronchial tree. The 3D
algorithm successfully identifies the bronchus area. Fig. 4a shows part of the trachea, Fig. 4b shows the trachea
before splitting and Fig. 4c shows the airways when the trachea has split.

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4. 2D processing results showing original images and extracted bronchus area.

Fig. 5 shows the 3D visualization of a typical segmented airway tree from the top and side angle. The algorithm
has been successful in identifying the branching and the structure of the airway tree to a high degree of accuracy.
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Figure 5. Visualization of airway trees at T=53, G=50%, displaying (a) top view, (b) side view.
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Figure 6. Tree segmentation: evaluating performance of heuristic gain measure. Sensitivity(+) and specificity(*)
as a function of gain for threshold T=57.

As part of the evaluation, the automated results were compared to the manually segmented tree and the effect
of gain measure was quantified (see Fig. 6). The current evaluation methodology has a bias towards the initial
levels in the airway tree as these contain relatively more pixels than the final levels of the tree. A level dependant
evaluation is part of our future research directions. It should also be mentioned that the gain-based algorithm is not
fail proof as it encounters the problem of leakage which affects all segmentations of the airway tree based on the
region growing approach. Even though the heuristic gain was used in this case, it was not able to prevent leakage
of the grow process into the lung parenchyma. The heuristic gain at best introduces an additional control facility
in the extraction process and combined with other parameters such as explosion of volume and other features of
the regions of interest [4], can help in achieving better segmentation results.

Currently, our research concentrates on the development of a modified approach, which uses extracted features like
the length of the branch, angles between branches and radius of the bronchus. We also intend to undertake a more
robust evaluation on a larger number of patient datasets. This should aid in developing a normal lung model by
efficiently modelling the airway tree topology and classification of cancerous regions.

4 Conclusions

We have described an automatic approach for the segmentation of lung areas from CT slices. The approach
is robust and correlates well with manual segmentation results. However, the subsequent experiments are not
conclusive in answering the thesis if patient orientation affects lung density estimation. We have shown limited
correlation between prone and supine density estimation. Limitations of the current approach in combination with
possible solutions have been discussed.

The segmented bronchus area gives a measure of the volume of air in the lungs and can be subtracted from total
lung volume to gauge a better estimate of volume of lung tissue. Accurate segmentation of the bronchus is also
vital for applications like virtual bronchoscopy. We have segmented the airway tree using a heuristic gain measure
in a 3D region growing approach. Our results show a close correlation with manual segmentation and establish the
use of gain as a reliable measure. A comparison of information gain based unsupervised image segmentation and
boundary detection with alternate techniques can be found in [5].
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Abstract 

Past efforts on the automated processing on medical infrared images have typically focused on specialised 
applications like the detection of breast cancer. We propose the application of content-based image retrieval 
(CBIR) to thermal medical images. CBIR allows the retrieval of similar images based on features directly 

extracted from the image data. Hence, image retrieval for a thermal image that shows symptoms of a certain 
disease will provide visually similar cases which will usually also represent similarities in medical terms. The 

image features we propose for this purpose are a set of moment invariants of the grayscale thermal images. 

Keywords: thermal medical imaging, content-based image retrieval, moment invariants. 

  

1  Introduction 
Image processing and pattern recognition techniques have been applied to infrared images for many years in 
astronomy and military applications for target recognition. Until recently, comparatively little effort has been 
expended in the automatic analysis of medical images. Several attempts have been made at automatic 
classification of thermal images, however all of them are specialised and hence restricted to a certain application 
e.g. the detection of breast cancer as in [1,2]. 

We propose the application of content-based image retrieval (CBIR) for medical infrared images as a generic 
approach for the automated processing of medical thermal images. CBIR allows the retrieval of relevant images 
based on a pre-defined similarity measure between image features. In terms of medical thermal imaging, images 
that are similar to a sample exhibiting symptoms of a certain disease or other disorder will be likely to show the 
same or similar manifestations of the disease. These known cases together with their medical reports will then 
provide a valuable asset for the diagnoses of the unknown case. 

2 Thermal medical imaging 
In recent years, there has been a resurgence of interest in the application of infrared thermal imaging in medicine 
due to improvements in camera technology and the promise of reduced costs [3]. Thermography captures the 
natural thermal radiation generated by an object at a temperature above absolute zero. The radiance from human 
skin is an exponential function of the surface temperature, which in turn is an indicator of the level of blood 
perfusion in the skin. Changes in blood perfusion may occur for a variety of reasons, such as inflammation, 
angiogenesis, and previous traumas. It is well known [4] that asymmetrical temperature distributions and hot and 
cold spots are strong indicators of an underlying dysfunction. Care is needed in interpreting thermograms since 
they are not specific and may reveal past traumas as well as current problems. It is non-invasive, radiation-free 
and complementary to anatomical investigations based on x-rays and three-dimensional scanning techniques such 
as CT and MRI and often reveals problems when the anatomy is otherwise normal. Computerised techniques of 
image processing and pattern recognition have been applied in acquiring and evaluating medical thermal images 
[5,6] which are important tools for clinical diagnostics. 

3 Content-based image retrieval 
Content-based image retrieval has been an active research area for more than a decade. The principal aim is to 
retrieve digital images based not on textual annotations but on features directly derived from the images data. 
These features are then stored alongside the image and server as an index. Retrieval is often performed in a query 
by example fashion where a query image is provided by the user. The image database is then searching through 
all images in order to find those with the most similar indices which are returned as the images most alike to the 
query image.  
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A large variety of features have been proposed in the CBIR literature [7]. However, in general they can be 
grouped into several categories: color features, texture features, shape features, sketch features, and spatial 
features. Often one or more feature types are combined in order to improve retrieval performance. 

4 Content-based image retrieval for thermal medical images 
We propose the use of CBIR for medical infrared images. One main advantage of using this concept is that it 
represents a generic approach to the automatic processing of such images. Rather than employing specialised 
techniques which will capture only one kind of disease or defect image retrieval when supported by a sufficiently 
large medical image database of both ‘good’  and ‘bad’  examples will provide those cases that are most similar to 
a given one. The query by example method is perfectly suited for this task with the thermal image of an 
‘unknown’  case as the query image. 

The features we propose to store as an index for each thermal image are invariant combinations of the moments 
of an image.  Two-dimensional Cartesian moments mpq of order p+q, of a density distribution function f(x,y), are 
defined as 
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It is well known that a small number of moments can characterise an image fairly well, it is equally known that 
moments can be used to reconstruct the original image [8]. Affine moment invariants which are independent of 
common operations such as scaling, translation, rotation and skew can be derived from centralised moments as 
[9] 
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Each thermal image is thus characterised by its four moment invariants. Image retrieval is performed by finding 
those images whose moments are closest to the ones calculated for a given query image. As a similarity metric 
(or rather distance measure) we use the Mahalanobis norm which takes into account different magnitudes of 
different components. The Mahalanobis distance between two moment invariant vectors V1 and V2 describing two 
thermal medical images I1 and I2 is defined as 

)()(),( 21
1

2121 VVCVVIId T −−= −  (6) 

where T denotes a transpose and C is the covariance matrix of the distribution of all Vs. 
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Ammer suggested, following a visiting fellowship at the University of Glamorgan [10], a number of standard 
views of patients.  Clearly, the similarity would be defined as zero for comparisons between different views. 

5  Experimental results 
Figure 1 shows three thermal images of hands (in pseudocolour). The two pictures on the left are of healthy 
individuals while the hand on the right belongs to a sick person. We calculated the moment invariants for all 
three and the distances between the corresponding feature vectors. The distance between the two healthy 
individuals is 1.36 (despite the shift in position) while the distances between the healthy people and the sick 
person are 6.16 and 7.37 respectively thus confirming that the features introduced provide a promising avenue for 
exploring thermal medical images. 

   
Figure 1. Thermal images of two healthy and one sick person. 

6  Conclusions 
We have proposed the application of content-based image retrieval to the domain of medical thermal images. 
Thermal images are characterised by a set of seven moment invariants; retrieval is performed by returning those 
images whose features are closest to the ones of a given query image. 

Work is currently underway on building a database of medical thermal images comprising both images of 
‘normal’  people [10] and cases of known symptoms of diseases which will enable to quantify retrieval results and 
evaluate future techniques. 
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1 Introduction

Although segmentation and registration are usually considered separately in medical image analysis, they can
benefit a great deal from each other. Until recently, little research has been done to simultaneously estimate the
segmentation and registration problems in a single framework to make the two problems’ solutions facilitate each
other. Yezzi [1] and Wyatt [2] used a number of methods for interleaving segmentation and registration, but both
methods have limitations. In this paper, we present a novel maximum a posteriori (MAP) model for simultaneous
segmentation and registration (SSR) and applied it on brain MR images.

2 Method

We have two images I and J , and we assume J corresponds to some unknown geometric transformation of
reference image I . “Segmentation”, or the labelling of each pixel to one tissue type can be regarded as a model
of the underlying anatomy. I and J can be interpreted as a realization of a random process that corrupts the
“Segmentation”, e.g. by Gaussian noise. The problem can be formulated as follows: given image I and J , we
wish to simultaneously estimate the label fields f of the images and recover the geometric transformation T that
registers the two images. The MAP estimation is to find f and T to maximize P (f, T |I, J).

2.1 Hidden vector field

We assume that there are M regions; discrete label f(~r) indicates to which region pixel ~r = (xr, yr) belongs. As
noted above, the relationship between an image and its segmentation can be defined in terms of a Gaussian noise
distribution: P (I|f) =

∏

~r∈ΩI
vf(~r)(~r) . where ΩI is the lattice of sites of I and each M -vector ~v(~r) is defined

by: vk(~r) =
√

γ
π
exp[−γ|I(~r)− θk|

2] . Here, γ and ~θ are image parameters that depend on the noise variance and
mean intensity value of each class. One can find the optional estimate for f by applying a classical MRF model
and Bayesian MAP estimation [3].

Marroquin [4] proposed a different probabilistic model for the generation of label field to overcome the difficulties
with classical MRF models like sensitive to noise and initialization. Instead of the conventional 1-step procedure,
he proposed a 2-step probabilistic model, with an additional hidden Markov random vector field p: each vector
~p(~r) indicates the probability the pixel ~r belongs to one of the regions given the intensity of that pixel, and it takes
values on the M-vertex simplex SM : SM = {~u ∈ RM :

∑M
k=1 uk = 1, uk ≥ 0, k = 1, ...,M} . Then, the optimal

estimate for f can be calculated from p.

2.2 General framework

We incorporate the Markov random vector field p into our framework. To obtain the optimal estimator f ∗ for the
label field and T ∗ for transformation, we follow the steps:

1. Find the MAP estimators p∗, T ∗ for p, T : p∗, T ∗ = argmaxp∈SN

M
,TP (p, T |I, J)

2. Determine f∗(~r) = argmaxf(~r) P (f |p = p∗, I) = argmaxk p
∗

k(r)

The first step itself is a 2-step procedure, in which the best T is found given the current estimate for p, then the
best estimate for p is found, given the current estimate for transformation T :

1. Find an initial estimate p̄ for p by individual segmentation;
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2. Repeat until convergence or often enough:

(a): Set T̄ = argmaxT P (T |p̄, I, J)

(b): Set p̄ = argmaxp P (p|T̄ , I, J)

We now analyze step (a). We consider image I to be the reference image, transformation T to be a spatial mapping
from I to J . Using Bayes’ rule, we have: P (T |p̄, I, J) ∝ P (I|p̄)P (J |p̄, T )P (T ) .

In order to maintain spatial coherence and smoothness, the transformation T (~r) may be required to be similar
to its value at the spatial neighbors. We assume a Gibbs distribution on the expected deformations: P (T ) =
exp(−E(T )), where E(T ) is T in the form of an energy. The likelihood of the observations can be rewritten:
P (J |p̄, T ) =

∏

~r∈ΩI
P (J(T (~r))|p̄) . For a Gaussian noise distribution, we have:

p(J(T (~r))|p̄) =

M
∑

k=1

wk(T (~r))p̄k(~r) = ~w(T (~r)) · ~̄p(~r) .

where wk(T (~r)) =
√

γ
π
exp[−γ|J(T (~r))− θk)|

2] . Finally we get: P (T |p̄, I, J) ∝ exp[−U(T )] . where U(T ) =

−
∑

~r∈ΩI
log(~w(T (~r)) · ~̄p(~r)) + E(T ) . Step (a) is equivalent to minimizing of U(T ).

For step (b): P (p|T̄ , I, J) ∝ P (I|p)P (J |p, T̄ )P (p) . Since p is Markovian, P (p) can be expressed as P (p) =

exp(−V (p)), where, for example, V~r~s(~p(~r), ~p(~s)) = λ|~p(~r) − ~p(~s)|2 = λ
∑M

k=1(pk(~r) − pk(~s))
2 . where λ is a

positive parameter, and < ~r,~s > are neighboring sites in ΩI .

So, we get: P (p|T̄ , I, J) ∝ exp[−U(p)] . with U(p) = −
∑

~r∈ΩI
log(~v(~r) ·~p(~r))−

∑

~r∈ΩI
log(~w(T̄ (~r)) ·~p(~r))+

∑

C VC(p) .

Step (b) is then equivalent to minimizing of energy U(p). we use iterative gradient descent method for optimization
of both T and p. Here, ~p(~r) must be projected back into SM .

2.3 The representation of transformation

For the case where T is a rigid transformation, we represent it by a rotation matrix A and a translation vector
~c: T (~r) = A~r + ~c. In two dimensions, the rotation matrix A depends upon a single angle α. Since for a rigid
registration, all the pixels undergo the same transformation, it is sufficiently smooth for E(T ) to be dropped, so
we can set it to zero. By minimizing U(T ), we get parameters α,~c to represent T̄ .

For non-rigid transformation, we represent T using a combination of a global transformation and a local transfor-
mation: T = Tglobal + Tlocal . The global transformation is represented by a rigid transformation, while for and
the local transformation, we use a B-spline based FFD model [5].

For Tglobal, the E(T ) can be dropped, and for Tlocal, we may use a 5 pixels neighborhood clique C: E(T ) =
∑

C VC(T ) where

∑

C

VC(T (~r)) = 2(T (xr, yr + 1) + T (xr − 1, yr)− T (xr, yr)− T (xr − 1, yr + 1))2

+ (T (xr − 1, yr) + T (xr + 1, yr)− 2T (xr, yr))
2

+ (T (xr, yr − 1) + T (xr, yr + 1)− 2T (xr, yr))
2 .

3 Results

In this section, we use brain MR images to illustrate the performance of our approach of simultaneous segmentation
and registration presented above.

In order to compare the algorithms, we need to establish a performance index, which should be objective and
quantitative. We propose the following performance index ξ: ξk = 2VGP k

VP k+VGk
where VGPk denotes the total
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Figure 1. Simultaneous segmentation and registration (SSR) experiment on rigid registration. (a)reference im-
age I. (b)floating image J. (c)segmentation result of image I without SSR. (d)segmentation result with SSR.
(e)segmentation ground truth in image I domain. (f)transformation of floating image to reference image using
rigid registration.

tissue class CSF GM WM

single 0.893 0.869 0.930
SSR 0.894 0.874 0.937

Table 1. performance index comparison between single and SSR segmentation for experiment1

number of pixels that were correctly assigned to class k by a given procedure; VPk is the total (correct + incorrect)
number of pixels belonging to class k by this procedure and VGk denotes the total number of pixels belonging to
class k in the ground truth. Higher performance index indicates better segmentation result here.

Our initial experiments are on brain MR images provided by Brainweb [6]. We segment the images into 3 tissue
classes in the brain: cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), gray matter (GM), and white matter (WM). Our first experiment is
on images with known rigid transformation between them. We make a transformation on zero noise brain image
with 5.00 degree rotation and 11.0 pixels translations in both directions. Various amount of zero-mean Gaussian
white noise are independently added to the original and transformed images to produce the observed images I

and J . The test images, together with their single and SSR results are shown in Fig. 1. We compare these two
results with our performance index: as can be seen from Table 1, in each tissue class, the performance index of
SSR is always higher than that of the single segmentation. The recovered transformation is 5.03 degree and the
translations in two direction are 10.7 and 10.4 pixels.

Our second experiment is on images with an unknown non-rigid transformation: we take two different slices of
brain MRI as I and J ; the image experimental results are shown in Fig. 2. We can see from the performance index
in Table 2 that the SSR gives more correct classification for pixels in each class than the single segmentation. The
recovered transformation is represented by transforming the floating image into the reference image domain, since
no real transformation ground truth can be provided here, we can only get a visually qualitative impression of our
registration result. We aim to study how to evaluate non-rigid registration methods later.

tissue class CSF GM WM

single 0.882 0.888 0.939
SSR 0.890 0.892 0.942

Table 2. performance index comparison between single and SSR segmentation for experiment2
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Figure 2. Simultaneous segmentation and registration (SSR) on non-rigid registration. (a)reference im-
age I. (b)floating image J. (c)segmentation result of image I without SSR.(d)segmentation result with SSR.
(e)segmentation ground truth in image I domain. (f)transformation of floating image to reference image using
non-rigid registration.

4 Discussion

In this paper, we have developed a framework to achieve simultaneously segmentation and registration to make the
two problems’ solutions facilitate each other. We use a hidden Markov measure vector field to make the interactions
between these two problems possible. It is used for segmentation step to label each pixel with highest probability
of certain tissue type and for registration step to act as a key element in similarity measure. For reason of space,
we have only illustrated this framework to brain MR images for both rigid and non-rigid registration cases, with
promising results for both segmentation and registration: the segmentation results achieved by fusion of the images
performs better than the segmentation results got from single image, meanwhile, using the segmentation results
also produces a good registration.
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Registration of Tomographic Images of the Optic Disc 
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Abstract. Glaucoma is a degenerative disease of the eye, and the largest cause of blindness in the 
industrialised world. It is typically associated with raised Intra-Ocular Pressure (IOP). The Heidelberg Retina 
Tomograph (HRT) is an imaging device capable of accurately measuring the depth of the retinal surface in 
the posterior half of the eye. HRT images of glaucomatous eyes typically show degeneration of the retina in 
an area called the optic disk, where the optic nerve leaves the eye. The degeneration tends to get worse as 
IOP increases and the disease progresses. This paper describes a technique for registering multiple HRT 
images of the same subject at different levels of IOP, taken during experiments to simulate glaucoma. The 
resulting fully registered images are currently being used to study the underlying aetiology of glaucoma. 

1 Introduction 

Glaucoma is a degenerative disease of the eye. Symptoms typically begin with some loss of peripheral vision – 
the patient can no longer see ‘out of the corner of the eye’ . Over a period of years the size of this visual defect 
gradually increases, often resulting in total blindness. Glaucoma currently affects roughly 150 000 people in 
Australia (0.75% of the population), but this figure is predicted to exceed 300 000 by 2030, with similar rates in 
other industrialised countries [1]. Although the clinical manifestation is well known, the underlying causes of 
glaucoma are less well understood. Consequently, there is an urgent need to understand the aetiology of the 
condition so that better prevention, detection and treatment methods can be devised. 

Figure 1 shows the retinal surface at the optic disc or ‘blind spot’ . In this area blood vessels and nerves from 
the retina come together and pass through a mesh of connective tissue called the lamina cribrosa to form the 
optic nerve. The result is an obvious depression of the internal surface of the retina – a feature called the optic 
disc. One of the main clinical signs of glaucoma is an abnormally high Intra-Ocular Pressure (IOP) exerted by 
the fluid (vitreous humor) within the eye. Several researchers have suggested that high IOP somehow affects the 
nerve fibres and/or blood vessels as they pass through the lamina cribrosa (see [2] for a review). This leads to 
gradual nerve death and hence loss of vision. As the nerves die, the optic disc becomes greatly enlarged. 
Unfortunately, the exact details of the process are poorly understood. 

The goal of this work is to study the effects of changing IOP on the retina, using image-processing 
techniques to examine the retinal surface at the optic disc [3]. As a first step towards this goal, this paper 
describes the method used to register images of the optic disc taken at various levels of artificially raised or 
lowered IOP. Section 2 describes the image acquisition method. Section 3 describes the registration method. 
Section 4 describes some experimental work using these methods. Finally, Section 5 draws some conclusions. 

2 Retinal Tomography 

The Heidelberg Retina Tomograph (HRT) is a confocal laser-scanning microscope designed to acquire depth 
images of the internal surface of the eye via the pupil [4]. The result is a two-dimensional matrix of depth 
measurements that are reproducible to within 20 microns. This topography image consists of 256×256 
individual depth measurements that are absolutely scaled for the individual eye. Figure 1 (LHS) shows a typical 
topography image of the optic disc of a normal rabbit eye. Pixel intensity is a measure of surface depth, such 
that white pixels are deeper than black pixels. The corresponding surface plot is also shown (RHS). 

The main clinical use of the HRT is in routine monitoring of the glaucomatous eye. However, researchers 
are using the HRT to describe topographic changes in the retina caused by increasing or decreasing the IOP 
under laboratory conditions [5]. The first step in analysing the data from this work is image registration. The 
HRT is shipped with software intended for use by clinicians to analyse human retinal images. However, in 
laboratory work with non-human subjects this software was often unable to register images. Initially this was 
though to be partly due to the large changes seen in the images, and partly because the optic disc of the rabbit 
has a different structure from its human equivalent. It was therefore necessary to develop an alternative 
registration method to support the laboratory work. The fundamental assumption when registering clinical HRT 
images is that features in the peripheral part of the image do not change. In other words, while the optic disc 
may be deforming under pressure, the surface in the peripapillary region is unchanged. However, as the 
experimental work described in Section 4 revealed, this is not the case. 

                                                
1 Email: { jim, andrew} @cs.curtin.edu.au. 
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Figure 1. (LHS) HRT data of a normal rabbit eye shown as an image. Note the reference rings, which are the 
basis of the registration method. (RHS) The same data shown as a surface map. 

3 Registration Method 

Prior to registration each image is filtered 
with a difference of Gaussians. A small 
Gaussian mask eliminates high-frequency 
changes such as noise. A large mask 
eliminates low-frequency changes such as 
depth gradients across the image due to 
tilting of the eye relative to the HRT. A 
difference of large and small Gaussians 
acts as a band-pass filter, producing an 
image in which noise is suppressed while 
edges are highlighted. This helps to 
prevent the registration algorithm from 
becoming trapped in local minima. Given 
an image containing 256-by-256 pixels, a 
suitable pair of Gaussian kernels span 7 
and 13 pixels respectively, and cover ±2 
standard deviations.  

After pre-processing, a set of circular 
reference rings is selected from the 
peripapillary region of the reference image by the user specifying the centre of the optic disc, and inner and 
outer ring radii (see Figure 1 LHS). Each reference ring represents a profile or ‘ signature’  of the retinal surface 
extending 360º around the optic disc as shown in Figure 2 (solid lines). The corresponding signatures from the 
unregistered image (dashed lines) are aligned with the reference image by transforming the rings using a method 
suggested by Ivins et al [6]. The state of the unregistered image can then be described by just a few parameters, 
such as translation and rotation, which control the configuration of the rings in the image. The parameters of the 
transformation are varied to minimise differences between the retinal signatures from the reference image, and 
the equivalent signatures from the unregistered image. This is achieved using a non-linear least-squares 
minimization algorithm. The expected motion determines the choice of parameters used to construct the model. 

The most important change between images is that due to experimental manipulation of the IOP. Obviously, 
this change must not be affected by registration. In addition, the following sources of change occur in the 
experiments. Note that movements of the HRT device are equivalent to movements of the eye in terms of their 
effects on the retinal images. 
1. Translation of the eye in three dimensions. This results in horizontal and vertical displacements of the 

image, which can be corrected using image translation. Translation in the image plane does not affect depth 
values. However, translation of the eye orthogonal to the image plane affects depth values throughout the 
image. The HRT produces images that are absolutely scaled, but it is still necessary to adjust the mean depth 
of each unregistered image. This type of translation will also produce scaling in the image plane. 

optic disc 

peripapillary region 

Figure 2. Retinal signatures around reference rings. 
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2. Rotation of the eye in three dimensions. The result is a combination of rotation in the image plane, which 
does not affect depth values, and shearing of the image with corresponding changes in depth. Depth values 
increase in some parts of the image and decrease in others. 

3. Changes to the focal settings of the HRT. These can be ignored if the machine parameter is not altered 
during an experiment. 

3.1 Non-Linear Least-Squares Minimization 

If the registration method is to avoid over fitting the changes with too many parameters then the components 
must be approximated by just a few degrees of freedom. An affine transformation is sufficient to model the 
positional changes seen in the images. The transformation includes translation, rotation, scaling and two kinds 
of shearing (deformation). However, it does not affect the image depth values in any way, so a separate 
correction must be applied afterwards.2 A point (x, y) in the original reference ring is warped to produce an 
equivalent point in an unregistered image by translation (tx, ty), and an affine matrix A: 
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During this transformation, the centroid (cx, cy) of the model (computed from the co-ordinates of the M samples 
in the profiles) must coincide with the origin of the co-ordinate system. It is therefore necessary to subtract the 
centroid before transforming the rings, and add it on afterwards. 

The combined parameters p = (p1, p2, …, pN) of the model (where N = 6) are iteratively adjusted to find the 
optimal registration between the rings in the unregistered image and those from the reference image. This is 
achieved using a non-linear least-squares minimization algorithm. A discrete error function E(p) is minimized 
which is a sum of squares: 
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The co-ordinates s1 from the rings in the unregistered image I1 are warped by some function φ(p) to produce 
equivalent co-ordinates s2 in the reference image I2. The M measurements ei are the intensity differences at 
corresponding co-ordinates along the two reference rings. 

Finally, after applying the affine transformation the depth of the newly registered image is brought into 
alignment with the reference image using a linear least-squares method to compute a constant offset and two 
first-order gradient parameters. (In the experimental work these were found to be very small). 

Despite the complexity implied by using a non-linear method, certain characteristics of the least-squares 
problem can be exploited to improve efficiency. In particular, the gradient and Hessian matrices (which must be 
calculated repeatedly) have special structures. If the M-by-N Jacobian matrix of the residual e(p) is denoted as 
J(p) then the gradient ∇e(p) and the Hessian H(p) of e(p) are defined as: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )pQpJpJpHpepJpe +==∇ TT  
The Hessian matrix has the property that when the residual tends to zero, then as p approaches the solution, the 
second-order term Q(p) also tends to zero. This fact can be exploited to minimize the least-squares error using 
the Levenberg-Marquardt method, an implementation of which is included in the MatLab Optimisation Toolbox 
[7]. The minimization problem is solved most efficiently if a function is provided to compute the partial 
derivatives of the residual (the Jacobians). Given co-ordinates s1 from reference rings in an image I1 and co-
ordinates s2 = φ(s1, p) from the rings in an unregistered image I2 the error between the two is defined as: 
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The partial derivatives are as follows: 
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Values for the residual ei(p) are easily computed by subtracting the appropriate image intensities. The image 
gradient ∇I2 at co-ordinates s2 is found using finite differences and bi-cubic interpolation. The final term in the 
summation gives the position dependence of the rings on the transformation parameters. Appropriate formulae 
for these partial derivatives must be obtained explicitly. There are six partial derivatives for each co-ordinate 
(one for each parameter), but fortunately the values of these derivatives are easy to compute. 

                                                
2 Originally the intention was to use a 3-D model with three translation and three rotation parameters. However, band-pass filtering 
obliterates the depth information necessary for this approach. Unfortunately the band-pass filtering is essential for the minimisation 
algorithm, which would otherwise be distracted by local minima. 
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4 Experimental Work 

The registration method was implemented using MatLab. To register a 256-by-256 pixel image takes 3–5 
seconds on an unremarkable PC (a Celeron 450 processor with 128MB of RAM running Windows 2000). The 
method is currently being used to study the deformation of the laminar cribrosa in artificially induced glaucoma. 
Aim. The aim of the experiment was to study the biomechanics of the optic disk in glaucoma. Method. Six 
rabbits had IOP artificially increased to provide a sequence of known pressure gradients across the lamina 
cribrosa. At each pressure gradient, an image centred on the disk with a 15° field of view was obtained using the 
HRT. The registration algorithm described in this paper was used to register the images and hence make movies 
of the retinas as IOP increased. Results. Figure 3 shows some typical registered images obtained from one 
subject at different IOP levels. The corresponding movies reveal that there are major changes in the retinal 
surface due to pressure, not only in the optic disk, but also in the peripapillary region [8]. This makes registering 
the images difficult, because there is no point on the retinal surface that is consistently unaffected by altering the 
pressure gradient. This may explain why off-the-shelf software failed to register the images. Conclusion. The 
assumption, that there is an area of the retina that does not change when the pressure gradient over the lamina 
changes is false in rabbit eyes. This implies that image processing techniques that assume an unchanging 
peripapillary region must be used with caution when attempting to measure changes in images obtained with 
HRT. It is an open question whether this finding is also true in human eyes. 
 

Figure 3. A registered image sequence of the optic disc (light pixels are deeper than dark ones). Note the effects 
of increasing pressure (from left to right). The gray borders are due to the registration method. 

5 Conclusions 

The registration method described in this paper is based on a low parameter model driven by non-linear least 
squares minimization, giving it two main advantages over existing HRT registration software. First, the method 
can be used to register images even when there are obvious changes in the peripapillary region. Second, 
different mathematical models of image registration can be ‘plugged in’  to the software with ease – for example, 
to replace the affine transformation with a more (or less) sophisticated one. 
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Correcting differential intensity inhomogeneity
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1 Introduction

Serial imaging is increasingly important in dementia: for diagnosis, for monitoring disease progression and for
measuring drug modification effects in clinical trials and treatment management. Longitudinal measures, e.g. at-
rophy quantification, are especially sensitive to scan quality. One common scan artifact is intensity inhomogeneity
(bias): a slowly changing, smooth spatial variation in signal intensity within the scan. This artifact may, for ex-
ample, result in tissue in one part of the brain having a systematically lower signal intensity than similar tissue in
another part of the brain. This effect can be in the order of 20%. There are several causes of intensity inhomo-
geneity: inhomogeneity of the magnetic field,B0, of the MR system; inhomogeneity of the radiofrequency (RF)
pulse generated by the oscillating secondary magnetic field,B1, or non-uniform sensitivity of the receiver coils
used to detect the MR signal. Intensity inhomogeneity creates several problems for subsequent image processing.
Segmentation of an image into its constituent tissue types becomes more difficult - especially for automated, in-
tensity thresholding based techniques. In particular, differences between the bias fields of the longitudinal image
pair confound longitudinal image processing techniques: registrations, especially non-linear, may be affected, and
intensity based quantification techniques will be impaired. Figure 1 illustrates the impact of differential bias on a
well known intensity based atrophy measure, the Brain Boundary Shift Integral (BBSI) [1].

(a) (b)
Figure 1. Idealised intensity profiles in one dimension of a longitudinal scan pair across a csf - brain boundary
for (a) the case where there is negligible differential intensity inhomongeneity and (b) the case where there is
significant differential bias.

Figure 1(a) illustrates the idealised intensity profile in 1d across a cerebrospinal fluid to brain boundary where∆x
represents the distance moved by an anatomical point, theboundary shiftand is given in Eq. 1 thus:

∆x ≈ A/W (1)

where A is the clipped boundary volume and W is the selected intensity window which should be contained within
the intensity transition of the boundary.

The BBSI approximates the volume of atrophy in 3D as the total boundary shift as in Eq. 2.
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BBSI =
∑

boundary

[K/(I2 − I1)[clip(ub(x), I2, I1)− clip(ur(x), I2, I1)] (2)

whereclip(a(x), I1, I2) = I2 if a(x) > I2, clip(a(x), I1, I2) = a(x) if I1 < a(x) < I2 andclip(a(x), I1, I2) =
I1 if a(x) < I1 and K = voxel volume.

Figure 1(b) illustrates the same profile for the case where there is a significant differential bias between the lon-
gitudinal scans. It can be seen that the BBSI calculated from Eq. 2 will not give an accurate representation of
atrophy.

Current bias correction techniques are either modified acquisition protocols or post-processing techniques and cor-
rect absolute bias on single scans. Modified acquisition protocols include scanning the object twice using two
different coils [2], and measuring the RF field during the scan [3]. Post-processing techniques include modelling
intensity variation in regions of assumed homogeneity provided by tissue type segmentations [4]. More sophisti-
cated techniques combine segmentation and intensity correction in a single algorithm e.g. [5]. The most commonly
used bias correction technique, N3 [6], obtains the spline based bias field by iteratively sharpening the joint inten-
sity histogram. However, modified acquisition protocols result in lengthened scan acquisition times, and cannot be
used for retrospective correction, while current post-processing techniques assume models for tissue-type or bias
field, or assume frequency domain separability of anatomy and bias.

The technique described here correctsdifferentialbias on an image pair to improve measurement of pathological
change from longitudinal scans, thereby avoiding the need for the assumptions required when correcting absolute
bias. It identifies the differential bias field by applying simple filters to the longitudinal pair’s difference image,
which consists of differential bias, anatomical change (e.g. atrophy), registration error and noise, to obtain the
relatively large scale differential bias field which is then used to correct the longitudinal scan pair for subsequent
image processing.

2 Methods

2.1 Theory

Baseline and repeat brain regions are initially segmented using a semi-automated technique. The repeat image
is then rigidly registered, with rescaling, to the baseline image and resliced, and the repeat brain region resliced
using the same transformation. Intensities are normalised to the mean intensity of the interior brain region. Image
formation is modelled with a multiplicative bias field and additive white Gaussian noise. Calculating the difference
image of the log-transformed baseline and repeat images gives Eq. 3:

log(vb(x))− log(vr(x)) = log(bb(x)/br(x)) + log(ub(x))− log(ur(x)) + n′(x) (3)

wherevb(x) andvr(x) are the measured signal in the baseline and repeat images respectively,ub(x) andur(x) are
the true signal in the baseline and repeat images,bb(x) andbr(x) are the bias fields in the baseline and repeat images
andn′(x) is approximately white Gaussian noise (modified by signal and bias). The termlog(ub(x)− log(ur(x)),
consists of anatomical change, i.e. atrophy, and registration error. Since the images are intra-subject, longitudinal
scans then registration error should be small, and assuming that there have been no regional changes to the intensity
of grey or white matter, this term will have relatively small scale structure. The noise term will similarly be of
small scale structure. The termlog(bb(x)/br(x)) represents the differential bias field; this is of relatively large-
scale structure [6]. A median filter is then applied to Eq. 3. The median filter removes Gaussian noise [7] and
erases structure of size less than half that of the kernel [8] which should result in atrophy and registration error
being removed by the filter, to leave the differential bias field. A kernel of 11x11x11 voxels was used since on
visual inspection this appeared to optimally extract the differential bias field from the difference image. The repeat
image is then corrected with the differential bias field, to give a new image pair with no differential bias field, but
with the same absolute bias across both images.

Substituting these bias corrected images into Eq. 2 gives:

BBSI =
∑

boundary

[K/(J2 − J1)[clip(vb(x), J2, J1)− clip(vr(x)b1(x)/b2(x), J2, J1)] (4)
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Eq. 4 is easily shown to be equivalent to calculating the BBSI using the true signal over a moving window given
by limits J1 = I1/b1(x) andJ2 = I2/b1(x). Given that the maximum bias is in the order of 20% , this window
should lie within the boundary transition and hence give an accurate estimate of atrophy.

2.2 Application

A dataset (full set) of 280 longitudinal T1 weighted volumetric MR scan pairs (256x256 matrix, 124 slices, voxel
size 1x1x1.5mm3) were acquired of patients with Alzheimer’s disease with a mean scan interval of one year.
These longitudinal pairs were visually inspected by an expert for differential bias and a subset (bias set) of 19
pairs with significant differential bias were selected. The BBSI was calculated for each longitudinal scan pair. The
differential bias correction technique (dbc) was then applied to each scan pair and the BBSI recalculated. The
mean and standard deviation of the uncorrected and corrected BBSIs were then compared.

3 Results

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show coronal slices from baseline and repeat images with significant differential bias. Figures
2(d) and 2(e) show the same coronal slices from baseline and repeat images corrected using dbc. Difference images
between baseline and repeat images are given in Figures 2(c) and 2(f) for the original and dbc-corrected image pairs
respectively. The pre and post dbc difference images show that dbc has removed the differential bias: note that the
intensity gradient, particularly noticeable in the cerebellum, has been removed, while the real signal around the
ventricles due to the ventricles expanding has been preserved.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (d) (f)
Figure 2. Coronal slices through (a) baseline and (b) registered repeat image for longitudinal pair with significant
differential bias; (d) and (e) show the same coronal slices after dbc; difference images between baseline and
registered repeat image (c) and after dbc (f): note in (c) the artifactual difference in the cerebellum due to the
differential bias and the real difference around the ventricles due to atrophy, while for the corrected pair in (f) the
artifactual difference in the cerebellum has been removed by dbc while the genuine difference around the ventricles
is unaffected.

Applying dbc significantly reduced the variance in the atrophy measurement of the bias set by∼ 50% (p < 0.0001)
with a small reduction in the mean. This reduction in sd is also seen in the full set. The sd in the bias set is larger
than in the full set because differential bias adds noise to the atrophy measurement.
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Bias set BBSI mean(standard deviation) Full set BBSI mean(standard deviation)
non-dbc 13.7 (31.1) 20.1(19.4)
dbc 13.4 (20.5) 17.9(15.0)

Table 1. Mean and standard deviation of BBSI atrophy measure for full set (280 image pairs) and bias subset (19
image pairs) before and after dbc

4 Discussion

Longitudinal quantification techniques of serial MRI are increasingly important in neurological research and clin-
ical trials. These measurements are significantly and materially impaired by differential bias. The technique
presented here provides a non-parametric and non-iterative method for calculating differential intensity inhomo-
geneity. It makes no assumptions about tissue models or bias field models, which are generally necessary for the
calculation of absolute bias. It assumes only that that the inhomogeneity field is relatively large scale in comparison
to registration error, atrophy and noise.

Applying dbc to real longitudinal scans with significant differential bias removes differential bias between longi-
tudinal scans thereby significantly reducing the variance in measurement of atrophy. Post-dbc atrophy measures
therefore lead to reduced error in the assessment of longitudinal change, enabling better diagnosis, disease moni-
toring and measurement of therapeutic effects in serial MRI studies.

Future work includes further analysis of the spectral form of bias, reigstration error, atrophy and noise in order to
select the optimum filtering technique for extracting the bias field. It would also be of interest to investigate the
effect of dbc on the joint intensity histogram, which would be expected to be sharpened by the application of dbc.
This technique could potentially be used to calculate absolute bias by registering a template image with zero bias
to the target image and applying dbc.
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Tracking of myocardial walls and study of contractility and
thickening
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Abstract. The study of cardiac muscle contractility is fundamental in the evaluation of cardiac function. We
propose a continuous measure of contractility based on segment thickening in echocardiographic contrast B-
mode time series. Thickness is computed with the symmetric nearest neighbour distance method from the inner
to the outer myocardial walls. Preliminary results from 2 studies are compared to nominal scoring by an expert
and illustrate how this measure can be useful in the detection of hypokinetic segments.

1 Introduction

Contractility is a term that in cardiology refers to the ability of the cardiac muscle (myocardium) to shrink and
stretch to pump blood with the right pressure and timing. Multiple cardiac pathologies produce abnormal regional
contractility that, if detected, is of critical importance for diagnosis and may enable preemptive treatment. Of spe-
cial interest are non-invasive methods, amongst which transthoracic echocardiography (or standard echo) is one of
the most widely used because of its safety, speed, low cost and lack of radiation. Transthoracic echocardiography is
a medical data acquisition technique based on ultrasound waves that are sent from a transducer placed on the chest
so that they intersect the heart. By processing the sound wave echoes caused by acoustic impedance mismatches
it is possible to obtain structural, motion or velocity information of heart tissues and fluids. In the case of standard
echo, the left ventricle (LV) is favoured over other cavities in research, not only because the oxygen-rich blood
is pumped out from it at high pressure into the arteries and is the part of the heart most likely to have a problem,
but also because it is most conveniently positioned near the probe. There is not a unique quantitative measure
for contractility, so several indirect parameters are targeted for its assessment, for example the Ejection Fraction
(EF, the fraction of end-diastolic volume ejected in systole by the LV), inner wall (endocardial) wall motion i.e.
excursion or velocity, myocardium thickening and strain. See e.g. Garca-Fernndez et al. [1] for a review. Other
authors work with intraventricular preassure gradients [2] or tissue texture classification [3], although the latter
requires invasive catheterization for the probe.

Contractility problems appear generally in local neighbourhoods of the myocardium. Global parameters such as
the EF are unsuitable for detecting myocardial defects, as the heart can compensate for a local damaged region by
making the rest work harder so that the global function is not affected. Such a measure can also not locate where
the problem is. Other parameters such as wall motion, thickening and strain are implicitily local, but they are
generally averaged for a given myocardial segment, rather than evaluated in the muscle as a continuous function.
There are segment models with 9 to 20 segments, although the commonest in echocardiography is the 16-segment
model [4]. In clinical practice, assessment of segment contractility is performed with the nominal method of
scoring, where each segment is classified into one of the following categories: normokinetic (healthy), hypokinetic
(reduced contractility), akinetic (dead) and dyskinetic (when there is a paradoxic outward bulging during systole).
Thus clinicians use an evaluation functionf , such thatf : Ω 7→ Φ whereΩ is the discrete domain of segments
andΦ is the discrete range of scoring. Jacob et al. [5] proposed functionsf for the evaluation of endocardial
excursion and myocardial thickening asf : Q 7→ <, i.e. the parameters are real variables evaluated over the
discrete domain of B-spline control pointsQ. Contours are represented as uniform parametric B-splines with
N control points for both the endocardium{Qen,i}N

i=1 and epicardium{Qep,i}N
i=1, whereQi are the cartesian

coordinates of thei-th control point. Thickening for the twoi-th corresponding control pointsQDiff ,i is computed
as the differenceQDiff ,i = Qep,i − Qen,i. ThickeningQDiff ,ω for a given segmentω ∈ Ω is computed as
QDiff ,ω = 1/J

∑
j QDiff ,j , such that there areJ control pointsQDiff ,j ∈ ω. However, this approach has some

drawbacks: (1) Thickening for a segment would be better defined asQDiff ,ω = 1/J
∑

j ‖QDiff ,j‖2. (2) We
are limited to interpolating splines, i.e. control points are points of the curve, because only in this case isQDiff ,i
meaningful. (3) To increase the number of points for which thickening is measured, one has to increase the number
of control points, and recompute the training set and the Principal Component Analysis for the new control points.
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In this paper we propose a thickening measure to evaluate contractility based on the symmetric nearest neighbour
method [6]. The details are provided in section 2. We have tested this measure with 2 B-mode contrast echo studies,
where each study represents a complete cardiac cycle. B-mode is an echocardiograpy modality where grey-scale
time series of a two-dimensional plane across the heart are acquired. It is possible to enhance the signal-to-noise
ratio of the B-mode image injecting a gas-filled microbubble suspension (called a contrast agent) into the patient’s
blood stream. The safety and tolerance of contrast echocardiography are extremely favourable and the technique
is considered to be cost effective [7]. The inner and outer wall of the myocardium were segmented automatically
with a prototype commercial tracker called QuamusR©. This paper reports for the first time on how this system can
be used for automatic epicardial as well as endocardial border tracking.

2 Contractility measure based on thickening

The tracking algorithm represents contours as interpolating uniform B-splines. These contours are sampled uni-
formly to obtain a vector of coordinatesp = (p1, p2, . . . pN ) for the the inner contour (endocardium) and a vector
r = (r1, r2, . . . rM ) for the outer contour (commonly called epicardium, although e.g. in 4C the outer wall is
part LV epicardium and part right ventricle endocardium). We propose to use the distance measure obtained from
applying the symmetric nearest neighbour (SNN) method [6] to the myocardial inner and outer wall contours to
compute myocardial thickening asT = T (p) such that

T (pi) = ‖pi − rj‖2 (1)

wherepi andrj are correspondent points. The reason to usep rather thanr is that in B-mode time series the
uncertainty in the segmentation of the inner wall is lower than in the outer wall. Thus clinicians work with a
domain of segmentsΩ (typical dimension for the 4C plane is 6 elements), Jacob et al. [5] work with a domain
of control pointsQ (typical dimension is 24), and our approach works with a domain of any samplingp of the
endocardial contour (typical dimension is 300). The SNN method finds a correspondence betweenp andr. First,
for each pointpi in the endocardium, the nearest neighbourrj in the epicardium is obtained. Then, ifpl = pi,
wherepl is the nearest neighbour ofrj in the endocardium, we say thatpi andrj are symmetric nearest neighbours
and the match is kept. In a second run, a correspondence is computed for the sets ofK consecutive unmatched
pointspi+1, . . . , pi+K , drawing equally spaced points in the epicardium, between the pointsrj andrj+K+1.
In the two test studies, we have got between 20% and 30% of symmetric nearest neighbour points from a total
of N = M = 300 points for each contour in every frame. Figure 1 shows an example of the distance measure
between the inner and outer walls of the myocardium as seen in a 4C view. In this figure we can see a line that
links everypi ∈ p to its correspondent pointrj ∈ r. T (pi) is the length of that line. Finally, we propose to evaluate
contractilityC as the ratio between maximum thickeningTmax and thickening in end-diastoleTED.

C(p) =
Tmax(p)
TED(p)

(2)

3 Experimentation and Results

QuamusR© has previously been validated against expert hand tracing and cine-MRI [8] for endocardial tracking.
We have used it to track the epicardium in the 2 test studies too, and to assess its performance we have compared
automatic tracking to a single expert hand tracing in 3 planes: 2 chamber (2C), 3 chamber (3C) and 4C. The
SNN method described in the previous section was used to find the distances between contours. The results are
summarized in table 1. The variability for automatic tracking with 2 different initializations of the tracker was
found to be between0.79 mm and1.05 mm. The variability for a human expert drawing the same epicardial
contours 2 weeks later (intraobserver variability) is between0.94 mm and1.32 mm. Thus the automatic tracker is
more consistent in its results than the human expert. The variability between hand traced contours, that we use as
our pseudo-gold standard, and automatic tracked contours, is between1.18 mm and1.46 mm, a result that in the
worst case is only a10.6% bigger than intraobserver variability. There is, to our best knowledge, no continuous
real measure of contractility based on thickening against which we can validate the one that we propose in Eqn.
2. To illustrate how the proposed measure can be used for diagnosis, we divided the myocardium in the 4C plane
into 6 segments following the 16-segment model [4]. For each segmentω we average the thickening of all the
endocardial pointspi ∈ ω such thatT̄ (ω) = 1/Lω

∑
Lω

T (pi) whereLω is the number of endocardial points
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Figure 1. Distance between two contours computed with the symmetric nearest neighbour method for a frame of
a 4C view. Lateral wall is on the right, septum is on the left, apex is at the bottom and the base is on top.

that belong in segmentω. Then contractilityC(ω) was computed for each segment as in Eqn. 2. This value is
compared to the scoring value assigned to that segment by an expert observer in table 2. The ratio (study 1)/(study
2) betweenC(ω) values for segments BS, MS and AS in the two studies is between 0.8 and 0.9, which shows good
correlation, whereas for segments AL, ML and BL, that in the first study are normokinetic but in the second are
hypokinetic, is between 0.4 and 0.5.

Plane A-A (mm) H-H (mm) A-H (mm)

2C 1.05 1.32 1.46
3C 0.79 1.13 1.28
4C 0.87 0.94 1.18

Table 1. Automatic epicardial tracking compared to expert hand tracing. A-A: Variability between automatically
traced contours. H-H: Intraobserver variability. A-H: Variability between automatic and hand traced contours.

4 Conclusions

A quantitative measure for contractility based on myocardial thickening over a domain of any sampling of the
endocardial contour has been proposed. Automatic tracking of the epicardium is only10.6% worse and has better
reproducibility than expert hand tracing, according to some preliminary results, although it remains to perform an
extensive validation. Finally, it has been illustrated how the proposed measure is consistent with evaluation by
scoring in normokinetic and hypokinetic segments. The obvious next steps are to define the contractility function
C : [0, 1] 7→ <, i.e. to define contractility over a normalized continuous parametrization of the endocardium rather
than over a sampling, and to perform extensive validation in a larger clinical study with comparision with a gold
standard.
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BS MS AS AL ML BL

study 1, eqn. 2 (%) 108 157 171 117 110 131
study 1, scoring N N N H H H
study 2, eqn. 2 (%) 136 175 186 225 272 265
study 2, scoring N N N N N N

Table 2. Comparision of contractility measure of eqn. 2 to expert scoring in 4C plane. N: normokinetic. H:
hypokinetic. The segments are: BS, MS, AS (basal, mid and apical septum) and AL, ML, BL (apical, mid and
basal lateral).
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Abstract. This study investigates if grey-level profiles orthogonal to the prostate boundary contain enough
information to establish if prostate cancer is confined to the gland or whether it has spread into the periprostatic
tissues. This thesis is based on the notion that profiles can be radically changed at locations where a cancer
extends out of the gland. Statistical modelling, to generalise the profiles and reduce noise, in combination with
nearest neighbour classification is used to classify individual profiles. Sensitivity and specificity measures are
provided based on a leave-one-patient-out methodology. Limitations of the presented approach and available
data are discussed.

1 Introduction

Prostate cancer is now the most frequently diagnosed male malignancy, with one in every 11 men developing the
disease [1]. It is the second most common cause of cancer deaths in men. Patients who present with organ confined
disease may be suitable for surgery - radical prostatectomy and bilateral pelvic lymph node dissection. However,
once tumour has spread beyond the gland, radical radiotherapy is the preferred option. In advanced disease,
hormone deprivation, radiotherapy and chemotherapy all have a role in patient management. The importance of
imaging is to determine whether tumour is confined to the gland or whether tumour has spread into the periprostatic
tissues. The detection of nodal and bone marrow spread is also important. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is
now the staging method of choice for cases of proven prostate cancer [2,3]. It is the most reliable technique for the
depiction of the zonal anatomy of the prostate - 70% of tumour arising from the peripheral zone of the gland. Its
superior contrast resolution and multiplanar capabilities allow the best chance of detecting extracapsular extension
of tumour. Nevertheless, early periprostatic spread can be subtle, with intra-observer discrepancies noted.

The main aim of the developed approach is to improve the assessment of the spread of cancer both within and
outside of the gland. MRI provides three-dimensional anatomical information displayed as two-dimensional slices.
The overall aim of the project is to investigate the information contained within a number of grey-level profiles
which are extracted orthogonal to the boundary of the prostate. The profiles for normal prostates are characteristic
showing a number of transitions between anatomical features within the gland. When a cancer extends out of the
gland, these profiles can be radically changed. To be able to extract these profiles the prostate needs to be manually
or automatically segmented. We present initial classification results.

It should be made clear that the presented work is based on manual segmentation of the prostate by expert ra-
diologists. However, related work has investigated the automatic segmentation of prostate from MRI data. Two
distinct approaches have been developed which both show a strong correlation with expert annotations [4]. Work
based on a polar transform approach used a few basic assumptions about the prostate and the available image
data [5]. In addition, standard 2D and 3D ASM have been investigated [4]. Subsequently, a hybrid 2D+3D ASM
approach has been developed which showed significant improvement over 2D and 3D ASM modelling [6]. For
this hybrid approach the mean root-mean-square-distance from the segmentation results to the manual annotations
of the prostate boundary was 5.4, with a standard deviation equal to 2.9. A more detailed discussion of the hybrid
2D+3D shape modelling approach can be found in an accompanying paper in these same proceedings [6].

Some of the presented work is closely related to the grey-level profile modelling used for the classification of
linear structures in mammographic images [7, 8]. The main difference is that in the mammographic case the grey-
level profiles represented a range of tube-like structures whilst for the prostate the grey-level profiles represent the
transition from the prostate to its surrounding tissue. In this initial investigation it is assumed that there are only
two classes for the transition, either normal (cancer, if present is confined to the prostate) or abnormal (cancer has
spread to the periprostatic tissue). To our knowledge, this is a unique approach to the classification and staging of
prostate cancer using MRI data.

�

email: rrz@aber.ac.uk. The presented research is supported by Prostate Research Campaign UK
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2 Data

The main data consists of 20 prostate MRI volumes. All images are obtained on a 1.5 Tesla magnet (Signa, GE
Medical Systems, Milwaukee, USA) using a phased array pelvic coil. Field of view

���������
cm, matrix

���	�
������
,

slice thickness 3mm with an interslice gap of 0.5mm, TR 7800ms, TE 102ms. Fig. 1 shows a typical example from
the data set. The prostate can be found in the centre of the image. There are minor benign hypertrophic changes in
the central zone. The peripheral zone architecture is generally preserved, with some patchy loss of the normal high
T2 signal, in keeping with some malignant infiltration. There is no extracapsular extension present. The shown
slice and its volume are used as an examplar, but it should be noted that similar results have been obtained for the
other volumes in the dataset.

All images were manually annotated by an expert radiologist. For each prostate a finite number of profiles are
extracted. Here we have extracted a single profile for all the positions on the annotated prostate boundary. For a
typical prostate this approach results in about two-hundred intensity profiles per slice.

Figure 1. Axial view prostate MRI example.

3 Methods

Once the prostate has been segmented it is possible to extract intensity profiles orthogonal to the boundary. The
orientation of the extracted profiles is taken with respect to the local orientation of the segmented boundary. To
obtain the local orientation, � , at the boundary we have used linear regression given by

���
�����������������
����������������� (1)

which is based on all
�

points of the segmented boundary found within a region of interest, where � �! "��# are the
coordinates of the boundary points and the summations are over all

�
points. The intensity profile is extracted

orthogonal to � with the centre of the profile the point on the segmented boundary. For all the profiles a set number
of points on either side of the segmented boundary are extracted. Here we have used sixteen positions on either
side of the boundary which makes the total length of the intensity profiles equal to thirty-three. We have used
bi-linear interpolation to determine the intensity at the profile points.

From a classification point of view we have considered two options. The first is to use the intensity profiles as
the feature vector for the classifier. A second approach uses principal component analysis [7, 9] to generalise the
profiles, remove noise and reduce their dimensionality. The first $ (we used $ equal to eight in the experiments
below) principal components are used as the feature vector for the classifier. We have used a leave-one-patient-
out methodology in combination with a nearest neighbour approach to classify the profiles as being normal or
abnormal. The nearest neighbour classifier uses a simple Euclidean distance metric. The regions of the prostate
that contain abnormal areas in the slices are used as ground truth which have been marked by an expert radiologist.
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4 Results

For each segmented prostate a finite number of profiles are extracted. As discussed in Sec. 3 for a typical prostate as
displayed in Fig. 1, this approach results in about two-hundred intensity profiles per slice. A few typical examples
of such intensity profiles can be found in Fig. 2. On the left this shows a profile across an abnormal boundary and
on the right it shows a typical profile across a normal boundary. The presented profiles are typical in that the normal
boundary example shows a distinct dip in the centre which represents the boundary between the prostate and the
periprostatic tissue. Due to the presence of prostate cancer this boundary is blurred in the abnormal example.
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Figure 2. Example intensity profiles, where on the left abnormality and on the right normality is represented.

Using a leave-one-patient-out methodology, the results of a nearest neighbour abnormal profile classifier for an
example prostate MRI slice can be found in Fig. 3. It should be clear that this shows strong correlation with the
expert annotations for the abnormal profiles, but at the same time this goes at a high false positive cost. For all the
profiles from the data the overall sensitivity is

����� ���
whilst the specificity is

� ��� ���
.
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Figure 3. Abnormal profile classification results comparing a nearest neighbour classifier ( � ) and manual annota-
tion (dashed line). The results are based on a leave-one-patient-out methodology.

The equivalent leave-all-in results are respectively 	 ��� 	 � and
����� �
�

. These results are based on all the available
data (so the annotation for the slice to be classified is included in the training data). This shows good correlation
between the nearest neighbour classifier and the expert annotations. These results indicate a potential improvement
when the size of the data-set is increased, but at the same time indicates that data normalisation issues need further
investigation.

The above results are based on using the first eight principal components to form the feature vector space for the
nearest neighbour classifier. The number of principal components can be increased, providing a closer approxima-
tion of the original grey-level profiles. When increasing the number of used principal components to twenty-four
the sensitivity and specificity for the leave-one-patient-out experiments are

� 	 � ��� and
����� ���

, respectively. The
equivalent leave-all-in results are

����� ���
and

����� 	 � . This shows that data reduction is beneficial for the leave-
one-patient-out approach, whilst the opposite is true for the leave-all-in experiments. This aspect needs further
investigation with a first emphasis on increasing the number of annotated datasets.
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Figure 4. Abnormal profile classification results comparing a nearest neighbour classifier ( � ) and manual annota-
tion (dashed line). The results are based on including all the data in the modelling.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

When compared to modelling based on all the data, the results based on a leave-one-patient-out approach showed
a degradation of the correlation between the classifier and the expert annotations. When modelling based on all
the data, most of the true positive profiles rely on the profiles next to it to be classified correctly. The decrease
in performance for the leave-one-patient-out evaluation might have been caused by the relative small size of the
training data and this is an area of future development.

An additional area of investigation will be the normalisation of the grey-level profiles. The current lack of normal-
isation might be one of the causes for the limited performance of the leave-one-patient-out results.

A third area of improvement will be to take the correlation between adjacent grey-level profiles and slices into
account. It is likely that such an approach will reduce the number of false positive detected areas. At the same
time, the modelling might be extended to use grey-level profiles orthogonal to the 3D prostate shape instead of the
2D in-slice profiles used for the presented results.

In summary, profiles were extracted orthogonal to the segmented boundary. The profiles, in combination with
statistical modelling, can be used in a nearest neighbour classifier to produce plausible results. The classification
results show good correlation with expert annotations. Current research concentrates on improving these classifi-
cation results.
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Partitioning the Cingulate Gyrus using Bézier curves
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1 Introduction

The cingulate gyrus is an arched convolution of grey matter that lies above the corpus collosum in the brain. A
segmentation of the cingulate from a T1-weighted volumetric MRI scan can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1. A segmented cingulate in coronal, sagittal and axial views

There is some evidence to suggest that pathological processes such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD) affect the cingulate
at an early stage. Moreover some sections may be affected differently from others [1]. Measuring atrophy in
sections of the cingulate may therefore be a more accurate indicator of the disease as well as aiding in the study
of the natural history of AD. In order to measure tissue atrophy of the cingulate in certain sections i.e., rostral
anterior cingulate (RAC), caudal anterior cingulate (CAC) and posterior cingulate(PC) it is necessary to partition
the cingulate in an accurate and reproducible way.

Typically the cingulate is segmented on T1-weighted volumetric MRI scans to define a binary mask that identifies
the structure on the scan. This structure has convoluted folds that make it highly complex, with a large degree of
inter-individual variation in gyral and sulcal patterns, making consistent labelling and subdivision difficult. Be-
cause the structure has folds it is difficult to reduce the structure to a simpler geometry by the use of morphological
methods e.g., skeletonization. Previous methods have attempted to partition the cingulate manually, to our knowl-
edge none have attempted to automatically partition the cingulate based on a previously defined mask. However,
some methods have used a previously defined mask to partition other structures, such as the corpus callosum.
These were based on creating and then partitioning an enclosing structure. [2].

Another method would be to find an approximation to the central axis of the cingulate and then partition the mask
using a perpendicular plane to this axis. We have developed a method based on this concept. This method takes a
cingulate region-of-interest (ROI) defined on a volumetric MR scan and fits (in a least squares sense) a cubic Bézier
curve to this mask. This curve is used as a smooth approximation to the central axis of the cingulate, enabling the
estimation of the length of the structure, and also the partitioning of the three dimensional mask into sections.

2 Methods

2.1 Theory

A one-dimensional cubic B́ezier equation to parametrically interpolate a vector field takes the form:

~x(t) = (1− t)3~x1 + 3t(1− t)2~x2 + 3t2(1− t)~x3 + (t)3~x4 =
4∑

n=1

ψn(t)~xn (1)

where~xn are control points in 3-d space andt is a local parametric coordinate.
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To fit Equation 1 to the cingulate mask, an iterative procedure is required. Firstly each point in the mask is
orthogonally projected onto an estimate of the curve to obtain a value oft for each mask point, and then a function
that minimises the squared distance between the curve and data points with respect to the control points is solved.
The mask points are reprojected and the minimisation reapplied. Thus at each step we seek to minimise

F (x) =
D∑

d=1

(~x(td)− ~xd)2 (2)

wheretd is the parametric coordinate of the orthogonal projection of each mask point~xd onto the curve. To
calculatetd, a non-linear iterative procedure is required. Given a starting positionts for the mask point projection,
the geometric position of this projection is given by the interpolation formula in Equation 1. An error function can
then be established as the Euclidean distance between the interpolated and the actual position of the data point.
The positiont that minimises this function can then be found using a root finding method such as Brent or Newton-
Raphson on the derivative of this function. Thist position is effectively the orthogonal projection of the data point
onto the curve.

Substituting Equation 1 into 2,

F (x) =
D∑

d=1

(
4∑

n=1

ψn(td)~xn − ~xd)2 (3)

To minimise this distance, we differentiate with respect to the curve parameters~xm and set the resulting equation
to be zero:

2
D∑

d=1

(
4∑

n=1

ψn(td)~xn − ~xd)
4∑

m=1

ψm(td) = 0 (4)

or

D∑
d=1

(
4∑

m=1

ψm(td)
4∑

n=1

ψn(td))~xn =
D∑

d=1

(
4∑

m=1

ψm(td)~xd) (5)

Which represents a4 × 4 system of equationsAmn~xn = bm. This is solved to find the nodal parameters~xn fol-
lowing a projection of the mask points onto the current curve. The projection is then updated and the minimisation
re-applied. This process continues until the nodal parameters~xn have converged.

In practice two of nodal parameters~x1 and~x4 are manually fixed to be the observed start and end points of the
cingulate structure.

Upon completion of the fit, each point~xd in the mask is then orthogonally projected onto the finished curve, and its
parametric coordinatetd is calculated. Thus if we wish to partition the cingulate mask into thirds, say, we would
take all mask points with parametric coordinates in each of those thirds and create new masks from them.

2.2 Application

As a test for the consistency of the Bézier curve fitting method, we used T1 weighted scans of 11 healthy subjects
at two time points, assuming no disease-related change in the cingulate. Both the whole cingulate and PC were
segmented by an expert using MIDAS software [3] for each subject, and then the Bézier curve fitting method was
applied to cleave the posterior third of the whole cingulate to obtain another PC mask. The proportion of the PC
volume to the whole cingulate volume was calculated for all subjects using both methods. These proportions were
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Atrophy %/year Cingulate RAC CAC PC
in controls −0.68± 1.88 0.33± 6.38 −0.55± 2.94 −2.30± 3.82
in patients 6.82± 4.75 6.00± 6.32 5.98± 5.43 8.55± 6.78
p-values < 0.001 < 0.026 < 0.001 < 0.001

Table 1. Results of Partitioning (Mean± SD) using B́ezier curves.

tested for difference between the two time points for all subjects using both methods as a way of comparing the
consistency of calculating the PC ROI.

We then applied the B́ezier curve method to 22 genetically or histologically proven AD patients and the 11 healthy
(control) subjects. Scan interval was491 ± 270 days. Cingulate masks were cleaved into thirds using Bézier
curves, approximating each as the RAC, CAC and PC. Atrophy rates (mean % loss/year) of the whole cingulate
and the three divided regions were calculated for all subjects.

Figure 2. A three-dimensional view of a cingulate mask (left) and its three partitions (right). Orientation is↑
superior,← anterior. The three partitions left-right are: RAC (yellow), CAC(blue) and PC(green).

3 Results

In our initial test of comparing the B́ezier curve cleaving method with manual segmentation of the PC, we found
that the difference in the variances between volume proportions at the two time points were signficantly reduced
(p < 0.01).

The entire cingulate and all its sub-regions were able to differentiate between AD and control subjects (Table 1.
Within the AD group the PC had a higher rate of atrophy than the cingulate, although it was not significant
(p > 0.1). This was due to the variance in the measurements which meant the cingulate was unable to differentiate
AD subjects from controls any better than the whole cingulate. Also the PC had a higher rate of atrophy than that
of other subdivisions, although this was not significant(p > 0.06).

4 Discussion

The implication of a reducedp−value in the consistency test is that the Bézier curve cleaving method is more
consistent than manual sub-division of the different sub-structures. This was because the method is fully automated
and does not require any user intervention apart from the initial selection of start and end points and the selection of
the fractional length. The B́ezier curve method presented here is a consistent and reproducible way of partitioning
a cingulate mask into different portions.

Within the AD group the PC had a higher rate of atrophy than the other subdivisions, in keeping with findings in
the literature. Segmentation in this way gives us insight into the patterns of atrophy in the cingulate gyrus in AD.
Improvements to the method’s application could be made by performing the analyses on a more consistent scan
interval and protocol, which may reduce the amount of variation in the measurements.

Fitting Bézier curves to the cingulate provides an accurate approximation to its central axis as the structure is
long, reasonably thin and has a definite start and end point. Irregularities such as concavities and/or convexities
are smoothed out as the ratio of these to the overall length of the structure are relatively insignificant. Any large
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deformations in the structure would have an adverse affect on the final fit, however. It may be unsuitable for other
structures if the central axis is not as apparent as that of the cingulate. An ideal structure for subdivision using this
method would be the corpus callosum as it has a well defined central axis, and is also smooth.
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Registering 3D Lung Surfaces Using the Shape Context Approach∗

Martin Urschler and Horst Bischof†

Institute for Computer Graphics and Vision, Graz University of Technology

Abstract.Studying the complex thorax breathing motion is an important research topic for medical (e.g. fusion
of function and anatomy, radiotherapy planning) and engineering (reduction of motion artifacts) questions. In
this paper we present first results on studying the 4D motion of segmented lung surfaces from CT scans at
several different breathing states. For this registration task we extend the shape context approach for shape
matching by Belongie et al. [1] from 2D shapes to 3D surfaces and apply it to segmented lung surfaces. Result-
ing point correspondences are used for a non-rigid thin-plate-spline registration. We describe our experiments
on synthetic and real thorax data and show our quantitative and qualitative results.

1 Introduction

According to the European Respiratory Society, lung diseases rank second behind cardiac diseases in terms of
mortality and cost of treatment. Computerized methods for objective, accurate and reproducible analysis of lung
structure and function can provide important insights into these problems. However, due to the complexity of the
breathing motion, investigations are often very complicated. In this paper we present first results on studying the 4D
motion of segmented lung surfaces from several different breathing states scanned between Functional Residual
Capacity (FRC) and Total Lung Capacity (TLC). We especially regard the problem of matching surfaces from
consecutive breathing states and non-rigidly registering them by using a thin-plate-spline transformation model [2]
for the deformation of the corresponding points. In general it is not possible to robustly derive corresponding
features from the lung surfaces since the diaphragm-induced motion component and the movement of the rib
cage tend to deform the elastic lung tissue, such that e.g. ridges might become valleys after deformation. The
shape context approach introduced by Belongie et al. [1] was reported as a reasonable and promising method
for matching 2D shapes (especially hand-written digits and letters) and 2D object recognition without relying on
extracted features. We extend this approach to match 3D shapes and we are up to our knowledge the first ones to
apply it to 4D medical image data, i.e. the segmented lung surfaces at several breathing states. Our image data
stems from high-speed multi-detector spiral CT sheep studies. The sheep CT data was provided by Prof. Eric
Hoffman, University of Iowa. The data is acquired at several (two, four or five) breathing states between TLC and
FRC by a protocol where breath is held at fixed inspiration levels during the 30 sec scan time. This leads to a
static breathing scheme, which has to be considered for the interpretation of derived motion models from matched
and registered shapes. However, a protocol to scan thorax anatomy at different breathing states with high spatial
resolution during dynamic (normal) breathing is currently not feasible. The image dimensions per breathing state
are 512x512x550 with voxel dimensions of 0.52mm x 0.52mm x 0.6mm.

2 Method

2.1 Related Work

An older survey on the state of the art in 2D shape matching can be found in Veltkamp et al. [3]. Audette et
al. give an algorithmic overview of surface registration techniques for medical imaging in [4], while Zitova et al.
recently published an overview of image registration techniques [5]. Some examples for closely related methods
for shape matching/registration are the modal matching approach proposed by Sclaroff et al. [6] or the TPS-RPM
(Thin-Plate-Spline - Robust Point Matching) method developed by Chui et al. [7]. The main contribution of the
work from Belongie et al. [1] is to present a robust and simple algorithm for finding shape correspondences by
using shape context as a very discriminative representation that incorporates global shape information into a local
descriptor.

2.2 The Shape Context Approach

The shape context approach [1] treats objects as (possibly infinite) point sets and assumes that the shape of an
object is captured by a finite subset of its points, giving us a setP = {p1, ..., pn}. The points can be obtained as
∗ We gratefully acknowledge the support of Prof. Eric Hoffman, Department of Physiologic Imaging, University of Iowa, Iowa City for

providing the CT image data.
†EMail: {urschler,bischof}@icg.tu-graz.ac.at
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Figure 1. Percentage of found correspondences with the shape context approach. A series of scaling transforma-
tions was applied to a lung surface. Left plot shows results with 1000 sampled points, right image shows results
with 3000 sampled points.

locations of edges from an edge detector or from another method to sample contour/surface points from a shape.
The points need not and typically will not correspond to key points or structures such as maxima of curvature,
inflection points or surface ridges. In contrast to the original implementation we lay strong emphasis on the
discretization method. We are using a marching-cubes polygonization and sample contour points regularly from
the constructed mesh. For each pointpi on the first shape, the ”best” matching pointqi on the second shape has to
be located. Therefore, the shape context descriptor is introduced. If we look at the set of vectors emitted from one
point to all others, we can interpret this set as a rich description of the shape configuration relative to that point.
Since this description is much too detailed, we take the distribution of the set of vectors as a compact, yet highly
discriminative descriptor instead. So for each pointpi a histogramhi of the relative position of the remaining
points is calculated which is called theshape context. Now for pointpi from the first shape andqj from the second

shape, letCij = C(pi, qj) = 1
2

K∑
k=1

[hi(k)−hj(k)]2

hi(k)+hj(k) denote the cost of matching these two points. Given the set

of costsCij between all pairs of points on the first and second shape, we want to minimize the total cost of this
one-to-one matching problem, which is an instance of the weighted bipartite matching problem. It can be solved
in O(N ∗ (M + N ∗ logN)) time, with N being the number of nodes and M the number of edges in the graph.
Here the original matching algorithm has been replaced by a more efficient one since the 3D case requires many
more sample points than the 2D case which may lead to high run-times of the algorithm. The result of this step is
a one-to-one mapping of corresponding points from the two shapes.

2.3 Non-Rigid Registration

After establishing the point correspondences we make use of the thin-plate-spline framework [2] due to its reported
well suited applicability for modeling changes in biological forms. The thin-plate-spline approach leads to a
transformation that consists of an affine part and a non-linear deformation part. The parameters of the thin-plate-
spline model are calculated from the constraint that corresponding points are exactly interpolated and that the
spline model between corresponding points is regular and smooth.

3 Results

To assess the validity of the shape context approach we performed quantitative evaluations on synthetic data sets.
Further we used real thorax data for qualitative and quantitative evaluations. For our first synthetic study we took
a single segmented lung surface and applied a series of known rigid scaling transformations to it. Afterwards we
applied the shape context approach on the original and each transformed data set and calculated the percentage
of correctly found corresponding points. The results for two distinct cases (sampling 1000 and 3000 points from
original and transformed lung surface respectively) are depicted in Fig. 1.

Our second synthetic study uses a series of known thin-plate-spline transformations to create pairs of lung sur-
faces for shape matching. Therefore, we took two data sets at distinct breathing states (TLC and FRC) from our
segmented real thorax data. We applied the shape matching algorithm and performed a thin-plate-spline trans-
formation to get a plausible transformation T. This transformation T was then used as known ”gold-standard”
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Figure 2. Matching results after applying a series of thin-plate-spline transformations with differing scales to a
lung surface. Left plot shows percentage of found correspondences with the shape context approach on original
and synthetically transformed data sets. Right plot shows the root mean square errors of the mismatched points
compared to their original location. Surfaces were sampled with 1000 points.

Figure 3. Two views of the matched points from the synthetically transformed (thin-plate-spline transformation)
lung surfaces. The affine part of the thin-plate-spline transformation was a scaling transformation with scale factor
1.75.

transformation for our synthetic evaluation. We kept the non-linear part of T which resembles the deformations of
the lung surface. Yet, the affine part of T was replaced by a series of scaling transformations with differing scale
factors, giving a set of synthetic transformations{T1, ..., Tn}. Then each of these transformationsTi was applied to
the points of the lung surface at TLC. The TLC lung surface and the transformed lung surface were taken as input
for the shape matching method and the resulting point correspondences were registered leading to transformations
{T ′

1, ..., T
′
n}. So we could calculate a percentage of found correspondences and the root mean square error of

distances between mismatched points and their original locations from comparingT
′
i with Ti respectively. These

results are depicted in Fig. 2. From the results of the second experiment we conclude that the performance of the
shape context matching is very well in a wide range of scales, but decreases as soon as the scale factor gets too
large. However, this is neglectable since too large scales resemble no meaningful simulation of breathing anymore.
Two views of the matching result using a scale factor of 1.75 are shown in Fig. 3.

Finally we performed an evaluation using a data set with five different breathing states (TLC, FRC and three
states inbetween). We built four subsets of these breathing states consisting of states{1,2,3}, states{2,3,4}, states
{3,4,5} and states{1,3,5} respectively. The number of sample points was 1000 in all experiments. For each of
these subsets we calculated the transformationT

′
relating first and second state andT

′′
relating second and third

states by using the shape context matching approach. Further we calculatedT
′′′

relating first and third state. Then
we compared the results of applyingT

′′′
and applyingT

′′
(T

′
) on the first breathing state by calculating error

statistics on the displacement of the transformed points. These results are given in Table 1. Screenshots of the
results for a single pair of breathing states are shown in Fig. 4.
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Data Subset mean[mm] std-dev[mm] rms[mm] min[mm] max[mm]
{1,2,3} 5.81 4.61 7.42 0.14 24.24
{2,3,4} 5.97 4.39 7.41 0.29 25.57
{3,4,5} 6.18 3.87 7.29 0.21 22.10
{1,3,5} 6.14 4.17 7.42 0.12 35.02

Table 1. Results of the shape context validation on real data. For each subset mean, standard deviation, root mean
square, minimim and maximum displacement of the transformed points was calculated.

Figure 4. Four views of the matched points from an example pair of lung surfaces. 1000 sample points were used
respectively for the shape context approach.

4 Discussion

We have demonstrated a 3D extension of the shape context approach for matching 3D lung surfaces. Shape context
is a promising technique to find corresponding points for non-rigidly registering deformable anatomical structures
which might also be useful for other 3D registration tasks in the medical domain. Our first experiments proved the
validity on synthetic data and evaluated real-life data quantitatively and qualitatively. Future work will consist of
more elaborate evaluations of the registration accuracy of our approach. In this context it will become possible to
assess the semantic correctness of the found correspondences as well. Another intended task is a comparison of
our approach with different state of the art matching techniques like the robust point matching approach proposed
by Chui and Rangarajan [7]. Further topics will be to look into the elastic-body spline transformation proposed by
Davis et al. [8] for registration instead of using the thin-plate-spline transformation and to investigate the robustness
of this approach in case of noise and outliers.
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Eccentric Elliptical Contours in Total Hip Replacements
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Abstract. The active ellipses method for assessing wear in total hip replacements uses robust ellipse fitting to
localise the contours of the femoral head and acetabular rim wire marker. In the case of the latter these ellipses
can be very eccentric and the standard algebraic distance was shown to be inadequate. The geometric distance
from an ellipse to a point is not trivial to compute and thus numerous error of fit functions have been created.
In this work several of these error of fit functions are compared, including a geometric error of fit function, on
both synthetic data and by using active ellipses on a set of test radiographs containing eccentric rims.
Least squares estimation using a geometric error function was most accurate in the presence of Gaussian noise.
However, least median of squares estimation using a geometric error function was most accurate in the presence
of outliers. Furthermore, its performance was similar to that of a computationally cheaper error function known
as the foci bisector distance to the extent that the two were almost interchangeable.

1 Introduction

The active ellipses method for assessing wear in total hip replacements (THRs) uses robust ellipse fitting to localise
the femoral head and acetabular rim in radiographic images [1]. Radiopaque clutter, such as seen in Figure 1(a)
causes structured outlying points from which a standard least squares (LS) ellipse fit [2] generates erroneous
results, as seen in Figure 1(b). A robust method such as least median of squares (LMedS) is desirable in this
instance as it has a breakdown point of 50% outlying points (see Figure 1(c)). Most conventional ellipse fitting
uses an algebraic error function but this can cause problems when fitting eccentric ellipses such as those of the
acetabular rim. However, other error of fit functions can be used, the most obvious choice being an error based
on the geometric distance of a data point from the closest point on the ellipse curve. This distance is not trivial
to compute and thus numerous computationally cheaper error functions have been considered in the past [3, 4].
Today’s computational power and the availability of an efficient algorithm [5] have increased the feasibility of
using the geometric distance.

This paper reports an empirical comparison of the performance of LS and LMedS fitting with algebraic and geo-
metric error functions using synthetic data. Additionally, the performance of LMedS with weighted algebraic and
foci bisector distance error functions was evaluated. Finally, the best performing fitting algorithms were used to
localise the elliptical structures in THR radiographs.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1. (a) Data points found during a femoral head search using an active ellipse. White crosses denote inliers.
Outliers are shown in black and are highlighted by white rectangles. (b) An LS fit to the data points. (c) A robust
LMedS fit which finds a good solution in the presence of outliers.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2. The two ellipses used to generate synthetic data. Both were centred at the origin and aligned with the
image axes. (a) The less eccentric ellipse,a = 333, b = 250. (b) The more eccentric ellipse,a = 300, b = 60.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3. Data points created from the more eccentric ellipse. (a) Gaussian noise (σ = 10). (b) Half low variance
Gaussian noise (σ = 5) and half high variance Gaussian noise (σ = 20 in this visualisation). (c) Structured outliers
sampled from noisy line segments.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Experiments using synthetic data

In order to assess the performance of the ellipse fitting algorithms, synthetic, noisy data sets were created from
known ellipse parameters. Two ellipses were considered with eccentricities of0.66 and0.98 (see Figure 2). Ec-

centricity is defined as
√

1− b2

a2 wherea is the major semi-axis andb is the minor semi-axis of the ellipse. Three
types of data set were created from each of the two ellipses.

Gaussian noiseData points were sampled at uniform intervals along the ellipse with additive Gaussian noise in
the direction normal to the ellipse contour. Data sets were created withσ = 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 and70.

Gaussian outliers Some points were sampled with noise drawn from a low variance Gaussian (σ = 5) while the
remainder had high variance Gaussian noise (σ = 500) thus creating outlying points. Data sets were created
with the percentage of points with high variance noise set to0%, 10%, . . ., 90%.

Structured outliers This type of data set was designed to simulate structured noise by sampling some of the
points from straight line segments close to the ellipse. All points were sampled with Gaussian noise (σ = 5)
from a closed contour,80% from an elliptical arc,10% from a line segment orthogonal to that arc, and10%
from another line segment rotated45◦ with respect to the first line segment. Data sets were created with the
percentage of structured outliers set to0%, 10%, . . ., 90%.

An example from each type of data set is shown in Figure 3. Each example consisted of38 points. LS fits using
geometric and algebraic error functions and LMedS fits (with LS fine tuning on resulting inliers) using algebraic,
weighted algebraic by gradient [4], foci bisector distance [4] and geometric error [5] functions were performed.
The Euclidean distances between the original and recovered centre points were used as a measure of accuracy.

2.2 Experiments using radiographic data

The elliptical projections of acetabular rims in standard clinical radiographs typically have eccentricities between
0.8 and1.0. A set of19 radiographs containing Zimmer CPT prostheses with particularly eccentric rim projections
(> 0.96) was obtained. The most accurate error-of-fit functions from the experiments using the synthetic data sets
described above were selected. These were used to perform active ellipse localisation on the radiographs using
robust LMedS fitting. Localisation was run twice on each image, providing38 results per method. No LS fine
tuning was performed on the resulting inliers.
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3 Results

Figures 4-6 show the alpha trimmed means (α = 0.1) of the centre errors for each of the synthetic data sets. Each
point on these plots was computed from500 examples. In Figure 6 the centre error goes beyond the scale of
the graph as selecting a large proportion of points from the clutter resulted in extremely eccentric and erroneous
ellipses being generated.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Centre errors for (a) less eccentric and (b) more eccentric synthetic ellipse data as a function ofσ.

(a) (b)

Figure 5. Centre errors for (a) less eccentric and (b) more eccentric synthetic ellipse data with Gaussian outliers.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Centre errors for (a) less eccentric and (b) more eccentric synthetic ellipse data with structured outliers.

On the radiograph dataset, geometric fitting failed15 times out of38, foci bisector fitting failed16 times and
algebraic fitting failed32 times. Given the difficulty of the data set and the absence of any LS fine tuning to inliers
identified from the minimal subset (which increases the performance of all three error functions), the results using
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LMedS geometric fitting were encouraging. An example of the output of each of these algorithms is shown in
Figure 7.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7. An eccentric rim with (a) failed algebraic, (b) successful foci bisector and (c) successful geometric fits.

4 Discussion

In the presence of pure Gaussian noise, LS outperformed LMedS irrespective of the error-of-fit function used (see
Figure 4). LS using the geometric error performed the best. Least squares fitting is based on an assumption of
Gaussian noise and is optimal under these circumstances. On the more eccentric ellipse the difference between
LS algebraic and LS geometric became more pronounced, with LS geometric performing better. The LMedS
geometric and LMedS foci bisector methods were least accurate in this case.

However, the robust LMedS fitting was more accurate in the case of outliers, whether Gaussian or structured. The
plots in Figures 5 and 6 show that LMedS using foci bisector or geometric error-of-fit functions performed best
on both ellipse eccentricities. The only noticeable difference between these two methods before the breakdown
point was at40% structured outliers in Figure 6(b). Results obtained with greater than50% outliers lie beyond
the theoretical break-down point of LMedS and so not surprisingly are poor. LMedS fitting with algebraic and or
weighted algebraic functions performed very poorly in the presence of structured noise (see Figure 6). In fact LS
methods were better in this case as LS fitted to both the straight line segments and the elliptical arc, while LMedS
algebraic and weighted algebraic tended to favour points on the line segments.

The LMedS methods using geometric, foci bisector and algebraic functions were compared on the radiographic
data. The latter was included because it has been used previously for this application. LMedS geometric made the
most successful estimates, just outperforming LMedS foci bisector. LMedS algebraic performed poorly.

These experiments demonstrated that in the presence of non-Gaussian noise, LMedS geometric fitting tended to
perform slightly better than the foci bisector distance approximation. However, it is a computationally expensive
method and in applications where speed is important the foci bisector distance is recommended as an error of fit
function. The authors are not aware of any previous work in the literature using the geometric distance [5] as an
error function for LMedS ellipse fitting.
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Abstract. Respiratory motion causes many problems in radiotherapy treatment planning for tumours in the 
lung. We have developed a novel method of constructing subject specific motion models that model and 
predict the complex 4D motion and deformation in a region of interest surrounding the tumour over the 
respiratory cycle. The model is built from several ‘slabs’ of CT data acquired rapidly in cine mode, during 
Free Breathing (FB), and a reference CT volume acquired at Breath Hold (BH). The reference volume is non-
rigidly registered to each of the FB datasets. The model is built by interpolating over time between the non-
rigid transformations that result from the registrations, and enables a prediction of what would be imaged in 
the region of interest at any arbitrary Position in the Respiratory Cycle (PRC). Presented here is a description 
of the method used to make the motion models, and an initial assessment of the feasibility of the methods by 
expert visual inspection of the results from two patients. 

1 Introduction 

Respiratory motion is a major factor contributing to errors and uncertainties in tumour localisation when 
planning radiotherapy treatment of lung cancer patients. As lung tumours can exhibit substantial movement over 
the respiratory cycle, and it has been shown that the shape of this movement does not vary significantly over 
time [1], it will be extremely beneficial to incorporate prior knowledge of this movement into radiotherapy 
planning. It will also be advantageous to account for the movement and deformation of the surrounding healthy 
lung tissue in order to minimise the irradiation of healthy tissue. Compensating for the respiratory motion can be 
achieved by gating the radiotherapy treatment with a respiratory signal, activating the beam only when the 
motion model used for planning indicates that the tumour is in the correct location. Alternatively the motion 
model and respiratory signal can be used to attempt to track and follow the tumour movements with a robotic 
radiosurgery system [2].  

In previous work carried out by members of our group, motion models of the deformation of the liver over the 
respiratory cycle have been constructed [3]. These were constructed by interpolating over time between the non-
rigid transformations that resulted from registering a reference MR volume to a series of MR volumes acquired 
throughout the respiratory cycle. The difference between this work and the method presented here, other than 
the choice of organ and clinical application, is that the series of MR volumes, although acquired at different 
PRC, were all acquired at BH, requiring the patient to suspend breathing at different PRC. However, it is both 
difficult for most people to suspend their breathing at a variety of PRC, and it has been shown that there are 
substantial differences between the shape and position of anatomy in BH and FB volumes [4]. In later work the 
constructing of motion models of the lung from rapidly acquired FB MR volumes was attempted [4]. Limitations 
in the quality of such volumes prevented the non-rigid registrations, and only affine registrations and modelling 
was possible. 

There have been several recently proposed methods of creating 4D CT volume sets for use in radiotherapy 
planning [5,6]. Some of these use a cine acquisition mode [5] similar to that used in our method presented here, 
and some use a slow helical acquisition [6] and a modified reconstruction algorithm. However, they all differ 
from our method in that they attempt to produce a set of actual volumes, whereas once the model has been built 
our method only uses one (reference) volume, and deforms this using non-rigid transformations. 

2 Method 

2.1 Data acquisition 

In order to construct our motion models it is necessary to obtain a high quality reference CT volume. This will 
be registered to the FB volumes to construct the model and deformed by the non-rigid transformations to 
produce the model’s predictions. As the reference volume is not used in modelling the respiratory motion and 
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needs to cover the entire lung it is acquired at BH, at full exhalation, as this has been shown to be the most 
reproducible PRC. As well as the reference volume, smaller volumes acquired during FB using the CT scanner’s 
cine mode are required. When volumes are acquired in the cine mode they are acquired and reconstructed with 
the couch in a fixed position. This enables rapid acquisition of a series of volumes, but the number of slices that 
can be simultaneously acquired (the size a ‘slab’ of cine data) is limited by the capabilities of the scanner. As the 
size of the slab of data is unlikely to cover the extent of the tumour movement and the region of interest, three 
contiguous slabs are acquired in adjacent couch positions. For each slab a series of 20 volumes are acquired over 
15 seconds (0.5s x-ray time, 0.25s x-ray off time per volume), each volume consisting of 16 slices. 

2.2 Non-rigid registration 

The lung is segmented from the reference volume so that regions that are not expected to move with the lung are 
excluded. The registrations are performed using a modification of a non-rigid registration algorithm based on 
free form deformations using B-splines [7]. The reference volume is initially registered using an affine 
transformation to the FB volumes in order to align the reference volume with the different slab positions, and to 
account for some of the global motion due to respiration. The result of the affine registration is then used as an 
initial estimate for the non-rigid registration. The non-rigid registration is performed using a 17 x 17 x 7 Control 
Point Grid (CPG) with 21.83mm x 21.83mm x 3.75mm control point spacing.  

2.3 Tracking the Position in the Respiratory Cycle (PRC) 

It is necessary to assign each FB volume a PRC so that the results of the non-rigid registrations can be 
temporally interpolated over the respiratory cycle. To achieve this, the skin surface is automatically extracted 
from the FB volumes, by performing simple thresholding in the Anterior-Posterior (AP) direction. This gives a 
height for the skin (the AP co-ordinate) at every location specified by the Left-Right (LR) and Cranial-Caudal 
(CC) co-ordinates. Preliminary comparisons of the traces of the height of the skin, at 3 locations on the top and 
bottom slice of each slab show that there is no noticeable phase shift across each of the slabs, Figure 1. Hence 
the sum of the height of all locations of the extracted surface is used to increase the signal to noise ratio. Any 
regions of the traces that exhibit irregular breathing are excluded, and a sine wave is fitted to the remaining data 
points using non-linear least squares. The phase of the sine wave corresponding to each of the FB volumes is 
used to assign a PRC. As there is no observable phase shift across the slabs and the slabs are contiguous to each 
other, it is reasonable to assume there is no phase shift between the slabs, and therefore the PRC assigned to one 
slab will be implicitly in phase with the PRC assigned to another slab. 

A B  

Figure 1. A – Extracted skin surface showing the 6 locations that were tracked, B – the traces produced. 

2.4 Constructing the motion model 

The motion model produces a prediction of what would be imaged over the entire region of interest at any 
arbitrary PRC. This is constructed by combining the predictions of what would be imaged in each slab at the 
specified PRC. The reference volume is deformed with a non-rigid transformation to produce the prediction for 
each slab. We then simply translate the slab predictions into their correct locations with respect to each other. 
The non-rigid transformations used to produce the predicted ‘slabs’ at an arbitrary PRC are calculated by 
temporally interpolating between the original non-rigid registration results. 

In order to temporally interpolate between the non-rigid registration results, each degree of freedom of the 
transformations (that is the x, y, and z displacement for each control point, so for the CPG used there are 17 x 17 
x 7 x 3 = 6069 degrees of freedom) are interpolated separately. For each of the selected FB volumes from a slab 
the value of the degree of freedom is plotted against PRC. A third order polynomial is then fitted to these data 
points using linear least squares, which relates the value of the degree of freedom to the PRC. The coefficients 
of the polynomial are calculated for each of the degrees of freedom and can then be used to predict the value of 
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each of the degrees of freedom, and hence the entire transformation, that will deform the reference volume to 
predict what would be imaged in the relevant slab at any PRC. 

3 Results and evaluation 

The method of constructing motion models outlined above was attempted using data from two patients, one with 
a left lower lobe para-vertebral tumour and the other with a right upper lobe tumour. The non-rigid registration 
of the reference volume to the FB volumes was assessed by expert visual inspection, and for both patients was 
judged to be high quality. The boundary of the lung, the boundary of the tumour, and other visible anatomical 
structures in the lungs (blood vessels, lung fissures etc.) all showed good matches between the deformed 
reference volume and the original FB volumes. 

Examination of the extracted skin surfaces demonstrated that the simple thresholding was very effective at 
extracting the skin surface, as there were no noticeable locations of any of the FB volumes where the skin had 
been incorrectly detected. Fitting the sine wave to the traces of skin height in order to assign a PRC worked with 
varying degrees of success. The traces from two of the slabs from patient 1 and one slab from patient 2 had 
regions that exhibited irregular breathing and needed to be excluded, and although the sine waves generally 
fitted the remaining data well, there are some points where the fit is not as good, Figure 2 (A: 10, 16, 18. B: 4, 
16). 

A B  

Figure 2. Traces of the extracted skin height, plotted against acquisition no. (time). Trace A shows how some 
regions exhibit irregular breathing and need to be excluded  

The ability of the motion model to predict the slabs individually was assessed by producing a predicted volume, 
using the PRC assigned to each of the original FB volumes, and comparing the real and predicted volumes by 
expert visual assessment. Again, a number of anatomical features were used to assess the results, and although 
the lung boundary did not match in the two volumes as well as it did in the original registration results, the 
boundary of the tumour and other anatomical features demonstrated a very good match between the predicted 
and actual volumes, as shown in Figure 3. 

A  B  C   

Figure 3. Examples of the deformed reference volume (green) overlaid on the original FB volumes.                   
A: patient 1 – slab 2 FB volume 7, B: patient 1 – slab 3 FB volume 9, C: patient 2 slab 2 FB volume 10.             

It is more difficult to assess the ability of the motion model to predict the entire region of interest, as it is 
impossible to obtain good quality data over this whole region at the same time. Hence, we assessed the overall 
performance of the model by producing predictions at several equally spaced PRC and examined the 
discontinuities in the lung and tumour boundaries and other anatomical structures. Overall there were very few 
discontinuities across the three slabs for either patient at any PRC, and both patients displayed smooth 
continuous movement of the tumour and other features between slabs, as shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. A series of predictions of the entire region of interest from 5 equally spaced PRC. Note the continuity 
of anatomical structures from one slab to the next (slab boundaries have been indicated by a dark line). 

4. Discussion and Further Work 

The initial assessment we have performed indicates that the motion modelling technique described here has 
considerable potential for improving radiotherapy planning. Now that we have demonstrated the feasibility of 
our method of constructing motion models, it is necessary to evaluate the models in much more detail. Our 
group is currently working on developing means of thoroughly assessing and validating the motion models 
predictions and performance, and producing quantitative as well as qualitative measures of their success. 

Although the results show there is much promise for this method, they have also indicated there are several 
potential refinements to the technique, many of which we plan to incorporate into future work. Data from a 
larger region of interest may be beneficial, and so more slabs of cine data could be acquired. Fitting a sine wave 
to the trace from the skin surface, in order to assign the PRC, assumes a constant frequency and amplitude of the 
respiratory cycle, over theslab acquisition period. This is probably not true but, due to the low temporal 
resolution of the cine acquisition, it is very difficult to account for changes in amplitude or frequency of 
respiration. Using an external device to record a respiratory signal at a higher temporal resolution (tracked skin 
markers, spirometry) should facilitate a more accurate PRC being assigned. Functions other than polynomials 
need to be investigated for use in the temporal interpolation, as polynomials are not the ideal functions. Issues of 
reproducibility of respiratory motion and amount of data required to model it also need to be investigated. 
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1 Introduction 

Serial MR studies that seek to identify subtle changes over time typically involve registration and subtraction of 
the images from different time-points, followed by visual inspection or quantitative analysis of the difference 
images [1,2,3]. It is desirable to transfer serial MR imaging research protocols from one scanner to another, or to 
aggregate results from studies acquired on different scanners, for example for multicentre studies. With the 
increasing availability of MR scanners with a 3T field strength, it is important to study the consequences of this 
field strength difference on serial MR studies. We therefore compare serial magnetic resonance (MR) image 
registration results from similar acquisitions at 1.5T and 3T on 5 volunteer subjects. 

2 Method 

2.1 Image acquisition 

Images were acquired on a 1.5T and a 3T Philips Intera scanner (Philips Medical Systems, Best, The 
Netherlands). The MR sequence was matched as closely as possible between scanners. A 3D gradient echo 
sequence (MPRAGE, flip angle of 8°, 1.2mm cubic voxels, readout AP) had the inversion time (TI) optimised, 
within the constraints of the acquisition, to give similar contrast (TI = 900 ms at 1.5T, TI = 1250 ms at 3T). 
Scans from 4 subjects were acquired using a birdcage coil at both field strengths (transmit receive at 3T, receive 
only at 1.5T). The remaining subject was scanned using an eight-element array coil at both field strengths. Using 
the array coils, a reference scan was used to correct for RF inhomogeneity (SENSE factor 1). Images were 
acquired, twice at each field strength, from five volunteers.  

2.2 Image analysis 

Each pair of images (a baseline and repeat scan acquired from a single subject at the same field strength) was 
rigidly registered by optimisation of normalised mutual information using the vtkCISG software package with 3 
resolution levels, 64 bins and a maximum of 100 iterations. (www.image-registration.com). Difference images 
were produced by subtracting the repeat scans, which had been transformed using a Hanning windowed sinc 
interpolation (total width 12 voxels), from the baseline scans. The difference images were re-formatted in the 
coronal plane and the slice with the most severe flow artefact visually identified from each scan pair at each field 
strength. The artefacts in this slice were then assessed both quantitatively and qualitatively.  

Quantitative analysis: Two regions of interest (ROI) were then identified in the selected slice. The artefact ROI 
was placed over an area in the difference image with the most severe flow artefact and the reference ROI placed 
over an area where no artefact was suspected, as shown in Figure 1. The standard deviation of the difference 
values in each ROI was calculated, and the ratios of these standard deviations were then compared.  

 

Figure 1. Measuring severity of flow artefact. Reference ROI (left) and artefact ROI (right) 

Qualitative analysis: The artefacts in the reformatted coronal slice were visually assessed by an observer who 
was blinded to the field strength used. The difference images were all windowed to +/- 35 % of the cortical grey 
matter intensity (the mean intensity in similar regions of cortex in the baseline scan of each scan pair). The 
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selected difference image slices acquired from the same volunteer with the same coil at 1.5T and 3T were paired 
together. The pairs of difference images were randomly ordered, and shown to the observer, alongside the 
corresponding coronal cross sections from the baseline scans. The observer was asked to view the pairs of 
difference images (one from 1.5T, the other from 3T, randomly ordered), and rank the artefacts on a 5-point 
scale (much worse, slightly worse, same, slightly better, much better). 

3 Results 

3.1 Images 

Some of the acquired images and the generated difference images can be seen below. 

  

  

  

  

  
Figure 2. Subtraction images 1.5T    Figure 3. Subtraction images 3T 
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Figure 4. Coronal section 1.5T    Figure 5. Coronal section 3T 

 

Figure 6. Example of array coil malfunction 

3.2 Quantitative analysis 

In the tables below are the ROI standard deviations measured from difference images produced from both the 
images acquired at 1.5T, see Table 1, and those from images acquired at 3T, see Table 2.  

1.5T 
Artefact 
standard 
deviation 

Non-artefact 
standard 
deviation 

Ratio of the 
standard 

deviations 
Volunteer 1 18.79 9.79 1.919 
Volunteer 2 17.00 11.37 1.495 
Volunteer 3 18.50 11.31 1.636 
Volunteer 4 13.27 10.60 1.252 
Volunteer 5 21.57 11.60 1.859 

Average 17.83 10.93 1.632 

Table 1. Results from 1.5T difference images 

3T 
Artefact 
standard 
deviation 

Non-artefact 
standard 
deviation 

Ratio of the 
standard 

deviations 
Volunteer 1 71.81 14.88 4.826 
Volunteer 2 48.11 15.40 3.124 
Volunteer 3 55.13 14.10 3.910 
Volunteer 4 48.31 15.02 3.216 
Volunteer 5 60.19 15.85 3.797 

Average 56.71 15.05 3.775 

Table 2. Results from 3T difference images 

It is clear from tables 1 and 2 that the artefact level at 3T is larger than at 1.5T (more than twice as large on 
average), and this difference was found to be significant at the 5% level using a Student’s t-Test (p=0.0006). 
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3.3 Qualitative results 

An observer rated the images acquired from 3T as having the more pronounced flow artefacts in all 5 sets of 
images, with one set’s flow artefacts rated much more pronounced at 3T. Also more of the coronal slices showed 
clear flow artefacts in the 3T difference images compared with the 1.5T difference images.  

4 Discussion 

Comparison of 1.5T and 3T images showed the expected differences in gradient calibration and contrast, see 
Figures 4,5. However, on inspection of the registered difference images, more pronounced flow artefacts could 
be seen in the 3T images. These artefacts were quantified and found to be significantly larger at 3T (p<0.05). At 
1.5 T the resulting difference images are dominated by noise, see Figure 2, but at 3T they are dominated by flow 
artefacts that appear to arise from the carotid siphons, see Figure 3. In all of the 1.5T images more lateral 
artefacts dominate, while more medial artefacts were much less visible. However at 3T the most pronounced 
flow artefacts were more medial, although clear artefacts were also visible more laterally. These patterns were 
found using both birdcage and the array coils. For one array coil examination (not one of the five pairs referred 
to above), a single coil element malfunctioned at the time of the acquisition, and the difference image from this 
scan clearly shows the resulting artefact, see Figure 6. 

5 Conclusion 

This study has illustrated some of the difficulties of transferring image acquisition and analysis protocols from 
1.5T to 3T, or carrying out studies that seek to aggregate data from 1.5T and 3T scanners. Further investigation 
is needed in order to quantify and minimize this effect.  
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1  Introduction 

We investigate the performance of state-of-the-art segmentation tools when processing multi-site 
structural MRI brain data. T1 and dual-echo T2/PD data was acquired at both 1.5T and 3T with two 
coils (Birdcage & Array Coil) and varying SENSE factors. The effects of differing magnet field 
strengths and coil configurations on tissue classification was studied both qualitatively and 
quantitatively. 
 
2 Method 

Image acquisition  All images were acquired on 1.5T and 3T Philips Intera scanners. Both 
machines had 8-element array coils and birdcage coils (transmit & receive at 3T, receive only at 1.5T). 
The MR sequences were matched as closely as possible between scanners. The 3D gradient echo 
sequence (MPRAGE, flip angle of 8 degrees, 1.2mm cubic voxels, readout AP) had the inversion time 
optimized, within the constraints of the acquisition, to give similar contrast. Using the array coils, a 
reference scan was used to correct for RF inhomogeneity (SENSE factor 1). Images were acquired 
from two volunteers, both imaged twice in each field strength and coil combination.   
 
Image analysis  Analysis was carried out using tools from FSL (FMRIB Software Library – 
www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). The single and multi-channel segmentation tool used, FAST/mFAST [Zhang 
2001], incorporates iterative bias field removal that is conducted alternately with the hard segmentation 
iterations. This bias field correction involves applying lowpass smoothing filters to the residual mean 
and mean residual covariance fields. The segmentation algorithm can make use of spatial segmentation 
priors. FAST and mFAST perform finite Markov Random Field mixture modelling to produce partial 
volume tissue-type estimates, which we used in the quantitative cerebro-spinal fluid, grey matter and 
white matter volumetric segmentation calculations. The workflow procedure is designed to minimize 
the variation due to the brain extraction (BET [Smith 2002], required as a pre-processing step before 
running FAST and mFAST) through the derivation of a single brain mask for each subject to be used to 
preprocess data from all scanners, coils, and acquisitions; optimal algorithm parameters are selected for 
a representative T1 image by an expert user.  The brain mask for a given subject is then propagated to 
that subject’s different scans through the use of a linear image registration tool, FLIRT [Jenkinson 
2002]. 
 
Through such a workflow it is ensured that interpolation problems are removed as all segmentations are 
performed in native space. Given that different scanners have slightly different calibrations, BET is 
also used to extract the skull, which is used to give a normalisation (scaling) constant in the 
propagation of brain masks and comparisons of voxel counts. 
 
3 Results 
 

In general the segmentations obtained using FAST from the T1-weighted gradient echo images for the 
same subject looked similar to each other visually but with some misclassification of true deep grey 
matter. 
 
The segmentations of the T2/PD-weighted pair obtained using mFAST were quite dissimilar to the 
segmentations obtained from the T1-weighted images due to the differing physical spin relaxation 
processes being measured. 
 
Individual voxel tissue classification differences could be observed visually. 
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Qualitative comparison of Segmented T1-weighted images for one subject 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

(A) 1.5T Birdcage 

 

(B) Repeat of (A) 

 

(C) 3T Birdcage 

 

(D) 1.5T Array Coil 
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Quantitative Results 

 

A Normal healthy subject has T1-weighted scans taken and repeated with Birdcage and Array Coils at 
both 1.5T and 3T 

Subject A T1 
Image 

Scaling Raw 
Csf 
mm3 

% Csf 
Scaled 

Raw 
Grey 
mm3 

% 
Grey 
Csf 

Raw 
White 
mm3 

% 
White 
Csf 

Total 

mm3 

Scaled 
Total 
mm3 

(A)Birdcage  

1.5T 

1.18403 204.1 

 

13.9 

 

723.9 

 

49.1 

 

545.3 

 

37.0 

 

1473.3 

 

1744.4 

(B)Birdcage 
1.5T Repeat of  
(A) 

1.18403 202.9 13.8 720.0 48.9 549.0 37.3 1471.9 1743.9 

(C)Birdcage 
3T 

1.14533 240.0 16.0 719.2 48.0 539.9 36.0 1499.1 1716.9 

(D)Birdcage 
3T Repeat of 
(C) 

1.14553 239.0 

 

16.0 718.2 47.9 541.0 36.1 1498.2 1716.2 

(E) Array Coil 
1.5T 

1.18403 256.0 17.4 662.9 45.1 552.4 37.5 1471.3 1742.1 

(F)Array Coil 
3T 

1.14553 243.5 16.2 725.5 48.2 536.1 35.6 1505.1 1724.1 

 

A second normal healthy subject has T1-weighted scans taken at both 1.5T and 3T with Birdcage coils 
and scan repeats. 

Subject B T1 
Image 

Scaling Raw 
Csf 
mm3 

% Csf 
Scaled 

Raw 
Grey 
mm3 

% 
Grey 
Csf 

Raw 
White 
mm3 

% 
White 
Csf 

Total 

mm3 

Scaled 
Total 
mm3 

(A)Birdcage 
Coil 1.5T 

1.40029 179.8 14.3 632.2 50.2 448.2 35.6 1260.2 1764.6 

(B)Repeat of 
(A) 

1.40029 179.1 14.2 633.8 50.3 447.2 35.5 1260.1 1764.5 

(C)Birdcage 
3T 

1.38896 200.0 15.3 663.7 50.6 446.8 34.0 1310.5 1820.2 

(D)Repeat of 
(C) 

1.38896 198.6 15.2 663.6 50.6 448.4 34.2 1310.6 1820.3 
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Discussion of Results 

These preliminary results suggest that repeat scans on the same scanner using the same RF coil have 
closer agreement than scans acquired at different field strengths (1.5T vs 3T), or using different RF 
coils (birdcage vs. array). These differences between scanning technologies could confound inter-
subject differences being studied. This could be for one or more of the following reasons:  the  images 
have different contrast to noise ratios, and different B1 inhomogeneity; the segmentation workflow 
procedure, which was designed carefully to reduce the amount of brain extraction necessary, may 
introduce a bias; the segmentation tool (FAST) used may introduce a bias. The relative contribution of 
these factors needs further investigation.  

Major differences could be seen qualitatively in the segmentation images between T1-weighted and 
T2/PD-weighted dual-echo acquisitions of the same subject, particularly in the deep grey matter 
structures of the inner brain. 

4 Conclusion 
 
This study has illustrated some of the difficulties in transferring image acquisition and analysis 
protocols from 1.5T to 3T and between differing types of RF coil arrangements, or of carrying out 
studies that seek to aggregate data from such scanners. Further research is needed to minimize these 
issues in order to make it possible to carry out large-scale multicentre neuroimaging studies.  
 
The quantitative study of segmentation results has been seen to involve wider image processing issues 
such as the confounding factors of the use of Brain Extraction tools (BET) as a pre-processing step, the 
required use of linear registration tools to carry brain masks to native space and its use in the scaling of 
voxel sizes using the normalisation factor of the skull. Further investigation is needed in order to 
establish the exact relationship in the changes observed in this study, and then to find methods to 
minimize or understand better such differences. We also intend to study the interaction of the various 
smoothing controls (i.e., smoothing extent of bias field and of segmentation labelling) in the 
segmentation process and the different kinds of bias field found at different field strengths and with 
different kinds of RF coils.  
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Abstract
In this paper we establish a new methodology for the selection of multiple optimum flip angle acquisitions prior to injection of contrast
agent during breast screening, by extending our recently developed mathematical framework [1]. We formulate the problem using
the standard MR signal model and perform error analysis assuming that errors in estimatingT1 are due to signal noise. Our objective
minimization function depends explicitly on the noise model for the MR signal and the flip angle. We determine analytically the
optimum flip angle which minimizes the error in estimation ofT1 values that are characteristic of tumor types. We use our analytic
derivation of the optimum flip angle to provide an extension of the recent method by Armitage et al. [2] and Monte-Carlo simulations
of real data to demonstrate that our protocol is significantly more accurate and more stable to noise with identical computational
cost. The resultingT1 maps obtained by the proposed method are proved to be more reliable and can therefore be used for improved
diagnosis of breast disease.

1 Introduction

Dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (CE-MRI) is an MRI technique which assesses tissue properties. Contrast
agent (typically Gd-DTPA) is injected into the patient immediately prior to acquiring a series ofT1 weighted MRI volumes using eg.
Fast Spoiled Gradient (FSPGR) echo sequences, with a temporal resolution currently around a minute [3,4]. The presence of contrast
agent within an imaging voxel results in an increased signal that can be observed during the time course of the experiment. Different
tissue types have different contrast uptake properties and such signal-time curves enable their identification. Study of these curves
has been used clinically to identify and characterize tumors into malignant or benign classes, although success has been variable
with generally very good sensitivity (> 95%) but often quite variable specificity.

The primary reason for the poor specificity is that pharmacokinetic modelling of uptake curves is based on the erroneous assumption
that relative signal enhancement (RSE) is linearly proportional to contrast agent concentration. It has been shown [5] that this
relationship is non-linear and that it can be represented as a function of two variables:T10, theT1 tissue relaxation time before
injection of the contrast agent, and the concentration of the contrast agent. Given the RSE, an accurate measurement ofT10 suffices
for determination of the contrast agent concentration and more reliable classification of breast tissues according to the uptake curves
of the pharmacokinetic model.

In a recent study on the measurement ofT10, Armitage et al. [2] developed a method based on Monte-Carlo simulations for minimiz-
ing the error inT10 estimation arising from signal noise with respect to the choice of flip angle. The method is feasible in determining
up to 3 optimum flip angles for signal acquisition for the measurement ofT10, but cannot predict a fourth or subsequent flip angle
acquisition in real time applications. In addition it has been demonstrated that an increasing number of flip angle acquisitions leads
to increasingly accurateT10 values obtained after linear fitting of the data. In this paper we show that a determination of a fourth
and subsequent flip angles is obtainable at no additional cost by extending the method of Armitage. This is achieved by a concise
error analysis which leads naturally to the establishment of the relationship between the noise model for the signal and the set of
flip angles which minimize the error inT10 estimation. Following the formulation of the problem, in Section 2, Section 3 provides
the solution and a critical comparison of our proposed method against the method of Armitage et al. in terms of numerical stability,
robustness and accuracy, using synthetic data. Monte-Carlo simulations demonstrate a clear advantage of our proposed method. This
new method results in improvedT10 mapping of breast tissue and can be used to enable more accurate diagnosis of breast cancer by
enabling more reliable classification of breast tissue, especially in classifying tumour types.

2 Methodology for the measurement of longitudinal relaxation time and problem formulation

The standard model of the signal generated at a voxel by a gradient echo MR pulse sequence prior to injection of contrast agent, is
given by:

S = gρe
− T E

T∗20 sin(α)
1− e−

T R
T10

1− cos(α)e−
T R
T10

, (1)

whereS is the measured signal,g is the scanner gain,ρ is the proton density,TE the echo time,TR the repetition time,α the flip
angle andT10 andT ∗

20 are the longitudinal and transverse relaxation times respectively. From now on, we write

k = gρe
− T E

T∗20 . (2)
∗Corresponding Author’s email: geok@robots.ox.ac.uk
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Proposed methods for measuringT10 in current 3D breast imaging include inversion recovery protocols [6] and gradient echo
sequences acquired with variableTR. Both are extremely time inefficient [2]. Instead, variable flip angle methods are the most
viable option. Our focus in this paper is to examine which selection of variable flip angle acquisitions produceT10 measurements
with the highest accuracy.

Multiple angle acquisitions can be used to determineT10 by fitting of the signal equation (1) to data. This is achieved by a re-
arrangement of equation (1) such that:

Y︷ ︸︸ ︷
S

sinα
=

A︷ ︸︸ ︷
e−

T R
T10

X︷ ︸︸ ︷
S

tanα
+

B︷ ︸︸ ︷
k(1− e−

T R
T10 ), (3)

andT10 is obtained by the intersection of the line with thex-axis [7]. This method can be used to produce a resulting value forT10

for each voxel location which can then be represented as an image (T10 map). An increasing amount of signal acquisitions is a time
consuming process that may prolong a scanning session and cause inconvenience to the patient, but also introduces corruption of
the obtained scanner data by patient movement that must be compensated for during the data analysis. It is therefore crucial that an
a-priori protocol for signal acquisitions is known so as to compensate between the increasing amount of signal acquisitions required
for obtaining stable values forT10 and the time constraints imposed by the need for rapid screening with the least possible patient
inconvenience. This protocol should consist of a reasonable amount of flip angle acquisitions which optimize the accuracy in the
obtained value forT10 as predicted by fitting the obtained data to equation (3). The common problem encountered is the existence of
noise in the signal acquisitions, due to magnetic field inhomogeneities, radio frequency pulse miss-calibrations or corruption of the
MR signal by the resistance of the receiver coil of the scanner or the particular condition of the patient. Moreover, there is currently
no criterion which can determine the optimum number of flip angle acquisitions, beyond which no further improvement in the value
of T10 can occur. A proposed protocol for signal acquisition for accurateT10 mapping should express clearly the quantitative and
qualitative relationship between signal noise and optimum flip angle selection, a task that has not been addressed so far.

3 Analysis of the error in the measurement ofT1

To study the error in the measurement ofT10 using low flip angle acquisitions as described in Section 1, we suppose that at each
voxel location~x there exists a random error to the signal due to noise denoted byES(~x) and a corresponding error fork denoted by
Ek(~x). The following theorem provides the error in the measurement of the parameterT10 using a FSPGR echo pulse sequence. We
are able to prove [1]

Theorem 3.1. Let Ŝ = S + ES(~x) andk̂ = k + Ek(~x), whereS, k are the real values of the signal and the parameterk respectively
andE∗ denotes the corresponding random errors. IfT10 represents the actual value ofT10 at ~x, the resulting value ofT10 using a
FSPGR echo pulse sequence is

T̂10 = T10 −
Wn

Wd
+O(max(ES , Ek)2),

where
Wn = (ES(e

T R
T10 − cos(α))− Ek sin(α)(e

T R
T10 − 1))T 2

10, Wd = TR(k sin(α)− S cos(α)) (4)

To minimize the leading order error inT10 with respect to the choice of flip angles, we need to minimize the following quantity:

W =

[
ES(e

T R
T10 − cos(α))− Ek sin(α)(e

T R
T10 − 1)

]
k sin(α)− S cos(α)

. (5)

The denominatorF = F (α;TR, T10, k) = k sin(α)− S cos(α) is an increasing function of the flip angleα for all TR, T10 andk.
Thus, there exists a constantC > 0 such thatF (α;TR, T10, k) > C for all α, TR, T10 andk. We deduce

|W| ≤

∣∣∣[ES(e
T R
T10 − cos(α))− Ek sin(α)(e

T R
T10 − 1)

]∣∣∣
C

. (6)

Thereforemin
α
|W| is less than the minimum of the RHS of (6) with respect toα. Thus, the minimization problem reduces to the

minimization ofE = ‖X1 −X2‖ with respect to the flip angleα, whereX1 andX2 denote the random variables

X1 = ES(e
T R
T10 − cos(α)), X2 = Ek sin(α)(e

T R
T10 − 1). (7)

Assuming Gaussian errorsES ∼ N(0, σS) andEk ∼ N(0, σk) for every pixel, it follows thatX1 ∼ N(0, σ(X1)) andX2 ∼
N(0, σ(X2)), where

σ(X1) = σS(e
T R
T10 − cos(α)), σ(X2) = σk sin(α)(e

T R
T10 − 1).
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BecauseX1 andX2 have the same sign (see [1] for proof), the error inT10 estimation becomes smallest when these standard
deviations are as close to each other as possible for appropriate choice of flip angle. We can therefore obtain the unique optimum
flip angle if we choose it such that:

e−
T R
T10 (σS cos(α)− σk sin(α))− (σS − σk sin(α)) = 0. (8)

This non-linear function ofα may be solved using the Gauss-Newton method. We can overcome the spatial constraint that equa-
tion (8) imposes by choosing a global (independent ofT10) flip angle which minimizes the error in the largerT10 values by rearrang-
ing equation (8) and taking:

e
− T R

T10 max (σS cos(α)−σk sin(α))
(σS−σk sin(α)) = 1. (9)

In doing so, we do not lose accuracy in the optimum flip angle andT10 estimation. The reason is that the resulting flip angle does
not depend strongly on the exponential factor: for givenTR from the pulse sequence protocol, the optimum flip angle as a function
of T10 in the allowable range for the breast1 is practically constant, with variations that do not exceed one degree. In general, the
flip angle variation is an increasing function of the ratioσS/σk. Thus the method is also robust for variableT10 and the accuracy is
guaranteed for the upper range ofT10 values that are characteristic of tumor types.

3.1 Noise model fork and iterative multiple optimum flip angle determination

The method for determining optimum flip angle acquisition using (9), requires a Gaussian white noise model for the signalS andk.
The former can be determined by an off-line phantom experiment. To obtain the value ofT10 we require also the value ofk at each
voxel. For those requirements we use the method of Armitage et al. to determine an optimum triplet of angles forT10 mapping. The
method of Armitage et al. [2] for determining the critical flip angles in a FSPGR echo pulse sequence which minimize the error in
T10 estimation is summarized as follows: For a fixed value ofT10 in {T10} and for givenTR and randomly chosenk, the authors
obtain the value of the signalSi subject to a random flip angleαi via equation (1). Then they corruptSi via Gaussian white noise of a
given standard deviation and produceN corrupted signalŝSN

i which they use to obtain the corresponding corrupted valuesT̂N
10i. For

all αi ≤ 90o, they generate a corresponding sequenceai(T10) = {T̂N
10i}αi

for eachT10. They chooseF(αi) =
∑

{T10} σ(ai(T10))
as their objective minimization function (σ(:) denoting standard deviation) and obtain three low flip anglesα1 = 3o, α2 = 10o,
α3 = 17o, each corresponding to a minimum ofF . They derive an estimated value forT10 by fitting of the three corresponding
signal acquisitions following [8].

Once the triplet of optimum flip angles is known via the method of Armitage et al. along with the noise model for the signal obtained
using a phantom experiment, the Monte-Carlo method can be used to generate a noise model fork as follows: For any random
fixed values fork andT10, the given pulse sequence parameters and the three obtained optimum flip angles ( [2]), we can generate
corresponding signal values. Then we corrupt these signals by the given noise model for the signal and we fit the resulting three
signals following [8] in order to obtain the corrupted estimate fork, denoted bŷk. Repeating the procedure enough times produces
a statistical distribution for̂k, whose standard deviation provides the desired noise model for thek map. Once this is known,
equation (9) can be used to provide the next optimum flip angle acquisition. Thus, a new flip angle acquisition is obtained from the
known three angle acquisitions automatically, at no additional computational cost. Having a fourth optimum flip angle acquisition,
we can perform new Monte-Carlo simulations with given noise model for the signal as above to obtain a new, more accurate estimate
for the noise model fork. This in turn will result to a new predicted optimum flip angle from equation (9) and the process can be
repeated iteratively, until the newly predicted optimum flip angle acquisition is closer to any previously determined optimum flip
angle acquisition specified by a given threshold. This is an iterative procedure for computing optimum flip angle acquisitions once
the parameters of the scanning sequence are provided and results to more accurately determinedT10 values according to [7], [2]. All
Monte-Carlo simulations and the determination of optimum flip angles can take place off-line once the parameters of the scanning
sequence have been provided.

3.2 Comparisons with current protocols for accurate measurement of longitudinal relaxation time and
validation on synthetic data

To compare our method with that of Armitage et al. [2] in terms of numerical stability and robustness, we work as follows: for
any random value ofT10 within {T10}, fixed TR = 0.0089sec as chosen in [2] and a random value ofk, we evaluate the signals
corresponding to the three flip angles predicted by [2] (3o, 10o, 17o). We corrupt each of these three signals according to a given
Gaussian white noise model with standard deviationσS which is fixed from now on. We then fit the signals to compute the estimated
T10 following [2] and we also predict a Gaussian noise model fork by Monte-Carlo simulations as described in Section 3.1. This
determines a fourth optimum flip angleα4 via equation (9). We then use the givenk andT10 values to simulate a signal acquisition
at the flip angleα4 and we corrupt the resulting signal by the given noise model. We then fit the noisy data corresponding to the

1From now on, we denote the set of allowableT10 values for the breast by{T10}.
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acquisitionsα1 = 3o, α2 = 10o, α3 = 17o andα4 to equation (3) and determineT10. During this process we have produced a
statistical distribution forT10 predicted values that corresponds to the statistical distributions of the corrupted signals that were used
for its derivation. This enables us to define an objective minimization functionf(T10) = σT10‖T10 − mean(T10)‖ as a measure
of testing the performance of the two algorithms. Figure 1.(a) demonstrates the comparison of the performance of the method of
Armitage et al. against the proposed method and plotsf(T10 against signal noise which ranges from 1% up to 10% of the original
signal. Figure 1.(b) compares the two methods usingf as a comparison measure, for the whole range ofT10 values when the signal
noise is 1% of the original signal.

(a) (b)
Figure 1. (a) Plot of the objective minimization functionf(T10) = σT10‖T10−mean(T10)‖ for different noise model for the signal
(standard deviation) using the two methods ranging from1% up to10% of the original MR signal. The superiority of the new method
becomes apparent with increasing noise. (b) Plot off(T10) for T10 (in sec.) ranging along the allowable values for the breast using
the two methods for fixed noise equal1% of the original signal. This time, the superiority of the new method is evident only for
largeT10 values which are used for classifying tumors.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

This paper presents a new approach in determining multiple optimum angle acquisitions for MR breast cancer diagnosis, using
measurements of theT10 longitudinal relaxation time which is characteristic of tumor types. The method is based on error analysis
of the signal model that enables an analytic formulation of the error inT10 estimation, in terms of pulse sequence parameters and
noise. This is used to define an optimum angle acquisition via a single equation. The method of Armitage et al. is used as a stepping
stone towards estimating the parameters of our equation in order to predict new optimum flip angle acquisitions iteratively, until
some pre-defined tolerance has been reached. The analytic formulation of the method clarifies for first time explicitly the role of
noise and pulse sequence parameters in selecting optimum flip angles in FSPGR echo sequences. In vitro experiments demonstrated
the proposed method to be more stable to signal noise and more robust for allT10 values in{T10}when compared with the method of
Armitage et al [2]. The new protocol is expected to provide highly accurateT10 maps and would be a valuable tool towards reliable
assessment of breast disease.
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Abstract. The aim of the work presented here is to propose an approach to generate multi-phase CT data that 

make use of a non rigid voxel intensity registration technique and 3D MR breath hold scans. The proposed 

approach is based on a respiratory motion model derived from 3D MR imaging scans. The 3D MR scans were 

acquired on 8 patients at different respiration levels over the respiratory cycle. All patients were imaged at 

four positions between full exhalation and full inhalation while holding their breath for about 15 seconds for 

each scan. For this purpose, a Turbo flash T1 imaging sequence was used to enhance the signal intensity. All 

patients had a diagnostic CT scan at full inspiration prior to the MR imaging session on the same day. To 

quantify the respiratory motion throughout the breathing cycle, all 3D volumes were registered with respect to 

full expiration using a non rigid voxel intensity-based technique. The resulting sequence of model parameters, 

reflecting the respiratory motion over the respiratory cycle, was used to generate the multi-phase CT data 

from the single CT volume. Prior to the generation of the multi-phase CT data, the CT volume was registered 

to the corresponding breath-hold MR volume. The quality of the registration and fusion results and the 

generated CT breathing phases was checked by visual inspection and was further assessed by measuring the 

mismatch between the centres of tumour lesions with well defined borders in both CT and MR. The results 

obtained by this approach indicated that the mismatch between the centres of lesions between CT and MR 

was in the order of the slice thickness of CT and MR data, which is suitable for reducing respiration motion 

artefacts in our intended clinical application: the use of multi-phase CT data for phase-dependent respiratory 

motion correction in combined PET/CT scans of the chest and the abdomen. 

1  Introduction 

In recent years there has been a growing interest in acquiring multi-phase or four dimensional (4D) Computed 

Tomography (CT) data due to the lack of motion information of moving structures in single three Dimensional 

(3D) CT volumes, essential for chest and abdomen studies. Potential clinical applications could be radiation 

therapy for quantifying the extent of tumour and recently, with the introduction of the combined PET/CT 

scanners, the problem of respiratory motion-induced artefacts due to the use of CT images for attenuation 

correction of the PET emission data. The common requirement for the above-mentioned clinical applications is 

the availability of 4D CT images in which the internal motion as a function of the respiratory cycle can be 

quantified. However, and due to dose considerations in CT, the acquisition for multi-phase 4D CT data sets 

influenced by respiratory motion is not allowed in current clinical routine practice. Different respiratory gating 

techniques, retrospective image reconstruction and scanning protocols using both single slice and multi-slice CT 

scanners have been investigated [1-3], however they remain complex and impractical in patient-by-patient basis. 

The aim of this work is to address this issue by proposing an image processing-based approach to generate the 

multi-phase CT data that makes use of a fully automatic non rigid voxel intensity registration technique and 

breath hold Magnetic Resonance (MR) scans. 

2  Method and Materials 

2.1 Data acquisition 

Both CT and MR scans were acquired on eight patients (6 male and 2 female; mean age 59 years, range 49-79 

years) on the same day. The patients had cystic lesions mainly in the liver or the kidneys. All patients were first 

scanned in a 16-slice MSCT scanner (Sensation 16, Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany), according 

to routine protocols at maximum inspiration using intravenous contrast agent. The scans were performed with 

elevated arms in breath-hold inspiration. Image reconstruction resulted in 512 x 512 images with 0.72 x 0.72 mm
2
 

pixel size and a slice thickness of 5 mm using a 5 mm reconstruction increment. 

The 3D MR scans were carried out on a 1.5 T scanner (Magnetom Symphony, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). All 

patients were imaged at four positions between full exhalation and full inhalation while holding their breath for 

about 15 seconds for each scan. For this purpose, a Turbo FLASH T1weighted imaging sequence was used. A 
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chest belt was used to monitor the quality of each breath hold. The volume covered a 380 mm x 260 mm field of 

view with 52 transverse slices of 5 mm slice thickness. The reconstructed images were 512 x 384 with an image 

resolution of 1.34 x 1.34 x 5.00 mm. 

2.2 Registration and motion quantification 

To quantify the respiratory motion throughout the breathing cycle, all 3D MR volumes were registered with 

respect to full-expiration using a non rigid voxel intensity based technique. The resulting sequence of model 

parameters, reflecting the respiratory motion over the respiratory cycle, was used to generate the multi-phase CT 

data from the single CT volume. Prior to the generation of the multi-phase CT data, the CT volume was 

registered to the corresponding breath-hold MR volume. Figure 1 illustrates the process of generating the 4D CT 

data using the estimated motion parameters from the MR breath-hold image volumes.  

 

Figure 1. Sketch of respiratory motion quantification using the non rigid registration for 4D CT data generation. 

Top row are the acquired breath hold MR  volumes; bottom left is the acquired CT volume; on its right (dashed 

borders) are the possible generated CT volumes at the corresponding MR respiratory phase. 

The key ideas of our non rigid voxel intensity based registration technique consist of considering a hierarchical 

transformation model combined with a multiresolution, as widely used in previous studies [4,5] to speed up 

convergence and avoid local minima, and a multi-optimisation strategy. The idea of using a multi-optimisation 

scheme as described first in Bouchareb et al. [6] is to take advantage from the convergence behaviour of non-

derivative optimisation methods when aligning image sets realised in extreme differences in terms of breathing 

protocols during data acquisition. It was validated using FDG-PET and CT phantom and patient data [6]. 

The Normalised Mutual Information (NMI) proposed in [7] is an invariant similarity measure with respect to the 

volume of overlap between two images and it was used in this study. It was derived from the Mutual Information 

(MI) similarity measure, introduced in image registration by Viola [8]. NMI of two data volumes A and B, 

physically conveys the amount of information that A contains about B, or vice versa. It can be defined in terms of 

the marginal entropies H(A) and H(B) of the images, combined with their joint entropy H(A,B), as follows: 
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The transformation mode used in our formulation of the problem is a generalized affine transformation (T), 

considered as cumulative effect of a series of scaling (S), shearing (H), rotation (R), and translation (D). The 

order of combining these transformations has been restricted to the following: T = D x R x H x S. 

The expanded homogeneous 4 x 4 affine transformation appears as 
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Where { }zyx ddd ,,  is the 3D translation vector and the ije  elements of the 3x3 submatrix encompass the combined 

effect of 3D rotations { }zyx rrr ,, , scalings { }zyx sss ,, , and shearings { }zxyzxy θθθ ,, transformation parameters. 

The desired solution of our registration problem while maximising NMI, equation (1), is formulated as follows: 
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The major component in the overall registration process is the optimisation method. This optimisation method is 

called repeatedly and so should be efficient with respect to the resolution of the images and the similarity measure 

used to align these images. In the present work, to estimate the transformation T
*
, equation (3), a multi-

optimisation scheme is considered, in which a different optimisation method is used at each resolution level. 

Powell’s method is used at lower resolution levels and the Nelder-Mead simplex optimisation is used at the full 

resolution level. Being very sensitive to initialisation, the simplex method is initialised with the optimal solution 

found by Powell’s method at the previous resolution level. The best order in which the parameters have been 

optimised was investigated at the low resolution level. In our study, it was found that optimising the translations 

first or the rotations first depending on which movement is more significant speed up the registration process. 

This is due the fact that the transformation matrix, equation (2), is better conditioned under a given optimisation 

order. A detailed diagram of the Multi-Resolution Multi-Optimisation (MRMO) algorithm is shown in figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. Diagram of the MRMO algorithm using a hierarchical transformation model and NMI. The two 

volumes are first resampled to isotropic voxels; then the resolution levels (RL) are created (3 RL were used 

here); Powell’s optimisation is used at the coarse resolution and Simplex optimisation at the fine resolution 

level while initialized with the optimal transformation found by Powell’s method. 

3  Results 

The evaluation of the quality of the registration and fusion results and the generated CT breathing phases was 

checked by visual inspection and was further assessed by measuring the mismatch between the centres of tumour 

lesions (1 to 2 lesions localized in the liver or kidneys per patient) with well defined borders in both CT and MR. 

The visual assessment and all measurements were made using the 3D viewing application integrated in the cross-

modality Syngo
®
 software (Siemens) for all breathing phases. Figure 3 shows some fused CT and MR images 

with cystic lesions. 

     

Figure 3. Axial fused CT and MR images from three patients with cystic lesions. As pointed out by the arrows; 

left: cystic lesion in the liver; middle: cystic lesion in the left kidney; and right: cystic lesion in the right kidney 

The visual assessment of the fusion results indicated the successful alignment of CT and MR image sets in 7 from 

the 8 patients included in this study. The analysis of all measurements given in table 1 were made on the fused 

images for all subjects showed that the mismatch between the centres of lesions was ranging from 0.8 to 1.6 mm 
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at full expiration and 4.1 to 6.2 mm at full inspiration with mismatches up to 9 mm for one patient; probably due 

to the positioning or voluntary movement of this patient. In most cases, the best match; i.e. the smallest mismatch 

is obtained at the full expiration phase, followed by mid-expiration, mid-inspiration and then full inspiration. 

Subject Full-inhale Mid-inhale Mid-exhale Full-exhale 

P1 4.1 3.3 2.1 1.2 

P2 3.0 2.5 1.6 0.8 

P3 3.2 1.8 1.8 1.2 

P4 6.5 4.2 3.8 1.3 

P5 9.0 6.0 4.3 2.4 

P6 3.3 2.0 3.1 1.1 

P7 5.4 1.8 2.0 1.6 

P8 7.2 5.5 3.2 1.5 

Table 1. Mismatch between the centres of lesions in CT and MR (in mm) measured for all four breathing phases 

These measurements confirm the higher reproducibility of the full expiration phase compared to full inspiration 

as reported in previous studies. For 7 subjects and over all breathing phases, the mismatches were in the order of 

the slice thickness in CT and MR, validating our approach in generating multi-phase or the 4D CT data. 

4  Conclusions and future work 

The potential of the developed approach in generating 4D CT data based on MR breath hold scans and using a 

fully automatic non rigid registration technique, validated previously on PET and CT phantom and clinical data 

has been demonstrated in 8 patients. The 4D CT images contain respiratory motion information not available in 

the single CT volume, which helps to understand the motion of the tumour and surrounding tissues, essential to 

plan radiation therapy, for example. Although the derived motion model allows accuracy in the order of the slice 

thickness according to our experiments, the registration technique; emphasing the importance of using a multi-

optimisation strategy in combination with the multi-resolution scheme, which has been used to quantify the 

motion information, is limited to global movement in the chest and abdomen. Therefore, further work will focus 

on including free-form deformations to account for local deformation of different organs in the chest and 

abdomen on which the quantification of the motion will be based and thereby the generation of the 4D CT data. 

Ongoing investigations concern the use of this multi-phase 4D CT data for phase-dependent attenuation 

correction of the PET emission data in combined PET/CT scans to minimise the respiratory-induced motion 

artefacts for chest and abdomen tumour studies. 
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Abstract. Three dimensional (3D) visualization has the potential to significantly ease the decision making 
process in pre-surgical planning. The first stage of creating a 3D model for this purpose is to segment the 
liver from MRI data.  We propose to automate a segmentation technique known as intelligent scissor to 
segment the liver.  The user only needs to select an initial slice, and the method is executed automatically.  
From the initial slice, the contour propagates inside the volume and segments the liver in every slice in the 
dataset.  Thus automatic intelligent scissors estimate the seed points automatically and connect these points 
based on a dynamic programming algorithm.  Our results show that the combination of segmented outputs 
from orthogonal directions can improve the performance of the segmentation compared with the use of slices 
along a single orientation only. 

1 Introduction 

The extent of hepatic disease (e.g. cirrhosis or metastatic cancer) can be assessed by MRI.  In pre-surgical 
planning, contiguous 2D slices are viewed by the clinician.  However, a key limitation with imaging is that 
contrast-enhanced blood vessels may be confused with small tumours.  This problem can be obviated by viewing 
a 3D model of the liver anatomy and its associated vasculature, and any pathology.  

Segmentation is the first step in the creation of such a model.  Given that manual segmentation is impractical, we 
propose an automatic method for segmenting the hepatic volume as a first stage in model creation.  Unlike 
related work in CT [1] the MR target volume cannot be globally windowed or segmented using a global 
threshold.  This is because abdominal MR data contains many objects with similar greyscale intensities, which 
may also be in contact with one another.  Nonetheless, edge information is still present and for this reason, we 
have utilised a technique called intelligent scissors, as originally proposed by Mortensen and Barrett [2], which is 
a semi-automatic contour-based segmentation tool.  Intelligent scissors can be considered as a combination of 
edge-based and dynamic programming segmentation.  In its usual form, this technique requires a human operator 
to determine the starting and termination points for determining the desired edge segments, interactively.  The 
resultant edge segment, which connects two defined points, is created based on the lowest cost path according to 
Dijkstra’s algorithm [3], utilising a cost function composed of gradient and zero-crossing information. 

In this work, we propose a method to automate the segmentation of the liver using intelligent scissors.  In this 
method, the user only need select one axial slice as the starting slice; the ensuing segmentation process is 
executed fully automatically.  We also propose a technique to combine several segmentation results in order to 
produce a more reliable output. 

2 Method 

2.1 Pre-processing 

We pre-process the 3D MR input data to reduce the artefacts, and enhance its quality.  First, to reduce the 
artefact that is due to the sensitivity of the RF coil(s) used in the MR scanner, we locally enhanced the dataset, in 
3D space, based on the technique described in [4].  Then, to reduce the additive noise, we filter the data with a 
cubic median filter of size 7 x 7 x 7.  Next, to re-enhance the edges, we implement a toboggan enhancement, 
which is based on [5], but extended to 3D. 

To emphasise the liver outline, we decided to use a method that salienates features in the edge map which have 
some perceptual meaning.  To achieve that, we implemented a pre-attentive segmentation model, proposed 
recently by Li [6], for the function of the human brain that is responsible for feature salienation. We take the 
output of this neural-network implementation, after a few iterations, as the pre-attentive segmentation result.  
When applied to our data, we found that the edge salienation model converges after typically two iterations. 
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2.2 Automatic Intelligent Scissors 

The automation of the intelligent scissors approach segments the liver on a contiguous slice-by-slice basis, but 
using the a-priori information from the previous segmentation slice.  The main idea of our method is to 
propagate a contour from an initial slice to the rest of the slices in the dataset. 

Selection of the initial slice  We select one axial slice from the input data as the initial slice.  This initial slice is 
selected based on visual inspection.  The criteria for this selection are: (1) the liver has a good contrast with its 
surroundings, and (2) the shape of the liver preferably has some resemblance to a circle or an ellipse. 

Estimation of the seed points in the initial slice  Following slice selection, we threshold the corresponding 
salienation map of the initial slice, and skeletonize the output to get one pixel width edges.  In order to estimate 
the sample points, we first estimate the centre of the curve we wish to identify.  We select randomly a triplet of 
edgels from the edge image, and assume that these points have coordinates (x1 , y1), (x2 , y2), and (x3 , y3). The 
coordinates of the centre of the circle they define, (xc , yc), are given by the following equations: 
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To estimate the best centre from the fragments of the contour of the liver, we use a random selection of 3N sets 
of unique triplets, where N is the number of the edgels in the image.  We create a 2D accumulator array, which 
represents a 2D histogram of the (xc , yc) values computed from each triplet.  From this accumulator array, we 
select the position of the peak of the 2D histogram.  This position represents the ideal centre of the edgel 
fragments we have.  We project straight lines every 15o emanating from (xc , yc).  Then, we identify as seed points 
the first intersection points these lines have with the edge fragments.  The desired edges of the target object 
between these seed points are refined by invoking intelligent scissors, and using these seed points as start and 
stop points that would otherwise be manually defined.  Repeated application of this procedure at each 15o 
segment  produces the initial estimate of the liver boundary in the initial slice. 

Propagation of the contour to the next slice  We now assume that the shape of the liver does not change 
significantly in the next adjacent slice.  Thus, we use the above segmented contour as an initial reference contour 
to segment the next slice.  We take the inflection points of the contour as the seed points.  These inflection points 
are calculated by using a technique proposed by Rosenfeld and Johnston [7].  To improve accuracy and save 
computation time, when the intelligent scissors algorithm is invoked, the cost function is only calculated around 
the reference contour locally.  We estimate this local region using morphological operations, where the local 
region is defined as the reference contour, dilated 15 times using a 3 x 3 structuring element. This contour 
propagation approach is then repeated at each subsequent slice in the volume. 

2.3 Combination of axial-coronal and axial-sagittal segmentations 

The above segmentation result actually defines an initial estimate of the volume of the liver.  To refine this re-
estimate, we slice this segmented volume in a perpendicular orientation, and thus we get a representation of the 
liver area in this new direction.  Based on this area, we create a reference contour to segment the corresponding 
slice in this new orthogonal direction.  Using the technique described above, we again segment the liver using 
intelligent scissors. 

To initiate this process, we use the segmentation result re-oriented from axial direction as the reference of 
segmentation in the coronal direction.  We refer to this as the axial-coronal segmentation.  Similarly, the result 
from the axial direction is also used as the reference to segment the liver in the sagittal direction.  We call this the 
axial-sagittal segmentation.  We consider the volume defined by the axial-coronal segmentation as Vac, and the 
volume defined by the axial-sagittal segmentation as Vas. The combined output volume, Vout, is then given by: 

asacout VVV I=                                                                                   (3) 

which means that we consider that a voxel is valid as a liver voxel only when it is detected in both orientations. 
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3 Results and Discussion 

Figure 1 shows one axial slice from a 3D MR input dataset used in our experiment.  It is shown that the liver can 
be perceived relatively easily in the pre-processed image compared to its original input.  This suggests that pre-
processing improves the quality of the input data. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 1. One axial slice from 3D MR input data.  (a) Input image.  (b) Image (a) after pre-processing.  (c) The 
salienation map of image (b).  Object in circle in (b) represents liver segment in the initial target slice. 

The slice shown in Figure 1 fulfils the requirement for the initial slice, thus we take this slice as our initial slice.  
Figure 2 shows each step taken to segment the liver boundary from this slice. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 2. (a) Image from Figure 1(c) after thresholding and skeletonization. (b) 24 sample points detected by 
projecting straight lines at every 15o from the centre (indicated by a grey box). (c) The result of intelligent 

scissors segmentation, using the seed points shown in (b), to delineate the liver. 

This final detected contour becomes the reference contour to segment the next neighbouring slice.  The contour 
propagates inside the volume in the axial direction, until the liver in all slices has been segmented.  The shaded 
surface representation of the result is shown in Figure 3(b).  This segmented volume is then used as the reference 
for segmenting the data in the coronal and sagittal direction respectively.  The result, which is based on equation 
(3), is shown in Figure 3(c). 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 3. (a) 3D shaded surface model of the ground truth, which has been segmented manually. (b) 3D shaded 
surface model of the segmentation in the axial direction. (c) 3D shaded surface of Vout.   

Figure 4 shows the measurements of error of both segmentations in the axial direction, and Vout, relative to the 
ground truth.  By considering NT as the liver volume in the segmented output, NG as the liver volume in the 
ground truth, NP as the number of voxels detected in the output but not in the ground truth, and NN as the number 
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of the voxels detected in the ground truth but not in the output, we define the over detection error, Eo, as Np/NT, 
the under detection error, Eu, as NN/NG, and total detection error, Et, as Eo+Eu. 

From this figure, we can see that Vout has slightly higher under detection error compared with the segmentation in 
the axial direction alone.  However, the total detection error of Vout is much lower.  Thus we suggest that the 
combination of segmentation results using equation (3) produces a better output. 

 

Figure 4. A bar graphs showing the error measurements for the segmentation results in the axial direction, and 
the combination of axial-coronal with axial-sagittal segmentations, Vout.  

 

4 Conclusions 

Combining orthogonal segmentation results can reduce the number of voxels that have been misclassified as liver 
parenchyma.  Although under detection error from this technique  is slightly increased, over detection error is 
significantly reduced.  Thus, in overall, this combination improves the quality of the segmentation.   
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1  Introduction 

Image acquisition speed is frequently a limiting factor for dynamic MRI studies, e.g. cardiac imaging 
and dynamic contrast enhanced MR angiography (DC-MRA). During dynamic image acquisition, k-
space is sampled repeatedly in time (t) forming a k-t data space. Temporal resolution is often limited by 
the time taken to fully sample k space for each new image. To increase temporal resolution sub-
sampling schemes can be adopted. Methods for fMRI and cardiac imaging based on regular sub-
sampling have been proposed by Madore et al (UNFOLD) [1] and Tsao et al (k-t BLAST and k-t 
SENSE) [2]. These approaches can be fitted into a general framework for working with k-t space 
introduced by Xiang and Henkelman [3]. Regular under-sampling in k-t space leads to aliasing in a 
prescribed way in the conjugate image and temporal frequency domain (x-f space). In the UNFOLD 
technique the resulting ambiguity is resolved for limited speed-up factors by use of a mask that 
excludes signals aliased to higher temporal frequencies.  Other approaches such as Sliding window rely 
on filtering to suppress aliases. In k-t BLAST and k-t SENSE, the filtering is adaptively specified for 
each x-f location based on training data. In this study we have investigated strategies for accelerating 
DC MRA acquisitions.  

DC-MRA image series' contain highly localised dynamic regions, the vessels, surrounded by other 
tissue, which is relatively static. Figure 1 shows an x-f space representation of a particular line in the 
frequency encode direction of some real DC-MRA data. In order to gain temporal resolution regular 
under-sampling is undertaken. To simulate the effect of this, the data shown in Figure 1 has been four-
fold under-sampled post acquisition using IDL, generating figure 2. To recover intelligible images one 
must resolve the ambiguity introduced by aliasing, which mixes signals that would be separate in a 
fully sampled case. 

Figure 1.   a) One time frame from a DC-MRA study. The ‘x’ direction here is the PE 
direction, ‘y’ being the FE direction. Each line for a given y has a separate x-f space. b) 
This x-f space is from the line indicated in part a). A kidney and a blood vessel are apparent 
in the image, they are distinctly recognisable in the frequency representation. The kidney 
has a slow rise time from the contrast agent, hence the low frequency response in x-f, 
whereas the vessel’s sharp rise gives the oscillatory response. 
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2  Methods 

Aliasing mixes signals from different locations in the fully sampled x-f space. We note that for a given 
x, the f spectra generally have high signals near f=0 with signal dropping off rapidly as the modulus of 
f (|f|) increases. Thus the mixed signals are usually very uneven in intensity, it is more faithful to the 
data to retain only the dominant alias (i.e. making an x-f choice), rather than to partition the signal. 
This is illustrated by a four-fold aliased spectrum in figure 3, where contributions from different spatial 
locations overlap the temporal frequency profile centred at f=0. The alias centred on f=0 is referred to 
as the 'base band'. 

However as figure 4 shows, the true balance of aliased signals is often obscured by noise, which may 
be large in comparison to the required data when |f| is large. To decide which alias is dominant at any 

knowledge. The fitting process exploits high SNR regions of x-f space to allow signal estimates to be 
made even in regions of low SNR. In the case of DC-MRA the contrast agent causes signals to increas
over time and this can be used to define the model function used to fit the frequency spectra. 

given x-f location we fit the frequency spectrum at a given x with an envelope function based on prior 

e 

Figure 3.  The temporal spectrum from a given 'x' location. There are contributions 
from other spatial locations centred at non zero frequencies. The alias centred on f=0 
is the correct one for this spatial location and is referred to as the 'base band'. Fitting 
functions to each alias allows their width to be estimated so that they can be removed. 
Note that in this plot the Nyquist frequency has value 1 on the frequency axis. The 
absence of an alias at the Nyquist frequency is by chance - there was nothing at the 
corresponding spatial location in this case.  

Frequency axis 

alias 

alias 
Fit function

Base band spectrum 

Figure 2.  Four fold aliased x-f spectrum from 
patient data DC-MRA model. The aliases are 
offset in frequency and in space 
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Figure 4.  The plots show the square modulus of the base band alias compared to the sum of 
all contributions. Both plots were taken from the same spectrum. When there is no noise it is 
clear that the signal is dominated in the main by just one alias, be it the base band so that the 
relative magnitude is 1, or another alias giving zero. When noise is added this distinction is 
less clear. 

Where the signals are dominated by contributions that are not the required base band signals some form 
of data processing is required in order to produce final un-ambiguous images. The k-t-BLAST method 
uses fully sampled (training) data to determine weights that can be used to attenuate the undesired 
aliases. Sliding window reconstruction works directly on the raw k-t data to estimate the missing points 
by interpolation, so reducing the intensity of the aliases. In the x-f choice method, wherever base band 
alias is not dominant this region of x-f space is 'cut out' and replaced with zeros. Because the pattern of 
aliases is offset in x-f space (figure 2), for any given x location, the spectrum at –f is often dominated 
by the base band, even when the value at +f is in need of correction. In these cases it is possible to use 
conjugate symmetry of the frequency spectrum to partially fill in missing data. 

The method has been tested on simulations using the IDL environment and on single slice in vivo data 
acquired on a Phillips Intera 3T system. The in vivo data was acquired following injection with Gd-
DTPA prior to a standard DC-MRA examination. Model data was created by producing a time course 
of 2-d images (see figure 5) with three circular regions specified as (A) an artery characterised by early, 
rapid signal increase and (B, C) veins characterised by later slower increases. The fully sampled time 
series for both the simulated and the in vivo data were decimated to create under-sampled data sets. 

C 
B 

A 
d c b a 

Figure 5.  a) A single time point during rapid arterial signal change from the DC-MRA model (A = 
artery, B, C = veins). b, c & d) are all subtractions of reconstructions from four-fold under-sampled 
data using: sliding window (b), k-t BLAST (c) and x-f choice (d) minus the original. All are at the 
same time point and have the same window and level. K-t BLAST training data was the central 25% 
of k-space, the noise level in this data critically effects performance. The x-f choice reconstruction 
shows no obvious temporal blurring. 
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Figure 6.  X-f choice does not cause temporal blur in this 
time series, taken from an ROI in vessel C from fig 5a. 

3  Results 

A fully sampled simulated DC-MRA single slice data set was under-sampled by a factor of 4 and 
reconstructed using x-f choice. Subtractions show that with x-f choice errors appear as an increase in 
incoherent noise over dynamic regions (figure 5d). 

K-t BLAST and sliding window reconstructions demonstrate temporal blurring manifesting as coherent 
error over the dynamic region in the subtraction (figures 5b and 5c). None of the methods demonstrate 
any obvious spatial blurring, owing to the spatially static nature of the model. 

The x-f choice reconstruction has the lowest level of average error, an ROI taken in the lower left 
vessel (C) displays the time series and subtraction showing no temporal blurring (figure 6).  

 
4  Conclusions 

DC-MRA usually yields predictable spectral shapes, making the method ideal to use without training 
data. Other dynamic studies such as cardiac imaging may also be suitable as potential 
applications. These may proceed by using training data to calculate line shapes.  It would also be 
possible to combine this approach with existing parallel imaging methods using multiple coils to 
achieve larger acceleration. 

The maximum acceleration factor possible depends on the data itself. The advantage of x-f choice over 
related reconstruction methods is that high frequency detail can be preserved, which is shown by the 
lack of temporal blurring.  
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Abstract. In Active Shape Models (ASM) methodology, grey-level profiles at landmarks are modelled as a
Gaussian distribution. The Mahalanobis distance from a sample profile to the model mean is used to locate the
best position of a given landmark during ASM search. We present an improved ASM methodology, in which
the profiles are modelled as a mixture of Gaussians, and the probability that a sample is from the distribution is
calculated using the probability density function (pdf) of the mixture model. Both improved and original ASM
methods were evaluated on synthetic and applied to segmentation of prostate from MR images. The perfor-
mance comparison demonstrates that the improved ASM method is more generic and shows higher robustness
than the original approach.

1 Introduction

The use of Active Shape Models (ASM) has been shown to be an efficient approach to the image interpretation and
pattern recognition [1]. Image segmentation using ASM can be divided into two stages. Firstly, a parameterized
statistical shape model is built from labelled training images. The grey-level profiles normal to the object boundary
through each landmark are extracted and modelled as a single Gaussian distribution. Subsequently, a shape instance
is deformed in accordance with the model to search for a boundary which optimally segments the object. This is
performed by two key steps: (a) looking for better positions for each individual landmark using Mahalanobis
distance and, (b) updating the model parameters to best fit the shape instance to the newly found landmarks. Both
steps are crucial to the final search results.

Despite the successful cases of applying ASM, the ASM method still has some limitations and hence can be
improved in several ways. Development has been done to improve the shape modelling and generation aspects in
ASM method. Cootes et al. [2] used the Gaussian mixtures to model the distribution of the landmarks and hence the
shape variation. Rogers and Graham [3] improved ASM by using M-estimator and random sampling approaches to
robust parameter estimation instead of Gaussian distribution based estimation. Twining et al. [4] described the use
of Kernel Principal Component Analysis (KPCA) to model the variability in a class of shapes. On the other hand,
van Ginneken et al. [5] used optimal image features instead of grey-level profiles for ASM search, and applied a
k-Nearest Neighbour (kNN) classifier to find the displacement of landmarks. These improvements have achieved
credible performance and largely increased the efficiency and robustness of ASM methods.

We have applied ASM to segment objects of interest from image data sets. Some of our experiments showed that,
when the grey-level variations around the object border are more complicated than a single Gaussian distribution,
the use of Mahalanobis distance to measure the distance from a sample to the mean of the distribution becomes
inaccurate and consequently causes invalid search results. In ASM, the derivative profiles are used to reduce the
effects of global intensity changes, which only represent the relative intensity change along the profiles.

In this paper, we concentrate on the modelling aspects of grey-level profiles, as well as locating of landmark
positions using the profile models. To overcome the ASM limitations mentioned above, instead of a single Gaussian
distribution and Mahalanobis distance, we have used a Gaussian mixture to model the profiles, and, the probability
that a sample profile comes from the distribution is measured by the total probability of sub-distributions. We
would like to emphasis that this distinct from Cootes et al. [2] where Gaussian mixtures were used to model the
shape variation but not the profile variation.
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2 Method

In our improved ASM method, the grey-level profiles are treated as a Gaussian mixture model. We assume that the
sum of a certain number of Gaussian distributions can represent the distribution of these profiles. With this optimal
Gaussian mixture, the probability that a sample profile is from the population can be calculated by the combination
of the probabilities that it belongs to each of the mixture components.

2.1 Finite Mixture Model

Finite mixture modelling is a powerful tool for density estimation and can be regarded as a flexible way to represent
a probability density function (pdf). A mixture ofM simple distributions (e.g. Gaussians) can be used to represent
the underlying distribution of a given set of samplesx = {x1, x2, . . . , xN} in Rd. The pdf of a samplexi can be
written as

p(xi|Θ) =
M∑

j=1

αjpj(xi|θj) (1)

wherepj is the component density function parameterized byθj , αj is the mixing proportion of each component
with

∑M
j=1 αj = 1 and0 ≤ αj ≤ 1, andΘ = (α1, α2, . . . αM , θ1, θ2, . . . , θM ) are the parameters (mean and

standard deviation for Gaussians) of the mixture. To obtain the optimal Gaussian mixture, we used the Expectation
Maximization (EM) algorithm to estimate the number of sub-distributions and the parameters of each.

2.2 Improving ASM Search

In the training (modelling) stage of ASM method, the intensity profiles of a landmarkPi on all training images are
modelled as a Gaussian mixture distribution characterised by the number of componentsMi and parametersΘi,
wherei is the index of the landmark.

During search, we place an initial shape on the target image and, the optimal position,P̂i, of landmarks is the
location where the local profile has maximum probability as determined by the mixture distribution.

P̂i ← argmax
P

p(xP |Θi) = argmax
P

Mi∑

j=1

αijpj(xP |θij) (2)

wherexP is the intensity profile at positionP , andP is selected along the profile across the current landmarkPi.

3 Experiments and Results

To evaluate the methodology, firstly a set of synthetic data, which includs two subsets, was used. Each subset
includes 40 images with similar intensity for target objects, while the background intensity values in the subsets are
80 and 180 respectively. Both original and improved ASM methods were applied to individual subsets separately
and then to the combination of the subsets. Subsequently, experiments were performed to segment real medical
data, which consists of 10 pelvis transverse MRI sequences including 65 prostate images. The main aim of these
experiments is to demonstrate the strength of the improved method when applied to images with more complex
intensity distribution.

(a) (b)
Figure 1. Two example images from (a) setSA and (b) setSB .
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2. The distribution of RMSD, between the ground-truth and original ASM (dotted lines), the ground-truth
and improved ASM (solid lines). Here (a) setSA, (b) setSB and (c) setS

3.1 Evaluation Using Synthetic Images

The use of synthetic images in the testing of a method enables us to compare the results of the method withreal
ground truth. In our experiments, both original and improved ASM are tested using a same set of synthetic data,
S, which includes two subsets, denoted asSA andSB . Each of these subsets includes 40256 × 256 images.
A ‘V’-shape target object with shape variation is placed in the center of the images. Four key points are used
to generate a nonuniform rational B-spline curve that represents the ‘V’-shape boundary. To produce the shape
variation, a displacement is added to each of these key points when each image is created. The displacement,
(dx, dy), is randomly selected from aGaussiandistribution, with the standard deviation of 6 pixels. Nine points
are evenly chosen on each of the four segments on the curve. Hence, 40 landmarks are used to represent the target
object. The grey level intensity of the target is 128, while the background grey level forSA andSB are 80 and
180, respectively. Finally, we addGaussiannoise, with standard deviation of 16, to the images to simulate more
realistic images. Example images from each subset are given in Fig. 1.

Images fromSA or SB have little intensity variation despite the artificial noise. SetS contains all 80 images, and
as such two different intensity distributions. Leave-one-image-out experiments were performed on all three sets
respectively, using both original and improved ASM methods.

The Root-Mean-Square Distance (RMSD) between two shapes is used to evaluate the methods. The RMSD, from
segmentation results of both ASM methods to the ground truth are compared. The distribution of RMSD is shown
in Fig. 2. These results indicate equivalent performance on the image sub-sets, but a significant improvement when
using the improved ASM methodology on the complete data set.

3.2 Segmentation of Prostate from MR Images

The improved ASM method is applied to a set of male pelvis transverse MRI data and the results are compared to
those of original methods. The data set includes 10 pelvis transverse MRI sequences including 65 prostate images,
which are obtained on a 1.5 Tesla magnet (Signa, GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, USA) using a phased array
pelvic coil, with 24 × 24 cm field of view,256 × 512 matrix, 3 mm slice thickness and 0.5 mm inter-slice
gap. All images are manually annotated by an expert radiologist and shapes are represented by landmarks. Thirty-
two landmarks are used to represent the boundary of the prostate gland. Leave-one-patient-out experiments were
performed on the whole data set. A number of examples of segmentation results are shown in Fig. 3.

3.3 Results

The improved ASM method performs better than the original one in all cases in our experiments. It is implied
by Fig. 2 a and b that, when applied to a set of images with normal intensity variation, e.g. setsSA, SB , the
improved method produced equivalent results to the original ASM. On the other hand, when the intensity variation
are complex, such as inS, the improved method shows a significant improvement when compared with the original
ASM. A clear improvement can be observed when our approach is applied to prostate segmentation, as presented in
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. When compared to the original ASM, the improved methods produced24.6% more segmentation
results with RMSD< 3.5 mm.
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Figure 3. Examples of segmentation results. Original
ASM (dotted lines), improved ASM (solid lines).
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Figure 4. The distribution of RMSD,
between the ground-truth and original
ASM (dotted lines), the ground-truth and
improved ASM (solid lines)

4 Discussion and Conclusions

As shown by the experiments, the improved method produced equivalent results to those of the original ASM when
applied to images with simpler intensity distributions. Additionally, when the intensity variation are complex, the
improved method shows a significant improvement when compared with the original ASM.

There is a slight deterioration in segmentation accuracy in the prostate images for both methods. A main reason for
this is the less accurate boundary position and lower landmark correspondence caused by the manually annotation
of prostate images, while in synthetic images the landmarks are precisely located on the real shape boundary hence
the shape model and profile model have higher accuracy.

Generally, the ASM method using mixture-model framework produces faster convergence and higher robustness
than the original ASM. This methodology can be applied to other choices of features used to determine the land-
marks positions during ASM search, such as texture information mentioned in [5]. Since complicated intensity
variation can be modelled using mixture modelling, our improved ASM method can be applied to those segmen-
tation tasks with diverse intensity variation, such as registration in multi-modality medical imaging, and tracing
objects in videos with variable object or background intensities.

Cootes et al. [2] have present their work on improving ASM by using Gaussians mixture model to represent
the shapevariation. Since we concentrate on the use of Gaussian mixture model for profileintensityvariation,
theoretically, a combination of both methods will largely improve the robustness and efficiency of ASM method.
Another significant improvement to ASM was proposed by van Ginneken et al. [5], which used optimal image
features andk-Nearest Neighbour (kNN) classifiers for ASM search. It is predictable that this variation can produce
better results than the original ASM on the data sets we used to evaluate our method. Further work will be
undertaken to make a comprehensive evaluation of ASM using mixture models for grey-level profiles compared to
other variations on the basic ASM appoach.
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Introduction

Currently, radiological interpretation of magnetic resonance (MR) images of the brain relies mostly on subjective
visual assessment. Interobserver disagreement is a problem, especially when diffuse neurodegenerative processes
such as Alzheimer disease (AD) are taking place [1]. Such diseases often cause abnormalities in the size of anatom-
ical structures, and these are particularly difficult to detect visually on sectional images. It would be desirable to
support diagnostic decision making with quantitative statistical information pertaining to individual structure sizes.

In order to automatically delineate and measure individual structures, we used non-rigid registration to propagate
atlas labels onto images of study subjects. We developed a novel way of presenting information thus obtained in
an intuitive fashion that facilitates diagnostic decision support.

Method

We studied three-dimensional T1-weighted MR data sets from 36 subjects (7 with clinically probable or possible
AD, 29 normal, age 72.5±8). A manually segmented reference MR volume [2] was used as an atlas and registered
onto each study subject using a previously described approach: normalized mutual information was maximized by
affine registration to correct for global mismatch, followed by high-dimensional warping to achieve congruence at
the detail level [3]. The resulting transformation was then applied to the atlas label set, resulting in a new label set
that corresponded to the subject’s anatomy. For each labelled structure, the size was determined as a voxel count.

The AD subjects, together with seven randomly chosen normal study subjects, were used as the test subject cohort.
The remaining 22 subjects were used as the reference cohort. Each member of the subject cohort was compared
individually with the reference cohort, generating two per-structure comparison statistics: size rank and deviation
ratio (DR = sind−saverage

σ ; sind: structure size in the individual,σ: standard deviation in the reference cohort).
Based on these measures, two colour overlays were generated for each test subject using pre-defined lookup tables.
For the size rank overlay, a scheme was chosen where ranks 1 to 4 were shown in shades of yellow, 5 to 9 in shades
of red, 10 to 13 not shown, 14 to 18 shown in shades of blue and 19 to 22 in shades of cyan. The extreme ranks
were thus coloured particularly brightly. For the deviation ratio overlay, various colour schemes were tried.

The images were reviewed by a neuroradiologist and a general radiologist. Both knew the subjects’ age and sex, but
were blinded to the diagnosis and other clinical information. Initial impressions of AD versus normal findings from
the unmodified grey scale images and diagnostic confidence on a scale from 1 to 10 were recorded. Afterwards,
the size rank colour overlay was made available to be turned on and off as required by the reviewer. Diagnostic
confidence was recorded again to determine the impact of the added information. An overlay was classified as
usefulif it confirmed an initially correct assessment, or if it reduced confidence in an initially incorrect assessment.
If confidence in a correct assessment was reduced, or if confidence in an incorrect assessment was increased, the
overlay was rated asnot usefulfor the case in question. Colour overlays representing the deviation ratio were
reviewed and rated by the first author.

Results

Colour overlays representing structure sizes in an individual subject as ranked with a matched reference cohort
were ratedusefulin 18 of 28 cases. Anot usefulresult was found in 6 of 28 cases. Table 1 shows the results by
diagnosis and type of influence on diagnostic confidence (14 subjects rated by two reviewers).

In cases of AD where the assessment was correct, the reviewers’ confidence was increased particularly if the
overlay indicated a relatively small cortex, a small hippocampus or large lateral ventricle on at least one side. It

∗Email: ixi@soundray.org
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Confidence
increased unchanged reduced

Diagnosis correct 15 3 4
Diagnosis wrong 2 1 3

Table 1. Influence of overlay information on diagnostic confidence

was noted that in all AD cases the overlay looked strongly asymmetrical (cf. figures for an example), especially
in the cortices and even when the grey scale findings did not suggest a large amount of anatomical asymmetry.
Asymmetry of the overlay was also seen in normal subjects.

In two of the subjects with AD, the cortex size was shown to rank high. Both of these subjects had wide sulcal
spaces that were mislabelled as part of the cortex by the label propagation process. In another case of AD, mas-
sively large lateral ventricles were mislabelled as white matter. One observer rated these misregistered overlays as
reducing confidence, the other observer disregarded the information pertaining to the misregistered structures and
considered only the remaining, correctly registered structures.

Overlays representing the deviation ratio were rated as not providing additional benefit.

Sample images are shown in Figs. 1 (no overlay), 2 (size rank overlay) and 3 (deviation ratio overlay).

Figure 1. Unmodified MR image of the brain in Alzheimer disease. Changes are symmetric diffuse and subtle

Figure 2. Same image as in Fig. 1 with size rank overlay. The overlay shows that the left cortex and bilateral
ganglia are relatively small.

Discussion

Human observers are good at recognising patterns and asymmetry in images, a capability that enables them to
reliably diagnose focal lesions on brain MR images. Abnormalities of structure size, however, are more difficult
to spot. We used automatic anatomical segmentation based on label propagation from a manually prepared MRI
brain atlas to determine structure sizes and compare them to a reference cohort.
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Figure 3. Same image as in Fig. 1 with deviation overlay.

We aimed to present the additional information thus gained in a fashion that integrates with image interpretation as
typically performed by radiologist observers. This was achieved by providing colour overlays that can be turned
on and off by the observer. Observers in this study made use of the overlays intuitively and diagnostic confidence
was influenced by the additional information. The size rank information was beneficial in the majority of cases in
that it either confirmed an initially correct impression, or cast doubt on an initially incorrect assessment.

Asymmetry in the overlay, especially discrepancy between the cortices, appeared to be typical for AD subjects.
We intend to follow up on this observation, as it appears to be sensitive, albeit not specific for AD.

Misregistration resulted in obviously wrong rankings for some structures. The two observers dealt with the overlays
in different ways: for one observer, the entire overlay became essentially unusable if obvious errors were contained,
and he then noted unchanged or reduced confidence. The other observer sought to obtain as much information as
possible from the overlay to support his initial assessment, in spite of these artifacts.

We expected that the other type of overlay, which represents the deviation ratio, would be even more beneficial, as
the deviation ratio directly quantifies the degree of aberration from the expected size of a structure. However, on
first review we found that the deviation ratio overlays did not show any advantage over the size rank overlays. We
are investigating whether this contradiction can be solved by fine-tuning the lookup tables that are used to assign
colours to value ranges, or whether there could be a substantial reason for size rank information to be superior.
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Abstract. When shape boundaries are extracted from medical images, some of the details are lost due to the
finite resolution of the images. We are interested in recovering super-resolution shape boundaries from sets of
degraded boundaries, using an approach similar to that used to obtain super-resolution images [1]. A key step in
formulating the solution is to predict the effect of image blurring directly from the boundary function. We show
here that this can be achieved using a locally constant curvature approximation and demonstrate experimentally
that the predictions are accurate.

1 Introduction

The idea of recovering a super-resolution image from a set of degraded images of the same scene is well established.
Capel [1] describes a maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE) approach which uses a forward imaging model to
predict the set of observed images, given a hypothesised super-resolution image. Because the imaging model is
linear, it is straightforward to recover and estimate of the maximum-likelihood super-resolution (original) image.

We are interested in applying a similar approach to shapes. When shapes are extracted from medical images –
by manual or automated segmentation – some of the details are lost due to the finite resolution of the images. A
key step in developing an MLE solution to recovering super-resolution shape is to devise a forward model for the
change in shape due to the combined effects of image degradation and segmentation. Ideally, we wish to predict the
degraded shape boundary directly from the super-resolution boundary. To achieve this, we make the assumption
that the curvature of the underlying (super-resolution) boundary is locally constant over the range of the smoothing
point spread function (PSF - assumed Gaussian) involved in degrading its image.

In the remainder of the paper, we develop a theoretical relationship between super-resolution and degraded shapes,
based on the locally constant curvature assumption. To test the predictions made by this model, we compare pre-
dicted change in shape with the actual change obtained by blurring a binary shape and thresholding at 0.5.

2 Theory

Given the assumption of locally constant curvature, we can model the effect of image smoothing at a point P on
the shape boundary as due to convolution of the smoothing PSF with a binary disk tangent to, and with the same
radius of curvature as the boundary at P . This is illustrated in Figure 1. To find the new position of this boundary
point we need to consider the intensity at a general point, P ′ on the normal vector to P .

The binary disk with origin A and radius R0 in <2 is given by,

D(−→r ) =

{

1 if ‖ −→r ‖≤ R0

0 otherwise
(1)

To predict the effect of image blurring, we convolve the binary disk with a Gaussian,

G(−→r ) =
1

2πσ2
e
−‖
−→r ‖2

2σ2 (2)

where the Gaussian is normalised,
∫

<2

G(−→r )d−→r = 1
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The intensity, H at point P ′ on the normal to the boundary at P , a distance −→R from the centre of the disk is given
by the convolution,

H(R) = (D ∗G) =

∫

<2

D(−→r )G(
−→
R −−→r )d−→r (3)

Converting to polar coordinates,

H(R) =

∞
∫

0

2π
∫

0

D(−→r )
1

2πσ2
e
−‖
−→
R−
−→r ‖2

2σ2 rdθdr

=
1

2πσ2

R0
∫

0

2π
∫

0

re
−(r

2+R
2−2rRcosθ)
2σ2 dθdr

=
1

σ2
e
−R

2

2σ2

R0
∫

0

re
−r

2

2σ2





1

2π

2π
∫

0

e
2rRcosθ

2σ2 dθ



 dr

=
1

σ2
e
−R

2

2σ2

R0
∫

0

re
−r

2

2σ2 I0(
rR

σ2
)dr (4)

where I0(z) = 1
2π

∫ 2π

0
ezcosθdθ =

∞
∑

k=0

z
2k

22k(k!)2
is the modified Bessel function of the first kind at zeroth-order;

approximations to the function can be found in [2] and it can be evaluated readily in MATLAB.

Figure 1.
A typical binary disk representation on a local curvature

Figure 2.
Intensity versus radial distance of convolutions of a binary

disk (50 pixels) with Gaussian s.d. from 2 to 20

Figure 2 shows the convolution plot of a typical binary disk (radius 50 pixels) with a set of Gaussian PSFs of
standard deviation (s.d.) from 2 to 20 at intervals of 2. We can observe that at low Gaussian standard deviations,
blurring only occurs at boundaries of the disks. If standard deviation of the Gaussian PSF is high enough, the
entire disk is blurred and the highest intensity in the blurred version of the disk is no longer equal to the original
intensity of the binary disk. The new position of the boundary at P can be found by equating H(R) to 0.5 or by
taking derivatives and finding the point of highest gradient. For the experiments reported below, we took the former
approach because it allowed more straightforward comparison of the predicted and experimental boundaries. Note
that, under this definition of the boundary, the predicted position is undefined if the ratio between σ and the local
radius of curvature is too large.

If the radius of curvature is large enough (i.e. relative to the scale parameter σ, asymptotic assumptions can be
made),
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H(R,R0, σ) =
1

σ2
e
−R

2

2σ2

R0
∫

0

re
−r

2

2σ2 I0(
rR

σ2
)dr <

1

σ2
e
−R

2

2σ2
R2

0

2σ2
I0(

R0R

σ2
) (5)

From the asymptotic expansion of the modified Bessel function [2], I0(z) ≈ e
z

√
2πz

[

1 +
∞
∑

k=1

[(2k−1)!!]2

k!(8z)k

]

Thus for large R0σ,

H(R) ≈ 1
σ2 e

−R
2

2σ2
R

2
0

2σ2
e

R0R

σ2
√

2π
R0R

σ2

[

1 +
∞
∑

k=1

[(2k−1)!!]2

k!(8
R0R

σ2 )k

]

=
R2

0

2σ3
√

2πR0R
e
−R

2+2R0R

2σ2

[

1 +
1

8R0R

σ2

+
9

2!(8R0R

σ2 )2
+

9(25)

3!(8R0R

σ2 )3
+ ...

]

(6)

3 Results

To test the accuracy of our prediction, we performed experiments with a synthetic binary ’limacon’ shape with
varying boundary curvature. We first reparameterised the shape boundary to obtain equally-spaced points around
the boundary. We then found the normal vector at each point and calculated the radius of curvature. We computed
movement along the normal vector at each boundary point for different values of σ using Equation (4). We also
generated a binary image of the synthetic shape, smoothed it with the same values of σ and extracted the 0.5
isointensity contour. In order to reduce the effects of quantisation problems, we regularised the experimental shape
boundaries using an appropriate harmonic Fourier descriptor to smooth the shape boundaries. The difference
between the position predicted by Equation (4) and the experimental boundary position was measured along the
normal at each point.

Figure 3 shows the original limacon shape (average diameter is 280 pixels) and its shape boundary curvature pro-
file. We can see that at the left side of the shape boundary, the shape has positions of zero curvature (i.e. infinitely
large radius of curvature).

Figure 3. A binary limacon shape with continuous varying curvature profile

Figure 4 shows the experimental and predicted shape boundaries after the original image containing the binary
shape is blurred using a Gaussian PSF of a standard deviation, σ of 20. We measured the root-mean square error
(RMSE) of the experimental boundary with respect to the predicted and (for reference) the original boundaries.
We also observed that at zero curvature positions, there is no movement for both the predicted and experimental
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Figure 4. 0.5 isointensity contour of the experimental and predicted shape boundaries

case, as long as the Gaussian PSF has a standard deviation which is less than the zero curvature region. This is
simply because the magnitudes of the normal vectors at these positions are zero.

Row 1 in Table 1 shows the RMSE between the predicted and the experimental shape boundaries for σ ranging
from 5 to 30. Row 2 shows the RMSE between the original and the experimental shape boundaries for the same
range of σ. The σ were arbitrary chosen for testing purposes, as long as the highest intensity of the binary object
remains higher than 0.5 after blurring. These results show that the predicted shapes are in good agreement with the
experimental shapes.

σ 5 10 15 20 25 30
RMSE of Predicted and Experimental 0.5090 0.5033 0.4770 0.5113 0.4960 1.2835
RMSE of Original and Experimental 0.5411 0.8191 1.3203 2.0500 2.9933 3.5197

Table 1.
RMSE of predicted and original shape boundaries with respect to experimental shape boundaries for different values of σ

4 Discussion and Conclusion

We have shown that we can accurately predict boundary changes due to image blurring under certain assumptions.
Principally, we assume that the underlying (super-resolution) shape boundary has locally constant curvature over
the range of the Gaussian PSF used for image smoothing. This assumption is fundamental, but is particularly im-
portant in our experimental regime where the 0.5 isointensity contour becomes undefined if the the assumption does
not hold. We also assume that the size of the image is large enough that we do not need to worry about boundary
effects. The assumption of locally constant curvature is particularly problematic in regions such as cusps, where
the curvature changes rapidly. This might be tackled by using a higher order approximation to the local shape of
the curve [3].
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Orientation Coherence Optimisation in Tensor Image Registration
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Abstract. Registration of diffusion-tensor magnetic-resonance (DT-MR) images is distinguished from single
component intensity image matching by the orientational information the images contain, which is affected by
the registration transformation. We describe novel DT-MR registration techniques that have been devised to
exploit the orientation coherence of diffusion tensors and to determine if diffusion-tensor-orientation matching
improves the accuracy of registration over that from registration algorithms that ignore orientation. We show
comparative results from inter-subject human brain data. To compare the potential of orientation-based methods
fairly with standard methods we use combined simulated annealing and gradient descent to get closer to the
global minimum of the registration objective function.

1 Introduction

Diffusion-tensor MRI [1] measures the diffusion tensor of water molecules in each image voxel. White matter
fibres hinder water mobility more across the fibre than along it so that the principal axis of the diffusion tensor
is much larger than the other two axes, and it coincides with the direction of the fibers. This reveals structural
information about anatomical regions that otherwise appear homogenous on conventional MR images. Applic-
ations of DT-MRI lie mostly in the analysis of pathologies of white matter in the brain, for example, multiple
sclerosis [2] and schizophrenia [3]. Tractography algorithms use fibre-orientation estimates from DT-MRI to fol-
low fibre trajectories through image volumes. Tractography helps neurosurgical planning [4] and clinical studies
into differences in connectivity between different population groups [5]. Such studies require spatial normalisation
to remove variability in fibre tract position, shape and thickness. Here we investigate registration of diffusion-
tensor magnetic-resonance (DT-MR) images. In particular, we test the hypothesis that diffusion-tensor orientation
matching improves the accuracy of registration over registration algorithms that ignore orientation.

Image-based registration of scalar images estimates a transformation that minimises the difference between the
target and source images. Alexander and Gee [6] extend an elastic matching algorithm, originally designed for
scalar imagery, to work with DT-MR images. They describe a number of similarity measures, derived from the
full tensor, that are sensitive to orientational information. Other similarity measures have been proposed by Ruiz-
Alzola [7] and Guimond [8].

Accurate registration of diffusion tensor images also requires tensor reorientation to keep their orientations con-
sistent with the image structure [9]. If the transformation is rigid, we can reorient the tensors directly: ifR is the
rotation matrix of the image transformation, eachD, becomesD′, whereD′ = RDRT . For higher order trans-
formations, we must determine the rotational effect that the transformation has on the tissue microstructure and use
that rotation to reorient the diffusion tensor. A number of reorientation strategies have been proposed, including
finite strain (FS) and preservation of principal direction (PPD), which try to find rigid transformations that reflect
the local reorientation of the image from the transformation [9]. Any non-singular affine transformationF can be
decomposed into a rigid componentR and a deformation componentU [11] so thatF = UR. The FS strategy [9]
uses the rigid component,R, of the local affine approximation,F , to the transformation to reorientD. We can
computeR from F usingR = (FFT )−1/2F . If the transformation is affine, the rotationR needs to be computed
only once and is constant over the entire image. A drawback of the FS strategy is that the deformation component
U of the affine transformation is discarded and does not contribute to the estimated reorientation [9]. The PPD
strategy directly examines the effects of the transformation on the eigenvectors of the DT at each point. The PPD
algorithm finds the rotation that mapse1, the principal eigenvector ofD, exactly toFe1 and mapse2, the second
eigenvector, closest toFe2. The strategy assumes that the directionality of the tissue structure corresponds to the
direction of the eigenvectors of the DT [12]. With PPD, the DT reorientation is not constant over the image for
general affine transformations, unlike the FS strategy and a separateR must be computed at each voxel. Xu and
colleagues [13] refine the PPD approach by estimating the fibre direction more reliably from a neighbourhood of
voxels.

In earlier work [14], we adjust the tensor orientations iteratively during registration according to the transforma-
tion using the FS or PPD method. We show that orientation matching improves registration results using direct
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optimisation for intra-subject simulations. Park and colleagues [15] also use orientation matching to drive the
registration and they found that full-tensor registration with PPD reorientation showed the best performance in
effectively normalising the tract morphology and tensor orientation. Their study introduces evaluation measures
based on alignment of extracted fiber tracts from the registered data. They acknowledge that errors in fiber tracking
affect the evaluation of the registration but suggest that such errors are evenly distributed for all comparison proced-
ures. Here we examine the directional coherence of the transformed-source and target images in two hand-defined
regions. Experimentation with the direct optimisation scheme used in [14] within inter-subject brain registration
tasks revealed difficulties with local minima. An additional contribution of this work is the highlighting of the
local minimum problem in orientation matching and the need to use global optimisation techniques, despite the
dramatic increase in computation times, to overcome these difficulties. Finding optimal solutions is particularly
important here, since the aim of the work is to determine which approach fundamentally provides the best image
match. Spurious optima at local minima will not demonstrate the full power of a particular matching technique.

In section 2 we outline the DT-MR registration algorithm. Section 3 presents the experiments and results. Finally,
we conclude in section 4 and discuss directions for future work.

2 Method

In this paper, we limit investigation to affine transformations, although the methods we describe can be extended
easily to other transformation groups. We use a standard decomposition of the affine transformation, which de-
couples the parameters, splitting the transformation into 3 rotation, 3 translation, 3 scale and 3 skew parameters.
We sum the voxelwise similarity over the overlapped foreground regions of the transformed source and target im-
ages and normalise by the size of the overlap. We consider only an eight of the voxels (32 × 32 × 42) in order to
reduce computation times. We can use any reorientation strategy to compute the transformed source image. For
tensor images, we can choose the similarity to be any of the indexes described in [9]. We use the tensor differ-
ence∆, which is the sum of square differences between the nine corresponding elements of the two DT matrices.
For two DTs,D1 andD2, ∆(D1,D2) =

√
(D1 − D2) : (D1 − D2), where the tensor scalar productD1 : D2 =

Tr(D1D2). The tensor difference is sensitive to differences in size, shape and orientation of the two tensors [9] and
has proved effective for DT image matching in previous work [6,9].

Optimisation methods seek the global minimum of an objective function. However, a common problem with
optimisation techniques is that they can converge to sub-optimal solutions at local minima. In an attempt to find
the global minimum in a reasonable amount of time, many registration methods rely on multi-resolution approaches
in the hope that local optimisation will find the global minimum. Jenkinson et al [16] present a global optimisation
for volumetric registration of brain images. This method combines a fast local optimisation, Powell’s method [17],
with an initial search phase, tuned to be computationally feasible. In a similar way, to avoid being trapped in
local minima and thus sub-optimal solutions, we combine a fast local optimisation, Powell’s method, with a global
optimisation technique, Simulated Annealing [17].

Simulated Annealing [17] is a global optimisation technique that has been reported to perform very well in the
presence of a very high number of variables [18]. It is based on random evaluations of the objective function, in
such a way that transitions out of a local minima are possible. It does not guarantee to find the global minimum, but
if the function has many near-optimal solutions, it should find one. Here, we use simulated annealing to optimise
the starting point for Powell’s method. We call the combined methodgradient annealing. We omit full details of
the method, but we choose settings that give good results in manageable computation times.

3 Experiments and Results

We registered six DT-MR brain images (128× 128× 42 voxels) to a seventh, template image, using the algorithm
described in Section 2. Using the gradient annealing optimisation scheme, we compute the affine registration using
no reorientation, FS and PPD reorientation. The hypothesis is that registration using FS and PPD should be better
than using no reorientation, since these methods allow orientations to be matched properly. Furthermore, PPD
should produce better results than FS, since it reorients tensors more accurately.

Table 1 compares the final summed∆ after optimisation using a single run of Powell’s method initialised at the
identity transformation with that from the full gradient annealing optimisation. The results in Table 1 show that
the direct method clearly does not find the global minimum. The gradient annealing algorithm is not guaranteed
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Table 1. The summed tensor difference∆ found for the Powell initialised with an identity transformation and
gradient annealing DT-MR brain registrations for each of the three affine reorientation strategies. The lower scores
indicate greater similarity.

Registration Scheme Powell Gradient Annealing
Reorientation Strategy None FS PPD None FS PPD

1 475.63 452.26 477.87 451.82 448.13 448.63
2 424.26 425.02 443.29 422.17 421.61 424.63
3 425.18 424.95 426.93 424.92 423.51 424.16
4 430.45 455.49 457.68 421.97 423.82 423.43
5 422.36 418.73 419.21 413.78 412.76 414.81
6 452.48 456.37 457.37 430.35 440.61 430.59

to have found the global minimum either, but the minima it finds are considerably closer to the global minimum.
The global optimisation reduces the final objective function value consistently and by as much as 6 percent.

The final similarity measure is not a reliable indicator of registration quality. To assess the registration quality,
we examine the directional coherence of the transformed-source and target images in anatomic regions outlined
by hand in the template image. The selected white-matter regions are the cortico-spinal tract (CST) and the
corpus callosum (CC), where the diffusion tensor is consistently anisotropic and prolate. The hand segmentation
is conservative to ensure that only the chosen tissue type is included in each region of interest (ROI). The better
the images are registered, the smaller the errors in tensor alignment.

In each ROI, we compute the average angular separation [9] of the principal DT eigenvectors over the ROI. The
average angular separation is

E =
(∑√

ν1ν2

)−1 (∑ (√
ν1ν2 × cos−1 |e1 · e2|

))
(1)

whereν1 andν2 are the anisotropies of the two diffusion tensors,e1 ande2 are their principal eigenvectors and
the sums in (1) are over all the voxels in the ROI. We use a measure of prolateness [19] forν in (1) defined by:

ν =
(
Tr(D2)

)− 1
2 (λ1 − λ2) (2)

whereλ1 > λ2 > λ3 are the eigenvalues of the diffusion tensorD.

Table 2. The orientation statistics for the DT-MR brain registrations using no reorientation (NONE), finite strain
(FS) and preservation of principal direction (PPD) reorientation.

Tissue Type Corpus Callosum Cortico Spinal Tract
Reorientation Strategy None FS PPD None FS PPD

1 0.06 0.07 0.09 0.16 0.11 0.09
2 0.24 0.24 0.27 0.13 0.13 0.13
3 0.15 0.13 0.16 0.12 0.11 0.13
4 0.20 0.14 0.17 0.18 0.21 0.10
5 0.11 0.13 0.22 0.19 0.12 0.10
6 0.16 0.16 0.14 0.13 0.10 0.09

Table 2 shows the average angular separation of the principal eigenvectors for the six subjects for each of the
reorientation strategies and in each ROI. Low numbers indicate good coherence and high numbers indicate poor
alignment of the principal direction between tensors in the source and target images. The PPD method produces
smaller angular separations than the FS method and both FS and PPD produce smaller angular separations than
the no reorientation method for the CST region for subjects 1, 5 and 6, which is the expected pattern. The angular
separations are equal for all three reorientation strategies for the CST region for subject 2. However, for subjects
3 and 4 the PPD method does not align the principal directions better than FS or no reorientation in the CST
region, although for subject 3, FS performs better than the no reorientation method. However, for the CC region,
the pattern is not the expected one and PPD and FS appear consistently worse than no reorientation. Closer
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examination reveals that the quality of registration obtained from the affine transformation is not as good for the
CC region compared with the CST region for all subjects. The poor alignment in this region gives rise to the higher
than expected angular separations.

4 Conclusion

We wish to investigate the potential improvements gained from orientation matching but are not proposing a work-
ing registration algorithm because while the scheme improves results over single-shot direct optimisation, it also
dramatically increases computation times. The results presented here are promising, suggesting that orientation
matching improves registration to some extent. We may see a more dramatic effect for higher-order transformation
models, which should improve the alignment between subjects. Future work will investigate how to incorporate
orientation matching into faster algorithms reliably.
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Cellular Algorithms for Medical Image Processing 
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1 Introduction  

This paper presents a discussion on the application of biologically-inspired algorithms to the processing of 
medical images. In particular, the concept of Cellular Algorithms is described and its relationship to other 
algorithms commonly used in image processing is discussed. Cellular Algorithms are based on emulating the 
basic characteristics of the behaviour exhibited by biological cellular aggregates. Given that cellular aggregates 
are the constitutive elements of biological tissues, and thus are the bases of anatomical organs and systems, their 
behavioural mechanisms are naturally suited for representing biological shapes. Therefore, algorithms emulating 
the behaviour of cellular aggregates offer a powerful tool for performing segmentation of anatomical structures 
from medical images. This paper presents the software framework under which families of Cellular Algorithms 
can be implemented in the Insight Toolkit (ITK) and can be made available to the medical image analysis 
community. 

   

Figure 1. Illustration of an image segmentation method based on an artificial Bacterial Colony. 
The mesh is in this case the output of the segmentation process. The nodes represent Bacteria. 

Snapshots were taken at three different times of the execution 

2 Background 

Cellular Algorithms are not new at all; they have been in use since the very early years of image processing. In 
fact, most of the techniques currently used in image processing are specializations of Cellular Algorithms. This 
includes algorithms such as Mathematical Morphology, Neighbourhood Filtering, Convolution Filters, Variable 
Conductance Diffusion Filters, Markov Random Fields, PDE Methods, FEM methods, Level Sets, Region 
Growing, Deformable Models, and Watersheds. Unfortunately, the theoretical algorithmic aspects behind these 
commonly used methods have been usually neglected or disregarded, partially for the desire of presenting them 
as Mathematical approaches rather than the Heuristics that they actually are.  

The fundamental characteristics of Cellular Algorithms are 

The Field: A set of similar elements distributed in space. 
The Element State: Every element in the field has a state that is taken from a set of possible states. 
The Rules: The field is iteratively updated based on a rule that is applied to every element. 
The Rule Scope: The update rule takes into account the state of other elements in previous iterations.  

At this point the reader probably recognizes the signature of Cellular Automata. John Von Neumann under the 
advice of Stanislaw Ulam, was one of the first people to consider the model of Cellular Automata in his seminal 
work on Self-Reproducing Automata [1]. John Holland started applying cellular automata to problems of 
adaptation and optimisation [6]. Strictly speaking, Cellular Automata are equivalent to Cellular Algorithms, 
however, technological limitations of the early days of computing led to implementing Cellular Automata in 
very restrictive contexts. Subsequent evolution of these algorithms lacked of historical perspective, and resulted 
in the continued imposition of such restrictions despite the fact that our current computational capabilities do not 
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require them anymore. Among those restrictions, the set of elements has traditionally been represented as the 
nodes of a rectilinear grid, the position of the elements does not change as a consequence of the application of 
the rule, and nodes in the grid are not inserted or removed. These implementation restrictions have been 
associated so much to the definition of Cellular Automata that we have preferred to use here the term Cellular 
Algorithms in order to return to the original concept of emulating the behaviour of a group of biological cells. 
The contribution of this paper is therefore to put current image processing algorithms into perspective and to 
explore the implementation of new ones that take advantage of cellular behaviours underexploited so far. 

3 Algorithms and Computational Capacity 

A large number of image processing methods currently in use for medical applications are based on the 
paradigm of visiting all the pixels on the image and updating their values according to a particular rule. The rule 
typically involves the evaluation of the pixel neighbours. In some cases, the processing requires several input 
images and therefore the computation rule requires the evaluation of pixels in various input images. This generic 
paradigm is the basis of simple image processing such as mean and median filters, as well as more complex 
algorithms such as those of Mathematical Morphology, and those of Region Growing methods for segmentation. 
The paradigm above also applies to methods solving Partial Differential Equations (PDE) iteratively, which 
includes advanced algorithms such as the Demons deformable registration methods and all the implementations 
of Level Sets for image segmentation, image enhancement and motion detection. Statistical methods such as 
Markov Random Fields also belong to this general group with the interesting variation of introducing stochastic 
rules. Other methods are not attached to the image grid, but still follow the generic approach of having a set of 
basic elements that are iteratively updated by the application of a rule in which the state of other elements is 
taken into account. This is the case of FEM-based registration algorithms and Deformable Models such as 
Snakes used for image segmentation. From the Algorithmic Theory point of view, all the methods cited above 
are a very narrow subset of the computational entities that can be modelled with Cellular Automata (CA) [1, 2, 
3, 4]. In fact, all the image processing implementations cited above are Cellular Automata. A significant 
advance in image processing may be achieved by using more generic implementations of Cellular Automata, in 
particular those based on non-regular grids and dynamic grids where insertion and deletion of elements is 
possible. These more generic algorithms are inspired in the behaviour of biological cells and are referred here as 
Cellular Algorithms [5].  

The algorithmic capabilities of Cellular Automata have been studied in detail for several decades. Let’s just 
remark that very simple Cellular Automata have been proved to be able to perform as “Universal Computers”. 
This means that they can be used for implementing any algorithm. However, little progress has been made on 
the application of their generic formulation. This is mainly due to the difficulty for anticipating the behaviour 
that results from the definition of a particular updating rule. Small rule changes that may appear insignificant, 
often times result in dramatic transformations on the behaviour of the field over time. The selection of the 
update rules is the most critical element on the definition of Cellular Algorithms. 

3 Bacterial Colonies for Segmentation 

A generic framework for supporting Cellular Algorithms is being 
implemented in the Insight Toolkit (ITK). Out of this generic framework, 
a simple algorithm for image segmentation is illustrated here by simulating 
the basic rules of a Bacterial Colony. In this particular case all cells are 
equivalent and the image itself is presented as the substrate in which the 
cells are living. Cells are programmed to reproduce only when the 
intensities of the substrate are in a certain range. The algorithm is started 
by placing an initial bacterium in an image position and then letting it 
reproduce under the control of its own cell cycle rules. After cellular division the cells grow and push each other 
expanding the cellular aggregate as a result. In this simple example, cells are not actively migrating nor 
exhibiting any tropic behaviour. However, the addition of those behaviours is certainly a possibility for 
implementing more powerful variations of segmentation algorithms. The cells are represented in a Mesh where 
the nodes contain information about the cell state and the edges represent the neighbourhood connections. For 
the sake of efficiency, this mesh is implemented as an over-connected mesh, which means that a cell has 
connection to the immediate closest cells and also to the next set of neighbour cells. Since the cells positions 
change as a result of the inter-cellular forces as well as and the division of cells undergoing mitosis, it is 
necessary to periodically update the list of neighbours of every cell. This is done here every ten iterations, under 
the observation that a certain number of iterations of force computation are required for bringing the system to 
equilibrium after a cell division. Once the new neighbourhood relationships are updated, new inter-cellular 
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forces are computed, cells positions are updated, and the state of every cell in its own cycle is updated. As a 
result of updating the cellular cycle, some cells will undergo division; some other may undergo apoptosis, also 
known as programmed cell death. One iteration of the algorithm is illustrated in the figure above. 

The use of an over connected mesh facilitates to 
recomputed the set of immediate neighbours 
participating in the force interaction 
computations. The assumption is that under 
steady conditions of the mesh evolution, only 
cells already in the second range of neighbours 

will eventually become closer an enter the first range of closest neighbours. Thanks to this, it is not necessary to 
explore the entire mesh in order to refresh the nearest neighbours’ connections, making that a traditional N2 
process becomes an MxN process, where N is the number of cells in the colony and M is the number of 
neighbours expected in the first and second closest range. This factor is dependent on the dimension, for 
example, M will be about 18 in 2D, and close to 40 in 3D.  The reason why the value can only be estimated is 
that the cells will arrange themselves in irregular grids and therefore only a mean number of neighbours can be 
considered here. 

4 Fundamental Cellular Mechanisms  

This section describes the main mechanisms responsible for controlling the behaviour of biological cellular 
aggregates. Some of those mechanisms have already been implemented in the generic framework of cellular 
aggregates in ITK, some others are only planned as future work. 

4.1 Cell Cycle 

The cell cycle is one of the fundamental mechanisms for 
controlling the behaviour of cellular aggregates. The cell 
cycle is the process by which cells reproduce through 
division, stabilize or die. The regulation of the cell cycle 
allows controlling the local density of cells by triggering 
tissue growth or by removing unnecessary cells. The loss 
of control over the cell cycle results in disorganized 
growth such as malign tumours [8]. The simple segmentation method illustrated in Figure 1 uses the intensity of 
the image as one of the criteria for controlling the cell cycle. Cells are only replicated in the regions of the image 
with bright intensities. This simple rule results in “Region Growing” behaviour for the cellular aggregate. The 
advantage of using cells here is that a large number of extra elements can be added to the decision checkpoint 
controlling whether the cells should replicate or not. Those extra elements may help to prevent local leaks which 
are the major drawback of regions growing algorithms, including those already available in ITK. 

4.2 Cell-Signalling 

About 40% of the proteins in unicellular organisms are dedicated to information processing and transmission 
tasks. That is, they do not have any structural or metabolic role in the cell life. Their purpose is to convey 
information from one site of the cell to another, from one cell to another cell, and between the cell and the extra 
cellular matrix. The molecular mechanisms of cellular communication usually involve proteins that act as signals 
and receptors. In many cases, those proteins are simultaneously signals and receptors and are capable of 
performing basic information processing tasks such as AND and OR gates [8]. In the context of software 
engineering, this is equivalent to an “event-driven” architecture, where cellular signals are equivalent to Events 
and cellular receptors are equivalent to Observers or Listeners. Although Events and Observers are already 
implemented in ITK for the control of the data-pipeline, their implementation is not appropriate for being used 
in the context of a large population of cells. A new mechanism for rapid processing of events from thousands of 
cells is expected to be implemented in ITK. One of the typical mechanism by which bacterial colonies achieve 
group behaviour is through “voting” or “quorum sensing” schemes. This is done by making all the bacteria emit 
signals that have a limited range and/or a limited lifespan. The cells have receptors for the same signal and can 
measure the concentration of the signalling molecule in the local neighbourhood. When the concentration of the 
signal surpasses a threshold, the cell interprets that as reaching a quorum amongst the neighbours and therefore 
proceeds to trigger a particular behaviour. This mechanism is used by fluorescent bacteria in order to pulse at 
night in the ocean by synchronizing large scale populations of cells [7]. 
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4.3 Cell-Cell Interactions 

Mechanical interactions between cells involve the application of pressure forces resulting from pushing cells 
against other, as well as tension forces resulting from adhesion between cells, and between cells and the extra 
cellular matrix [9,10]. These mechanical interactions are being currently simulated in ITK in the context of a 
highly viscous medium, where inertia has a minimum effect and cell displacements occur at low speeds. 
Interaction between a cell and its neighbours involve both information transmission and mechanical interactions. 
Information transmission is performed with signals and receptors in the cell surface. Mechanical interactions are 
achieved through the synthesis of proteins called cadherins. The cell produces these proteins and exports them 
to the cellular membrane from where they can attach to complementary molecules on the surface of 
neighbouring cells. A large variety of cadherins and complementary proteins allow the cells to selectively attach 
to certain types of cells and not to others. This mechanism facilitates the creation of epithelial cells and 
endothelial cells. Epithelial cells tend to form on the outside of organs and arrange themselves on sheets that 
recover the organ. Endothelial cells on the other hand stay in the inside of organs.  From the algorithmic point of 
view, the strength of the cadherins interactions joining the epithelial cells among themselves is responsible from 
controlling the curvature of the cellular aggregate borders. In this way cellular aggregates can regulate their 
curvature in the same way that deformable models use internal forces, and Level Set methods use curvature 
terms in the computation of their speed images. The advantage of cell-cell interaction is that the rules controlling 
cadherins expression allow for more complex behaviours. For example, it is possible to set a higher curvature 
restriction in one side of the organ that the other, depending on what organs are found across the epithelium 
[8,9,10]. Currently only pushing forces are implemented in the ITK framework. Future work will introduce the 
emulation of cadherins. 

4.4 Cell-Matrix Interactions 

The cellular matrix is a substrate in which the cells live. The material of the cellular matrix is usually produced 
and maintained by the cells themselves, which results in a symbiotic relationship. The interactions between the 
cells and the matrix include information transmission via signals and receptors, metabolic dependencies due to 
transport of materials required for maintaining the infrastructure of both intra and extra cellular spaces, and 
mechanical interactions driven by proteins that attach the cytoskeleton and the cell membrane to fibres in the 
extra cellular matrix [8,9,10]. A natural way of using cellular algorithms for image processing is to associate the 
image to one of the chemical compounds of the cellular matrix. Cells in the aggregate will then react to the 
different concentrations of the substrate, in other words, the result of applying the update rules will depend on 
the intensity of the input image or images in the neighbourhood of the cell location. 

Source Code 
The source code of the current implementation of Cellular Algorithms in ITK is available at http://www.itk.org 
as part of InsightApplications package. They are located in the Morphogenesis subdirectory. 
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1 Introduction

It is widely recognised that the separate application of rigid-body motion correction and temporal interpolation
(slice-timing) do not accurately account for the slice-based acquisition of FMRI data. We demonstrate that the use
of volumetric motion correction and slice-timing is not only inaccurate, but that in many situations it can lead to a
degradation of the images.

Furthermore, knowing that the separation of motion correction and slice-timing correction is an approximation,
there is no clear consensus as to what order these two steps should be applied in. We show that over a very similar
set of motions, either combination can lead to a range of different corrections.

2 Existing Approaches

Echo Planar Images are typically acquired in a slice-sequential manner, that is, all the voxels falling within a single
slice of scanner space are captured before the voxels in the next slice. While acquiring more than one slice at a
time is possible in some MRI applications, it is currently impractical for FMRI because the resulting signal-to-noise
ratio is too low to be usable.

Single-shot EPI (as opposed to multi-shot, interleaved or segmented EPI) is the EPI sequence that is typically used
in FMRI. The ‘single shot’ refers to the fact that each slice is reconstructed from a single RF excitation. Although
it is possible to acquire several slices with single shot — one shot for each slice — the FMRI data-sets acquired to
date are nearly always single-shot multi-slice EPI.

Given that SNR considerations limit FMRI to stacked-slice acquisitions in practice, the problem of temporal offsets
within a volume due to the successive acquisition of slices remains a significant confound to motion correction.
Previous attempts to correct FMRI data for artefacts introduced during acquisition have considered spatial realign-
ment and slice-timing correction as two distinct and separate stages in the processing chain as shown in Figure 1.

APPLY TEMPORAL SHIFT

PROCESSED 4D DATA
RIGID−BODY MOTION

   CORRECTION

CORRECTED 4D DATA

OF N/N * TR SECONDS

OF 1/N * TR SECONDS

APPLY TEMPORAL SHIFT

UNCORRECTED 4D DATA

SLICE 1 3D TIME−SERIES

SLICE N 3D TIME−SERIES

Figure 1. Schematic of the separate application of spatial and temporal realignment of FMRI data. Note that in
this arrangement, motion correction is applied before slice-timing. The reverse ordering is discussed in the text.

Performing slice-timing correction means, ideally, that the image reflects a true ‘snapshot’ of the object at a discrete
point in time, rather than as a volume of slices acquired sequentially. The slice-timing-corrected data should more

∗Corresponding author: Dr P R Bannister,prb@robots.ox.ac.uk .
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accurately reflect the spatio-temporal relationship between voxels throughout the volume. Because the EPI data-
sets under consideration have typically been acquired slice-by-slice rather than by using a volumetric approach,
the temporal distribution of the slices within each volume must be taken into account if correct and meaningful
conclusions are to be drawn about the spatio-temporal relationships within the data.

While the need for slice-timing is widely acknowledged, these corrections are not always performed in practice on
FMRI data. Applying the two corrections separately is convenient, not least because it facilitates the use of existing
tools for rigid-body motion correction along with separate temporal interpolation of each voxel time-course to re-
shift slice-timings. There are fundamental errors in the assumptions underlying this distinction, however, regardless
of the order in which the two steps are performed. Clearly, if no subject motion has occurred, it is sufficient simply
to apply slice-timing correction as a series of temporal interpolations over each voxel time-course in turn, where
the amount of shift is proportional to the temporal offset associated with the slice containing the voxel being
considered, shown in Figure 1. A complete lack of subject motion is unlikely to occur in real data, however, so
the interaction between motion and acquisition delays must be modelled in order to correct fully for the resulting
artefacts in the data.

Assuming that motion correction is carried out before any temporal corrections, data which may not correspond
to acquisition at a consistent point in time will be co-registered. If slice-timing correction is applied after the
initial realignment, the corrected images will contain data from several discrete sample times within individual
slices. This is because, in the general case of through-plane motion, spatial registration will realign the data
so that intensity values from individual slices in scanner space are distributed across several slice locations in
the corrected data. Specifically, if rigid-body realignment is performed, subsequent slice-timing will make the
incorrect assumption that data within individual slices will have been acquired at the same time-point. In this
situation, it is necessary to keep a record of the slice in which the data were originally acquired and then apply the
appropriate timing correction, a step which is usually omitted.

It might therefore seem obvious that temporal re-sampling should be carried out before motion correction. An
obstacle to such a re-sampling is that in order to carry out slice-timing correction by temporal interpolation of a
particular voxel, the time-course of that voxel must be known. If the subject has moved, there is no guarantee that
a voxel in object space will be in constant alignment with a voxel in scanner coordinates. This creates a cyclic
problem where motion correction is needed in order to determine slice-timing before motion correction. The
purpose of the work described in the remainder of this paper is to demonstrate that the use of separate spatial and
temporal algorithms to solve a spatio-temporal realignment problem cannot be considered a suitable approximation
to the true solution.

3 Experimental Results

A number of artificial data-sets were generated which contained a range of intra-slice movements. This was done
by applying the transformations describing the motion to a high-resolution (256x256x128 voxel) 20 volume EPI
time-series containing no prior motion or activation. The data was then down-sampled to a more typical size of
64x64x21 voxels per volume.

Four possible corrections were applied: RAW (no correction), MC (motion correction using MCFLIRT [1]),
MC+ST (MCFLIRT followed by temporal sinc interpolation) and ST+MC (sinc interpolation followed by MCF-
LIRT). After correction, the level of correction was characterised by examining the median average residual error
across all the voxel time-courses within the time-series. The error is computed by comparing the intensity values
in the corrected data to those in the original (unperturbed) images. In the case of a perfect correction, this value
should be zero.

In the first case, two data-sets containing either nodding (rotation around a central x-axis) or shaking (rotation
around a central z-axis) were evaluated. The range of motions were +1 , +2, +1, -1, -2, -1 , +1 ... per volume with
the motion applied incrementally over each slice. For example, for the first slice of the first volume, a rotation of
0.0476 was added, for the second slice 0.0952 and so on. The results are presented in Figures 2 and 3. For the
shaking motion, motion correction alone was able to slightly reduce the error but additional slice-timing, both prior
and post MCFLIRT, made this correction worse. In the case of the nodding data, all three correction approaches
led to a worse error than no correction at all.

A second group of data-sets were then generated which contained a range of either nodding or shaking motions
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Figure 2. Comparison of relative accuracies, measured as median average residual variance, of separate spatial and
temporal corrections when applied to data known to contain inter-slice movement within individual volumes.From
left to right: Uncorrected data (RAW), MCFLIRT motion correction (MC), slice-timing correction then MCFLIRT
(ST+MC), MCFLIRT then slice-timing correction (MC+ST).
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Figure 3. Comparison of relative correction errors, measured as median average residual variance, of separate
spatial and temporal schemes when applied to data-sets which are known to contain only intra-slice movement
within individual volumes. From left to right: Uncorrected data (RAW), MCFLIRT motion correction (MC),
slice-timing correction then MCFLIRT (ST+MC), MCFLIRT then slice-timing correction (MC+ST)

applied as +M/-M/+M/-M etc. where M ranged from 0.1 up to 2 between data-sets. In the case of this regular,
repetitive motion, slice-timing will have the effect of averaging the intensity values across time-points thus giving
the impression of a good correction, Even so, it is not possible to predict whether the best correction with occur
if the slice-timing step is placed before the motion correction, or after. The magnitude of the error is still around
50% of the original value (relating to an absolute error of several millimetres in the images). The results, shown in
figures 4 and 5, depict this erratic performance. The plots also reveal that without the averaging effect of temporal
interpolation, motion correction alone will still lead to a degradation of the images.

4 Discussion

It has been shown that the convenience of using separate slice-timing and motion correction is out-weighed by
the adverse effect that this has on FMRI data exhibiting very simple and common types of intra-slice motion. In
order to accurately compensate for these effects, an integrated approach to spatio-temporal re-alignment has been
developed [2] which can accurately model the motion at an individual slice resolution.
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Figure 4. Plots of the median average residual variance for a shaking motion design show the effect of correc-
tion with separate slice-timing and rigid-body motion correction on images containing very low levels of motion.
Notation corresponds to uncorrected data (RAW), MCFLIRT motion correction (MC), slice-timing correction then
MCFLIRT (ST+MC), MCFLIRT then slice-timing correction (MC+ST).
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Figure 5. Plots of the median average residual variance for a nodding motion design show the effect of correc-
tion with separate slice-timing and rigid-body motion correction on images containing very low levels of motion.
Notation corresponds to Uncorrected data (RAW), MCFLIRT motion correction (MC), slice-timing correction then
MCFLIRT (ST+MC), MCFLIRT then slice-timing correction (MC+ST).
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